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Preface

Icect-oriented Programming (O OP) has become the preferred programming approach of the software 
" :.stry. as it offers a powerful way to cope with the complexity of real-world problems. Considered one of the
-  :s: powerful languages, C++ lays a strong foundation for objected-oriented programming and has helped in 
^--ancing Java and Python programming.

5 nee its creation by Bjarne Stroustrup in early 1980s, C++ has undergone many changes and improvements. 
~~e anguage was standardized in 1998 by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the
- emational Standards Organization (ISO) by incorporating not only the new features but also the changes 

; - :  cested by the user groups. The present edition completely follows the specifications of ANSI/ISO standards.

O bject-oriented Program m ing with C++ is for the programmers who wish to know all about C++ language 
5~r object-oriented programming. It, however, assumes that the reader is familiar with C language and need 

be an expert. In its simple and easy-to-understand style, the book explains the what, why and how of 
: :  ect-oriented programming with C++.

The book provides numerous examples, illustrations and complete programs. The sample programs are 
_ eant to be both simple and educational. W herever necessary, pictorial descriptions of concepts have been 
' :  uded to improve clarity and facilitate better understanding. The book also presents the concept of object- 
: 'ented approach and discusses important elements of object-oriented analysis and design of systems.

THE SEVENTH EDITION
~"ough  this edition, I once again bring to you some challenging exercises to stimulate your brain. In a handful 
: ; :hapters, the debugging exercises have been completely revised, and more practice programming exercises 
• 2 . e been added in all the chapters. Care has been taken to incorporate your feedback, and subsequently the 
■;cic of Polymorphism has been refined for better understanding. You will also find many new elements, such 
25 Learning Objectives and Limitations (of C++ in contrast to other OOP languages), within the chapters.

- : o e  you enjoy reading this edition as much as I did in revising it!

NEW TO THE EDITION

• Learning Objectives

• Detailed coverage of the topic Polymorphism

• New minor and major projects

• Limitations of C++ as compared to other OOP languages

• Pedagogical features

■ 28 new  Debugging Exercises

■ 18 new  Program m ing Exercises
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SALIENT FEATURES OF THE BOOK
• Simple and easy-to-understand language

• Extended coverage of topics like Overloading, A bstract Classes, Typecasting, Dynam ic M i 
Allocation, S tructures and Unions, Polym orphism  and RTTI

• Projects to enhance the programming skills of the readers. Students are encouraged to try and exi 
them in real-life scenarios, e.g., college management system can be used in educational institute; 
training academies, and pay slip generation system can be used in small-scale companies

• C++ proficiency test covering la test technica l in terv iew  questions along w ith answers

• Refreshed and enhanced pedagogy which includes over 500 pedagogica l a ids like program s, re 
questions, debugging exercises with answers, p rogram m ing exercises, specia l boxes with notes 
lim itations o f  C++ com pared to o the r O OP languages, wherever re levant

actual arguments | argument list | bubble sort | call by reference | call by value | called function 
| calling program | calling statement | cm ath  | const arguments | declaration statement j  default 
arguments | default values | dummy variables [ ellipses | empty argument list | exit value | formal 
arguments J friend functions | function call | function definition | function overloading | function 
polymorphism | function prototype | indirection | inline | inline functions | macros | m ain() | math 
library | m ath .h | overloading | pointers | polymorphism | prototyping | reference variable | return 
by reference | returnstatement j return type | returnO | template | virtual functions

KEY FEATURES OF THE BOOK

FEATURES BENEFITS

Learning Objectives and Introduction

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Provide an overview of operator Overloading
□  Demonstrate how unary and binary operators are overloaded
O Illustrate how strings; are manipulated using overloaded operators
□  Identify the rules for overloading operators
□  Discuss type conversion .

Learning O bjectives

Learning Objectives underline the goals ar 
objectives for students to know and be ab 
to put in practice after reading a chapte 
These are followed by an Introduction whic 
introduces the topics to be covered in the 
chapter and also relates them to thosi 
already learnt. R efer to pages 1, 16, 29, 69 
and 88

Program Codes

|  Program 12.9

Program codes with comments are given 
throughout the book to elaborate how the 
various lines of codes work; thus, enhanc
ing the programming skills. R efer to pages  
21, 48, 49, 76, and 95

#inc1ude <lostream.fa> 
^include <string.h>

template <class T>
void display(T jc) //overloaded template function display

cout<<IOverloaded Template Display 1: I <s<<|\nl;

Key Terms Key terms list the important terms dis
cussed in the chapters. R efe r to pages 15, 
26, 64, 84, and 123

Key Terms

Notes Language tips and other special consider
ations are highlighted as notes wherever 
essential to add value to the concept 
explanation. R efe r to pages 24, 51, 82, 
114, and 116

|  NoteNote Notice the following statem ent in  the program:

int item :: count; / /  definition of static data member I

(Continued)
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Limitations
LIMITATION

An in line fu nc tion  can increase the  
fu nc tion  size so m uch th a t it may 
no t fit  in the  cache.

Limitations of C++ compared to other OOP  
languages have been given wherever 
applicable.

Summary

D  C++ supports a mechanism known as template to implement the concept of generic programming.

O  Templates allows us to generate a family of classes or a family of functions to handle different data types.

O  Template classes and functions eliminate code duplication for different types and thus make the program development 
easier and more manageable.

O  Like other functions, template functions can be overloaded.

O  Member functions of a class template must be defined as function templates using the parameters of the class template. 

O  W e m ay a lso use nontype param eters such basic o r  derived data types as argum ents templates.

Exercise Problems
REVIEW QUESTIONS

13.1 W hat is an exception? tfcUlo.1

13.2 How is an exception handled in C++? (aM9.1

13.3 W hat are the  advantages o f using exception handling m echanism  in a program ?

13.4 W hen should a program  throw  an exception?

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

3.1 W hat w ill happen w hen you execute the fo llow ing code?

#include <iostream.h> 
void main()
{

int i=0; 
i=400*400/400;

}
PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

12.1 W rite a function tem plate to  find the  m inimum  and m axim um  values by passing non-type argum ents to 
the  template, tilllll

*2 .2  W rite a c lass tem plate to represent a generic vector. Include m em ber functions to  perform  the fo llow ing

Summary gives the essence of each 
chapter in the form of bulleted points for a 
quick review before the examinations. 
R efe r to pages 13, 26, 63, 83, and 123

375 chapter-end exercise problems 
including review questions, debugging 
exercises and programming exercises are 
given for the readers to work out, practice 
and implement the concepts. R efe r to 
pages 14, 27, 65, 84, and 124
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CHAPTER ORGANIZATION
The book is organized into 17 chapters and 9 appendices. Chapters 1 and 2 provide a strong foundation and 
a perspective on Object-oriented Programming and C++. Chapter 3 deals with the various data types and 
control structures. This chapter now includes differences between Structure and Union, explained with 
appropriate programs and introduction of Storage Classes and its various types. Chapter 4 elucidates the 
various functions of C++. A separate section discussing the Recursion function has been added in this 
chapter.

Chapter 5 covers Classes and Objects, while Chapter 6 gives a detailed study on Constructors and 
Destructors, the various kinds of Constructors, including topics like Parameterized Constructors, Constructor 
Overloading and the various exceptional cases to be noted when working with Destructors. The chapter also 
deals with the Dynamic Initialization of Objects. Chapter 7 covers in detail the concept of Operator overloading 
and Type conversions, apart from discussing Overloading rules and String manipulations. The topic on 
Exceptions in Operator Overloading Operations has been added and explained with sufficient programs to 
support the theory. The various types of Inheritance like single, multiple, and hybrid inheritance and its other 
topics like Derived and Abstract classes can be studied in Chapter 8.

Chapter 9 begins by explaining the vital feature of OOP, i.e., Polymorphism, and elucidating on Pointers and 
Virtual Functions, while the Input and Output Operations have been dealt with in Chapter 10. An in-depth study 
of the various File Stream Operations and File Pointers has been elucidated in Chapter 11. Templates and 
Exception handling, like Exceptions in Constructors and Destructors and Exceptions in Operator Overloading 
Functions can be studied in Chapters 12 and 13, respectively. Chapter 14 introduces the students to the 
standard template, its components and functions. Chapter 15 covers the study of Strings and its related fields 
while Chapter 16 deals with the new features of ANSI C++ standards. The concluding chapter, Chapter 17, 
helps students in understanding the object-oriented systems.

Each chapter ends with a set of summary, key terms, review questions (the frequently asked universities’ 
questions earmarked with I fI aM  icon), debugging exercises and programming problems. For further assistance, 
students can also refer to the website for solutions to questions containing the 0 3 3 icon- ln addition, two new 
projects are included in the present edition. Executing Turbo C++, Executing C++ under Windows, Glossary of 
ANSI C++ Keywords, C++ Operator Precedence, Points to Remember, Glossary of Important C++ and OOP  
Terms, and C++ Proficiency Test are provided in the appendices, helping students understand and implement 
the concepts in a better way and prove to be valuable source and tool in their study.

COMPANION WEBSITE
The book is accompanied with an enhanced and exhaustive web supplement which includes the following 
additional information for both instructors and students.

F or in s tru c to rs  and  s tudents
• Complete code with step-by-step description and user manual for the projects of the 6th edition—  

Credit CalC and P R 2P O — and newly added projects in executable format.
• Solutions to selected programming exercises from the book.
• W rite-up differences between C and C++.
• Implementation of data structures concepts using C++.
• Codes for few selected programs from the 6th edition.
• Practice tests— questions given under C++ proficiency tests in the 6th edition.
• Student self-assessment tests.
These can be accessed at 
http://www.mhhe.com/balagurusamy/oop7e

http://www.mhhe.com/balagurusamy/oop7e
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Principles of Object-Oriented 
Programming

-  Le a r n in g  O bjectives -

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
J  Discuss the issues faced by the software industry and how they have led to the evolution of software

□  ilustrate the procedure-oriented programming approach

□  Discuss the object-oriented programming approach

□  Explain the basic concepts of object-oriented programming

□  List the benefits of object-oriented programming  

_J dentify the various objected-oriented languages

□  Know the application areas of object-oriented programming

1.1 SOFTWARE CRISIS

le /e lop m en ts  in software technology continue to be dynamic. New tools and techniques are announced in 
ck succession. This has forced the software engineers and industry to continuously look for new 

accroaches to software design and development, and they are becoming more and more critical in view of 
n e  increasing complexity of software systems as well as the highly competitive nature of the industry. These 
-acid advances appear to have created a situation of crisis within the industry. The following issues need to 
:e  addressed to face this crisis:

• How to represent real-life entities of problems in system design?

• How to design systems with open interfaces?

• How to ensure reusability and extensibility of modules?

• How to develop modules that are tolerant to any changes in future?

• How to improve software productivity and decrease software cost?

• How to improve the quality of software?

• How to manage time schedules?

• How to industrialize the software development process?

Many software products are either not finished, or not used, or else are delivered with major errors, 
figure 1.1 shows the fate of the US defence software projects undertaken in the 1970s. Around 50 per cent
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Projects
Fig. 1.1 The state o f US defence pro jects (according to the US governm ent)

of the software products were never delivered, and one-third of those which were delivered were never used. 
It is interesting to note that only 2 per cent were used as delivered, without being subjected to any changes. 
This illustrates that the software industry has a remarkably bad record in delivering products.

Changes in user requirements have always been a major problem. Another study (Fig. 1.2) shows that more 
than 50 per cent of the systems required modifications due to changes in user requirements and data formats. 
It only illustrates that, in changing world with a dynamic business environment, requests for change are 
unavoidable and therefore systems must be adaptable and tolerant to changes.

Documentation Other Efficiency Changes in user

Fig. 1.2 Breakdown o f m aintenance costs

These studies and other reports on software implementation suggest that software products should be 
evaluated carefully for their quality before they are delivered and implemented. Some of the quality issues 
that must be considered for critical evaluation are:

1. Correctness

2. Maintainability
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u Reusability

-  Ocenness and interoperability 

f Portability 

i  Security 

■:egrity

.  ;e r friendliness

Se on and use of proper software tools would help resolving some of these issues.

1.2 SOFTWARE EVOLUTION

E—e r . Tello, a well-known writer in the field of artificial intelligence, compared the evolution of software 
ogy to the growth of a tree. Like a tree, the software evolution has had distinct phases or “layers” of 

-  ~hese layers were built up one by one over the last five decades as shown in Fig. 1.3, with each layer 
"r: ~rse-:ing an improvement over the previous one. However, the analogy fails if we consider the life of 
~ -  =.r = .ers. In software systems, each of the layers continues to be functional, whereas in the case of trees, 
■3- r e  uppermost layer is functional.

Fig. 1.3 Layers o f com puter software

-  a" Kay, one of the promoters of the object-oriented paradigm and the principal designer of Smalltalk, 
-as  sa c: "/As com plexity  increases, a rch itecture dom inates the bas ic  m a te ria l”. To build today’s complex 

r e  it is just not enough to put together a sequence of programming statements and sets of procedures 
=*■: ~ :cu ies; we need to incorporate sound construction techniques and program structures that are easy 
: : ;~-prehend, implement and modify.

S -  ce  the invention of the computer, many programming approaches have been tried. These include 
~' : .a s  such as m odu la r program m ing, top-dow n program m ing, bo ttom -up  p rogram m ing  and structured  

: - c - a - m in g .  The primary motivation in each has been the concern to handle the increasing complexity of



programs that are reliable and maintainable. These techniques have become popular among programmers 
over the last two decades.

With the advent of languages such as C, structured programming became very popular and was the main 
technique in the 1980s. Structured programming was a powerful tool that enabled programmers to write 
moderately complex programs fairly easily. However, as the programs grew larger, even the structured 
approach failed to show the desired results in terms of bug-free, easy-to-maintain, and reusable programs.

O bject-O rien ted P rogram m ing (OOP) is an approach to program organization and development that 
attempts to eliminate some of the pitfalls of conventional programming methods by incorporating the best of 
structured programming features with several powerful new concepts. It is a new way of organizing and 
developing programs and has nothing to do with any particular language. However, not all languages are 
suitable to implement the O OP concepts easily.

1.3 A LOOK AT PROCEDURE-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

Conventional programming, using high level languages such as COBOL, FO RTRAN and C, is commonly 
known as procedure -o rien ted  program m ing  (POP). In the procedure-oriented approach, the problem is 
viewed as a sequence of things to be done such as reading, calculating and printing. A number of functions 
are written to accomplish these tasks. The primary focus is on functions. A typical program structure for 
procedural programming is shown in Fig. 1.4. The technique of hierarchical decomposition has been used to 
specify the tasks to be completed for solving a problem.

Object-Oriented Programming with C++

Fig. 1.4 Typical structure o f p rocedure-o riented program s

Procedure-oriented programming basically consists of writing a list of instructions (or actions) for the 
computer to follow, and organizing these instructions into groups known as functions. W e normally use a 
flow chart to organize these actions and represent the flow of control from one action to another. While we 
concentrate on the development of functions, very little attention is given to the data that are being used by 
various functions. W hat happens to the data? How are they affected by the functions that work on them?
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n a multi-function program, many important data items are placed as g loba l so that they may be accessed 
: .  all the functions. Each function may have its own loca l data. Figure 1.5 shows the relationship of data and 
'--c tion s  in a procedure-oriented program.

Global data are more vulnerable to an inadvertent change by a function. In a large program it is very 
: “ cult to identify what data is used by which function. In case we need to revise an external data structure, 
* e  also need to revise all functions that access the data. This provides an opportunity for bugs to creep in.

Another serious drawback with the procedural approach is that it does not model real world problems very 
e This is because functions are action-oriented and do not really correspond to the elements of the 

croblem.

Some characteristics exhibited by procedure-oriented programming are:

• Emphasis is on doing things (algorithms).

• Large programs are divided into smaller programs known as functions.

• Most of the functions share global data.

• Data move openly around the system from function to function.

• Functions transform data from one form to another.

• Employs top -dow n  approach in program design.

Fig. 1.5 Relationship o f data and functions in procedura l program m ing

1.4 OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING PARADIGM
— ~aj or  motivating factor in the invention of object-oriented approach is to remove some of the flaws 

: :  .-te re d  in the procedural approach. O OP treats data as a critical element in the program development 
a r ;  : :e s  not allow it to flow freely around the system. It ties data more closely to the functions that operate 
: * - and protects it from accidental modification from outside functions. O OP allows decomposition of a 

c e ~  into a number of entities called ob jects  and then builds data and functions around these objects, 
i-qanization of data and functions in object-oriented programs is shown in Fig. 1.6. The data of an



object can be accessed only by the functions associated with that object. However, functions of one object 
can access the functions of other objects.

T
Object-Oriented Programming with C++

Object A Object B

Fig. 1.6 O rganization o f data and functions in OOP

Some of the striking features of object-oriented programming are:

• Emphasis is on data rather than procedure.
• Programs are divided into what are known as objects.
• Data structures are designed such that they characterize the objects.
• Functions that operate on the data of an object are tied together in the data structure.
• Data is hidden and cannot be accessed by external functions.
• Objects may communicate with each other through functions.
• New data and functions can be easily added whenever necessary.
• Follows bo ttom -up  approach in program design.

Object-oriented programming is the most recent concept among programming paradigms and still means 
different things to different people. It is therefore important to have a working definition of object-oriented 
programming before we proceed further. W e define object-oriented programming as an approach that 
provides a way o f m odulariz ing p rogram s by  creating pa rtitioned  m em ory area fo r both data and functions  
tha t can be used as tem plates fo r  creating copies o f such m odules on demand. Thus, an object is considered 
to be a partitioned area of computer memory that stores data and set of operations that can access that data. 
Since the memory partitions are independent, the objects can be used in a variety of different programs 
without modifications.

1.5 BASIC CONCEPTS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
It is necessary to understand some of the concepts used extensively in object-oriented programming. These 
include:

»
• Objects
• Classes



■ Data abstraction and encapsulation
■ -’heritance
■ Polymorphism
• Dynamic binding
• Vessage passing

We 5- 3; discuss these concepts in some detail in this section.

Objects
; ears are the basic run-time entities in an object-oriented system. They may represent a person, a place, 

• : ;  * • account, a table of data or any item that the program has to handle. They may also represent user- 
: - 3 ; sata such as vectors, time and lists. Programming problem is analyzed in terms of objects and the

of communication between them. Program objects should be chosen such that they match closely 
■nr :~e real-world objects. Objects take up space in the memory and have an associated address like a 
- : :  n Pascal, or a structure in C.

*v~en a program is executed, the objects interact by sending messages to one another. For example, if 
. earner” and “account” are two objects in a program, then the customer object may send a message to the 

: _ -t object requesting for the bank balance. Each object contains data, and code to manipulate the data. 
: : 3 ::s can interact without having to know details of each other's data or code. It is sufficient to know the type 

i f  “ 3 ; sage accepted, and the type of response returned by the objects. Although different authors represent 
- ~ : Terentiy, Fig. 1.7 shows two notations that are popularly used in object-oriented analysis and design.

Principles of Object-Oriented Programming

Fig. 1,7 Two ways o f representing an ob ject

Casses
*3 _s: mentioned that objects contain data, and code to manipulate that data. The entire set of data and 
:::•=■ : f an object can be made a user-defined data type with the help of a class. In fact, objects are 
ar-ac es of the type class. Once a class has been defined, we can create any number of objects 

:a : - ;  ng to that class. Each object is associated with the data of type class with which they are created. 
- : ass is thus a collection of objects of similar type. For example, mango, apple and orange are members 
rf ■ - a :!ass fruit. Classes are user-defined data types and behave like the built-in types of a programming 
£ ■ ; - age. The syntax used to create an object is no different than the syntax used to create an integer 
:c eat n C. If fruit has been defined as a class, then the statement

f r u i t  mango;

• i f  fe a te  an object m ango belonging to the class fru it.
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Data Abstraction and Encapsulation
The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit (called class) is known as encapsulation. Data 
encapsulation is the most striking feature of a class. The data is not accessible to the outside world, and only 
those functions which are wrapped in the class can access it. These functions provide the interface between 
the object’s data and the program. This insulation of the data from direct access by the program is called data  
hid ing o r in fo rm ation hiding.

A bstraction  refers to the act of representing essential features without including the background details or 
explanations. Classes use the concept of abstraction and are defined as a list of abstract attribu tes  such as 
size, weight and cost, and functions  to operate on these attributes. They encapsulate all the essential 
properties of the objects that are to be created. The attributes are sometimes called data m em bers  because 
they hold information. The functions that operate on these data are sometimes called m ethods o r m em ber 
functions.

Since the classes use the concept of data abstraction, they are known as A bs tra c t Data Types (ADT).

Inheritance
Inheritance  is the process by which objects of one class acquire the properties of objects of another class. It 
supports the concept of hiera rch ica l c lassification. For example, the bird ‘robin’ is a part of the class ‘flying 
bird’ which is again a part of the class ‘bird’. The principle behind this sort of division is that each derived class 
shares common characteristics with the class from which it is derived as illustrated in Fig. 1.8.

Fig. 1.8 Property inheritance

0
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r  OOP. the concept of inheritance provides the idea of reusability. This means that we can add additional 
- r r e s  to an existing class without modifying it. This is possible by deriving a new class from the existing 
-■= - ~e new class will have the combined features of both the classes. The real appeal and power of the

- -e-na'-.ce mechanism is that it allows the programmer to reuse a class that is almost, but not exactly, what 
Te a~:s. and to tailor the class in such a way that it does not introduce any undesirable side-effects into the 
*as :■ :ne classes.

' •: :e :nat each sub-class defines only those features that are unique to it. Without the use of classification, 
~scr z ass would have to explicitly include all of its features.

Polymorphism

— zrphism  is another important OOP concept. Polymorphism, a Greek term, means the ability to take
-  : -a r a n  one form. An operation may exhibit different behaviors in different instances. The behavior 
nece-Cs upon the types of data used in the operation. For example, consider the operation of addition. For

bers, the operation will generate a sum. If the operands are strings, then the operation would produce 
s r  string by concatenation. The process of making an operator to exhibit different behaviors in different 
rscsrces is known as opera to r overloading.

z :_re 1.9 illustrates that a single function name can be used to handle different numbers and different 
s e es  of arguments. This is something similar to a particular word having several different meanings 
ascending on the context. Using a single function name to perform different types of tasks is known as 
t  - r  on overloading.

- z .morphism plays an important role in allowing objects having different internal structures to share the 
sane external interface. This means that a general class of operations may be accessed in the same manner 
- . e *  ro u g h  specific actions associated with each operation may differ. Polymorphism is extensively used in 

r e n t in g  inheritance.

Fig. 1.9 Polym orphism

Dy-iamic Binding

E re  -g  refers to the linking of a procedure call to the code to be executed in response to the call. Dynam ic  
: ->: -g  ialso known as late binding) means that the code associated with a given procedure call is not known
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until the time of the call at run-time. It is associated with polymorphism and inheritance. A function call 
associated with a polymorphic reference depends on the dynamic type of that reference.

Consider the procedure “draw” in Fig. 1.9. By inheritance, every object will have this procedure. Its 
algorithm is, however, unique to each object and so the draw procedure will be redefined in each class that 
defines the object. At run-time, the code matching the object under current reference will be called.

Message Passing
An object-oriented program consists of a set of objects that communicate with each other. The process of 
programming in an object-oriented language, therefore, involves the following basic steps:

1. Creating classes that define objects and their behavior,

2. Creating objects from class definitions, and

3. Establishing communication among objects.

Objects communicate with one another by sending and receiving information much the same way as 
people pass messages to one another. The concept of message passing makes it easier to talk about building 
systems that directly model or simulate their real-world counterparts.

A message for an object is a request for execution of a procedure, and therefore will invoke a function 
(procedure) in the receiving object that generates the desired result. M essage passing  involves specifying 
the name of the object, the name of the function (message) and the information to be sent. Example:

employee.salary (name);

object

message

information

Objects have a life cycle. They can be created and destroyed. Communication with an object is feasible 
as long as it is alive.

1.6 BENEFITS OF OOP

O OP offers several benefits to both the program designer and the user. Object-orientation contributes to the 
solution of many problems associated with the development and quality of software products. The new 
technology promises greater programmer productivity, better quality of software and lesser maintenance 
cost. The principal advantages are:

• Through inheritance, we can eliminate redundant code and extend the use of existing classes.

• W e can build programs from the standard working modules that communicate with one another, rather 
than having to start writing the code from scratch. This leads to saving of development time and higher 
productivity.
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■ I principle of data hiding helps the programmer to build secure programs that cannot be invaded by 
: :  ze in other parts of the program.

- : s possible to have multiple instances of an object to co-exist without any interference.

• : s possible to map objects in the problem domain to those in the program.

■ s easy to partition the work in a project based on objects.

- ne data-centered design approach enables us to capture more details of a model in implementable
^brm.

• D c.ect-oriented systems can be easily upgraded from small to large systems.

■ Message passing techniques for communication between objects makes the interface descriptions 
•*. :n external systems much simpler.

S "tw are complexity can be easily managed.

i - e <t is possible to incorporate all these features in an object-oriented system, their importance depends 
: * —e  r.pe of the project and the preference of the programmer. There are a number of issues that need to 
:<r ed to reap some of the benefits stated above. For instance, object libraries must be available for reuse.

*"t ‘5 :-nology is still developing and current products may be superseded quickly. Strict controls and 
: r :  : :ls need to be developed if reuse is not to be compromised.

I -5. eloping a software that is easy to use makes it hard to build. It is hoped that the object-oriented 
jr :c *e ~ m in g  tools would help manage this problem.

1.7 OBJECT-ORIENTED LANGUAGES
0 "  er.-oriented programming is not the right of any particular language. Like structured programming, OOP  
ar-c-ects can be implemented using languages such as C and Pascal. However, programming becomes 
3 .~ 5 ..  and may generate confusion when the programs grow large. A language that is specially designed to 
slccc"  the OOP concepts makes it easier to implement them.

languages should support several of the O OP concepts to claim that they are object-oriented. 
: a ;a -a  ng upon the features they support, they can be classified into the following two categories:

' Object-based programming languages, and 

I  Object-oriented programming languages.

Z :  act-based program m ing  is the style of programming that primarily supports encapsulation and object 
Major features that are required for object-based programming are:

• Data encapsulation

• Data hiding and access mechanisms

• -utomatic initialization and clear-up of objects

• Operator overloading

_5'guages that support programming with objects are said to be object-based programming 
a -adages. They do not support inheritance and dynamic binding. Ada is a typical object-based programming
anguage.

»
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O bject-o rien ted program m ing  incorporates all of object-based programming features along with two 
additional features, namely, inheritance and dynamic binding. Object-oriented programming can therefore be 
characterized by the following statement:

Object-based features + inheritance + dynamic binding
Languages that support these features include C++, Smalltalk, Object Pascal and Java. There are a large 
number of object-based and object-oriented programming languages. Table 1.1 lists some popular general 
purpose O OP languages and their characteristics.

Table 1.1 Characteristics o f som e O OP languages

Characteristics
Sim ula

*
S m allta lk

*

O bjective

C

C++ Ada

**
O bject
P asca l

Turbo
P asca l

E iffe l
*

Java
*

Binding Both Late Both Both Early Late Early Early Both

(early or late) ✓ ✓ y ✓ ✓ ✓ y ✓

Polymorphism ✓ ✓ y ✓ y y y ✓ y

Data hiding y V ✓ ✓ y y y y y

Concurrency y Poor Poor Poor Difficult No No Promised y

Inheritance y y ✓ ✓ No y y y y

Multiple
Inheritance

No y y ✓ No — . . . y No

Garbage
Collection

✓ V V ✓ No ✓ y y y

Persistence No Promised No No
like
3GL

No No
Some

Support
y

Genericity No No No ✓ y No No y No

Object Libraries y y y ✓ Not
much

y y y y

*  Pure object-oriented languages 
"  Object-based languages 

Others are extended conventional languages

As seen from Table 1.1, all languages provide for polymorphism and data hiding. However, many of them do 
not provide facilities for concurrency, persistence and genericity. Eiffel, Ada and C++ provide generic facility 
which is an important construct for supporting reuse. However, persistence (a process of storing objects) is not 
fully supported by any of them. In Smalltalk, though the entire current execution state can be saved to disk, yet 
the individual objects cannot be saved to an external file.

Simula is one of the oldest object oriented programming languages, though it has spent most of its life in 
a research environment. Commercially, C++ and Java are the most prominent object oriented programming 
languages that have found extensive usage in application development.
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Use of a particular language depends on characteristics and requirements of an application, organizational 
impact of the choice, and reuse of the existing programs. C++ has now become the most successful, practical, 
general-purpose OOP language, and is widely used in industry today.

1.8 APPLICATIONS OF OOP
OOP has become one of the programming buzzwords today. There appears to be a great deal of excitement 
and interest among software engineers in using OOP. Applications of O OP are beginning to gain importance 
n many areas. The most popular application of object-oriented programming, up to now, has been in the area 
of user interface design such as windows. Hundreds of windowing systems have been developed, using the 
OOP techniques.

Real-business systems are often much more complex and contain many more objects with complicated 
sr'ibutes and methods. O OP is useful in these types of applications because it can simplify a complex 
: "oblem. The promising areas for application of O OP include:

• Real-time systems

• Simulation and modeling

• Object-oriented databases

• Hypertext, hypermedia and expertext

• Al and expert systems

• Neural networks and parallel programming

• Decision support and office automation systems

• C IM /CAM /CAD systems

_ -e  richness of O OP environment has enabled the software industry to improve not only the quality of 
s :~  a~e systems but also its productivity. Object-oriented technology is certainly changing the way the 
*a r  r e  engineers think, analyze, design and implement systems.

SUMMARY

J  : :".vare technology has evolved through a series of phases during the last five decades.

J  most popular phase till recently was procedure-oriented programming (POP).

J  employs t o p - d o w n  programming approach where a problem is viewed as a sequence of tasks to be performed. A 
r j - t e r  of functions are written to implement these tasks.

^  - I -  -as two major drawbacks, viz. (1) data move freely around the program and are therefore vulnerable to changes 
by any function in the program, and (2) it does not model very well the real-world problems.

^  I t  er-oriented programming (OOP) was invented to overcome the drawbacks of the POP. It employs the b o t t o m - u p  

j c : E-ming approach. It treats data as a critical element in the program development and does not allow it to flow 
« +  round the system. It ties data more closely to the functions that operate on it in a data structure called class, 

s orure  is called d a t a  e n c a p s u l a t i o n .
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o In OOP, a problem is considered as a collection of a number of entities called objects. Objects are instances of classes.

O  Insulation of data from direct access by the program is called data hiding.

o Data abstraction refers to putting together essential features without including background details,

o Inheritance is the process by which objects of one class acquire properties of objects of another class.

Q  Polymorphism means one name, multiple forms. It allows us to have more than one function with the same name in a 
program. It also allows overloading of operators so that an operation can exhibit different behaviors in different instances.

O  Dynamic binding means that the code associated with a given procedure is not known until the time of the call at run-time.

O  Message passing involves specifying the name of the object, the name of the function (message) and the information to 
be sent.

O  Object-oriented technology offers several benefits over the conventional programming methods— the most important one 
being the reusability.

O  Applications of OOP technology has gained importance in almost all areas of computing including real-time business 
systems.

O  There are a number of languages that support object-oriented programming paradigm. Popular among them are C++, 
Smalltalk and Java. C++ has become an industry standard language today.

KEY TERMS

Ada | assembly language | bottom-up programming | C++ | classes | concurrency | data abstraction 
| data encapsulation | data hiding | data members | dynamic binding | early binding | Eiffel | flowcharts 
| function overloading | functions | garbage collection | global data | hierarchical classification | inheritance 
| Java | late binding | local data | machine language | member functions | message passing | methods 
| modular programming | multiple inheritance | object libraries | Object Pascal | object-based programming
| Objective C | object-oriented languages | object-oriented programming | objects | operator overloading 
| persistence | polymorphism | procedure-oriented programming | reusability | Simula | Smalltalk | structured 
programming | top-down programming | Turbo Pascal

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.1 W hat do you think are the major issues facing the software industry today?

1.2 Briefly discuss the software evolution during the period 1950-1990.

1.3 W hat is procedure-oriented programming? W hat are its main characteristics?

1.4 Discuss an approach to the development of procedure-oriented programs.

1.5 Describe how data are shared by functions in a procedure-oriented program.

1.6 What is object-oriented programming? How is it different from the procedure-oriented programming?
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- :  •• are data and functions organized in an object-oriented program?

A are the unique advantages of an object-oriented programming paradigm?

I  -guish between the following terms:

= Z : sets and classes

lb Z=:a abstraction and data encapsulation [Tlxjoj 

c  --'•entance and polymorphism 

r :  ."am ic binding and message passing 

■  Kan * - ds of things can become objects in OOP?

?<=->:'oe inheritance as applied to OOP.

A • r : :  you mean by dynamic binding? How is it useful in OOP?

•toB roes object-oriented approach differ from object-based approach?

; %.*. areas of application of O OP technology.

SSre B 'e rn erth e  following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

3 r  r-rcedure-oriented programming, all data are shared by all functions.

t :  main emphasis of procedure-oriented programming is on algorithms rather than on
- S T S

■O Z -<= r f the striking features of object-oriented programming is the division of programs into 
: :  e ::s  that represent real-world entities.

«£i i -2; :  ”g up of data of different types into a single unit is known as encapsulation.

M l Z -̂2 :'ob lem  with OOP is that once a class is created it can never be changed.

I f  r - a  :ance means the ability to reuse the data values of one object by another object.

: -  ; rp h i s m  is extensively used in implementing inheritance. 

f W  lo e rv o rie n te d  programs are executed much faster than conventional programs, 

f l l  Ic-e::-oriented systems can scale up better from small to large.

I f f  Zbert-oriented approach cannot be used to create databases.
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« —  Le a r n in g  O bjectives

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Define C++ and list its applications

□  Identify the basic elem ents o f a simple C++ program

□  Explain how class is used in a C++ program

□  Identify the structure o f a C++ program

□  Discuss how a C++ source file is developed and compiled

2.1 WHAT IS C++?
C++ is an object-oriented programming language. It was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup at AT&T Be 
Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey, USA, in the early 1980’s. Stroustrup, an admirer of Simula67 and 
strong supporter of C, wanted to combine the best of both the languages and create a more powerful languag 
that could support object-oriented programming features and still retain the power and elegance of C. Th 
result was C++. Therefore, C++ is an extension of C with a major addition of the class construct feature < 
Simula67. Since the class was a major addition to the original C language, Stroustrup initially called the ne' 
language ‘C with classes’. However, later in 1983, the name was changed to C++. The idea of C++ come 
from the C increment operator ++, thereby suggesting that C++ is an augmented (incremented) version of C

During the early 1990’s, the language underwent a number of improvements and changes. In Novembe 
1997, the ANSI/ISO standards committee standardized these changes and added several new features to th 
language specifications.

C++ is a superset of C. Most of what we already know about C applies to C++ also. Therefore, almost a 
C programs are also C++ programs. However, there are a few minor differences that will prevent a C prograr 
to run under C++ compiler. W e shall see these differences later as and when they are encountered.

The most important facilities that C++ adds on to C are classes, inheritance, function overloading, am 
operator overloading. These features enable creation of abstract data types, inherit properties from existing dat 
types and support polymorphism, thereby making C++ a truly object-oriented language.

The object-oriented features in C++ allow programmers to build large programs with clarity, extensibilit 
and ease of maintenance, incorporating the spirit and efficiency of C. The addition of new features hai
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narsfe'+ned C from a language that currently facilitates top-down, structured design, to one that provides 
jcrtnr"-uD. object-oriented design.

I  —  s 2 versatile language for handling very large programs. It is suitable for virtually any programming task 
■d j c o :  development of editors, compilers, databases, communication systems and any complex real-life 
sic :a :»n  systems.

• 5 nee C++ allows us to create hierarchy-related objects, we can build special object-oriented libraries
oh can be used later by many programmers.

■ le C++ is able to map the real-world problem properly, the C part of C++ gives the language the 
ao ity to get close to the machine-level details.

- 1 —  programs are easily maintainable and expandable. When a new feature needs to be implemented, 
■ s very easy to add to the existing structure of an object.

• * is expected that C++ will replace C as a general-purpose language in the near future.

_sing namespace std; 
int main()

cout << "C++ is better than C.\n"; // C++ statement

- i  simple program demonstrates several C++ features.

: ':gram Features
l i f e  I  the C++ program is a collection of functions. The above example contains only one function, main(). 
* s  -s -3 l. execution begins at main(). Every C++ program must have a main(). C++ is a free-form language, 
•rib  2 raw exceptions, the compiler ignores carriage returns and white spaces. Like C, the C++ statements 
® — ate with semicolons.

I-:~i merits
I - -  'traduces a new comment symbol // (double slash). Comments start with a double slash symbol and 
* —  ate at the end of the line. A comment may start anywhere in the line, and whatever follows till the end 
s r r a  ne is ignored. Note that there is no closing symbol.

2 2 APPLICATIONS OF C++

2 3 A  SIMPLE C++ PROGRAM
cegin with a simple example of a C++ program that prints a string on the screen.

£ -'ogram  2.1

^include <iostream> // include header file
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The double slash comment is basically a single line comment. Multiline comments can be written as follows:

// This is an example of 
II C++ program to illustrate 
II Some of its features

The C comment symbols /*, 7  are still valid and are more suitable for multiline comments. The following 
comment is allowed:

/* This is an example of
C++ program to illustrate 
some of its features

* /

W e can use either or both styles in our programs. Since this is a book on C++, we will use only the C++ 
style. However, remember that we cannot insert a // style comment within the text of a program line. For 
example, the double slash comment cannot be used in the manner as shown below:

for(j=0; j<n; /* loops n times */ j++)

Output Operator
The only statement in Program 2.1 is an output statement. The statement

cout << "C++ is better than C.";
causes the string in quotation marks to be displayed on the screen. This statement introduces two new C++ 
features, cout and « .  The identifier cout (pronounced as ‘C out’) is a predefined object that represents the 
standard output stream in C++. Here, the standard output stream represents the screen. It is also possible to 
redirect the output to other output devices. W e shall later discuss streams in detail.

The operator«  is called the insertion o r p u t to  operator. It inserts (or sends) the contents of the variable 
on its right to the object on its left (Fig. 2.1).

Screen

cout

Variable

“C++”

Object[ Insertion operator

Fig. 2.1 O utput using insertion opera tor
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-e  reject cout has a simple interface. If string represents a string variable, then the following statement 
•«i : sc* ay its contents:

rout << string;

t ~ ay  recall that the operator«  is a bit-wise left-shift operator and it can still be used for this purpose. 
~ * = 5 -+  example of how one operator can be used for different purposes, depending on the context. This 
a  - :  s known as opera to r overloading , an important aspect of polymorphism. Operator overloading is
an:: .s.sec in detail in Chapter 7.

t  s mportant to note that we can still use printf() for displaying an output. C++ accepts this 
ic : - However, we will use cout «  to maintain the spirit of C++.

iostream File
*  I —  c'ogram typically contains preprocessor directive statements at the beginning. Such statements are 
jF e :e :ed  ,vith a #  symbol to indicate the presence of a preprocessor directive to the compiler, which in turn lets 
~ e z-eorocessor handle the #  directive statement. All C++ programs begin with a #include directive that 
- r  _ces the specified header file contents into the main program.

i + nave used the following #include directive in the program:

-include <iostream>
; directive causes the preprocessor to add the contents of the iostream file to the program. It contains 

i  *a:ons for the identifier cout and the operator « .  Some old versions of C++ use a header file called 
■ns— arm.h. This is one of the changes introduced by ANSI C++. (We should use iostream.h if the compiler 
: :e~ -o t support ANSI C + + features.)

'■ a  "eader file iostream should be included at the beginning of all programs that use input/output 
s : - -e n ts . Note that the naming conventions for header files may vary. Some implementations use 
: stream.hpp; yet others iostream.hxx. W e must include appropriate header files depending on the contents 

if  r e  irogram and implementation.

es 2.1 and 2.2 provide lists of C++ standard library header files that may be needed in C++ programs. 
~-+ -eader files with .h extension are ‘old style’ files which should be used with old compilers Table 2.1 also 

as r e  version of these files that should be used with the ANSI standard compilers.

* =: e 2.1 Com m only used old-style header files

- e id e r  file Contents and  purpose New  version

<assert.h> Contains macros and information for adding diagnostics that aid program 
debugging

<cassert>

r.o e .h > Contains function prototypes for functions that test characters for certain 
properties, and function prototypes for functions that can be used to 
convert lowercase letters to uppercase letters and vice versa.

<cctype>

~cat.h> Contains the floating-point size limits of the system. <cfloat>

e ^  ts.h> Contains the integral size limits of the system. <climits>

~ath.h> Contains function prototypes for math library functions. <cmath>

(Contd.)
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Table 2.1 (Contd.)

H eader file Contents and  purpose N ew  version

<stdio.h> Contains function prototypes for the standard input/output library functions 
and information used by them.

<cstdio>

<stdlib.h> Contains function prototypes for conversion of numbers to text, text to 
numbers, memory allocation, random numbers, and various other utility 
functions.

<cstdlib>

<string.h> Contains function prototypes for C-style string processing functions. <cstring>

<time.h> Contains function prototypes and types for manipulating the time and date.

<iostream.h> Contains function prototypes for the standard input and standard output 
functions.

<iostream>

<iomanip.h> Contains function prototypes for the stream manipulators that enable 
formatting of streams of data.

<iomanip>

<fstream.h> Contains function prototypes for functions that perform input from files on 
disk and output to files on disk.

<fstream>

Table 2.2 New  header files included in A N S I C++

H eader file Contents and purpose

A=3V Contains classes and functions that are used by many standard library 
header files.

<vector>, <list>, <deque> 
<queue>, <set>, <map>, 
<stack>, <bitset>

The header files contain classes that implement the standard library 
containers. Containers store data during a program’s execution. W e will 
discuss these header files in Chapter 14.

<functional> Contains classes and functions used by algorithms of the standard library.

<memory> Contains classes and functions used by the standard library to allocate 
memory to the standard library containers.

<iterator> Contains classes for manipulating data in the standard library containers.

<algorithm> Contains functions for manipulating data in the standard library containers.

<exception>, <stdexcept> These header files contain classes that are used for exception handling.

<string> Contains the definition of class string from the standard library. W e will 
discuss this in Chapter 15.

<sstream> Contains function prototypes for functions that perform input from strings in 
memory and output to strings in memory.

<locale> Contains classes and functions normally used by stream processing to 
process data in the natural form for different languages (e.g., monetary 
formats, sorting strings, character presentation, etc.)

<limits> Contains a class for defining the numerical data type limits on each computer 
platform.

<typeinfo> Contains classes for run-time type identification (determining data types at 
execution time).

Apart from #include, the other preprocessor directives such as #define, #error, etc., work the same way as 
they would in C. But, their usage in C++ is quite limited due to the availability of other means for achieving the 
same functionality.
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'k.c-fespace
• a -e s c a c e  is a new concept introduced by the ANSI C++ standards committee. This defines a scope for the 
f c r c r e 's  that are used in a program. For using the identifiers defined in the namespace scope, we must 
■ma.-.-i me using directive, like

-sir.g namespace std;
- r t std is the namespace where ANSI C++ standard class libraries are defined. All ANSI C++ programs 

ti -: * :  ^de this directive. This will bring all the identifiers defined in std to the current global scope, using 
ar * - = —sspace are the new keywords of C++. Namespaces are discussed in detail in Chapter 16.

ietum  Type of main()
*  - —  ~ain() returns an integer type value to the operating system. Therefore, every mainQ in C++ should end 
m r- i ‘+’ .'n (0 ) statement; otherwise a warning or an error might occur. Since main() returns an integer type 
■m.i: -scum type for main() is explicitly specified as int. Note that the default return type for all functions in C++
•  itz following main without type and return will run with a warning:

a a in ( )

2 4 MORE C++ STATEMENTS
-M  .:  : :-sider a slightly more complex C++ program. Assume that we would like to read two numbers from the 
< * c a n d  display their average on the screen. C++ statements to accomplish this is shown in Program 2.2.

I= 'Dgram 2.2 Average of Two Numbers

= ir.clude <iostream> 

_=^ng namespace std; 

ire main()

float numberl, number2, sum, 
cout << "Enter two numbers: 
cin >> numberl; 
cin >> number2;

average;
" ; II prompt

// Reads numbers 
II from keyboard

sum = numberl + number2; 
average = sum/2;

cout << "Sum = " << sum << "\n"; 
cout << "Average = " << average << "\n" ;
return 0;
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The output of Program 2.2 would be:

Enter two numbers: 6.5 7.5 
Sum = 14 
Average = 7

Variables
The program uses four variables, namely number"!, number2, sum, and average. They are declared as type 
float by the statement.

float numberl, number2, sum, average;
All variables must be declared before they are used in the program.

Input Operator
The statement

cin >> numberl;
is an input statement and causes the program to wait for the user to type in a number. The number keyed in 
is placed in the variable n u m b erl The identifier cin (pronounced ‘C in’) is a predefined object in C++ that 
corresponds to the standard input stream. Here, 
this stream represents the keyboard.

The operator»  is known as extraction o r ge t 
from  operator. It extracts (or takes) the value 
from the keyboard and assigns it to the variable 
on its right (Fig. 2.2). This corresponds to the 
familiar scanf() operation. Like «  , the operator 
»  can also be overloaded.

Keyboard

Fig. 2.2 Input using extraction opera tor

Cascading of I/O Operators
W e have used the insertion  ope ra to r «  repeatedly in the last two statements for printing results.

The statement

cout << "Sum = " << sum << "\n";
first sends the string “Sum =” to cout and then sends the value of sum. Finally, it sends the newline character 
so that the next output will be in the new line. The multiple use o f« in one statement is called cascading. When 
cascading an output operator, we should ensure necessary blank spaces between different items. Using the 
cascading technique, the last two statements can be combined as follows:

“\n"cout << "Sum << sum <<

be:

<< "Average = " << average << "\n";
This is one statement but provides two lines of output. If you want only one line of output, the statement will

cout << "Sum = " << sum <<
<< "Average = " << average << "\n";

The output will be:

Sum = 14, Average = 7
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>'.e can also cascade input operator»  as shown below:

cin >> numberl >> number2;
~he values are assigned from left to right. That is, if we key in two values, say, 10 and 20, then 10 will be 

is = :~ed to numberl and 20 to number2.

2 5 AN EXAMPLE WITH CLASS
I -e  : f the major features of C++ is classes. They provide a method of binding together data and functions 
mr operate on them. Like structures in C, classes are user-defined data types.

r ‘ ::ram  2.3 shows the use of class in a C++ program.

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
olass person

char name[30]; 
int age;
public:

■old person :: getdata(void)
cout << "Enter name: 
cin >> name; 
cout << "Enter age: " ;  
cin >> age;

void person :: display(void)
cout << "\hName: " << name; 
cout << "\nAge: " << age;

int mainO

| 3rogram 2.3

void getdata(void); 
void display(void);

p e rs o n  p ;  
p . g e t d a t a ( ) ;  
p . d i s p l a y ( ) ;

return 0;
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The output of Program 2.3 would be:

E nter Name: Ravinder 
E nter Age: 30

Nam e: R avinder 
Age: 30

Note cin can read only one word and therefore we cannot use names with blank spaces.

The program defines person as a new data of type class. The class person includes two basic data type 
items and two functions to operate on that data. These functions are called m em ber functions. The main 
program uses person to declare variables of its type. As pointed out earlier, class variables are known as 
objects. Here, p is an object of type person. Class objects are used to invoke the functions defined in that 
class. More about classes and objects is discussed in Chapter 5.

2.6 STRUCTURE OF C++ PROGRAM
As it can be seen from the Program 2.3, a typical C++ program would contain four sections as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
These sections may be placed in separate code files and then compiled independently or jointly.

Fig. 2.3 Structure o f a C ++ program

Fig. 2.4 The client-se rver m odel

It is a common practice to organize a program into three 
separate files. The class declarations are placed in a header 
file and the definitions of member functions go into another 
file. This approach enables the programmer to separate the 
abstract specification of the interface (class definition) from 
the implementation details (member functions definition). 
Finally, the main program that uses the class is placed in a 
third file which ‘includes’ the previous two files as well as 
any other files required.

This approach is based on the concept of client-server 
model as shown in Fig. 2.4. The class definition including the
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w i~ -:e r  functions constitute the server that provides services to the main program known as client. The client 
t-5 :~9 server through the public interface of the class.

2 7 CREATING THE SOURCE FILE
l> -r  I  crograms, C++ programs can be created using any text editor. For example, on the UNIX, we can use 
m : f  r text editor for creating and editing the source code. On the DOS system, we can use edlin  or any 
a - + -  e : tor available or a word processor system under non-document mode.

Seme systems such as Turbo C++ provide an integrated environment for developing and editing programs, 
'a te  manuals should be consulted for complete details.

~ - + * !e name should have a proper file extension to indicate that it is a C++ program file. C++ implementations 
a &  = tensions such as .c, .C, .cc, .cpp and .cxx. Turbo C++ and Borland C++ use .cfor C programs and .cpp 
I : :u s )  for C++ programs. Zortech C++ system uses .cxx while UNIX AT&T version uses .C (capital C)

r : :: The operating system manuals should be consulted to determine the proper file name extensions to
*  .sec.

2 8  COMPILING AND LINKING
The c'ocess of compiling and linking again depends upon the operating system. A few popular systems are 
S io-ssed  in this section.

Jntix AT&T C++
~*e i-ocess of implementation of a C++ program under UNIX is similar to that of a C program. W e should 
jKe —e "CC” (uppercase) command to compile the program. Remember, we use lowercase “cc” for compiling 
I  ; -  c'ams. The command

CC example.C
m  1*e JN IX  prompt would compile the C++ program source code contained in the file exam ple.C . The 
r - c  er would produce an object file exam ple.o  and then automatically link with the library functions to 
y :  : . : e a n  executable file. The default executable filename is a.out.

1 r'ogram spread over multiple files can be compiled as follows:

CC filel.C file2.o
statement compiles only the file f i le l.C  and links it with the previously compiled file2.o file.This is 

ise--. .-.hen only one of the files needs to be modified. The files that are not modified need not be compiled
wqar

"-•oo C++ and Borland C++
~u rzc  C++ and Borland C++ provide an integrated program development environment under MS DOS. They 
j io  re  a built-in editor and a menu bar which includes options such as File, Edit, Compile and Run.

r.e  can create and save the source files under the File option and edit them under the Edit option. W e can 
-  -  • ::  "p ile  the program under the Compile option and execute it under the Run option. The Run option can
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be used without compiling the source code. In this case, the RUN command causes the system to compile, link 
and run the program in one step. Turbo C++ being the most popular compiler, creation and execution of programs 
under Turbo C++ system are discussed in detail in Appendix B.

Visual C++
It is a Microsoft application development system for C++ that runs under Windows. Visual C++ is a visual 
programming environment in which basic program components can be selected through menu choices, 
buttons, icons, and other predetermined methods. Development and execution of C++ programs under 
Windows are briefly explained in Appendix C.

SUMMARY

O  C++ is a superset of C language.

O  C++ adds a number of object-oriented features such as objects, inheritance, function overloading and operator overloading 
to C. These features enable building of programs with clarity, extensibility and ease of maintenance.

o C++ can be used to build a variety of systems such as editors, compilers, databases, communication systems, and many 
more complex real-life application systems.

o C++ supports interactive input and output features and introduces a new comment symbol // that can be used for single 
line comments. It also supports C-style comments.

O  Like C programs, execution of all C++ programs begins at main() function and ends at return() statement. The header file 
iostream should be included at the beginning of all programs that use input/output operations.

O  All ANSI C++ programs must include using namespace std directive.

Q  A typical C++ program would contain four basic sections, namely, include files section, class declaration section, member 
function section and main function section.

O  Like C programs, C++ programs can be created using any text editor.

o Most compiler systems provide an integrated environment for developing and executing programs. Popular systems are 
UNIX AT&T C++, Turbo C++ and Microsoft Visual C++.

KEY TERMS

ffinclude | a.out | Borland C++ | cascading | cin | class | client | comments | cout | edlin | extractionoperator 
| float | free-form | get from operator | input operator | insertion operator | int | iostream | iostream.h 
| keyboard | main() | member functions | MS-DOS | namespace | object | operating systems | operator overloading 
| output operator | put to operator | return () | screen | server i Simula67 | text editor ! Turbo C++ | Unix AT&T C++ 
| using | Visual C++ | Windows | Zortech C++
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i r t fE W  QUESTIONS

: - -+ :-9 r  the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

a  5 - :e  C is a subset of C++, all C programs will run under C++ compilers.

!: ■ 1 —  a function contained within a class is called a member function.

i :  ng at one or two lines of code, we can easily recognize whether a program is
*  -tten  in C or C++.

|f l '  C *+  it is very easy to add new features to the existing structure of an object, 

e  _ ~e concept of using one operator for different purposes is known as operator
overloading.

(iS output function printf() cannot be used in C++ programs.

IX  1 • .'.e need the preprocessor directive #include <iostream> ?

23 ::e s  a main() function in C++ differ from mainQ in C?

M i t«'Kar oo you think is the main advantage of the comment // in C++ as compared to the old C type
a m e n t?

K9 >  : - the major parts of a C++ program.

D€BUGGING EXERCISES

2EP :+ -** . the error in the following program.

s.oolude <iostream.h>
~ - _ ±  r^inO

int i = 0; 
i = i + 1 ; 
cout << i << " " ;
*comment\*//i = i + 1;

COUt << i;

M l  :e~: fy the error in the following program.

-include <iostream.h>
Tnid main()

short i = 2500, j = 3000;
cout >> "i + j = " >> - (i+j) ;

1 :  '/-a t  will happen when you run the following program?

^include <iostream.h> 
void main()

int i=10, j = 5;
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int modResult=0; 
int divResult=0;
modResult = i%j; 
cout << modResult << "
divResult = i/modResult; 
cout << divResult;

}

2.4 Find errors, if any, in the following C++ statements.

(a) cout «  “x=” x;

(b) m = 5; // n = 10; // s = m + n;

(c) cin » x ;  » y ;

(d) co u t« \n “Name:” «  name;

(e) cout « “Enter value:”; cin »  x;

(f) / ’Addition*/ z  = x + y;

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

2.1 Write a program to display the following output using a single cout statement.

Maths = 90 

Physics = 77 

Chemistry = 69

2.2 Write a program to read two numbers from the keyboard and display the larger value on the screen.

2.3 Write a program that inputs a character from keyboard and displays its corresponding ASCII value on 
the screen. |w | e j b ]

2.4 Write a program to read the values of a, b and c and display the value of x, where

x = a / b -  c

Test your program for the following values:

(a) a = 250, b = 85, c = 25

(b) a = 300, b = 70, c = 70 M B

2.5 Write a C++ program that will ask for a temperature in Fahrenheit and display it in Celsius.

2.6 Redo Exercise 2.5 using a class called tem p and member functions. |w | e ] b |



Tokens, Expressions 
and Control Structures

■ ■ - Le a r n in g  O bjectives

J *t*r : :  ng through this chapter, you will be able to

»  _ s  ~ a  various keywords of C++
□  laerofy the basic C++ data types
Z  oe the various user-defined data types, such as structures and classes
□  n:+ — y  the various storage classes
_  £ :  n  the various derived data types in C++
— C sc_ss constants and variables 

_  ! + =:• oe the various operators used in C++
□  Cue ne the various types of expressions used in a C++ program 
_  - : c e  an overview of operator precedence and overloading 

_l «:+—' /  the various control structures

I 1 INTRODUCTION
«■ Here :ned earlier, C++ is a superset of C and therefore most constructs of C are legal in C++ with their 
m m sr r c  unchanged. However, there are some exceptions and additions. In this chapter, we shall discuss 
■ *  - r  ■ :eptions and additions with respect to tokens and control structures.

2 2 TOKENS
Jfcnwe «-ow, the smallest individual units in a program are known as tokens. C++ has the following tokens:

-  keywords

- identifiers

-  Constants

-  Strings

- Operators

-  I —  program is written using these tokens, white spaces, and the syntax of the language. Most 
ar r +  Z -+  tokens are basically similar to the C tokens with the exception of some additions and minor
■odffcabons.
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3.3 KEYWORDS
The keywords implement specific C++ language features. They are explicitly reserved identifiers and cannot 
be used as names for the program variables or other user-defined program elements.

Table 3.1 gives the complete set of C++ keywords. Many of them are common to both C and C++. The 
ANSI C keywords are shown in boldface. Additional keywords have been added to the ANSI C keywords in 
order to enhance its features and make it an object-oriented language. ANSI C++ standards committee has 
added some more keywords to make the language more versatile. These are shown separately. Meaning 
and purpose of all C++ keywords are given in Appendix D.

Table 3.1 C++ keywords

asm double new switch
auto else operator template

break enum private this

case extern protected throw

catch float public try

char for register typedef
class friend return union
const goto short unsigned
continue if signed virtual

default inline sizeof void
delete int static volatile
do long struct while
A dded  by A N S I C++

bool export reinterpret_cast typename
co n stca s t false static_cast using

dynamic_cast mutable true wchar_t

explicit namespace typeid

Note: The ANSI C keywords are shown in bold face.

3.4 IDENTIFIERS AND CONSTANTS
Identifiers  refer to the names of variables, functions, arrays, classes, etc., created by the programmer. They 
are the fundamental requirement of any language. Each language has its own rules for naming these 
identifiers. The following rules are common to both C and C++:

• Only alphabetic characters, digits and underscores are permitted.

• The name cannot start with a digit.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters are distinct.

• A declared keyword cannot be used as a variable name.

A major difference between C and C++ is the limit on the length of a name. While ANSI C recognizes only 
the first 32 characters in a name, ANSI C++ places no limit on its length and, therefore, all the characters in 
a name are significant.
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: a— s~ould be exercised while naming a variable which is being shared by more than one file containing 
:  i  : —  orograms. Some operating systems impose a restriction on the length of such a variable name.

Zc - srants refer to fixed values that do not change during the execution of a program.

L u e  3  C++ supports several kinds of literal constants. They include integers, characters, floating point 
■ur-ce-s =cd strings. Literal constants do not have memory locations. Examples:

// decimal integer 
// floating point integer 
// octal integer 
// hexadecimal integer 
// string constant 
// character constant 
// wide-character constant

' ~ * ;h a r _ t  type is a wide-character literal introduced by ANSI C++ and is intended for character sets 
Uttar c a r e t  fit a character into a single byte. W ide-character literals begin with the letter L.

I —  a so recognizes all the backslash character constants available in C.

I  No le C++ supports two types of string representation — the C-style character string and the string class type introduced I  
with Standard C++. Although the use of the string class type is recommended, it is advisable to understand and use I  
C-style strings in some situations. The string class type strings support many features and are discussed in detail I  
in Chapter 15.

2 5 BASIC DATA TYPES
S o e  r.oes in C++ can be classified under various categories as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Hierarchy o f C++ data types
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Both C and C++ compilers support all the built-in (also known as bas ic  or fundam enta l) data types. With 
the exception of void, the basic data types may have several m odifie rs  preceding them to serve the needs of 
various situations. The modifiers signed, unsigned, long, and short may be applied to character and 
integer basic data types. However, the modifier long may also be applied to double. Data type representation 
is machine specific in C++. Table 3.2 lists all combinations of the basic data types and modifiers along with 
their size and range for a 16-bit word machine.

Table 3.2 Size and range o f  C++ basic data types

Type Bytes Range

char 1 -1 2 8  to 127

unsigned char 1 0 to 255

signed char 1 -1 2 8  to 127

int 2 -3 2 7 6 8  to 32767

unsigned int 2 0 to 65535

signed int 2 -3 2 7 6 8  to 32767

short int 2 -3 2 7 6 8  to 32767

unsigned short int 2 0 to 65535

signed short int 2 -3 2 7 6 8  to 32767

long int 4 -2147483648  to 2147483647

signed long int 4 -2147483648 to 2147483647

unsigned long int 4 0 to 4294967295

float 4 3 .4 E -3 8  to 3.4E+38

double 8 1 .7E -308  to 1.7E+308

long double 10 3 .4 E -4 9 3 2  to 1.1E+4932

ANSI C++ committee has added two more data types, bool and wchar_t. They are discussed in 
Chapter 16.

The type void was introduced in ANSI C. Two normal uses of void are (1) to specify the return type of a 
function when it is not returning any value, and (2) to indicate an empty argument list to a function. Example:

void functl(void);
Another interesting use of void is in the declaration of generic pointers. Example:

void *gp; // gp becomes generic pointer
A generic pointer can be assigned a pointer value of any basic data type, but it may not be dereferenced. 

For example,

int *ip; // int pointer
gp = ip; ' // assign int pointer to void pointer

are valid statements. But, the statement,

*ip = *gp;
is illegal. It would not make sense to dereference a pointer to a void value.
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Assigning any pointer type to a void pointer without using a cast is allowed in both C++ and ANSI C. In ANSI 
I .ve can also assign a void pointer to a non-void pointer without using a cast to non-void pointer type. This is 
*o: a lowed in C++. For example,

void *ptrl; 
char *ptr2; 
ptr2 = ptrl;

; + a /alid statements in ANSI C but not in C++. A void pointer cannot be directly assigned to other type 
: :  ~:ers in C++. W e need to use a cast operator as shown below:

ptr2 = (char *)ptrl;

3 6  USER-DEFINED DATA TYPES

5"_ctures and Unions
S + '  :s  one variables of primitive types are not sufficient enough to handle real world problems. It is often 

-ed to group logically related data items together. While arrays are used to group together similar type 
S i i r  ements, structures are used for grouping together elements with dissimilar types.

~~~ general format of a structure definition is as follows:

struct name
{

data_type memberl; 
data_type member2;

-s take the example of a book which has several attributes such as title, number of pages, price, etc. 
Me = - -ealize a book using structures as shown below:

struct book

chartitle [25] ; 
charauthor [2 5] ; 
int pages; 
float price;

struct book bookl, book2, book3;

— cookl ,  book2 and book3 are declared as variables of the user-defined type book. W e can access 
M e ~ + —Per elements of a structure by using the dot (.) operator, as shown below:

bookl.page s = 5 5 0 ; 
bOOk2.price=225.75 ;
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Unions are conceptually similar to structures as they allow us to group together dissimilar type elements 
-side a single unit. But there are significant differences between structures and unions as far as their 

implementation is concerned. The size of a structure type is equal to the sum of the sizes of individual 
member types. However, the size of a union is equal to the size of its largest member element. For instance, 
consider the following union declaration:

union result 
{

int marks; 
char grade; 
float percent;

} ;

The union result will occupy four bytes in memory as its largest size member element is the floating type 
variable per cent. However, if we had defined result as a structure then it would have occupied seven bytes 
in memory that is, the sum of the sizes of individual member elements. Thus, in case of unions, the same 
memory space is used for representing different member elements. As a result, union members can only be 
manipulated exclusive of each other. In simple words, we can say that unions are memory-efficient alternatives 
of structures particularly in situations where it is not required to access the different member elements 
simultaneously.

In C++, structures and unions can be used just like they are used in C. However, there is an interesting 
side to C++ structures that we will study in Chapter 5.

Table 3.3 Difference between structures and unions

S tructure Union

A structure is defined with ‘struct’ keyword. A union is defined with ‘union’ keyword.

All members of a structure can be manipulated 
simultaneously.

The members of a union can be manipulated only one 
at a time.

The size of a structure object is equal to the 
sum of the individual sizes of the member 
objects.

The size of a union object is equal to the size 
of largest member object.

Structure members are allocated distinct 
memory locations.

Union members share common memory space for their 
exclusive usage.

Structures are not considered as memory 
efficient in comparison to unions.

Unions are considered as memory efficient particularly 
in situations when the members are not required to be 
accessed simultaneously.

Structures in C++ behave just like a class. 
Almost everything that can be achieved with a 
class can also be done with structures.

Unions retain their core functionality in C++ with slight 
add-ons like declaration of 
anonymous unions.

Classes
C++ also permits us to define another user-defined data type known as class which can be used, just like any 
other basic data type, to declare variables. The class variables are known as objects, which are the central focus 
of object-oriented programming. Other details about classes are discussed in Chapter 5.
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fc^r-he-ried Data Type
:a:a type is another user-defined type which provides a way for attaching names to numbers, 

• ■ f =-ru -aas.ng comprehensibility of the code. The enum  keyword (from C) automatically enumerates a
lin t i r  „ p. assigning them values 0,1,2, and  so on. This fa c ility  provides an alternative means for creating
w m z  : : : instants. The syntax of an enum  statement is similar to that of the struc t statement. Exam ples:

enir. shape{circle, square, triangle); 
srua colour{red, blue, green, yellow); 
ar.-im position)off, on);

enumerated data types differ slightly in C++ when compared with those in ANSI C. In C++, the tag 
~ee shape, colour, and position become new type names. By using these tag names, we can declare

w  » •=.' aoles. Examples:

=rape ellipse; // ellipse is of type shape
colour background; // background is of type colour

-  VSI C defines the types of eum s to be ints. In C++, each enumerated data type retains its own separate 
• - ~his means that C++ does not permit an int value to be automatically converted to an enum  value.
i.J3~Ctes:

colour background = blue; // allowed
colour background = 7; // Error in C++
colour background = (colour) 7; // OK

- : » e . er, an enumerated value can be used in place of an int value.

int c = red; // valid, colour type promoted to int
5 . default, the enumerators are assigned integer values starting with 0 for the first enumerator, 1 for the 

d, and so on. W e can over-ride the default by explicitly assigning integer values to the enumerators. For
•a m p le ,

enum colour{red, blue=4, green=8);
enum colour{red=5, blue, green);

*"? .2 id definitions. In the first case, red is 0 by default. In the second case, b lue is 6 and green is 7. Note 
t- s: —e subsequent initialized enumerators are larger by one than their predecessors.

I —  also permits the creation of anonymous en um s (i.e., en um s without tag names). Example:

enum{off, on);
-+ '9 , o ff is 0 and on is 1. These constants may be referenced in the same manner as regular constants.

E ta -o les :

int switch_l = off; 
m t  switch_2 = on;

• iractice, enumeration is used to define symbolic constants for a sw itch statement. Example:

enum shape
1

circle,
rectangle,
triangle
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} ;
int main()
{

cout << "Enter shape code:"; 
int code; 
cin >> code;
while(code >= circle && code <=' triangle)
{

switch(code)
{

case circle:

break;
case rectangle:

break;
case triangle:

break;
}
cout << "Enter shape code:"; 
cin >> code;

}
cout << "BYE \n"; 

return 0;
}

ANSI C permits an enum to be defined within a structure or a class, but the enum is globally visible. In C++, 
an enum defined within a class (or structure) is local to that class (or structure) only.

3.7 STORAGE CLASSES
In addition to the data type, a variable, also has a storage class associated with it. The storage class of a 
variable specifies the lifetime and visibility of a variable within the program. Lifetime refers to the longevity of 
a variable or the duration till which a variable remains active during program execution. Visibility, on the other 
hand, signifies the scope of a variable, i.e., in which program modules the variable is accessible. There are 
four types of storage classes, as explained below:

Automatic It is the default storage class of any type of variable. Its visibility is restricted to the function in 
which it is declared. Further, its lifetime is also limited till the time its container function is executing. That is, it 
is created as soon as its declaration statement is encountered and is destroyed as soon the program control 
leaves its container function block.

External As the name suggests, an external variable is declared outside of a function but is accessible 
inside the function block. Also called global variable, its visibility is spread all across the program. This 
means, it is accessible by all the functions present in the program. The lifetime of an external variable is same 
as the lifetime of a program.
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S ta tic  A static variable has the visibility of a local variable but the lifetime of an external variable. This means, 
i "  : + reclared inside a function block, it does not get destroyed after the function is executed, but retains its 
•a u e  so that it can be used by future function calls.

zeg ster Similar in behavior to an automatic variable, a register variable differs in the manner in which it is 
*or=-: - the memory. Unlike, automatic variables that are stored in the primary memory, the register variables 
» '~ sacred n CPU registers. The objective of storing a variable in registers is to increase its access speed, which 
• * r ~ _ a  . makes the program run faster. However, it may be noted that it is not an obligation for a compiler 

r= e -egister type variable only in CPU registers, but if there are no registers vacant to accommodate the 
r e n  it is stored just like any other automatic variable.

z /es a summary of the four storage classes.

I  *■ Storage classes

A utom atic Externa l S tatic R eg is te r

Function block Entire program Entire program Function block

■stair* Local Global Local Local

m tm  ra u e Garbage 0 0 Garbage

acrace Stack segment Data segment Data segment CPU registers

*w c a s e Local variables Global variables Local variables Variables using
used by a single used throughout retaining their CPU registers for
function the program values throughout 

the program
storage purpose

€nbpnoc auto extern static Register

Z 3  DERIVED DATA TYPES

see : c:on of arrays in C++ is similar to that in C. The only exception is the way character arrays are 
s: "en initializing a character array in ANSI C, the compiler will allow us to declare the array size

si. * e  5xa~  ength of the string constant. For instance,

ns; string[3] = "xyz";
r  ANSI C. It assumes that the programmer intends to leave out the null character \0 in the definition. 

fe >  r  I  —  —e size should be one larger than the number of characters in the string.

:o=r string[4] = "xyz"; // O.K. for C++

-iretiofis
have undergone major changes in C++. While some of these changes are simple, others require a 
;• minking when organizing our programs. Many of these modifications and improvements were 

: requirements of the object-oriented concept of C++. Some of these were introduced to make the
v .< z -a ~  more reliable and readable. All the features of C++ functions are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Pointers
Pointers are declared and initialized as in C. Examples:

int *ip; // int pointer
ip = &x; // address of x assigned to ip
*ip = 10; // 10 assigned to x through indirection

C++ adds the concept of constant pointer and pointer to a constant.

char * const ptrl = "GOOD"; // constant pointer 
W e cannot modify the address that ptrl is initialized to.

int const * ptr2 = &m; // pointer to a constant
ptr2 is declared as pointer to a constant. It can point to any variable of correct type, but the contents of what 
it points to cannot be changed.

W e can also declare both the pointer and the variable as constants in the following way:

const char * const cp = "xyz";
This statement declares cp as a constant pointer to the string which has been declared a constant. In this 

case, neither the address assigned to the pointer cp nor the contents it points to can be changed.

Pointers are extensively used in C++ for memory management and achieving polymorphism.

3.9 SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS
There are two ways of creating symbolic constants in C++:

• Using the qualifier const, and

• Defining a set of integer constants using enum keyword.

In both C and C++, any value declared as const cannot be modified by the program in any way. However, 
there are some differences in implementation. In C++, we can use const in a constant expression, such as

const int size = 10; 
char name[size];

This would be illegal in C. const allows us to create typed constants instead of having to use #define to 
create constants that have no type information.

As with long and short, if we use the const modifier alone, it defaults to int. For example,

const size = 10; 
means

const int size = 10;
The nam ed constants  are just like variables except that their values cannot be changed.

C++ requires a const to be initialized. ANSI C does not require an initializer; if none is given, it initializes 
the const to 0.
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"he scoping of const value differs. A const in C++ defaults to the internal linkage and therefore, it is local 
: t ie  file where it is declared. In ANSI C, const values are global in nature. They are visible outside the file 
■ «■ zh they are declared. However, they can be made local by declaring them as static. To give a const 
t -+ an external linkage so that it can be referenced from another file, we must explicitly define it as an 

* r s r n  in C + + . Example :

extern const total = 100;
- - ::her method of naming integer constants is by enumeration as under:

er.um {X , Y , Z } ;
s defines X, Y  and Z  as integer constants with values 0,1,  and 2, respectively. This is equivalent to:

const X = 0;
const Y = 1;
const Z = 2;

I e tan also assign values to X, Y, and Z explicitly. Example:

enom{X=100, Y=50, Z=200};
S jrn  values can be any integer values. Enumerated data type has been discussed in detail in Section 3.6.

3 10 TYPE COMPATIBILITY
C — s -ery strict with regard to type compatibility as compared to C. For instance, C++ defines int, short 
wkl - - -z  ong int as three different types. They must be cast when their values are assigned to one another. 
I  " ■ unsigned char, char, and signed char are considered as different types, although each of these
tes  J se e  of one byte. In C++, the types of values must be the same for complete compatibility, or else, a 
m m  -  _s: be applied. These restrictions in C++ are necessary in order to support function overloading where 
"*«  l i r  ::ons with the same name are distinguished using the type of function arguments.

•nether notable difference is the way char constants are stored. In C, they are stored as ints, and

zzzeof ('x')
■ S 3--.3  ent to

sizeof(int)

*  2 * > + ,  however, char is not promoted to the size of int and therefore,

sizeof('x')

zeof(char)
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3.11 DECLARATION OF VARIABLES
W e know that, in C, all variables must be declared before they are used in executable statements. This is true 
with C++ as well. However, there is a significant difference between C and C++ with regard to the place of 
their declaration in the program. C requires all the variables to be defined at the beginning of a scope. When 
we read a C program, we usually come across a group of variable declarations at the beginning of each 
scope level. Their actual use appears elsewhere in the scope, sometimes far away from the place of 
declaration. Before using a variable, we should go back to the beginning of the program to see whether it has 
been declared and, if so, of what type.

C++ allows the declaration of a variable anywhere in the scope. This means that a variable can be declared 
right at the place of its first use. This makes the program much easier to write and reduces the errors that 
may be caused by having to scan back and forth. It also makes the program easier to understand because 
the variables are declared in the context of their use.

The example below illustrates this point.

The only disadvantage of this style of declaration is that we cannot see all the variables used in a scope 
at a glance.

In C, a variable must be initialized using a constant expression, and the C compiler would fix the initialization 
code at the time of compilation. C++, however, permits initialization of the variables at run time. This is referred 
to as dynam ic in itia lization. In C++, a variable can be initialized at run time using expressions at the place of 
declaration. For example, the following are valid initialization statements:

int n = strlen(string);

float area = 3.14159 * rad * rad;

int main()

float x; 
float sum = 0;

// declaration

for(int i=l; i<5; i++) // declaration

c m  >> x; 
sum = sum +x;

float average; 
average = sum/(i-1); 
cout << average; 
return 0;

// declaration

3.12 DYNAMIC INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES

Thus, both the declaration and the initialization of a variable can be done simultaneously at the place where 
the variable is used for the first time. The following two statements in the example of the previous section
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float average; // declare where it is necessary 
z erage = sum/i;

:e ::~ibined into a single statement:

: _: at average = sum/i; // initialize dynamically at run time
nitialization is extensively used in object-oriented programming. W e can create exactly the type 

- — bed, using information that is known only at the run time.

I 1 3 REFERENCE VARIABLES
rzc  jz e s  a new kind of variable known as the re ference  variable. A reference variable provides an alias  

: a -  ame) for a previously defined variable. For example, if we make the variable sum  a reference to 
- :  e total, then sum  and total can be used interchangeably to represent that variable. A reference 
s : -sated as follows:

& reference-name = variable-name * •

P  flsat total = 100; 
flzaz & sum = total;

i  cat type variable that has already been declared; sum is the alternative name declared to represent 
:otal. Both the variables refer to the same data object in the memory. Now, the statements

:■_£ << total;

: - c  << sum; 

x r  - e  value 100. The statement

-. zzal = total + 10;
-  an te  :_e value of both total and sum to 110. Likewise, the assignment

sun = 0 ;

r s r c e  :ne value of both the variables to zero.

a ^ -e 'c e  variable must be initialized at the time of declaration. This establishes the correspondence 
~ e  reference and the data object which it names. It is important to note that the initialization of a
• enable is completely different from assignment to it.

; ; ;  gns additional meaning to the symbol &. Here, & is not an address operator. The notation floa t 
t s  ?-'erence to float. Other examples are:

—  a  [10 ] ;
-nr i x = n [ 10 ] ; 
znar i a = ’ \n' ;

// x is alias for n[10]
/! initialize reference to a literal

m - z z  a x is an alternative to the array element n[10]. The variable a is initialized to the newline 
s creates a reference to the otherwise unknown location where the newline constant \n is
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The following references are also allowed:

i. int x;
int *p = &x; 
int & m = *p;

ii. int & n = 50;
The first set of declarations causes m to refer to x which is pointed to by the pointer p and the statemen 

in (ii) creates an int object with value 50 and name n.

A major application of reference variables is in passing arguments to functions. Consider the following:

void f (int & x) // uses reference
— >■ {

}
int
{

x = x+10; // x  is incremented;

main()

int m = 10;
f(m) ; // function call

When the function call f(m ) is executed, the following initialization occurs:

int & x = m;
Thus, x becomes an alias of m after executing the statement

f (m) ;
Such function calls are known as ca ll by reference. This implementation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Since the 

variables x and m are aliases, when the function increments x, m is also incremented. The value of m 
becomes 20 after the function is executed. In traditional C, we accomplish this operation using pointers and 
dereferencing techniques.

---------------------------------------- ► m

10 one location 
two names

f(m) 9 ----------------- ► x
int & x = m;

Fig. 3.2 Call by  reference m echanism

The call by reference mechanism is useful in object-oriented programming because it permits the 
manipulation of objects by reference and eliminates the copying of object parameters back and forth. It is also 
important to note that references can be created not only for built-in data types but also for user-defined
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: r ;  rypes such as structures and classes. References work wonderfully well with these user-defined data
fepes.

I  —  ^as a rich set of operators. All C operators are valid in C++ also. In addition, C++ introduces some new 
Xie-stors. W e have already seen two such operators, namely, the insertion operator « ,  and the extraction 
-C '+'-tor» .  Other new operators are:

r  addition, C++ also allows us to provide new definitions to some of the built-in operators. That is, we can 
p  + several meanings to an operator, depending upon the types of arguments used. This process is known 
a  : zerator overloading.

ii«*e ,  C++ is also a block-structured language. Blocks and scopes can be used in constructing programs. 
• - ;  w that the same variable name can be used to have different meanings in different blocks. The scope

declared inside a block is said to be local to that block. Consider the following segment of a program:

int x = 10;

int X = 1;

T - e  two declarations of x refer to two different memory locations containing different values. Statements 
second block cannot refer to the variable x declared in the first block, and vice versa. Blocks in C++

3 1 4  OPERATORS IN C++

Scope resolution operator 
Pointer-to-member declarator

delete
endl

Pointer-to-member operator 
Pointer-to-member operator 
Memory release operator
Line feed operator

;ew
setw

Memory allocation operator 
Field width operator

3 1 5  SCOPE RESOLUTION OPERATOR

»  r e  .ariable extends from the point of its declaration till the end of the block containing the declaration. A
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{ <~int x = 10;

{ «*-

} <-

}

int x = 1;
Block 2 Block 1

Block2 is contained in blockl Note that a declaration in an inner block h ides a declaration of the same 
variable in an outer block and, therefore, each declaration of x causes it to refer to a different data object. 
Within the inner block, the variable x will refer to the data object declared therein.

In C, the global version of a variable cannot be accessed from within the inner block. C++ resolves this 
problem by introducing a new operator:: called the scope resolution operator. This can be used to uncover a 
hidden variable. It takes the following form:

variable-name

This operator allows access to the global version of a variable. For example, "count means the global version 
of the variable count (and not the local variable count declared in that block). Program 3.1 illustrates this feature.
|  Program 3.1 Scope Resolution Operator

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int m = 10; // global m

int
{

main{)

int m = 20; // m redeclared, local to

{
int k = m;
int m = 30; // m declared again

// local to inner block
cout << "we are in inner block \n";
cout << "k = " << k << "\n";
cout << "m = " << m << "\n";

(Contd.)
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Gout < < ": :m = << ::m << "\n";

}
cout << "\nWe are in outer block \n". 
cout << "m = " << m << "\n";
COUt << "::m= " << ::m<< *\n";

return 0;

*e : _:out of Program 3.1 would be:
#e are in inner block 
c = 20
- = 30 
:t = 10

ire in outer block
-  =  20 
z -.m  =  10

stove program, the variable m is declared at three places, namely, outside the main() function, 
re -nain(), and inside the inner block.

- s  to  be  no ted  ::m  w ill a lw ays re fe r to the g lo b a l m. In the in n e r block, ::m  re fers to the value 10 a n d  n o t 20.

*  s o r  application of the scope resolution operator is in the classes to identify the class to which a 
*--ction belongs. This will be dealt in detail later when the classes are introduced.

MEMBER DEREFERENCING OPERATORS
. «row, C++ permits us to define a class containing various types of data and functions as members, 
asc c-ermits us to access the class members through pointers. In order to achieve this, C++ provides a 
ltr=e oointer-to-member operators. Table 3.5 shows these operators and their functions.

1 :  M em ber dereferencing operators

o r Function

To declare a pointer to a member of a class
To access a member using object name and a pointer to that member 
To access a member using a pointer to the object and a pointer to that member

p j f e  retails on these operators will be meaningful only after we discuss classes, and therefore we defer 
-ember dereferencing operators until then.
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3.17 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPERATORS
C uses m alloc() and calloc() functions to allocate memory dynamically at run time. Similarly, it uses the 
function free() to free dynamically allocated memory. W e  use dynamic allocation techniques when it is not 
known in advance how much of memory space is needed. Although C++ supports these functions, it also 
defines two unary operators new add delete that perform the task of allocating and freeing the memory in a 
better and easier way. Since these operators manipulate memory on the free store, they are also known as 
free store operators.

An object can be created by using new, and destroyed by using delete, as and when required. A data 
object created inside a block with new, will remain in existence until it is explicitly destroyed by using delete. 
Thus, the lifetime of an object is directly under our control and is unrelated to the block structure of the 
program.

The new operator can be used to create objects of any type. It takes the following general form:
pointer-variable = new data-type;

Here, po in ter-variab le is a pointer of type data-type. The new  operator allocates sufficient memory to hold 
a data object of type data-type and returns the address of the object. The data-type may be any valid data 
type. The po in ter-variab le holds the address of the memory space allocated.

Examples:
p = new int; 
q = new float;

where p is a pointer of type int and q is a pointer of type float. Here, p and q must have already been 
declared as pointers of appropriate types. Alternatively, we can combine the declaration of pointers and their 
assignments as follows:

int *p = new int; 
float *q = new float;

Subsequently, the statements
*p = 25;
*q = 7.5;

assign 25 to the newly created int object and 7.5 to the float object.
W e  can also initialize the memory using the new operator. This is done as follows:
pointer-variable = new data-type(value);

Here, value specifies the initial value. Examples:
int *p = new int(25); 
float *q = new float(7.5);

As mentioned earlier, new can be used to create a memory space for any data type including user-defined 
types such as arrays, structures and classes. The general form for a one-dimensional array is:
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zsuiter-variable = new data-type[size] ;

-~ -e . size specifies the number of elements in the array. For example, the statement
ict *p = new int[10];

;res a memory space for an array of 10 integers. p[0] will refer to the first element, p[1] to the second ele- 
srt and so on.
'#• -en creating multi-dimensional arrays with new, all the array sizes must be supplied.

array_ptr
array_ptr

new int[3] [5] [4] ; // legal
new int[m] [5] [4] ; // legal
new int [3] [5] [ ] ; // illegal
new int [ ] [5] [4] ; // illegal

-*e ‘"rst dimension may be a variable whose value is supplied at runtime. All others must be constants.
S ~  s' to the basic data type objects, the new operator can also be used for dynamically creating class 
■  The size of the class object is automatically determined and the memory space is allocated accord- 
■gh _ne general form of allocating class objects using new operator is:

class sample

private: 
data-type dl; 
data-type d2;

public:

main()
{

sample *p.tr = new sample;

}

-f-e. the size of the sample class object will be automatically determined and the corresponding memory 
a  :: e reserved by the new  operator.

iv-en a data object is no longer needed, it is destroyed to release the memory space for reuse. The 
pre'3 form of its use is:

delete pointer-variable;
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The po in ter-variab le is the pointer that points to a data object created with new. Examples:
delete p; 
delete q;

If we want to free a dynamically allocated array, we must use the following form of delete:

delete [size] pointer-variable;

The size specifies the number of elements in the array to be freed. The problem with this form is that the 
programmer should remember the size of the array. Recent versions of C++ do not require the size to be 
specified. For example,

delete [ ]p;
will delete the entire array pointed to by p.

Program 3.2 demonstrates the use of new and delete operators for dynamic allocation and deallocation of 
memory.

int *arr; 
int size;

cout<<"Enter the size of the integer array: 
cin>>size;

cout«"Creating an array of size "<<size<<".."; 
arr = new int[size];

cout<<"\nDynamic allocation of memory for array arr is 
successful.";

delete arr; 
getch();

Program 3.2

#include <iostream> 
#include<conio.h>
using namespace std;

void main()
{

}

The output of Program 3.2 would be:
Enter the size of the integer array: 5 
Creating an array of size 5..
Dynamic allocation of memory for array arr is successful.
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■Mat happens if sufficient memory is not available for allocation? In such cases, like malloc(), new 
i'-'qs a null pointer. Therefore, it may be a good idea to check for the pointer produced by new before using 
t • is done as follows:

p = new int;
if Up)€

cout << "allocation failed \n";

t ■: j are using Standard C++, then instead of null pointer the bad_alloc exception will be thrown. It is a 
*rr+- generated erroneous condition indicating memory allocation failure. To handle this situation, adequate 
m s e c : on handling code must be included in the program. W e  learn more about exception handling in
draper 13.

- tcram 3.3 illustrates the use of new and delete operators for dynamic allocation of class objects. The 
■oc = - uses bad_alloc exception instead of null pointer for handling allocation failure.

|  -*Dgram 3.3 Use of bad_alloc Exception

^include <iostream> 
sinclude <conio.h>
_=mg namespace std;

rlass sample

private: 
int datal; 
char data2; 

public:
void set (int i,char c)
{
datal=i; 
data2=c;
}
void display(void)
{
cout<<"Datal = "<<datal; 
cout<<"\nData2 = "<<data2; 
}

c=c TsainO

sample *s_ptr;

(■C ontd.)



try
{
s_ptr = new sample;
}
catch (bad_alloc ba)
{
cout<<"Bad Allocation occurred... the program will terminate 
now..*; 
return 1;
}
s_ptr->set(25,'A'); 
s_ptr->display();

delete s_ptr; 
getch();

OOfect-Oriented Programming with C++

The new operator offers the following advantages over the function malloc():

1. It automatically computes the size of the data object; we need not use the operator sizeof.
2. It automatically returns the correct pointer type, so that there is no need to use a type cast.
3. It is possible to initialize the object while creating the memory space.
4. Like any other operator, new and delete can be overloaded.

3.18 MANIPULATORS
Manipulators are operators that are used to format the data display. The most commonly used manipulators 
are endl and setw.

The endl manipulator, when used in an output statement, causes a linefeed to be inserted. It has the same 
effect as using the newline character “\n”. For example, the statement

cout << "m = " << m << endl
<< "n = " << n << endl
<< "P = " << P << endl;

would cause three lines of output, one for each variable. If we assume the values of the variables as 2597,14, 
and 175, respectively, the output will appear as follows:

m
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I s mportant to note that this form is not the ideal output. It should rather appear as under:
m = 2597 
- = 14 
r = 175

-e re . the numbers are righ t-justified . This form of output is possible only if we can specify a common field 
r * 'Dr all the numbers and force them to be printed right-justified. The setw manipulator does this job. It is 

as follows:
cout << setw(5) << sum << endl ;

~ -e manipulator setw(5) specifies a field width 5 for printing the value of the variable sum. This value is 
tc* - jstified within the field as shown below:

='ogram 3.4 illustrates the use of endl and setw.

| 3rogram 3.4 Use o f M an ip u lato rs

“include <iostream>
#include <iomanip> // for setw

using namespace std;

int main() 
{
int Basic = 950, Allowance = 95

cout << setw(10) << "Basic" << i
<< setw(10) << "Allowance"
<< setw(10) << "Total" <<

return 0;

<< Basic << endl

The output of Program 3.4 would be:
Basic 950
Allowance 95
Total 1045

|  Note Character strings are also printed right-justified. I
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W e  may also control the precision of floating point numbers appearing in the output by using the fixed and 
setprecision() manipulators, as shown below:

cout<<fixed<<setprecision(2)<<average;

The above statement will display the value of average variable on the screen restricted to a precision of 
two.

W e  can also write our own manipulators as follows:
#include <iostream>
ostream & symbol(ostream & output)
{

return output << "\tRs";
}

The symbol is the new manipulator which represents Rs. The identifier symbol can be used whenever 
we need to display the string Rs.

3.19 TYPE CAST OPERATOR
C++ permits explicit type conversion of variables or expressions using the type cast operator.

Traditional C casts are augmented in C++ by a function-call notation as a syntactic alternative. The 
following two versions are equivalent:

(type-name) expression // C notation 
type-name (expression) // C++ notation

Examples:
average = sum/(float)i; // C notation 
average = sum/float(i); // C++ notation

A type-name behaves as if it is a function for converting values to a designated type. The function-call 
notation usually leads to simplest expressions. However, it can be used only if the type is an identifier. For 
example,

p = int * (q) ;
is illegal. In such cases, we must use C type notation.

p = (int *) q;

Alternatively, we can use typedef to create an identifier of the required type and use it in the functional 
notation.

typedef int * int_pt; 
p = int_pt(q);

Program 3.5 demonstrates explicit type casting in C++:
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| Program 3.5

-L-clude <ioetream> 
♦include <conio.h> 
.sing namespace std;

int main()

int intvar=25; 
float floatvar=35.87;

cout<<"intvar = "ccintvar; 
cout<<"\nfloatvar = "<<floatvar; 
cout<<"\nfloat(intvar) = "<<float(intvar); 
cout«"\nint (floatvar) = "<<int(floatvar);

getch();

-e output of Program 3.5 would be:
intvar = 25 
floatvar = 35.87 
float(intvar) = 25 
m t  (floatvar) = 35

— ',31 C++ adds the following new cast operators:
• constcast
• static_cast
• dynamic_cast
- -e nterpret_cast
—c; cation of these operators is discussed in Chapter 16.

*r e* session is a combination of operators, constants and variables arranged as per the rules of the 
ar i-age. It may also include function calls which return values. An expression may consist of one or more 
at•t'C" is. and zero or more operators to produce a value. Expressions may be of the following seven types:

• Constant expressions
"tegral expressions 
Aoat expressions

• Pointer expressions
• Relational expressions

3 .2 0  EXPRESSIONS AND THEIR TYPES
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• Logical expressions
• Bitwise expressions
An expression may also use combinations of the above expressions. Such expressions are known as 

com pound expressions.

Constant Expressions
Constant expressions consist of only constant values. Examples:

15
2 0 + 5 / 2 . 0
'X'

Integral Expressions
Integral expressions are those which produce integer results after implementing all the automatic and explicit 
type conversions. Examples:

m
m * n - 5 
m * 'x'
5 + int(2.0)

where m and n are integer variables.
Float Expressions
Float expressions are those which, after all conversions, produce floating-point results. Examples:

x + y 
x * y / 10 
5 + float(10)
10.75

where x and y are floating-point variables.
Pointer Expressions
Pointer expressions produce address values. Examples:

ptr
ptr + 1 
"xyz"

where m is a variable and ptr is a pointer.
Relational Expressions
Relational expressions yield results of type bool which takes a value true or false. Examples:

x <= y 
a+b == c+d 
m+n > 100

When arithmetic expressions are used on either side of a relational operator, they will be evaluated first anc 
then the results compared. Relational expressions are also known as Boolean expressions.
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.^gical Expressions
- :g cal expressions combine two or more relational expressions and produces bool type results. Examples:

a>b && x==10 
x==10 || y==5

E-rwise Expressions
expressions are used to manipulate data at bit level. They are basically used for testing or shifting sc E<amples:

x << 3 // Shift three bit position to left
7 >> 1 // Shift one bit position to right

l - ~  operators are often used for multiplication and division by powers of two.

-\3I C++ has introduced what are termed as opera to r keyw ords that can be used as alternative 
■or=sentation for operator symbols. Operator keywords are given in Chapter 16.

3 21 SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT EXPRESSIONS
-*= ned Assignment

x = (y = 10) ; 
or

x = y = 10;

- — : 10 is assigned to y and then to x.
- :~ained statement cannot be used to initialize variables at the time of declaration. For instance, the *aer-ent

rxoat a = b = 12.34; // wrong

s i egal. This may be written as
:loat a=12.34, b=12.34 // correct

r—Dedded Assignment
x = (y = 50) + 10;

> = 50) is an assignment expression known as embedded assignment. Here, the value 50 is assigned to y 
3" - :"-en the result 50+10 = 60 is assigned to x. This statement is identical to

7 = 50; 
x = y + 10;

im pound Assignment
- C++ supports a com pound ass ignm ent ope ra to r which is a combination of the assignment operator 

• ~  i : ~ary arithmetic operator. For example, the simple assignment statement
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• Logical expressions
• Bitwise expressions
An expression may also use combinations of the above expressions. Such expressions are known as 

com pound expressions.

Constant Expressions
Constant expressions consist of only constant values. Examples:

15
2 0 + 5 / 2 . 0
'x'

Integral Expressions
Integral expressions are those which produce integer results after implementing all the automatic and explicit 
type conversions. Examples:

m
m * n - 5 
m * 'x'
5 + int(2.0)

where m and n are integer variables.
Float Expressions
Float expressions are those which, after all conversions, produce floating-point results. Examples:

x + y 
x * y / 10 
5 + float(10)
10.75

where x and y are floating-point variables.
Pointer Expressions
Pointer expressions produce address values. Examples:

ptr
ptr + 1 
"xyz"

where m is a variable and ptr is a pointer.
Relational Expressions
Relational expressions yield results of type bool which takes a value true or false. Examples:

x <= y 
a+b == c+d 
m+n > 100

When arithmetic expressions are used on either side of a relational operator, they will be evaluated first and 
then the results compared. Relational expressions are also known as Boolean expressions.
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.c-gical Expressions
c cal expressions combine two or more relational expressions and produces bool type results. Examples:

a>b && x==10 
x==10 || y==5

E rwise Expressions
5 -.'rise expressions are used to manipulate data at bit level. They are basically used for testing or shifting 
:>cs Examples:

x << 3 // Shift three bit position to left
y >> 1 // Shift one bit position to right

Shift operators are often used for multiplication and division by powers of two.
ANSI C++ has introduced what are termed as opera to r keyw ords that can be used as alternative 

-+;-esentation for operator symbols. Operator keywords are given in Chapter 16.

3.21 SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT EXPRESSIONS

Chained Assignment
x = (y = 10) ; 

or
X = y = 10;

First 10 is assigned to y and then to x.
A chained statement cannot be used to initialize variables at the time of declaration. For instance, the

Embedded Assignment
x = (y = 50) + 10;

/ = 50) is an assignment expression known as embedded assignment. Here, the value 50 is assigned to y 
shd then the result 50+10 = 60 is assigned to x. This statement is identical to

y = 50;
X  = y + 10;

ratement
float a = b = 12.34; // wrong

is illegal. This may be written as
float a=12.34, b=12.34 // correct

Compound Assignment
_ke C, C++ supports a com pound ass ignm ent ope ra to r which is a combination of the assignment operator 
■ ith a binary arithmetic operator. For example, the simple assignment statement
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x = x + 10;

may be written as
X  + =  1 0 ;

The operator += is known as com pound assignm ent ope ra to r or short-hand  assignm ent operator. The 
general form of the compound assignment operator is:

variablel op= variable2;
where op is a binary arithmetic operator. This means that

variablel = variablel op variable2;

3.22 IMPLICIT CONVERSIONS
W e  can mix data types in expressions. For example,

m = 5+2.75;
is a valid statement. Wherever data types are mixed in an expression, C++ performs the conversions 
automatically. This process is known as im p lic it or autom atic conversion.

When the compiler encounters an expression, it divides the expressions into sub-expressions consisting 
of one operator and one or two operands. For a binary operator, if the operands type differ, the compiler 
converts one of them to match with the other, using the rule that the “smaller” type is converted to the 
“wider” type. For example, if one of the operand is an int and the other is a float, the int is converted into a 
float because a float is wider than an int. The “water-fall" model shown in Fig. 3.3 illustrates this rule.

Fig. 3.3 W ater-fail m ode l o f  type conversion
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i -enever a char or short int appears in an expression, it is converted to an int. This is called in tegra l 
m n x r  ' g conversion. The implicit conversion is applied only after completing all integral widening conversions.

'z r  e 2 6 Results o f  m ixed-m ode operations

RHO
UHC

char sh o rt in t long floa t double long double

mar int int int long float double long double
*ort int int int long float double long double
If int int int long float double long double
crc long long long long float double long double
t a t float float float float float double long double
actable double double double double double double long double
bng double long long long long long long long double

double double double double double double
* C  -  Right-hand operand  

_-C -  _eft-hand operand

2 2 3  OPERATOR OVERLOADING
-i r.ated earlier, overloading means assigning different meanings to an operation, depending on the context. 
I—  permits overloading of operators, thus allowing us to assign multiple meanings to 
aie'Htors. Actually, we have used the concept of overloading in C also. For example, the operator * when 
aioied to a pointer variable, gives the value pointed to by the pointer. But it is also commonly used for 
--tolying two numbers. The number and type of operands decide the nature of operation to follow.
~he input/output operators «  and »  are good examples of operator overloading. Although the built-in 

3r'- tion of the «  operator is for shifting of bits, it is also used for displaying the values of various data types.
s nas been made possible by the header file iostream  where a number of overloading definitions for «  

a + "eluded. Thus, the statement
COUt << 7 5 . 8 6 ;

- :<es the definition for displaying a double type value, and
c o u t << " w e l l  d o n e " ;

-vokes the definition for displaying a char value. However, none of these definitions in iostream  affect the 
:. >in meaning of the operator.

Similarly, we can define additional meanings to other C++ operators. For example, we can define + 
: +rator to add two structures or objects. Almost all C++ operators can be overloaded with a few exceptions 

s-ch as the member-access operators (. and .*), conditional operator (?:), scope resolution operator (::) and 
size operator (sizeof). Definitions for operator overloading are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
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3.24 OPERATOR PRECEDENCE
Although C++ enables us to add multiple meanings to the operators, yet their association and precedence 
remain the same. For example, the multiplication operator will continue having higher precedence than the add 
operator. Table 3.7 gives the precedence and associativity of all the C++ operators. The groups are listed in the 
order of decreasing precedence. The labels prefix and postfix distinguish the uses of++ and — . Also, the symbols 
+, -, *, and & are used as both unary and binary operators.

A complete list of ANSI C++ operators and their meanings, precedence, associativity and use are given 
in Appendix E.

Table 3.7 O perator precedence and associa tiv ity

O pera to r A ssoc ia tiv ity

left to right
->.()[] postfix ++ postfix — left to right
prefix ++ prefix- - - ! unary + unary - unary *
unary & (type) sizeof new delete right to left
-> * * left to right
*/% left to right
+- left to right
«  » left to right
«  = »  = left to right
= = != left to right
& left to right
A left to right
1 left to right
&& left to right
II left to right
?; left to right

II si ll II sO O' II + II II right to left
«  = »  = & = A= 1= left to right
, (comma)

Note: The unary  opera tions assum e h igh e r precedence.

3.25 CONTROL STRUCTURES
In C++, a large number of functions are used that pass messages, and process the data contained in objects. 
A function is set up to perform a task. When the task is complex, many different algorithms can be designed 
to achieve the same goal. Some are simple to comprehend, while others are not. Experience has also shown
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- r. :ne number of bugs that occur is related to the format of the program. The format should be such that it 
: — By to trace the flow of execution of statements. This would help not only in debugging but also in the 
t . ew and maintenance of the program later. One method of achieving the objective of an accurate, error- 
■=~ s:ant and maintainable code is to use one or any combination of the following three control structures:

' Sequence structure (straight line)
I Selection structure (branching)
3 Loop structure (iteration or repetition)
Figure 3.4 shows how these structures are implemented using one-entry, one -ex it concept, a popular 

i;:-oach used in modular programming.

(a) Sequence (b) Selection (c) Loop

Fig. 3.4 B asic contro l structures

t is important to understand that all program processing can be coded by using only these three logic 
jTuctures. The approach of using one or more of these basic control constructs in programming is known 
= ; s tructu red  p rogram m ing , an important technique in software engineering.

Using these three basic constructs, we may represent a function structure either in detail or in summary 
r<m as shown in Figs. 3.5 (a), (b) and (c).

Like C, C++ also supports all the three basic control structures, and implements them using various 
:: "trol statements as shown in Fig. 3.6. This shows that C++ combines the power of structured programming 
:n the object-oriented paradigm.
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(a) First level of abstraction (b) Second level of abstraction

(c) Detailed flow chart

Fig. 3.5 D ifferent leve ls o f abstraction
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Control structure

Selection Sequence Loop

if-else switch do-while while, for

Two way branch Multiple branch
Exit-control Entry-control

Fig. 3.6 C++ statem ents to im plem ent in two form s

“-<■=■ •* statement
~ + # statement is implemented in two forms:

- S mple if statement 
• rf...else statement

iaa-C'es:

if(expression is true)

actionl;

action2; 
action3;

&wrr 2

if (expression is true)

action3;

~-e switch statement
'•s sa multiple-branching statement where, based on a condition, the control is transferred to one of the 
rar. possible points.

actionl;

e^se

action2;
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This is implemented as follows:
switch(expression)
{

easel:
{
actionl;
}
case2 :
{
action2;
}
case3 :
{
action3;
}
default:
{
action4;
}}

action5;

The do-while statement
The do-while is an ex it-con tro lled loop. Based on a condition, the control is transferred back to a particular 
point in the program. The syntax is as follows:

do
{

actionl;
}
while(condition is true); 
action2;

The while statement
This is also a loop structure, but is an entry-con tro lled one. The syntax is as follows:

while(condition is true)
{

actionl;
}
action2;

The for statement
The for is an en try-en tro lled loop and is used when an action is to be repeated for a predetermined number 
of times. The syntax is as follows:

for(initial value; test; increment)
{

actionl;
}
action2;
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ne syntax o f the control sta tem ents in C++ is very much s im ila r to that o f C and therefo re  they are 
emented as and when they are required.

SUMMARY

J  C++ provides various types of tokens that include keywords, identifiers, constants, strings, and operators.

J  Identifiers refer to the names of variables, functions, arrays, classes, etc.

D  C++ provides an additional use of void, for declaration of generic pointers.

D  The enumerated data types differ slightly in C++. The tag names of the enumerated data types become new type names. 
That is, we can declare new variables using these tag names.

D  ;n C++, the size of character array should be one larger than the number of characters in the string.

3  C++ adds the concept of constant pointer and pointer to constant. In case of constant pointer, we can not modify the 
address that the pointer is initialized to. In case of pointer to a constant, contents of what it points to cannot be changed.

J  Pointers are widely used in C++ for memory management and to achieve polymorphism.

D  C++ provides a qualifier called const to declare named constants which are just like variables except that their values can 
not be changed. A const modifier defaults to an int.

D  C++ is very strict regarding type checking of variables. It does not allow to equate variables of two different data types. 
The only way to break this rule is type casting.

D  C++ allows us to declare a variable anywhere in the program, as also its initialization at run time, using the expressions at 
the place of declaration.

D  A reference variable provides an alternative name for a previously defined variable. Both the variables refer to the same 
data object in the memory. Hence, change in the value of one will also be reflected in the value of the other variable.

D  A reference variable must be initialized at the time of declaration, which establishes the correspondence between the 
-eference and the data object that it names.

3  A major application of the scope resolution (::) operator is in the classes to identify the class to which a member function 
belongs.

D in addition to malloc(), calloc() and free() functions, C++ also provides two unary operators, new and delete to perform 
the task of allocating and freeing the memory in a better and easier way.

D  C++ also provides manipulators to format the data display. The most commonly used manipulators are endl and setw.

0  C++ supports seven types of expressions. When data types are mixed in an expression, C++ performs the conversion 
automatically using certain rules.

3  C++ also permits explicit type conversion of variables and expressions using the type cast operators.

D  Like C, C++ also supports the three basic control structures namely, sequence, selection and loop, and implements them 
using various control statements such as, if, if...else, switch, .do..while, while and for.
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Key Terms

array I associativity I automatic conversion I backslash character I bitwise expression I bool I boolean 
expression I branching I call by reference I callocQ I character constant I chained assignment I class
I compound assignment I compound expression I const I constant I constant expression I control structure
I data types I decimal integer I declaration I delete I dereferencing I derived-type I do...while I embedded 
assignment I endl I entry control I enumeration I exit control I explicit conversion I expression! float expression 
floating point integers I for I formatting I free store I free() I function I hexadecimal integer I identifier
I if I if...else I implicit conversion I initialization I integer constant I integral expression I integral widening
I iteration I keyword I literal I logical expression I loop I loop structure I malloc() I manipulator 
I memory I named constant I new I octal integer I operator I operator keywords I operator overloading 
I operator precedence I pointer I pointer expression I pointer variable I reference I reference variable I relational 
expression I repetition I scope resolution I selection I selection structure I sequence I sequence 
structure I setw I short-hand assignment I sizeof() I straight line I string I string constant I struct 
I structure I structured programming I switch I symbolic constant I token I type casting I type compatibility 
I typedef I union I user-defined type I variable I void I water-fall model I w charj I while I wide-character

REVIEW QUESTIONS

3.1 Enumerate the rules of naming variables in C++. How do they differ from ANSI C rules?
3.2 An unsigned int can be twice as large as the signed int. Explain how?
3.3 Why does C++ have type modifiers?
3.4 What are the applications of void data type in C++?
3.5 Can we assign a void pointer to an int type pointer? If not, why? How can we achieve this?
3.6 Describe, with examples, the uses of enumeration data types.
3.7 Describe the differences in the implementation of enum data type in ANSI C and C++.
3.8 Why is an array called a derived data type?
3.9 The size of a char array that is declared to store a string should be one larger than the number of 

characters in the string. Why?
3.10 The const was taken from C++ and incorporated in ANSI C, although quite differently. Explain.
3.11 How does a constant defined by const differ from the constant defined by the preprocessor statement 

#define?

3.12 In C++, a variable can be declared anywhere in the scope. What is the significance of this feature?
3.13 What do you mean by dynamic initialization of a variable? Give an example.
3.14 What is a reference variable? What is its major use?
3.15 List at least four new operators added by C++ which aid OOP.
3.16 What is the application of the scope resolution operator:: in C++?
3.17 What are the advantages of using new operator as compared to the function malloc()?

3.18 Which manipulator is used to control the precision of floating point numbers? Support your answer with 
the help of an enample.

3.19 Illustrate with an example, how the setw manipulator works.
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: 1: -iow do the following statements differ?
(a) char * const p;
(b) char const *p;

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

.Vhat will happen when you execute the following code?
=include <iostream.h> 
void main()

}

int i=0; 
i=400*400/400; 
cout << i;

I 1 Identify the error in the following program.
=include ciostream.h>
void main()
{

int num[]={l,2,3,4,5,6};
num[1]==[1]num ? cout<<"Success"

}
3L3 Identify the errors in the following program.

#include <iostream.h>
void main()
{

int i=5; 
while(i)
{
switch(i)
{
default: 
case 4: 
case 5:

break;

case 1: 
continue;

cout« "Error" ,

case 2 : 
case 3: 
break;

}
i— ;
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3.4 Identify the error in the following program.
#include ciostream.h>
#define pi 3.14
int squareArea (int &) ; 
int circleArea(int &);

void main()
{

int a=10;
cout << squareArea(a) << * 
cout << circleArea(a) << " 
cout << a << endl;

}
int squareArea(int &a)
{

return a *== a;
}
int circleArea(int &r)
{

return r = pi * r * r;
}

3.5 Identify the error in the following program.
#include <iostream.h>
#include <malloc.h>
char* allocateMemory(); 
void main()
{

char* str;
str = allocateMemory();
cout << str;
delete str;
str = "
cout << str;

}
char* allocateMemory()
{

str = "Memory allocation test, 
return str;

}
3.6 Find errors, if any, in the following C++ statements.

(a) long float x;
(b) char *cp = vp; // vp is a void pointer
(c) int code = three; // three is an enumerator
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di int *p = new; // allocate memory with new 
e) enum (green, yellow, red);

int const *p = total; 
g) const int array_size;
«  for (i=1; int i<10; i++) cout«  i «  “\n”; 
i) int & number = 100;

float *p = new int [10]; 
k) int public = 1000;
) char name[3] = “USA”;

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

.'.rite a function using reference variables as arguments to swap the values of a pair of -tegers.
nte a function that creates a vector of user-given size M  using new operator.
nte a program to print the following output using for loops.
l
22
333
4444
55555
......  M  kS

.'/rite a program to evaluate the following investment equation 
V=P( 1 + r)n

and print the tables which would give the value of V  for various combination of the following values of P, rand rr.
P  : 1000, 2000, 3000. . 10,000
r : 0.10, 0 .11, 0 .12, .......0.20
n . 1, 2, 3. . 10
Hint: P  is the principal amount and V  is the value of money at the end of n years. This equation can be 
recursively written as
V = P {  1 + r)
P =  V

in other words, the value of money at the end of the first year becomes the principal amount for the next year, and so on.
An election is contested by five candidates. The candidates are numbered 1 to 5 and the voting is done 
by marking the candidate number on the ballot paper. Write a program to read the ballots and count 
the votes cast for each candidate using an array variable count. In case, a number read is outside the 
range 1 to 5, the ballot should be considered as a ‘spoilt ballot’, and the program should also count the number of spoilt ballots, srag
A cricket team has the following table of batting figures for a series of test matches:
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P laye r’s  nam e Runs Innings Tim es no t ou t

Sachin 8430 230 18Saurav 4200 130 9
Rahul 3350 105 11

Write a program to read the figures set out in the above form, to calculate the batting averages and to 
print out the complete table including the averages.

3.7 Write programs to evaluate the following functions to 0.0001% accuracy.
x3 x5 x7 

' ' 3! 5! 7!
(b) S U M  = 1 + (1/2)2 + (1/3)3 + (1/4)4 +.

x2 x4 x6(c) cosx = 1-- + ---- +...2! 4! 6!
3.8 Write a program to print a table of values of the function y = e~x

for x varying from 0 to 10 in steps of 0.1. The table should appear as follows.
Table fo r Y = E X P  [— X ]

3.9 Write a program to calculate the variance and standard deviation of N numbers.
Variance A n ,

/ -j /v _ 2Standard Deviation = —  ̂ (x, -xj
N

-  1 Nwhere x = -  Y  x1
3.10 An electricity board charges the following rates to domestic users to discouragelarge consumption of 

energy:
For the first 100 units - 60P per unit
For next 200 units - 80P per unit
Beyond 300 units - 90P per unit
All users are charged a minimum of Rs. 50.00. If the total amount is more than 
Rs. 300.00 then an additional surcharge of 15% is added.
Write a program to read the names of users and number of units consumed and 
print out the charges with names. gJTjg]



................ -  Le a r n in g  O bjectives

* fre r going through this chapter, you will be able to
_  describe the usage of main () function in a C++ program  

ain function prototyping

_ 1 r. aguish call by reference and return by reference mechanisms 
_  I  scjss inline functions
_  E-atsrmine how default argum ents are used with functions 

— E=c ain recursion with the help of an exam ple  

Z. l a —onstrate how function overloading is used in a C++ program  

_  - r  :he various match library functions

INTRODUCTION
■fetorcthat functions play an important role in C program development. Dividing a program into functions 
• r e  :f the major principles of top-down, structured programming. Another advantage of using functions is 
Ita • ; possible to reduce the size of a program by calling and using them at different places in the program.

-+:a l that we have used a syntax similar to the following in developing C programs.
void show(); /* Function declaration */
Train ()

show(); /* Function call */

void show() /* Function definition */

/* Function body */

I -~n  the function is called, control is transferred to the first statement in the function body. The other 
■SB+_ ents in the function body are then executed and control returns to the main program when the closing 
•nca 3 encountered. C++ is no exception. Functions continue to be the building blocks of C++ programs. In
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fact, C++ has added many new features to functions to make them more reliable and flexible. Like C++ 
operators, a C++ function can be overloaded to make it perform different tasks depending on the arguments 
passed to it. Most of these modifications are aimed at meeting the requirements of object-oriented facilities.

In this chapter, we shall briefly discuss the various new features that are added to C++ functions and their 
implementation.

4.2 THE MAIN FUNCTION
C does not specify any return type for the main() function which is the starting point for the execution of a 
program. The definition of main() would look like this:

main()
{

// main program statements
}

This is perfectly valid because the main() in C does not return any value.
In C++, the main() returns a value of type int to the operating system. C++, therefore, explicitly defines 

main() as matching one of the following prototypes:
int main();
int main(int argc, char * argv[]);

The functions that have a return value should use the return statement for termination. The main() 
function in C++ is, therefore, defined as follows:

int main()
{

return 0;
}

Since the return type of functions is int by default, the keyword int in the main() header is optional. Most 
C++ compilers will generate an error or warning if there is no return statement. Turbo C++ issues the warning

Function should return a value
and then proceeds to compile the program. It is a good programming practice to actually return a value from 
main().

Many operating systems test the return value (called exit value) to determine if there is any problem. The 
normal convention is that an exit value of zero means the program ran successfully, while a nonzero value 
means there was a problem. The explicit use of a return(O) statement will indicate that the program was 
successfully executed.

4.3 FUNCTION PROTOTYPING
Function p ro to typ ing is one of the major improvements added to C++ functions . The prototype describes the 
function interface to the compiler by giving details such as the number and type of arguments and the type 
of return values. With function prototyping, a tem plate is always used when declaring and defining a function.
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"en a function is called, the compiler uses the template to ensure that proper arguments are passed, and 
~«e return value is treated correctly. Any violation in matching the arguments or the return types will be caught 
: :he compiler at the time of compilation itself. These checks and controls did not exist in the conventional 
I functions.

Remember, C also uses prototyping. But it was introduced first in C++ by Stroustrup and the success of 
r ; feature inspired the ANSI C committee to adopt it. However, there is a major difference in prototyping 
:+:.'.een C and C++. While C++ makes the prototyping essential, ANSI C makes it optional, perhaps, to 
: reserve the compatibility with classic C.

-unction prototype is a declara tion  sta tem ent in the calling program and is of the following form:
type function-name (argument-list);

~ne argum ent-list contains the types and names of arguments that must be passed to the function.
Example:

float volume(int x, float y, float z) ;
Note that each argument variable must be declared independently inside the parentheses. That is, a 

:: -oined declaration like
float volume(int x, float y, z) ; 

s iiegal.
n a function declaration, the names of the arguments are dum m y variables and therefore, they are 

aptonai. That is, the form
float volume(int, float, float);

s acceptable at the place of declaration. At this stage, the compiler only checks for the type of arguments 
■ren the function is called.

- general, we can either include or exclude the variable names in the argument list of prototypes. The 
rereole names in the prototype just act as placeholders and, therefore, if names are used, they don’t have 
: ~atch the names used in the function call or function definition.

I- the function definition, names are required because the arguments must be referenced inside the 
rer:: on. Example:

float volume(int a,float b,float c)
{

float v = a*b*c,-

}
~~e function volume() can be invoked in a program as follows:

float cubel = volume(bl,wl,hi); // Function call
~-e variable b1, w1, and h i are known as the actual parameters which specify the dimensions of 

r.cel. Their types (which have been declared earlier) should match with the types declared in the 
jrrretype. Remember, the calling statement should not include type names in the argument list.
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W e  can also declare a function with an em pty a rgum ent lis t, as in the following example:
void display( );

In C++, this means that the function does not pass any parameters. It is identical to the statement
void display(void);

However, in C, an empty parentheses implies any number of arguments. That is, we have foregone 
prototyping. A C++ function can also have an ‘open’ parameter list by the use of ellipses in the prototype as 
shown below:

void do_something(...);

4.4 CALL BY REFERENCE
In traditional C, a function call passes arguments by value. The ca lled  function creates a new set of variables 
and copies the values of arguments into them. The function does not have access to the actual variables in 
the calling program and can only work on the copies of values. This mechanism is fine if the function does 
not need to alter the values of the original variables in the calling program. But, there may arise situations 
where we would like to change the values of variables in the calling  program . For example, in bubble sort, we 
compare two adjacent elements in the list and interchange their values if the first element is greater than the 
second. If a function is used for bubb le  sort, then it should be able to alter the values of variables in the call
ing function, which is not possible if the call-by-value method is used.

Provision of the re ference variab les in C++ permits us to pass parameters to the functions by reference. 
When we pass arguments by reference, the ‘formal’ arguments in the called function become aliases to the 
‘actual’ arguments in the calling function. This means that when the function is working with its own arguments, 
it is actually working on the original data. Consider the following function:

swap(int &a,int &b) // a and b are reference variables

int t = a; // Dynamic initialization
a = b;
b = t;

}
Now, if m and n are two integer variables, then the function call

swap(m, n) ;
will exchange the values of m and n using their aliases (reference variables) a and b. Reference variables 
have been discussed in detail in Chapter 3. In traditional C, this is accomplished using po in te rs and ind irec
tion as follows:

void swapl(int *a, int *b) /* Function definition */
{

int t ; 
t = *a ; /* assign the value at address a to t */
*a = *b; /* put the value at b into a */
*b = t; /* put the value at t into b */

}
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--is function can be called as follows:
swapl(&x, &y); /* call by passing */

/* addresses of variables */

""is approach is also acceptable in C++. Note that the call-by-reference method is neater in its approach.

4 .5  RETURN BY REFERENCE
- '--ction can also return a reference. Consider the following function:

int & max(int &x, int &y)
{

if (x > y) 
return x; 

else
return y;

}

S ice the return type of max() is int &, the function returns reference to x or y (and not the values). Then 
rction call such as max(a, b) will yield a reference to either a or b depending on their values. This means 
" -* mis function call can appear on the left-hand side of an assignment statement. That is, the statement

max(a,b) = -1;
s egal and assigns -1 to a if it is larger, otherwise -1 to b.

4 6  INLINE FUNCTIONS
-"e of the objectives of using functions in a program is to save some memory space, which becomes appre- 
aaoe when a function is likely to be called many times. However, every time a function is called, it takes a lot 
» a era time in executing a series of instructions for tasks such as jumping to the function, saving registers, 
3LE- ng arguments into the stack, and returning to the calling function. When a function is small, a substantial 
: + :entage of execution time may be spent in such overheads.

One solution to this problem is to use macro definitions, popularly known as m acros. Preprocessor macros 
a n popular in C. The major drawback with macros is that they are not really functions and therefore, the 
j£ . a error checking does not occur during compilation.

C++ has a different solution to this problem. To eliminate the cost of calls to small functions, C++ proposes 
* *e.v feature called in line function. An inline function is a function that is expanded in line when it is invoked, 
"•a: s, the compiler replaces the function call with the corresponding function code (something similar to 
-ii'os expansion). The inline functions are defined as follows:

inline function-header
{

function body
}
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Example:

inline double cube(double a)
{

return(a*a*a);

The above inline function can be invoked by statements like

c = cube(3 
d = cube(2

0 ) ;
5+1.5)

On the execution of these statements, the values of c and d will be 27 and 64, respectively. If the arguments 
are expressions such as 2.5 + 1.5, the function passes the value of the expression, 4 in this case. This makes 
the inline feature far superior to macros.

It is easy to make a function inline. All we need to do is to prefix the keyword inline to the function 
definition. All inline functions must be defined before they are called.

W e should exercise care before making a function inline. The speed benefits of inline functions diminish 
as the function grows in size. At some point the overhead of the function call becomes small compared to the 
execution of the function, and the benefits of inline functions may be lost. In such cases, the use of normal 
functions will be more meaningful. Usually, the functions are made inline when they are small enough to be 
defined in one or two lines. Example:

inline double cube(double a) {return(a*a*a);}
Remember that the inline keyword merely sends a request, not a command, to the compiler. The compiler 

may ignore this request if the function definition is too long or too complicated and compile the function as a 
normal function.

Some of the situations where inline expansion may not work are:

1. For functions returning values, if a loop, a switch, or a goto exists.

2. For functions not returning values, if a return statement exists.

3. If functions contain static variables.

4. If inline functions are recursive.

INote M/ne expansion  m akes a  p rog ra m  run fa s te r because  the ove rhead  o f a function  ca ll an d  re tu rn  is  elim inated. 

H ow ever, it  m akes the  p rog ra m  to take up  m ore  m em ory  because the s ta tem ents tha t de fine  the  in line  function are  

rep roduced  a t each p o in t w here the  function  is called. So, a  tra de -o ff becom es necessary. I
Program 4.1 illustrates the use of inline functions.

|  Program 4.1 Inline Functions

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std;

inline float mul(float x, float y)
(Contd.)
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{
return(x*y);

}

inline double div(double p, double q)
{
return(p/q);

}

:nt main()

§
 float a = 12.345;

float b = 9.82;

cout << mul(a,b) << "\n"; 
cout << div(a,b) << "\n";

return 0;
-

------------------------------------------------------------------------ -

~ne output of Program 4.1 would be:

121.228 
1.25713

4 7  DEFAULT ARGUMENTS
C — j  ows us to call a function without specifying all Its arguments. In such cases, the function assigns a 
• f e . • value to the parameter which does not have a matching argument in the function call. Default values 

specified when the function is declared. The compiler looks at the prototype to see how many arguments 
a  ' - -  :: on uses and alerts the program for possible default values. Here is an example of a prototype (i.e., 
•in :- :n declaration) with default values:

float amount(float principal,int period,float rate=0.15);

~*e default value is specified in a manner syntactically similar to a variable initialization. The above 
j o o e  declares a default value of 0.15 to the argument rate. A subsequent function call like

value = amount(5000,7); // one argument missing

passes the value of 5000 to principal and 7 to period and then lets the function use default value of 0.15 for 
-=e The call

value = amount(5000,5,0.12); // no missing argument
passes an explicit value of 0.12 to rate.

- iefault argument is checked for type at the time of declaration and evaluated at the time of call. One 
r : : dant point to note is that only the trailing arguments can have default values and therefore we must add 
• r s -d s  from r ig h t to left. W e cannot provide a default value to a particular argument in the middle of an 
a  ; .rnent list. Some examples of function declaration with default values are:

________ LIMITATION________
An inline function can increase the  
function size so much that it may 
not fit in the cache.
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int mul(int i, int j=5, int k=10); 
int mul(int i=5, int j); 
int mul(int i=0, int j, int k=10); 
int mul(int i=2, int j=5, int k=10);

// legal 
II illegal 
// illegal 
II legal

Default arguments are useful in situations where some arguments always have the same value. For 
instance, bank interest may remain the same for all customers for a particular period of deposit. It also 
provides a greater flexibility to the programmers. A function can be written with more parameters than are 
required for its most common application. Using default arguments, a programmer can use only those 
arguments that are meaningful to a particular situation. Program 4.2 illustrates the use of default arguments.

|  Program 4.2 Default Arguments

#include<iostream>
#include<conio.h>

using namespace std; 
int main()
{

float amount;
float valuetfloat p, int n, float r=0.15); //prototype 
void Printline(char ch='* 1,int len=40); //prototype
Printline(); //use default values for arguments

amount = value (5000.00,5); //default for 3rd argument
cout<<"\n Final Value = ”<<amount«"\n\n" ;

amount = value (10000.00,5,0.30); //pass all arguments explicitly 

cout<<"\n Final Value = "<<amount<<"\n\n";

Printline('='); //use default value for second argument

getchO ; 
return 0;

}

float value (float p, int n, float r)
{

int year = 1; 
float sum = p;

while(year<=n)
{
sum = sum*(1+r);

(Contd.)
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year = year+1;
}
return(sum);

}

void Printline(char ch, int len)
{

for(int i=l;i<=len;i++) 
printf("%c",ch); 
printf("\n");

}

•'e output of Program 4.2 would be:

************************************ 
Final Value = 10056.8 
Final Value = 37129.3

Advantages of providing the default arguments are:

' We can use default arguments to add new parameters to the existing functions.

1 Default arguments can be used to combine similar functions into one.

-  8  const ARGUMENTS
• Z~+, an argument to a function can be declared as const as shown below.

int strlen(const char *p); 
int length(const string &s);

~~e qualifier const tells the compiler that the function should not modify the argument. The compiler will 
. - -e 'a te  an error when this condition is violated. This type of declaration is significant only when we pass 
ire^rnents by reference or pointers.

4.9 RECURSION
-e ro s io n  is a situation where a function calls itself, i.e., one of the statements in the function definition 
- i * e s  a call to the same function in which it is present. It may sound like an infinite looping condition but just 
■  5 oop has a conditional check to take the program control out of the loop, a recursive function also pos
es ses a base case which returns the program control from the current instance of the function to call back 
: sne calling function. For example, in a series of recursive calls, to compute the factorial of a number, the 
ris e  case would be a situation where factorial of 0 is to be computed. Let us consider a few examples
- scrams 4.3 and 4.4) to understand how the recursive approach works.
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|  Program 4.3 Calculating Factorial of a Number

#include <iostream> 
#include <eonio.h> 
using namespace std;

long fact{int n)
{

if (n == 0) //base case
return 1;

return (n * fact(n-D); //recursive function call
}

int main()
{

int num;

cout << "Enter a positive integer: 
cin >> num;

cout << "Factorial of " << num << " is " << fact(num);

}

getch(); 
return 0;

The output of Program 4.3 would be:

Enter a positive integer: 10 
Factorial of 10 is 3628800

|  Program 4.4 Solving Tower of Hanoi Problem

ffinclude <iostream> 
#include <conio.h> 
using namespace std;

void TOH(int d,char towerl, char tower2, char tower3)
{

if (d==l) //base case
{
cout << "\nShift top disk from tower " << towerl << " to tower
" << tower2;
return;

}

TOH(d-1,towerl, tower3, tower2); //recursive function call 
cout << "\nShift top disk from tower " «  towerl << " to tower "

(Contd.)
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<< tower2;

TOH(d-1,tower3, tower2, towerl); //recursive function call

int main()

int disk;

cout << "Enter the number of disks; 
cin >> disk;

if (disk < 1)
cout << "\nThere are no disks to shift"; 

else
cout <<"\nThere are * << disk << " disks in tower l\n"; 

TOH(disk,'11,12 1,'3');
cout << "\n\n" << disk << " disks in tower 1 are shifted to 
tower 2";

getch(); 
return 0;

}

ne output of Program 4.4 would be:

Enter the number of disks: 3 
There are 3 disks in tower 1 
Shift top disk from tower 1 to tower 2
Shift top disk from tower 1 to tower 3
Shift top disk from tower 2 to tower 3
Shift top disk from tower 1 to tower 2
Shift top disk from tower 3 to tower 1
Shift top disk from tower 3 to tower 2
Shift top disk from tower 1 to tower 2
3 disks in tower 1 are shifted to tower 2

4.10 FUNCTION OVERLOADING
- i  stated earlier, overloading  refers to the use of the same thing for different purposes. C++ also permits 
: srloading of functions. This means that we can use the same function name to create functions that per- 
: *~i a variety of different tasks. This is known as function po lym orph ism  in OOP.

Jsing the concept of function overloading, we can design a family of functions with one function name but 
different argument lists. The function would perform different operations depending on the argument list 

- ne function call. The correct function to be invoked is determined by checking the number and type of the 
; : jm ents but not on the function type. For example, an overloaded add() function handles different types 
:* :ata as follows:
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// Declarations
int add(int a, int b) ;
int add(int a, int b, int c),-
double add(double x, double y);
double add(int p, double q);
double add(double p, int q) ;
// Function calls 
cout << add(5, 10); 
cout << add(15, 10.0); 
cout << add(12.5, 7.5); 
cout << add(5, 10, 15); 
cout << add(0.75, 5);

// prototype 1 
// prototype 2 
// prototype 3 
// prototype 4 
// prototype 5

// uses prototype 1 
// uses prototype 4 
// uses prototype 3 
// uses prototype 2 
// uses prototype 5

A function call first matches the prototype having the same number and type of arguments and then calls 
the appropriate function for execution. A best match must be unique. The function selection involves the 
following steps:

1. The compiler first tries to find an exact match in which the types of actual arguments are the same, and 
use that function.

2. If an exact match is not found, the compiler uses the integral promotions to the actual arguments, such 
as,

char to int 
float to double

to find a match.

3. When either of them fails, the compiler tries to use the built-in conversions (the implicit assignment 
conversions) to the actual arguments and then uses the function whose match is unique. If the 
conversion is possible to have multiple matches, then the compiler will generate an error message. 
Suppose we use the following two functions:

long square(long n) 
double square(double x)

A function call such as

square(10)
will cause an error because int argument can be converted to either long or double, thereby creating 
an ambiguous situation as to which version of square() should be used.

4. If all of the steps fail, then the compiler will try the user-defined conversions in combination with integral 
promotions and built-in conversions to find a unique match. User-defined conversions are often used 
in handling class objects.

Program 4.5 illustrates function overloading.

|  Program 4.5 Function Overloading

//Function area() is overloaded three times 
#include<iostream>

(Contd.)
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//Declaration of Function Prototypes
int area (int);
int area (int, int);
float area (float);

int main()

cout<<"Calling the area() function for computing the area of a square 
(side = 5) - "<<area(5)<<"\n";
cout<<"Calling the area() function for computing the area of a 
rectangle (length = 5, breadth = 10) - "<<area(5,10)<<"\n"; 
cout<<"Calling the area() function for computing the area of a circle 
(radius = 5.5) - "«area (5.5) ; 

return 0;

The output of Program 4.5 would be:

Calling the area() function for computing the area of a square 
side =5) - 25

Calling the areal) function for computing the area of a rectangle (length =
5, breadth =10) - 50
Calling the area() function for computing the area of a circle 
radius = 5.5) - 94.99

Overloading of the functions should be done with caution. W e should not overload unrelated functions and 
r  :uld reserve function overloading for functions that perform closely related tasks. Sometimes, the default 
s'guments may be used instead of overloading. This may reduce the number of functions to be defined.

Overloaded functions are extensively used for handling class objects. They will be illustrated later when 
r e  classes are discussed in the next chapter.

{

}

int area (int side) //Area of square
{

return(side*side) ;
}

int area (int length, int breadth) //Area of rectangle
{

return(length*breadth);
}

float area (float radius) //Area of circle
{

return(3.14*radius*radius);
}



4.11 FRIEND AND VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS
C++ introduces two new types of functions, namely, friend function and virtual function. They are basically 
introduced to handle some specific tasks related to class objects. Therefore, discussions on these functions 
have been reserved until after the class objects are discussed. The friend functions are discussed in 
Sec. 5.15 of the next chapter and virtual functions in Sec. 9.5 of Chapter 9.
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4.12 MATH LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
The standard C++ supports many math functions that can be used for performing certain commonly used 
calculations. Most frequently used math library functions are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Com m only used m ath lib ra ry  functions

Function P u r p o s e

ceil(x)

cos(x)

exp(x)

fabs(x)

Rounds x to the smallest integer not less than x ceil(8.1) = 9.0 and ceil(—8.8) = -8 .0  

Trigonometric cosine of x (x in radians)

Exponential function ex.

Absolute value of x.
If x>0 then abs(x) is x 
If x=0 then abs(x) is 0.0 
If x<0 then abs(x) is -x

Rounds x to the largest integer not greater than x floor(8.2) = 8.0 and floor(-8 .8 ) = -9 .0  

Natural logarithm of x(base e)

&  • =  o  .p

ar anbguxs s. Jg !
J  -T4. tfa l of flie steps f a t  T> <<

z rc ~ z : c"s a~c r_ *- -h "j
in handfcig objects. j

1
Program 4.5 illustratesfcmcfeon o-j

|  Program 4.5

H

//Function area is everlcaded tL
#include<iostream>

s re tu rn  the  da ta type double.

lath .h in conventional C++ and cm ath

(Contd.)
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-sing namespace std; 
int main()

cout<<fixed<<setprecision(2);
cout<<"sin (100) = "<<sin(100.00)<<"\n"; //Computing sine value 
cout<<"cos (100) = "<<cos(100.00)<<"\n"; //Computing cosine value 
cout<<"tan (100) = "<<tan(100.00)<<"\n"; //Computing tangent value 
cout<<"7 to the power of 6 = "<<pow(7.0,6.0)<<"\n"; //Computing 
power of one value raised to the other
cout<<"logl0 (10) = "<<logl0(10.00)<<"\n"; //Computing log to 
the base of 10 value
cout<<"sqrt (2) = "<<sqrt(2.00)<<"\n"; //Computing the
square root of a value

getch(); 
return 0;

" s  output o f P rogram  4.6 w ould  be:

sin (100) = -0.51
cos (100) = 0.86
tan (100) = -0.59
7 to the power of 6 = 117649.00
ioglO (10) =1.00
sqrt (2) = 1.41

SUMMARY

J • is possible to reduce the size of program by calling and using functions at different places in the program.

D !n C++ the main() returns a value of type int to the operating system. Since the return type of functions is int by default, 
■F.e keyword int in the main() header is optional. Most C++ compilers issue a warning, if there is no return statement.

J  -unction prototyping gives the compiler the details about the functions such as the number and types of arguments and 
:he type of return values.

J Reference variables in C++ permit us to pass parameters to the functions by reference. A function can also return a 
'eference to a variable.

J  When a function is declared inline the compiler replaces the function call with the respective function code. Normally, a 
small size function is made as inline.

D The compiler may ignore the inline declaration if the function declaration is too long or too complicated and hence compile 
the function as a normal function.

D  C++ allows us to assign default values to the function parameters when the function is declared. In such a case we can 
call a function without specifying all its arguments. The defaults are always added from right to left.

(Contd.)
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o In C++, an argument to a function can be declared as const, indicating that the function should not modify the argument.

O  C++ allows function overloading. That is, we can have more than one function with the same name in our program. The 
compiler matches the function call with the exact function code by checking the number and type of the arguments.

O  C++ supports two new types of functions, namely friend functions and virtual functions.

O  Many mathematical computations can be carried out using the library functions supported by the C++ standard library.

Key Terms

actual arguments | argument list | bubble sort | call by reference | call by value | called function 
| calling program | calling statement | cmath | const arguments | declaration statement | default
arguments | default values | dummy variables | ellipses | empty argument list | exit value | formal 
arguments | friend functions | function call | function definition | function overloading | function 
polymorphism | function prototype | indirection | inline | inline functions | macros | main() | math library 
| math.h | overloading | pointers | polymorphism | prototyping | reference variable | return by 
reference | return statement | return type | returnQ | template | virtual functions

REVIEW QUESTIONS
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j- ? How does an inline function differ from a preprocessor macro?

a 3 When do we need to use default arguments in a function?

i  9 W hat is the significance of an empty parenthesis in a function declaration?

*  ' 0 What do we mean by overloading of a function? Explain with an example when do we use this concept?
F1A1°1

*.11 How do we achieve function overloading? On what basis, the compiler distinguishes between 
a set of overloaded functions having the same name?

*  *2 Comment on the following function definitions:

(a) int *f( )
{

int m = 1;

return(&m)
}

(b) double f( )
{

return(1);
}

(c) int & f()
{

int n = 10;

return(n);
}

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

*  1 What will be output of the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int add (int p, int q)
{

int r ; 
r=p+q; 
return r;

}
int main ()
{

int x=7, y=5, z; 
z = add (7,2);
cout << "Result 1:- " << z << 1\n1;
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cout << "Result 2:- " << z + add (7,8) << 1 \n' 
cout << "Result 3:- " << add (x,y) << ' \n'; 
z= 4 + add (9,y);
cout << "Result 4:- " << z << '\n';

}

4.2  Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int sub(int a=20, int b)

{
int result; 
result = a - b; 
return result;

}
int main () { 

int a = 100; 
int b = 200; 
int result; 
result = sub(b); 
cout << "value 1 :" << result ; 
result = sub(a);
cout << " value 2 :" << result ; 
return 0;

}

4.3  Find the error in the following program.

void fun( int count)
{
if(count == 0)

cout <<count;
else

{
cout <<count<<endl; 
fun(--count); 
return;
}

}

4.4  Find the error in the following program.

int main()
{

int a = 2; 
float b = 2.5; 
int show(a); 
float show(b); 
return 0;

}
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+ £ Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int p;
int& display(); 
int main()
{

display 0=5; 
cout << p ; 
return 0;

}
int& display()
{

return 2;
}

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

* 7  Write a function to read a matrix of size m x n from the keyboard.

*  2  Write a program to read a matrix of size m x n from the keyboard and display the same on the screen
using functions. [Sppj

+ £ Rewrite the program of Exercise 4.2 to make the row parameter of the matrix as a default argument.

a a The effect of a default argument can be alternatively achieved by overloading. Discuss with an example.

*  * Write a macro that obtains the largest of three numbers.

a £ Redo Exercise 4.5 using inline function. Test the function using a main program.

4 .' Write a function power() to raise a number m to a power n. The function takes a double value for m and 
int value for n, and returns the result correctly. Use a default value of 2 for n to make the function to 
calculate squares when this argument is omitted. Write a main that gets the values of m and n from the 
user to test the function. [wfeTej

*.i Write a function that performs the same operation as that of Exercise 4.7 but takes an int value for m. 
Both the functions should have the same name. Write a main that calls both the functions. Use the 
concept of function overloading. |gg;ij

4 J  Write a program to compute the area of a triangle and a circle by overloading the area() 
function.
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........................... —  L e a r n in g  O b jec tives  --------------

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Identify the various extensions in C++ structures as compared to C structures
□  Discuss how a class is specified in a C++ program
□  Explain the different ways in which member functions of a class can be defined

□  Explain how arrays are used within a class

□  Discuss the concept of static member data and functions

□  Illustrate how arrays of objects are created
□  Explain the concept of friendly functions
□  Describe how pointers are used to access the class members

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The most important feature in C++ is the “class”. Its significance is highlighted by the fact that Stroustrup 
initially gave the name “C with classes” to his new language. A class is an extension of the idea of structure 
used in C. It is a new way of creating and implementing a user-defined data type. W e shall discuss, in this 
chapter, the concept of class by first reviewing the traditional structures found in C and then the ways in which 
classes can be designed, implemented and applied.

5.2 C STRUCTURES REVISITED
W e know that one of the unique features of the C language is structures. They provide a method for packing 
together data of different types. A structure is a convenient tool for handling a group of logically related data 
items. It is a user-defined data type with a tem plate  that serves to define its data properties. Once the 
structure type has been defined, we can create variables of that type using declarations that are similar to the 
built-in type declarations. For example, consider the following declaration:

struct student
{

char name[20] ;
int roll_number;
float total marks;
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~~e keyword struc t declares s tudent as a new data type that can hold three fields of different data types. 
~-ese fields are known as structure m em bers  or elem ents. The identifier student, which is referred to as 
s t j  z:ure nam e  or structure tag, can be used to create variables of type student. Example:

struct student A; // C declaration
-  is a variable of type student and has three member variables as defined by the template. Member 

5 * ecles can be accessed using the do t or pe riod  opera to r as follows:

strcpy(A.name, "John");
A.roll_number = 999;
A. total_marks =595.5;
Final_total = A.total_marks + 5;

Structures can have arrays, pointers or structures as members.

. citations of C Structure
_ -e  standard C does not allow the struct data type to be treated like built-in types. For example, consider the 
t  lowing structure:

struct complex
{

float x; 
float y;

In
struct complex cl, c2, c3;

~~e complex numbers c1, c 2 , and c 3 can easily be assigned values using the dot operator, but we cannot 
see two complex numbers or subtract one from the other. For example,

C3 = Cl + c2 ;
s ilegal in C.

Another important limitation of C structures is that they do not permit data hiding. Structure members can 
K  : rectly accessed by the structure variables by any function anywhere in their scope. In other words, the 
*-jC tu re  members are public members.

E * tensions to Structures
I — supports all the features of structures as defined in C. But C++ has expanded its capabilities further to 
s. - :s OOP philosophy. It attempts to bring the user-defined types as close as possible to the built-in data 
Tices, and also provides a facility to hide the data which is one of the main principles of OOP. Inheritance, a 
-e r-an is m  by which one type can inherit characteristics from other types, is also supported by C++.

n C++, a structure can have both variables and functions as members. It can also declare some of its 
oers as ‘private’ so that they cannot be accessed directly by the external functions.

- C++, the structure names are stand-alone and can be used like any other type names. In other words, 
r e  -eyword struct can be omitted in the declaration of structure variables. For example, we can declare the 
s_ rent variable A as

student A; // C++ declaration
-em em ber, this is an error in C.
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C++ incorporates all these extensions in another user-defined type known as class. There is very little 
syntactical difference between structures and classes in C++ and, therefore, they can be used interchangeably 
with minor modifications. Since class is a specially introduced data type in C++, most of the C++ programmers 
tend to use the structures for holding only data, and classes to hold both the data and functions. Therefore, 
we will not discuss structures any further.

I Note The only difference between a structure and a class In C++ is that, by default, the members of a class are private, I  
while, by default, the members of a structure are public.

5.3 SPECIFYING A CLASS
A class is a way to bind the data and its associated functions together. It allows the data (and functions) to be 
hidden, if necessary, from external use. When defining a class, we are creating a new abstract data type  that 
can be treated like any other built-in data type. Generally, a class specification has two parts:

1. Class declaration

2. Class function definitions

The class declaration describes the type and scope of its members. The class function definitions describe 
how the class functions are implemented.

The general form of a class declaration is:

class class name
{

private:
variable declarations;
function declarations;

public:
variable declarations;
function

};
declaration;

The class declaration is similar to a struct declaration. The keyword class specifies, that what follows is 
an abstract data of type c!ass_nam e. The body of a class is enclosed within braces and terminated by a 
semicolon. The class body contains the declaration of variables and functions. These functions and variables 
are collectively called class m em bers. They are usually grouped under two sections, namely, priva te  and 
pub lic  to denote which of the members are priva te  and which of them are public. The keywords private and 
public are known as visibility labels. Note that these keywords are followed by a colon.

The class members that have been declared as private can be accessed only from within the class. On 
the other hand, public members can be accessed from outside the class also. The data hiding (using private 
declaration) is the key feature of object-oriented programming. The use of the keyword private is optional. By 
default, the members of a class are private. If both the labels are missing, then, by default, all the members 
are private. Such a class is completely hidden from the outside world and does not serve any purpose.
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~~e variables declared inside the class are known as data m em bers  and the functions are known as 
-  i - P e r  functions. Only the member functions can have access to the private data members and private 
v r o n s .  However, the public members (both functions and data) can be accessed from outside the class.

5 s illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The binding of data and functions together into a single class-type variable is 
T-^"ed to as encapsulation.

.Ve usually give a class some meaningful name, such as item. This name now becomes a new type 
ce-tifier that can be used to declare instances of that class type. The class item contains two data members 
arc two function members. The data members are private by default while both the functions are public by 
reparation. The function getdata() can be used to assign values to the member variables number and cost, 

■: putdata() for displaying their values. These functions provide the only access to the data members from 
: -'side the class. This means that the data cannot be accessed by any function that is not a member of the 
: css item. Note that the functions are declared, not defined. Actual function definitions will appear later in 
r e  program. The data members are usually declared as private and the member functions as public. 
r  z s e  5.2 shows two different notations used by the O OP analysts to represent a class.

3 eating Objects
; smember that the declaration of item as shown above does not define any objects of item but only specifies 
■ ra t they will contain. Once a class has been declared, we can create variables of that type by using the 
: a;s name (like any other built-in type variable). For example,

CLASS
No entry to 
private area

Private area

X | Data [

Functions

-• i •
Public area

Entry allowed to 
public area

r----- Data H— i
i --------------------------------------- i

Functions

Fig. 5.1 Data hid ing in classes

A Simple Class Example
- r . : cal class declaration would look like:

class Item

int number; 
float cost;

// variables declaration 
II private by default

public:
void getdata(int a, float b); 
void putdata(void);

// functions declaration 
// using prototype 
// ends with semicolon
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.2 Representation o f a class

item x; // memory for x is created
creates a variable x of type item. In C++, the class variables are known as objects. Therefore, x is called an 
object of type item. W e may also declare more than one object in one statement. Example:

item x, y, z;
The declaration of an object is similar to that of a variable of any basic type. The necessary memory space 

is allocated to an object at this stage. Note that class specification, like a structure, provides only a template 
and does not create any memory space for the objects.

Objects can also be created when a class is defined by placing their names immediately after the closing 
brace, as we do in the case of structures. That is to say, the definition

class item
{

} x,y,z;

would create the objects x, y and z of type item. This practice is seldom followed because we would like to 
declare the objects close to the place where they are used and not at the time of class definition.

Accessing Class Members
As pointed out earlier, the private data of a class can be accessed only through the member functions of that 
class. The main() cannot contain statements that access number and cost directly. The following is the 
format for calling a member function:

object-name.function-name (actual-arguments);

For example, the function call statement

x.getdata(10 0,75.5) ;
is valid and assigns the value 100 to number and 75.5 to cost of the object x by implementing the getdata() 
function. The assignments occur in the actual function. Please refer Sec. 5.4 for further details.
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x.putdata () ;
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. : : splay the values of data members. Remember, a member function can be invoked only by using an 
the same class). The statement like

petdata(100,75.5);
• :  -ean in g . Similarly, the statement

i.number = 100;
•  asc Begal. Although x is an object of the type item  to which num ber belongs, the number (declared 

:.ai be accessed only through a member function and not by the object directly.

• ~ a • ce recalled that objects communicate by sending and receiving messages. This is achieved through
• - -a -o e r  functions. For example,

i.putdata();
- r ;  = message to the object x requesting it to display its contents.

* a ' sole declared as public can be accessed by the objects directly. Example: 

class xyz

int x; 
int y; 

public •.
int z ;

} ;

xyz p; 
p.X = 0 ;  

p.z = 10
// error, x is private 
II OK, z is public

Note The use of data in this manner defeats the very idea of data hiding and therefore should be avoided.

z 4  DEFINING MEMBER FUNCTIONS
« - - : e r  functions can be defined in two places:

• Outside the class definition

• inside the class definition

r s obvious that, irrespective of the place of definition, the function should perform the same task, 
••e-'efore, the code for the function body would be identical in both the cases. However, there is a subtle 

a ~ 'e " ic e  in the way the function header is defined. Both these approaches are discussed in detail in this
■ecaon.
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Outside the Class Definition
Member functions that are declared inside a class have to be defined separately outside the class. The 
definitions are very much like the normal functions. They should have a function header and a function bod; 
Since C++ does not support the old version of function definition, the A N S I pro to type  form must be used fc 
defining the function header.

An important difference between a member function and a normal function is that a member functioi 
incorporates a membership 'identity label’ in the header. This ‘label’ tells the compiler which class thi 
function belongs to. The general form of a member function definition is:

return-type class-name :: function-name (argument declaration) 
{

Function body
}

The membership label class-name :: tells the compiler that the function function-nam e  belongs to the 
class class-nam e. That is, the scope of the function is restricted to the class-nam e  specified in the headei 
line. The sym bol:: is called the scope reso lu tion  operator.

For instance, consider the member functions getdata() and putdata() as discussed above. They may be 
coded as follows:

void item :: getdata(int a, float b)
{

number = a; 
cost = b;

}
void item :: putdata(void)
{

cout << "Number << number << "\n";
cout << "Cost << cost << “\n";

}

Since these functions do not return any value, their return-type is void. Function arguments are declarec 
using the ANSI prototype.

The member functions have some special characteristics that are often used in the program development 
These characteristics are:

• Several different classes can use the same function name. The ‘membership label’ will resolve thei' 
scope.

• Member functions can access the private data of the class. A nonmember function cannot do sc 
(However, an exception to this rule is a friend  function discussed later.)

• A member function can call another member function directly, without using the dot operator.

Inside the Class Definition
Another method of defining a member function is to replace the function declaration by the actual functic- 
definition inside the class. For example, we could define the item class as follows:
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class item
{

int number; 
float cost; 

public:
void getdata(int a, float b); // declaration

II inline function
void putdata(void) // definition inside the class
{

cout << number << "\n"; 
cout << cost << "\n" ;

}
} ;

.'. hen a function is defined inside a class, it is treated as an inline function. Therefore, all the restrictions 
=-■: imitations that apply to an inline function are also applicable here. Normally, only small functions are 
: - r  ned inside the class definition.

5 .5  C++ PROGRAM WITH CLASS
-  :ne details discussed so far are implemented in Program 5.1.

I Program 5.1 Class Implementation

ttinclude <iostream>

using namespace std;

class item
{

int number; // private by default 
float cost; // private by default 

public:
void getdata(int a, float b); // prototype declaration,

II to be defined
II Function defined inside class 
void putdata(void)
{
cout << "number «  number << "\n"; 
cout << "cost «  cost << "\n";

}
} ;
//....... Member Function Definition ..............
void item :: getdata(int a, float b) // use membership label
{

number = a; // private variables
cost = b; // directly used

(Contd.)
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}
/ /............ Main Program................

int main()
{

item x; // create object x

cout << "\nobject x " «  *\n";

x.getdata(100, 299.95); // call member function
x. putdataO; // call member function

item y; // create another object

cout << "\nobject y" << *\n";

y . getdata(200, 175.50); 
y.putdata();

return 0;
}

This program features the class item. This class contains two private variables and two public functions. The 
member function getdata() which has been defined outside the class supplies values to both the variables 
Note the use of statements such as

number = a ;
in the function definition of getdata(). This shows that the member functions can have direct access to 
private data items.

The member function putdataQ has been defined inside the class and therefore behaves like an inline 
function. This function displays the values of the private variables number and cost.

The program creates two objects, x and y in two different statements. This can be combined in one 
statement.

item x, y; // creates a list of objects
Here is the output of Program 5.1:

object x
number : 100
cost : 299.95

object y
number : 2 0 0
cost :175.5

For the sake of illustration we have shown one member function as inline and the other as an 'external' 
member function. Both can be defined as inline or external functions.
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5.6 MAKING AN OUTSIDE FUNCTION INLINE
I -£  of the objectives of OOP is to separate the details of implementation from the class definition. It is 
-•a efore good practice to define the member functions outside the class.

.Ye can define a member function outside the class definition and still make it inline by just using the 
: . ;  her inline in the header line of function definition. Example:

class item
{

public:
void getdata(int a, float b); // declaration

} ;
inline void item :: getdata(int a, float b) // definition
{

number = a; 
cost = b;

}

57  NESTING OF MEMBER FUNCTIONS
*  a -st discussed that a member function of a class can be called only by an object of that class using a dot 

:a -2tor. However, there is an exception to this. A member function can be called by using its name inside 
h* : :_er member function of the same class. This is known as nesting o f m em ber functions. Program 5.2 
I t  spates this feature.

| Program 5.2 Nesting of Member Functions

=include<iostream> 
=include<conio.h> 
=include<string> 
using namespace std;

class binary
{

string s; 

public:
void read(void)
{
cout<<"Enter a binary number:"; 
cin>>s;

}

void chk bin(void)

0Contd.)
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{
for(int i=0;i<s.length();i++)
{
if(s.at(i) ! = '0' && s .at(i) ! = ’1')
{
cout<<"\nIncorrect binary number format...the program will 
quit"; 
getch(); 

exit(0) ;
}

}
}

void ones(void)
{
chk_bin(); //calling member function 
for(int i=0;i<s.length();i++)

{
if(s.at(i)=='O') 

s .at(i) ='1' ; 
else

s . at(i) =' 0' ;
}

}

void displayones(void)
{
ones(); //calling member function
cout<<"\nThe l's compliment of the above binary number is:
"  < < S  ;

}

} i

int main()
{

binary b; 
b .read(); 
b .displayones(); 
getch(); 
return 0;

}

The output of Program 5.2 would be: 

Output 1:

Enter a binary number: 110101
The l's compliment of the above binary number is: 001010
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Cwtput 2:

er a binary number: 1101210
:orrect binary number format...the program will quit

5-8 PRIVATE MEMBER FUNCTIONS
« P  : t is normal practice to place all the data items in a private section and all the functions in public, 
:■ --e ; -.rations may require certain functions to be hidden (like private data) from the outside calls. Tasks 
m t r  n  deleting an account in a customer file, or providing increment to an employee are events of serious 
■ ■ s ec-e n c es  and therefore the functions handling such tasks should have restricted access. W e can place 
t K r  -.-ctions in the private section.

- ate member function can only be called by another function that is a member of its class. Even an 
•e-r cannot invoke a private function using the dot operator. Consider a class as defined below:

:lass sample 

int m;
void read(void); // private member function 

public:
void update(void); 
void write(void);

§s1 s an object of sam ple, then

sl.readO; // won't work; objects cannot access
// private members

n  However, the function read() can be called by the function update() to update the value of m.

vcid sample :: update (void)

read(); // simple call; no object used

5 9 ARRAYS WITHIN A CLASS
H-«r i  "ays can be used as member variables in a class. The following class definition is valid.

const int size=10; // provides value for array size

ass array

int a [size] ; // 'a' is int type array
public:

void setval(void); 
void display(void);
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The array variable a[ ] declared as a private member of the class array can be used in the member 
functions, like any other array variable. W e can perform any operations on it. For instance, in the above class 
definition, the member function setva l() sets the values of elements of the array a[ ], and d isplay() function 
displays the values. Similarly, we may use other member functions to perform any other operations on the 
array values.

Let us consider a shopping list of items for which we place an order with a dealer every month. The list 
includes details such as the code number and price of each item. W e would like to perform operations such as 
adding an item to the list, deleting an item from the list and printing the total value of the order. Program 5.3 
shows how these operations are implemented using a class with arrays as data members.

|  Program 5.3 Processing a Shopping List

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

const m=50;

class ITEMS

{
int itemCode[m]; 
float itemPrice[m]; 
int count; 

public:
void CNT(void){count 
void getitem(void); 
void displaySum(void); 
void remove(void); 
void displayltems(void);

} ;

void ITEMS

0 ; } // initializes count to 0

getitem(void)

{
cout << "Enter item code : 
cin >> itemCode[count]; 
cout << "Enter item cost : 
cin >> itemPrice[count]; 
count++;

}
void ITEMS :: displaySum(void)

// assign values to data 
II members of item

II display total value of 
II all items

float sum = 0; 
for(int i=0; i<count; i++) 

sum = sum + itemPrice[i];

(Contd.)
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cout << "\nTotal value << sum << "\n"; 

vcid ITEMS :: remove(void) // delete a specified item

int a ;
cout << "Enter item code 
cin >> a;

for(int i=0; i<count; i++) 
if(itemCode[i 3 == a) 
itemPriceti] = 0;

vcid ITEMS :: displayltems(void) // displaying items

cout << "\nCode Price\n";

forfint i=0; i<count; i++)
{ cout <<"\n" << itemCode[i]; 
cout <<" " << itemPriceti];

}
cout << ”\n";

int main()

ITEMS order; 
order.CNT(); 
int x;
do // do....while loop
{
cout << "\nYou can do the following;"

<< "Enter appropriate number \n"
cout << "\nl : Add an item ";
cout << to Display total value";
cout << "\n3 : Delete an item";
cout << "\n4 : Display all items";
cout << "\n5 : Quit";
cout << "\n\nWhat is your option?";

cin >> :x;

switch(x)
{ case 1 : order.getitem(); break; 
case 2 : order.displaySumO; break; 
case 3 : order.remove(); break;

(Contd.)
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case 4 :: order.displayltems(); break;
case 5 :: break;
default
}

} while(x 1

: cout << "Error in input; try again\n";

1= 5) ; // do. ..while ends
return 0;
}

The output of Program 5.3 would be:

You can do the following; Enter appropriate number
1 : Add an item
2 : Display total value
3 : Delete an item
4 : Display all items
5 : Quit
What is your option?1 
Enter item code :111 
Enter item cost :100
You can do the following; Enter appropriate number
1 : Add an item
2 : Display total value
3 ; Delete an item
4 : Display all items
5 : Quit
What is your option?l 
Enter item code :222 
Enter item cost :200
You can do the following; Enter appropriate number
1 : Add an item
2 : Display total value
3 : Delete an item
4 : Display all items
5 : Quit

What is your option?1 
Enter item code :333 
Enter item cost :300
You can do the following; Enter appropriate number
1 ; Add an item
2 : Display total value
3 : Delete an item
4 : Display all items
5 : Quit



What is your option?2 
Total value :600
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:ou can do the following; Enter appropriate number 
1 : Add an item
- : Display total value
' : Delete an item
* ■ Display all items 
5 : Quit
'‘hat is your option?3 
Tr.ter item code :222
*'J can do the following; Enter appropriate number- ; Add an item
- ; Display total value 

: Delete an item
: Display all items 

5 : Quit
•hat is your option?4
Code Price
111 100
222 0
333 300
- can do the following; Enter appropriate number
- : Add an item
2 ; Display total value
3 ; Delete an item
4 : Display all items
5 : Quit
What is your option?5

“ he program uses two arrays, namely itemCode[ ] to hold the code number of items and itemPrice[ ] to 
■old the prices. A third data member count is used to keep a record of items in the list. The program uses 
a total of four functions to implement the operations to be performed on the list. The statement

const int m = 50;

defines the size of the array members.

The first function C N T() simply sets the variable count to zero. The second function getitemQ gets the 
mm  code and the item price interactively and assigns them to the array members itemCode[count] and 

emPrice[count]. Note that inside this function count is incremented after the assignment operation is over, 
function displaySum() first evaluates the total value of the order and then prints the value. The fourth 

‘ . ‘ otion remove() deletes a given item from the list. It uses the item code to locate it in the list and sets the 
:*c e  to zero indicating that the item is not ‘active’ in the list. Lastly, the function displayltems() displays all 
~e items in the list.

The program implements all the tasks using a menu-based user interface.
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5.10 MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR OBJECTS
W e have stated that the memory space for objects is allocated when they are declared and not when the 
class is specified. This statement is only partly true. Actually, the member functions are created and placed 
in the memory space only once when they are defined as a part of a class specification. Since all the 
objects belonging to that class use the same member functions, no separate space is allocated for member 
functions when the objects are created. Only space for member variables is allocated separately for each 
object. Separate memory locations for the objects are essential, because the member variables will hold 
different data values for different objects. This is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Common for all objects
member function 1

member function 2

m em ory crea ted  w hen  
--------------------------------- functions de fined

Object 1 Object 2 Object 3

member variable 1 member variable 1 member variable 1

member variable 2 member variable 2 member variable 2

m em ory crea ted  
w hen ob jects  de fined

Fig. 5.3 O bject o f m em ory

5.11 STATIC DATA MEMBERS
A data member of a class can be qualified as static. The properties of a sta tic  member variable are similar 
to that of a C static variable. A static member variable has certain special characteristics. These are :

• It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is created. No other initialization is permitted.

• Only one copy of that member is created for the entire class and is shared by all the objects of that 
class, no matter how many objects are created.

• It is visible only within the class, but its lifetime is the entire program.
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Static variables are normally used to maintain values common to the entire class. For example, a static 
; r a  member can be used as a counter that records the occurrences of all the objects. Program 5.4 illustrates 

,se  of a static data member.

Classes and Objects

| 3rogram 5.4 Static Class Member

=include <iostream>

using namespace.std;
class item
{

static int count; 
int number; 

public:
void getdata(int a)
{
number = a; 
count ++;

}
void getcount(void)
{
cout << "count: "; 
cout << count << "\n"

}

m t  item : : count ;

:nt main()

item a, b, c;
a . getcount();
b . getcount();
c. getcount();

a. getdata(100);
b. getdata(200);
c. getdata(300);

// count is initialized to zero 
// display count

II getting data into object a 
II getting data into object b 
II getting data into object c

cout << "After reading data" << "\n";

a . getcount();
b. getcount();
c. getcount(); 
return 0;

// display count
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The output of the Program 5.4 would be:

count: 0 
count: 0 
count: 0
After reading data 
count: 3 
count: 3 
count: 3

Note that the type and scope of each static member variable must be defined outside the class definition 
This is necessary because the static data members are stored separately rather than as a part of an object 
Since they are associated with the class itself rather than with any class object, they are also known as class 
variables.

The static variable count is initialized to zero when the objects are created. The count is incrementec 
whenever the data is read into an object. Since the data is read into objects three times, the variable count is 
incremented three times. Because there is only one copy of count shared by all the three objects, all the three 
output statements cause the value 3 to be displayed. Figure 5.4 shows how a static variable is used by the 
objects.

Object 1 Object 2 Object 3

number number number

count
(common to all three objects)

Fig. 5.4 Sharing o f  a static data m em ber

Static variables are like non-inline member functions as they are declared in a class declaration and 
defined in the source file. While defining a static variable, some initial value can also be assigned to the 
variable. For instance, the following definition gives count the initial value 10.

int item :: count = 10;
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5.12 STATIC MEMBER FUNCTIONS
. • e static member variable, we can also have static member functions. A member function that is declared 
r . i t ic  has the following properties:

• A static function can have access to only other static members (functions or variables) declared in the 
same class.

• A static member function can be called using the class name (instead of its objects) as follows:

class-name :: function-name;

3 rogram 5.5 illustrates the implementation of these characteristics. The static function showcount() 
: 5: ays the number of objects created till that moment. A count of number of objects created is maintained 

me static variable count.

~ne function showcode() displays the code number of each object.

| 3rogram 5.5 S ta tic  M em b er Function

// static member variable

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class test
{

int code; 
static int count; 

public:
void setcode(void)
{
code = ++count;
}
void showcode(void)
{
cout << "object number: " << code << "\n";
}
static void showcount(void) // static member function
{
cout << "count: " << count << "\n";
}

} ;
int test :: count; 
int main()
{

test tl, t2; 
tl.setcode();

(C o n td .)
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t2.setcode();
test :: showcount 0; // accessing static function
test t3; 
t3.setcode () ;
test : : showcount 0
tl.showcode(); 
t2.showcode(); 
t3.showcode();
return 0;

The output of Program 5.5 would be:

count: 2 
count: 3
object number: 1 
object number: 2 
object number: 3

Note Note that the statement

code = ++count;
is executed whenever setcode() function is invoked and the current value of count is assigned to code. Since each 
object has its own copy of code, the value contained in code represents a unique number of its object.

Remember, the following function definition will not work:

We know that an array can be of any data type including struct. Similarly, we can also have arrays of 
variables that are of the type class. Such variables are called arrays o f objects. Consider the following class 
definition:

}

static void showcount()

cout << code; // code is not static

5.13 ARRAYS OF OBJECTS

class employee
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name

name

name

char name[30]; 
float age; 

public:
void getdata(void); 
void putdata(void);

The identifier employee is a user-defined data type and can be used to create objects that relate to 
: ~erent categories of the employees. Example:

employee manager[3]; 
employee foreman[15]; 
employee worker [75];

// array of manager 
// array of foreman 
// array of worker

The array manager contains three objects(managers), namely, manager[0],manager[1]andmanager[2], 
r  type employee class. Similarly, the foreman array contains 15 objects (foremen) and the worker array 
untains 75 objects(workers).

Since an array of objects behaves like any other array, we can use the usual array-accessing methods to 
access individual elements, and then the dot member operator to access the member functions. For example, 
*e statement

manager[i].putdata();
•  display the data of the ith element of the array manager. That is, this statement requests the object 
-ianager[i] to invoke the member function putdata().

An array of objects is stored inside the memory in the same way as a multi-dimensional array. The array 
-an ag er is represented in Fig. 5.5. Note that only the space for data items of the objects is created. Member 
■jnctions are stored separately and will be used by all the objects.

age

age

age

manager[0]

manager[1]

manager[2]

Fig. 5.5 Storage o f data item s o f an ob ject array
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Program 5.6 illustrates the use of object arrays.

|  Program 5.6 A rrays  o f O b jects

ttinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;
class employee
{

char name[30]; // string as class member
float age; 

public:
void getdata(void); 
void putdata(void);

} ;
void employee :: getdata(void)
{

cout << "Enter name: 
cin >> name; 
cout << "Enter age: "; 
cin >> age;

void employee :: putdata(void)
{

cout << "Name: " << name << "\n"; 
cout << "Age: " << age << "\n";

}
const int size=3; 
int main()
{

employee manager[size]; 
for(int i=0; i<size; i++)
{

cout << "\nDetails of manager" << i+1 << "\n"; 
manager [i] .getdata();

}
cout << "\n" ; 
for(i=0; i<size; i++)
{

cout << "\nManager" << i+1 << "\n"; 
manager [i] . putdata();

}
return 0;

}

This being an interactive program, the input data and the program output are shown below:

Interactive input
Details of managerl 
Enter name: xxx
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i;:er age: 45
Eetaois of manager2 
Enter name: yyy 
Enter age: 37
details of manager3 
Enter name: zzz 
Enter age: 50

•t-t ct=t output 
Jtanagerl 
Sane: xxx 
fee; 4 5
PHiager2 
Sane: yyy 
Age: 37
Xanager3 
)iame: zzz 
Age: 50

£34 OBJECTS AS FUNCTION ARGUMENTS
iBkfc-ar er data type, an object may be used as a function argument. This can be done in two ways:

-  -  copy of the entire object is passed to the function.

-  : -  . the address of the object is transferred to the function.

~ -e  * -st method is called pass-by-va lue. Since a copy of the object is passed to the function, any changes 
w m -i : the object inside the function do not affect the object used to call the function. The second method 
msate-.z : ass-by-reference. When an address of the object is passed, the called function works directly on 
fflfe actual object used in the call. This means that any changes made to the object inside the function will 
i«fer:: r  the actual object. The pass-by reference method is more efficient since it requires to pass only the 
■ r ? .  = of the object and not the entire object.

oram 5.7 illustrates the use of objects as function arguments. It performs the addition of time in the 
■ ■ r  a - : minutes format.

I  '-ogram 5.7 Objects as Arguments

= ir.clude <iostream>

_sing namespace std;

rlass time

int hours; 
int minutes;

(C o n td .)
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public:
void gettime(int h, int m)
{ hours = h; minutes = m; } 
void puttime(void)
{

cout << hours << " hours and *;
cout << minutes << " minutes " << "\n";

}
void sum(time, time); // declaration with objects as arguments

} ;
void time :: sumftime tl, time t2) // t1, t2 are objects

{
minutes = tl.minutes + t2.minutes;
hours = minutes/60;
minutes = minutes%60;
hours = hours + tl.hours + t2.hours;

}
int main()
{

time Tl, T2, T3;

Tl.gettime(2,45); // get Tl 
T2.gettime(3,30); // get T2

T3.sum(Tl,T2);// T3=T1+T2

cout << t—1 II Tl.puttime(); // display Tl
cout << »T2 = "; T2.puttime(); // display T2
cout << "T3 = "; T3.puttime(); // display T3

return 0;
}

The output of Program 5.7 would be:

Tl = 2 hours and 45 minutes
T2 = 3 hours and 30 minutes
T3 = 6 hours and 15 minutes

Figure 5.6 illustrates how the members are accessed inside the function sum().

An object can also be passed as an argument to a non
member function. However, such functions can have access 
to the p u b lic  m em ber functions only through the objects 
passed as arguments to it. These functions cannot have 
access to the private data members.

________ LIMITATION________
Size of an object is restricted to the 
value 262144.
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T3. sum(T1, T2)

Fig. 5.6 Accessing m em bers o f  objects within a ca lled function

5 15 FRIENDLY FUNCTIONS
We -sve been emphasizing throughout this chapter that the private members cannot be accessed from 
mzsde the class. That is, a nonmember function cannot have an access to the private data of a class. 
-  ♦ever, there could be a situation where we would like two classes to share a particular function. For
6  3- c!e, consider a case where two classes, manager and scientist, have been defined. W e would like to 
ate a function income_tax() to operate on the objects of both these classes. In such situations, C++ allows 
» +  :ommon function to be made friendly with both the classes, thereby allowing the function to have access 
«  r e  private data of these classes. Such a function need not be a member of any of these classes.

~o make an outside function “friendly” to a class, we have to simply declare this function as a friend of the 
a s s  as shown below:

rlass ABC

public:

friend void xyz(void); // declaration

~~e function declaration should be preceded by the keyword friend. The function is defined elsewhere  
« re program like a normal C++ function. The function definition does not use either the keyword friend 

scope operator The functions that are declared with the keyword friend are known as fr iend  
• r  r  ons. A function can be declared as a friend in any number of classes. A friend function, although not 
i  - + r b e r  function, has full access rights to the private members of the class.

- ‘'lend function possesses certain special characteristics:

- It is not in the scope of the class to which it has been declared as friend.
• Since it is not in the scope of the class, it cannot be called using the object of that class.

• It can be invoked like a normal function without the help of any object.
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• Unlike member functions, it cannot access the member names directly and has to use an object name 
and dot membership operator with each member name.(e.g., A.x).

• It can be declared either in the public or the private part of a class without affecting its meaning.

• Usually, it has the objects as arguments.

The friend functions are often used in operator overloading which will be discussed later.

Program 5.8 illustrates the use of a friend function.

|  Program 5.8 Friend Function

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class sample
{

int a; 
int b; 

public:
void setvalueO {a=2 5; b=40; } 
friend float mean(sample s);

} ;
float mean(sample s)
{

return float(s.a + s.b)/2.0;
}

int main()
{

sample X; // object X 
X .setvalue() ;
cout << "Mean value = " << mean(X) << "\n"; 

return 0;
}

The output of Program 5.8 would be:

Mean value = 32.5

I
 N o t e  The friend func,ion accesses the class variables a and b by using the dot operator and the object passed to it. The I  

function call mean(X) passes the object X by value to the friend function. |

Member functions of one class can be friend functions of another class. In such cases, they are defined 

using the scope resolution operator as shown below:

class X
{
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i n t  f u n l ( ) ; / /  member function of X

c la s s  Y

friend i n t  X :: f u n l ( ) ; // funl() of X
/ /  is friend of Y

-e  function fun1() is a member of c lass X and a friend  of class Y.

Ae can also declare all the member functions of one class as the friend functions of another class. In-such 
j-rc me class is called a friend  class. This can be specified as follows:

c la s s  Z

f r i e n d  c l a s s  X; / /  all member functions of X  are
II friends to Z

- :c 'am  5.9 demonstrates how friend functions work as a bridge between the classes.

I: 'ogram 5.9 Using Friend Function to Add Data Objects of two 
Different Classes

smclude <iostream>
-sing namespace std;

class ABC; //Forward declaration
//----------------------- ---- ------------- //

class XYZ

int data; 
public:
void setvalue(int value)
{
data=value;

}
friend void add(XYZ, ABC); //Friend function declaration

' l l ------- -------------------------------- ----- //
class ABC

(C o n td .)
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int data; 
public:
void setvalue(int value)
{
data=value;

}
friend void add(XYZ, ABC); //Friend function declaration

void add(XYZ objl, ABC obj2) //Friend function definition

cout<<"Sum of data values of XYZ and ABC objects using friend function 
= "<<objl.data+obj2.data;

XYZ X;
ABC A;
X .setvalue (5) ;
A.setvalue(50) ;
add(X, A); //Calling friend function 
return 0;

The output of Program 5.9 would be:

Sum of data values of XYZ and ABC objects using friend function = 55 

Note The functi°n AddQ has arguments from both XYZ and ABC. When the function add() is declared as a friend in XYZ
for the first time, the compiler will not acknowledge the presence of ABC unless its name is declared in the beginning 
as

class ABC;
This is known as ‘forward’ declaration.

As pointed out earlier, a friend function can be called by reference. In this case, local copies of the objects 
are not made. Instead, a pointer to the address of the object is passed and the called function directly works 
on the actual object used in the call.

This method can be used to alter the values of the private members of a class. Remember, altering the 
values of private members is against the basic principles of data hiding. It should be used only when absolute/, 
necessary.

Program 5.10 shows how to use a common friend function to exchange the private values of two classes 
The function is called by reference.

/ / / /

//--- 
int main()

/ /
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= rogram 5.10 Swapping Private Data of Classes

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class class_2;
class class_l
{

int valuel; 
public:

void indata(int a) {valuel = a;}
void display(void) {cout << valuel << "\n";}
friend void exchange(class_l &, class_2 &);

} ;

class class_2

int value2; 
public:

void indata(int a) {value2 = a;}
void display(void) {cout << value2 << "\n";}
friend void exchange(class_l &, class_2 &);

} ;

void exchange(class_l & x, class_2 & y)
:

int temp = x.valuel;
x. valuel = y.value2;
y. value2 = temp;

}

int main()
{

class_l Cl; 
class_2 C2;

Cl.indata(100);
C2.indata(200);

cout << "Values before exchange" << "\n"; 
Cl.display();
C2.display();
exchange(Cl, C2); // swapping

cout << "Values after exchange " << "\n"; 
Cl.display();
C2.display();

return 0;
}
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The objects x and y are aliases of C1 and C2 respectively. The statements

int temp = x.valuel
x. valuel = y.value2;
y. value2 = temp;

directly modify the values of valuel and value2 declared in class_1 and class_2.

The output of Program 5.10 would be:

Values before exchange 
100 
2 0 0
Values after exchange 
2 0 0  
100

5.16 RETURNING OBJECTS
A function cannot only receive objects as arguments but also can return them. The example in Program 5.11 
illustrates how an object can be created (within a function) and returned to another function.

|  Program 5.11 Returning Objects

#include<iostream>

#include<conio.h>

using namespace std;

class matrix
{

int m [3] [3] ; 

public;
void read(void)
{
cout<<"Enter the elements of the 3X3 matrix:\n"; 
int i,j;
for(i=0;i<3;i++) 

for(j=0;j<3;j++)
{
cout<<"m["<<i<<"] ["<<j<<"] = 
cin>>m[i][j];

}
}

void display (void)
{

int i,j ;

(C o n td .)
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for(i=0;i<3;i++)
{
cout<<"\n"; 
for(j=0;j<3;j++)
{
cout<<m[i] [j]<<"\t";

}
}

friend matrix trans(matrix);

n x  trans (matrix ml)

matrix m2; //creating an object 
int i, j ;

for(i=0;i<3;i++)
for(j =0;j<3;j + +)

m2.m [i] [j]=ml.m[j][i];
return(m2); //returning an object

r a i n ()

-acrix matl,mat2;
-ail.read();
::ut<<"\nYou entered the following matrix:"; 
-ail.displayO ;

-ai2 = trans(matl); 
r:ut<<"\nTransposed matrix:"; 
nai2.display();

re-ch(); 
return 0;

. Program 5.11 would generate the following output:

.e elements of the 3x3 matrix:
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m[2] [1] = 8 
m[2] [2] = 9

You entered the following matrix:
1 2  3
4 5 6
7 8 9

Transposed matrix:
1 4  7
2 5 8
3 6 9

The program finds the transpose of a given 3 x 3  matrix and stores it in a new matrix object. The display 
member function displays the matrix elements.

5.17 const MEMBER FUNCTIONS
If a member function does not alter any data in the class, then we may declare it as a const member functior 
as follows:

void mul(int, int) const; 
double get_balance() const;

The qualifier const is appended to the function prototypes (in both declaration and definition). The 
compiler will generate an error message if such functions try to alter the data values.

5.18 POINTERS TO MEMBERS
It is possible to take the address of a member of a class and assign it to a pointer. The address of a member can 
be obtained by applying the operator & to a “fully qualified” class member name. A class member pointer can be 
declared using the operator with the class name. For example, given the class

class A
{

private: 
int re

public :
void show();

} ;

W e can define a pointer to the member m as follows:

int A : : *  ip =  &A : :  m;
The ip pointer created thus acts like a class member in that it must be invoked with a class object. In the 

statement above, the phrase A::* means “pointer-to-member of A class”. The phrase &A::m means the 
“address of the m member of A class”.

Remember, the following statement is not valid:

int *ip = &m; / / won' t work
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■ s s because m is not simply an int type data. It has meaning only when it is associated with the class 
*  1 -c o  it belongs. The scope operator must be applied to both the pointer and the member.

_ *e pointer ip can now be used to access the member m inside member functions (or friend functions). 
- 5 assume that a is an object of A declared in a member function. W e can access m using the pointer ip

m  -Jews:
rout < < a .* ip; 
cout < < a . m ;

k c l o o k  at the following code:

ap = &a;
rout << ap -> *ip; 
cout << ap -> m;

// display 
II same as above

II ap is pointer to object a 
II display m 
// same as above

~~= dereferencing o p e ra to rs *  is used to access a member when we use pointers to both the object and 
Be -em ber. The dereferencing  operator* is used when the object itself is used with the member pointer. 
Hoe —at *ip is used like a member name.

t«e can also design pointers to member functions which, then, can be invoked using the dereferencing 
* - r r : r s  in the main as shown below:

:object-name .* pointer-to-member function) (10);
pointer-to-object ->* pointer-to-member function) (10)

~ -e  precedence of () is higher than that of .* and ->*, so the parentheses are necessary.

: —gram 5.12 illustrates the use of dereferencing operators to access the class members.

| 3 'ogram 5.12 Dereferencing Operators

=include<iostream>
-sing namespace std; 
class M

int x; 
int y; 

public:
void set_xy(int a, int b)
{

x = a; 
y = b;

}
friend int sum(M m);

} ;
int sum(M m)

int M ::* px = &M :: x ; 
int M ::* py = &M :: y;

(Contd.)
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M *pm = &m;
int S = m.*px + pm->*py; 
return S;

}

int main()
{

M n;
void (M :: *pf)(int,int) = &M :: set_xy; 
(n.*pf) (10,20) ;
cout << "SUM = " << sum(n) << "\n";
M *op = &n;
(op->*pf) (30,40) ;
cout << "SUM = " << sum(n) << "\n"; 
return 0;

}

The output of Program 5.12 would be:

sum = 30 
sum = 70

5.19 LOCAL CLASSES
Classes can be defined and used inside a function or a block. Such classes are called local classes 
Examples:

void test(int a) // function
{

class student // local class
{

// class definition

} ;

student si(a); // create student object
....  // use student object

}

Local classes can use global variables (declared above the function) and static variables declared inside 
the function but cannot use automatic local variables. The global variables should be used with the scope 
operator (::).

There are some restrictions in constructing local classes. They cannot have static data members anc 
member functions must be defined inside the local classes. Enclosing function cannot access the private 
members of a local class. However, we can achieve this by declaring the enclosing function as a friend.
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3) A class is an extension to the structure data type. A class can have both variables and functions as members.

J  By default, members of the class are private whereas that of structure are public.

3) Only the member functions can have access to the private data members and private functions. However the public
members can be accessed from outside the class.

J  In C++, the class variables are called objects. With objects we can access the public members of a class using a dot
operator.

3) We can define the member functions inside or outside the class. The difference between a member function and a normal 
function is that a member function uses a membership 'identity' label in the header to indicate the class to which it 
belongs.

separately for each object, but no separate space is allocated for member functions.

3) A data member of a class can be declared as a static and is normally used to maintain values common to the entire class. 

3) The static member variables must be defined outside the class.

to the private members of the class.

3) A function can also return an object.

3) If a member function does not alter any data in the class, then we may declare it as a const member function. The 
keyword const is appended to the function prototype.

k .  r-act data type | arrays of objects | class | class declaration | class members | class variables | const member 
vcbons | data hiding | data members | dereferencing operator | dot operator | elements | encapsulation 

-  end functions | inheritance | inline functions | local class | member functions | nesting of member functions 
rejects | pass-by-reference | pass-by-value | period operator | private | proto-type | public | scope operator 
:::p e  resolution | static data members | static member functions | static variables | struct | structure 
"ucture members | structure name | structure tag | template

3) The memory space for the objects is allocated when they are declared. Space for member variables is allocated

J  A static member function can have access to the static members declared in the same class and can be called using the
class name.

3 ) C++ allows us to have arrays of objects.

3) We may use objects as function arguments.

3) A function declared as a friend is not in the scope of the class to which it has been declared as friend. It has full access

3) It is also possible to define and use a class inside a function. Such a class is called a local class

Cey Terms
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

5.1 How do structures in C and C++ differ?

5.2 W hat is a class? How does it accomplish data hiding?

5.3 How does a C++ structure differ from a C++ class?

5.4 W hat are objects? How are they created?

5.5 How is a member function of a class defined?

5.6 Can we use the same function name for a member function of a class and an outside function in the 
same program file? If yes, how are they distinguished? If no, give reasons.

5.7 Describe the mechanism of accessing data members and member functions in the following cases:

(a) Inside the main program.
(b) Inside a member function of the same class.
(c) Inside a member function of another class.

5.8 When do we declare a member of a class static? Justify the need of static members, m

5.9 W hat is a friend function? W hat are the merits and demerits of using friend functions?

5.10 Can we pass class objects as function arguments? Explain with the help of an example.

5.11 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) Data items in a class must always be private.
(b) A function designed as private is accessible only to member functions of that class.
(c) A function designed as public can be accessed like any other ordinary functions.
(d) Mem ber functions defined inside a class specifier become inline functions by default.
(e) Classes can bring together all aspects of an entity in one place.
(f) Class members are public by default.
(g) Friend functions have access to only public members of a class.
(h) An entire class can be made a friend of another class.
(i) Functions cannot return class objects.
(j) Data members can be initialized inside class specifier.

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

5.1 Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class addition 
{

int p , q , r, s ; 
void input(void)
{

cout << "Enter the three numbers \n"; 
cin >> p >> q >> r;

}
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void show(void)
{

cout << "The addition of three numbers is << add() << endl;
}
int add(void)
{

s=p+q+r; 
return (s);

}
} ;
int main ()

addition x; 
x .input(); 
x .show(); 
return 0;

S -  Find the error in the following program.

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class stm 
{

static int a; 
int number; 
public:
void increment(int b)
{ number=b; 

a++ ;
}

void show(void)
{

cout<<a<<endl;
}

} ;
int stm :: a; 
int main()
{
stm stl,st2,st3; 
stl.increment(); 
stl.show(); 
st2.show(); 
st3.show(); 

return 0;
}

S 2 Find the error in the following program.

ffinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class weight
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{ int leter, ML; 
public:
void getdata (); 
void putdata ();
void sum_of_weight (weight,weight) ;

} ;

void weight :: getdata()
{ cout<<"in leter:"; 

cin>>leter; 
cout<<"in ML:"; 
cin>>ML;

}void weight :: putdata ()
{ cout<<leter<<" Leter and "<<ML<<" ML ";
}void weight :: sum_of_weight(weight wl,weight w2)
{

ML = wl.ML + w2.ML; 
leter=ML/1000;
ML=ML%1000;
leter+=wl.Ieter+w2.leter;

}int main ()
l

weight wl,w2 , w3;
cout<<"Enter weight in Leter and ML\n"; 
cout<<" Enter weight 1 " ; 
wl.getdata();
cout<<" Enter weight 2 " ; 
w2.getdata(); 
sum_of_weight(wl,w2); 
cout<<"Total Weight = "; 
w3.putdata(); 
return 0;

}

5 .4  F in d  th e  e r r o r  in  th e  fo l lo w in g  p ro g ra m .

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class age 
{

private:
int child_age; 

public:
age(): child_age(20) { } 
int father_age(age);

} ;
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int father_age(age d)
{

d.child_age += 15; 
return d.child_age;

int main()
{

age D ;
c o ut«"fathers age: "<< father_age(D); 
return 0;

}

What will the output of the following program be?

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class personal
{
public: 
int p ();
int (personal::*x)();

} ;
int personal::p() { 
return 1;

}
int main() { 
personal a; 
a.x = &personal::p; 
cout << ((a.* (a.x))());

}

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

Define a class to represent a bank account. Include the following members: 

Data members

(a) Name of the depositor

(b) Account number

(c) Type of account

(d) Balance amount in the account 

Member functions

(a) To assign initial values

(b) To deposit an amount

(c) To withdraw an amount after checking the balance

(d) To display name and balance

Write a main program to test the program.
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5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7 

5.6

Write a class to represent a vector (a series of float values). Include member functions to perform the 
following tasks:

(a) To create the vector

(b) To modify the value of a given element

(c) To multiply by a scalar value

(d) To display the vector in the form (10, 20, 30, ...)

Write a program to test your class.

Modify the class and the program of Exercise 5.11 for handling 10 customers. [wj e ] b ]

Modify the class and program of Exercise 5.12 such that the program would be able to add two vectors 
and display the resultant vector. (Note that we can pass objects as function arguments.)

Create two classes DM and DB which store the value of distances. DM stores distances in metres anc 
centimetres and DB in feet and inches. Write a program that can read values for the class objects anc 
add one object of DM with another object of DB. w[ e [ b ]

Use a friend function to carry out the addition operation. The object that stores the results may 
be a DM object or DB object, depending on the units in which the results are required.

The display should be in the format of feet and inches or metres and centimetres depending or 
the object on display.

Refer to Program 5.11 and write a function that receives two matrix objects as arguments and returns

ÊE3a new matrix object containing their multiplication result.

Write a program to take the input of faculty details (ID, name, post, qualification, address) anc 
display it.

Write a program to calculate simple and compound interest by using access operator.



Constructors and 
Destructors

-  L e a r n in g  O bjec tives

going through this chapter, you will be able to
.E describe the concepts of constructors and destructors 

_  Eolain parameterized constructors 

_  "‘.erpret the usage of multiple constructors in a class 

_  Escuss dynamic initialization of objects 

_l E- plain copy and dynamic constructors

6.1 INTRODUCTION
■  t • ave seen, so far, a few examples of classes being implemented. In all the cases, we have used member 
tairoons such as putdata() and setvalue() to provide initial values to the private member variables. For 
«  i~ p le ,  the following statement

A.input () ;
■  : • es the member function input(), which assigns the initial values to the data items of object A. Similarly,
He i:atement

x. getdata(100,299.95) ;
susses the initial values as arguments to the function getdata(), where these values are assigned to the 
put s:e variables of object x. All these ‘function call’ statements are used with appropriate objects that have 
a r = dy been created. These functions cannot be used to initialize the member variables at the time of 
b e  a: on of their objects.

--oviding the initial values as described above does not conform with the philosophy of C++ 
s ■: -age. W e stated earlier that one of the aims of C++ is to create user-defined data types such as class, 
It r oehave very similar to the built-in types. This means that we should be able to initialize a class type 
ur sole (object) when it is declared, much the same way as initialization of an ordinary variable. For example,

int m = 20; 
float x = 5.75;

r =  - slid initialization statements for basic data types.
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Similarly, when a variable of built-in type goes out of scope, the compiler automatically destroys the 
variable. But it has not happened with the objects we have so far studied. It is therefore clear that some m c r  
features of classes need to be explored that would enable us to initialize the objects when they are create: 
and destroy them when their presence is no longer necessary.

C++ provides a special member function called the constructor which enables an object to initialize itsef 
when it is created. This is known as autom atic in itia liza tion  of objects. It also provides another membe' 
function called the destructo r that destroys the objects when they are no longer required.

6.2 CONSTRUCTORS
A constructor is a ‘special’ member function whose task is to initialize the objects of its class. It is specia 
because its name is the same as the class name. The constructor is invoked whenever an object of its asso
ciated class is created. It is called constructor because it constructs the values of data members of the class

A constructor is declared and defined as follows:

// class with a constructor
class integer
{

int m, n; 
public:

integer(void); // constructor declared

} ;
integer :: integer(void) // constructor defined
{

m = 0; n = 0 ;
}

When a class contains a constructor like the one defined above, it is guaranteed that an object created by 
the class will be initialized automatically. For example, the declaration

integer inti; // object inti created
not only creates the object inti of type integer but also initializes its data members m and n to zero. There 
is no need to write any statement to invoke the constructor function (as we do with the normal member 
functions). If a ‘normal’ member function is defined for zero initialization, we would need to invoke this function 
for each of the objects separately. This would be very inconvenient, if there are a large number of objects.

A constructor that accepts no parameters is called the default constructor. The default constructor for class 
A is A::A(). If no such constructor is defined, then the compiler supplies a default constructor. Therefore a 
statement such as

A a;
invokes the default constructor of the compiler to create the object a.

The constructor functions have some special characteristics. These are:

• They should be declared in the public section.

• They are invoked automatically when the objects are created.
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■ "hey do not have return types, not even void and therefore, and they cannot return values.

"hey cannot be inherited, though a derived class can call the base class constructor.

• _ ke other C++ functions, they can have default arguments.

- Constructors cannot be virtual. (Meaning of virtual will be discussed later in Chapter 9.)

.Ye cannot refer to their addresses.

An object with a constructor (or destructor) cannot be used as a member of a union.

• They make 'implicit calls’ to the operators new and delete when memory allocation is required.

-^member, when a constructor is declared for a class, initialization of the class objects becomes
-srcatory.

5 3 PARAMETERIZED CONSTRUCTORS
"* + --instructor integer(), defined above, initializes the data members of all the objects to zero. However, in 
j r a r .  :e  it may be necessary to initialize the various data elements of different objects with different values 
at*z r —ey are created. C++ permits us to achieve this objective by passing arguments to the constructor 
n r  r w h e n  the objects are created. The constructors that can take arguments are called parameterized
zarscuctors.

constructor ir\teger() may be modified to take arguments as shown below:

class integer

int m, n; 
public:

integer(int x, int y); // parameterized constructor

integer :: integer(int x, int y) 
m = x; n = y;

11 nen a constructor has been parameterized, the object declaration statement such as

integer inti;
S '  -o t work. W e must pass the initial values as arguments to the constructor function when an object is 

5 -ed. This can be done in two ways:

■ By calling the constructor explicitly.

• By calling the constructor implicitly.

" _e following declaration illustrates the first method:

integer inti = integer(0,100); // explicit call
" ■ s  statement creates an integer object inti and passes the values 0 and 100 to it. The second is 

•re  evented  as follows:

integer intl(0,100); // implicit call
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This method, sometimes called the shorthand method, is used very often as it is shorter, looks better and 
is easy to implement.

Remember, when the constructor is parameterized, we must provide appropriate arguments for the 
constructor. Program 6.1 demonstrates the passing of arguments to the constructor functions.

The constructor functions can also be defined as in line  functions. Example:

class integer
{

int m, n; 
public:

integer(int x, int y) // Inline constructor

{
m = x ; y = n ;

The parameters of a constructor can be of any type except that of the class to which it belongs. For 
example,

class A
{

public:
A (A) ;

} ;

is illegal.

However, a constructor can accept a reference  to its own class as a parameter. Thus, the statement

Class A
{

public:
A(A&);

} ;

is valid. In such cases, the constructor is called the copy constructor.

|  Program 6.1 Example of Parameterized Constructor

//This program defines a class called Point that stores the x and y 
coordinates of a point. The class uses parameterized constructor for 
initializing the class objects

#include <iostream>

(Contd.)
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class Point
{

int x, y; 
public:

Point(int a, int b) //inline parameterized constructor definition
{

x=a;
y=b;

}

void display()
{

cout<<"("<<x<<","<<y<<")\n";
}

int main()

Point pi(1,1); //invokes parameterized constructor
Point p2 (5,10) ,-
cout<<"Point pi = ";
pi.display();
cout<<"Point p2 = ";
p2.display();
return 0;

l * e  :^tput of Program 6.1 would be:

" Print pi = (1,1)
Print p2 = (5,10)

5 4 MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTORS IN A CLASS
S : rat we have used two kinds of constructors. They are:

integer(); // No arguments
integer(int, int); // Two arguments

- :re  first case, the constructor itself supplies the data values and no values are passed by the calling 
W - ra m . In the second case, the function call passes the appropriate values from main(). C++ permits us to 
■s-r :oth these constructors in the same class. For example, we could define a class as follows:

class integer

int m, n; 
public:

integer(){m=0; n=0;} 
integer(int a, int b)

// constructor 1



// constructor 2 

// constructor 3

This declares three constructors for an integer object. The first constructor receives no arguments, the 
second receives two integer arguments and the third receives one integer object as an argument. For 
example, the declaration

integer II;

would automatically invoke the first constructor and set both m and n of 11 to zero. The statement

integer 12(20,40);

would call the second constructor which will initialize the data members m and n of 12 to 20 and 40, 
respectively. Finally, the statement

integer 13 (12) ;

would invoke the third constructor which copies the values of 12 into 13. In other words, it sets the value of 
every data element of 13 to the value of the corresponding data element of 12. As mentioned earlier, such a 
constructor is called the copy constructor. W e learned in Chapter 4 that the process of sharing the same 
name by two or more functions is referred to as function overloading. Similarly, when more than one 
constructor function is defined in a class, we say that the constructor is overloaded.

Program 6.2 shows the use of overloaded constructors.

1 Program 6.2 Overloaded Constructors

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

class complex
{

float x, y; 
public:

complex(){ }
complex(float a) {x = y = a;} 
complex(float real, float imag)
{x = real; y = imag;}

friend complex sum(complex, complex); 
friend void show(complex);

} ;
complex sum(complex cl, complex c2) // friend
{

// constructor no arg 
II constructor-one arg 
II constructor-two args
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{m = a; n = b; } 
integer(integer & i) 
{m = i.m; n = i .n;}

(C o n td .)
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complex c3; 
c3.x = cl.x + c2 . x; 
c3 .y = cl .y + c2 .y; 
return(c3);

}
void show(complex c) 

cout << c.x <<
}

+ j" < < c.y <<

int main()
{

complex A (2.7, 3.5) ; // define & initialize
complex B (1.6); // define & initialize
complex C; // define

C = sum(A, B); // sum() .is a friend
cout << "A = "; Show(A); // show() is also friend
COUt << "B = "; show(B) ;
COUt << "C = '' ; show(C);

// Another way to give initial values (second method)
complex P, Q , R ;
P = complex(2.5,3.9); 
Q = complex(1.6,2.5); 
R = sum(P,Q);

// define P, Q and R 
// initialize P 
// initialize Q

cout << ”\n";
cout << "P = show(P);
cout << "Q = show(Q);
COUt << "R = show(R);

return 0;

ne output of Program 6.2 would be:

A = 2.7 + j 3 • 5
B = 1.6 + jl.6
C = 4.3 + j 5.1
P = 2.5 + J3-9
Q = 1.6 + j2.5
R = 4.1 + j 6.4
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Let us look at the first constructor again.

complex(){ }

It contains the empty body and does not do anything. W e just stated that this is used to create objects 
without any initial values. Remember, we have defined objects in the earlier examples without using such a 
constructor. Why do we need this constructor now? As pointed out earlier, C++ compiler has an im plicit 
cons truc to r which creates objects, even though it was not defined in the class.

This works fine as long as we do not use any other constructors in the class. However, once we define a 
constructor, we must also define the “do-nothing” implicit constructor. This constructor will not do anything 
and is defined just to satisfy the compiler.

6.5 CONSTRUCTORS WITH DEFAULT ARGUMENTS
It is possible to define constructors with default arguments. For 
example, the constructor complex() can be declared as follows:

complex(float real, float imag=0);
The default value of the argument imag is zero. Then, the 

statement
complex C (5.0);

LIMITATIONS
1. Constructors do not have any 

return type.
2. Constructors can neither be used 

as virtual nor inherited.
.3 . Constructors should be declared 

in public section only.
4. Constructors’ memory address 

cannot be fetched.
assigns the value 5.0 to the real variable and 0.0 to imag (by 
default). However, the statement

complex C (2.0,3.0);
assigns 2.0 to real and 3.0 to imag. The actual parameter, when specified, overrides the default value. As 
pointed out earlier, the missing arguments must be the trailing ones.

It is important to distinguish between the default constructor A::A() and the default argument constructor 
A::A(int = 0). The default argument constructor can be called with either one argument or no arguments 
W hen called with no arguments, it becomes a default constructor. When both these forms are used in a class, 
it causes ambiguity for a statement such as

A a;
The ambiguity is whether to ‘call’ A::A() or A::A(int = 0).

6 .6  DYNAMIC INITIALIZATION OF OBJECTS
Class objects can be initialized dynamically too. That is to say, the initial value of an object may be provided 
during run time. One advantage of dynamic initialization is that we can provide various initialization formats, 
using overloaded constructors. This provides the flexibility of using different format of data at run time 
depending upon the situation.

Consider the long term deposit schemes working in the commercial banks. The banks provide different 
interest rates for different schemes as well as for different periods of investment. Program 6.3 illustrates how 
to use the class variables for holding account details and how to construct these variables at run time using 
dynamic initialization.
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J Program 6.3

// Long-term fixed deposit system 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class Fixed_deposit

Fixed_deposit(){ }
Fixed_deposit(long int p, int y, float r=0.12); 
Fixed_deposit(long int p, int y, int r); 
void display(void);

Fixed_deposit :: Fixed_deposit(long int p, int y, float r)
{

P_amount = p;
Years = y;
Rate = r;
R_value = P_amount;
for(int i = 1; i <= y; i++)

Fixed_deposit :: Fixed_deposit(long int p, int y, int r)

P_amount = p;
Years = y;
Rate = r;
R_value = P_amount;

for(int i=l; i<=y; i++)
R_value = R_value*(1.0+float(r)/100);

void Fixed_deposit :: display(void)
{

cout << "\n"
<< "Principal Amount = " << P_amount << "\n"

{
long int P_amount; 
int Years; 
float Rate; 
float R_value;

// Principal amount 
II Period of investment 
II Interest rate 
II Return value of amount

public:

} ;

R_value = R_value * (1.0 + r) ;
}

{

}

<< "Return Value << R_value << "\n";
}
int main()
{

Fixed_deposit FD1, FD2, FD3; // deposits created 
II principal amountlong int p;

('Contd .)
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int y; // investment period, years
float r; // interest rate, decimal form
int R; // interest rate, percent form

cout << "Enter amount, period,interest rate(in percent)"<<"\n"; 
cin >> p >> y >> R;
FD1 = Fixed_deposit(p,y,R);

cout << "Enter amount, period, interest rate(decimal form)" << "\n"; 
cin >> p >> y >> r;
FD2 = Fixed_deposit(p,y,r);

cout << "Enter amount and period" << "\n"; 
cin >> p >> y;
FD3 = Fixed_deposit(p,y);
cout << "\nDeposit 1";
FD1.display();
cout << "\nDeposit 2";
FD2.display();
cout << "\nDeposit 3";
FD3.display();
return 0;
}

The output of Program 6.3 would be:
Enter amount,period,interest rate(in percent)
10000 3 18
Enter amount,period,interest rate(in decimal form)
10000 3 0.18
Enter amount and period
10000 3
Deposit 1
Principal Amount = 10000 
Return Value = 16430.3
Deposit 2
Principal Amount = 10000 
Return Value = 16430.3
Deposit 3
Principal Amount = 10000 
Return Value = 14049.3

The program uses three overloaded constructors. The parameter values to these constructors are 
provided at run time. The user can provide input in one of the following forms:



(Co/7fd.)
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code(){ } // constructor
code(int a) { id = a;} // constructor again
code(code & x) // copy constructor

{
id = x.id; // copy in the value

}
void display(void) 
{
cout << id;

}
int main()
{

code A (100); // object A is created and initialized
code B(A) / // copy constructor called
code C = A; II copy constructor called again

code D; // D is created, not initialized
D = A; II copy constructor not called

cout << "\n id of A: *; A.displayO;
cout << '\n id of B: B.display();
cout << '\n id of C: C.display();
cout << '\n id of D: D.display();

return 0;

The output of Program 6.4 would be:
id of A: 100
id of B: 100
id of C: 100
id of D: 100

I Note A reference variable has been used as an argument to the copy constructor. We cannot pass the argument by value 
to a copy constructor.

When no copy constructor is defined, the compiler supplies its own copy constructor.

6 . 8  DYN AM IC C O N STR U C TO R S
The constructors can also be used to allocate memory while creating objects. This will enable the system to 
allocate the right amount of memory for each object when the objects are not of the same size, thus resulting in 
the saving of memory. Allocation of memory to objects at the time of their construction is known as dynamic 
construction of objects. The memory is allocated with the help of new operator. Program 6.5 shows the use o? 
new, in constructors that are used to construct strings in objects.
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|  3rogram 6.5

=include <iostream> 
=include <string>
-sing namespace std;
class String

char ‘name; 
int length;

length = 0;
name = new char[length + 1];

}
String(char *s) // constructor-2
{
length = strlen(s);
name = new char[length + 1]; // one additional

void display(void)
{cout << name << "\n";}
void join(String &a, String &b);

void String :: join(String &a, String &b)
{

length = a.length + b.length; 
delete name;
name = new char[length+1]; // dynamic allocation
strcpyfname, a.name); 
strcat(name, b.name);

char ‘first = "Joseph
String namel(first), name2("Louis "), name3 ("Lagrange"), 

si,s2;
si.j oin(namel, name2); 
s2.join(si, name3); 
namel.display(); 
name2.display() ; 
name3.display(); 
si.display(); 
s2.display(); 
return 0;

public:
String()
{

// constructor-1

II character for \0
strcpyfname, s);

int main()
{

}
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The output of Program 6.5 would be:
Joseph
Louis
Lagrange
Joseph Louis
Joseph Louis Lagrange

The member function jo in () concatenates two strings. It estimates the combined length of the strings to be 
joined, allocates memory for the combined string and then creates the same using the string functions strcpyf 
and strcat( ). Note that in the function join( ), length and name are members of the object that calls the 
function, while a.length and a.name are members of the argument object a. The m ain() function program 
concatenates three strings into one string. The output is as shown below:

Joseph Louis Lagrange

6.9 C O N STR U CTIN G  TW O-DIM EN SION AL A RRA YS
W e  can construct matrix variables using the class type objects. The example in Program 6.6 illustrates hov. 
to construct a matrix of size m  x n.

|  P rogram  6.6 C o n s tru c tin g  M atrix  O b jects

ttinclude <iostream>
using namespace std;
class matrix
{

int **p; // pointer to matrix 
int dl,d2; // dimensions 

public:
matrix(int x, int y);
void get_element(int i, int j, int value)
{p[i][j]=value;}
int Sc put_element (int i, int j)
{return p[i][j];}

};
matrix :: matrix(int x, int y)
{

dl = X;
d2 = y;
p = new int * [dl]; 
for(int i = 0; i < dl; i++) 
p[i] = new int[d2];

// creates an array pointer 

/! creates space for each row

(Contd.
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-nt main()

int m, n;

cout << "Enter size of matrix: 
cin >> m >> n;
matrix A(m,n); // matrix object A constructed
cout << "Enter matrix elements row by row \n"; 
int i, j, value;
for(i = 0; i < m; i++) 

for(j = 0; j < n; j++)

cin >> value;
A .get_element(i,j,value);

}
cout << "\n";
cout << A.put_element(1,2); 
return 0;

1 *

'e output of Program 6.6 would be:
Enter size of matrix: 3 4 
Enter matrix elements row by row 
11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22
17

s the value of the element (1, 2).

Pointer P [0] - 

Pointer P [1] - 

Pointer P [2] - 

Pointer P [3] -

d2 columns 

2 3

d1 rows

x represents the element P[2] [3]

~~e constructor first creates a vector pointer to an int of size d1. Then, it allocates, iteratively an int type 
r of size d2 pointed at by each element p[i]. Thus, space for the elements of a d1 xd2 matrix is allocated 

•r ~ Tee store as shown above.
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6.10 const O B JE C T S
W e  may create and use constant objects using const keyword before object declaration. For example, ws 
may create X as a constant object of the class matrix as follows:

const matrix X(m,n); // object X is constant
Any attempt to modify the values of m and n will generate compile-time error. Further, a constant objerr 

can call only const member functions. As we know, a const member is a function prototype or function 
definition where the keyword const appears after the function’s signature.

Whenever const objects try to invoke nonconst member 
functions, the compiler generates errors.

6.11 D EST R U C T O R S
A destructor, as the name implies, is used to destroy the objects that have been created by a constructor. Like 
a constructor, the destructor is a member function whose name is the same as the class name but is precede: 
by a tilde. For example, the destructor for the class integer can be defined as shown below:

-integer(){ }
A destructor never takes any argument nor does it return any value. It will be invoked implicitly by the 

compiler upon exit from the program (or block or function as the case may be) to clean up storage that is r: 
longer accessible. It is a good practice to declare destructors in a program since it releases memory space 
for future use.

Whenever new is used to allocate memory in the constructors, we should use delete to free that memo: 
For example, the destructor for the matrix class discussed above may be defined as follows:

matrix :: -matrix()
{

for(int i=0; i<dl; i++) 
delete p [i]; 
delete p;

}
This is required because when the pointers to objects go out of scope, a destructor is not called implicit). 
The example below illustrates that the destructor has been invoked implicitly by the compiler.

|  Program 6.7 im p lem en ta tio n  o f D es tru cto rs

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int count=0; 
class test

(Conte
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public:
test()
{
count++;
cout<<"\n\nConstructor Msg: Object number "<<count<< 
"created..";
}
-test ()
{
cout<<"\n\nDestructor Msg: Object number "<<count<<" 
destroyed.."; 
count--;
}

};
int main()
{

cout<<"Inside the main block.."; 
cout<<”\n\nCreating first object T1..";

test Tl;

{ //Block 1
cout<<"\n\nInside Block 1..";
cout<<"\n\nCreating two more objects T2 and T3.." ; 
test T2,T3;
cout<<"\n\nLeaving Block 1..";

}
cout<<"\n\nBack inside the main block..''; 
return 0;

}

output of Program 6.7 would be:
Inside the main block..
Creating first object Tl..
Constructor Msg: Object number 1 created.. 
Inside Block 1..
Creating two more objects T2 and T3.. 
Constructor Msg: Object number 2 created.. 
Constructor Msg: Object number 3 created.. 
Leaving Block 1..
Destructor Msg: Object number 3 destroyed. 
Destructor Msg: Object number 2 destroyed. 
Back inside the main block..
Destructor Msg: Object number 1 destroyed..
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Note  ̂class constructor is called everytime an object is created. Similarly, as the program control leaves the current block 
the objects in the block start getting destroyed and destructors are called for each one of them. Note that the objects \ 
are destroyed In the reverse order of their creation. Finally, when the main block is exited, destructors are called \ 
corresponding to the remaining objects present inside main.

Similar functionality as depicted in Program 6.7 can be attained by using static data members with 
constructors and destructors. W e  can declare a static integer variable count inside a class to keep a track of 
the number of its object instantiations. Being static, the variable will be initialized only once, i.e., when the first 
object instance is created. During all subsequent object creations, the constructor will increment the count 
variable by one. Similarly, the destructor will decrement the count variable by one as and when an object gets 
destroyed. To realize this scenario, the code in Program 6.7 will change slightly, as shown below:

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
class test
{
private:

static int count=0; 
public:

test ()

count++;
}
-test ()
{
count--;
}

The primary use of destructors is in freeing up the memory reserved by the object before it gets destroyed. 
Program 6.8 demonstrates how a destructor releases the memory allocated to an object:

|  P ro g ram  6.8 M em o ry  A llo c a tio n  to an O b jec t using  D es tru c to r

#include<iostream> 
#include<conio.h> 
using namespace std;
class test
{

int *a;

(Contd.
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public:
test(int size)
{
a = new int[size];
cout<<"\n\nConstructor Msg: Integer array of size "<<size<<"created.

}
-test ()
{
delete a;
cout<<"\n\nDestructor Msg: Freed up the memory allocated for 
integer array";

}
/ ■ - : ; ■ i ,  : . .

int main() 

int s ;
cout<<"Enter the size of the array.."; 
cin>>s;
cout<<"\n\nCreating an object of test class.."; 
test T(s);
cout<c"\n\nPress any key to end the program.."; 
getch();
return 0;

.: jtput of program 6.8 would be:
Enter the size of the array..5 
Creating an object of test class..
Constructor Msg: Integer array of size 5 created..
Press any key to end the program..
Cestructor Msg: Freed up the memory allocated for integer array

SUMMARY

- i  > +  provides a special member function called the constructor which enables an object to initialize itself when it is 
created. This is known as a u t o m a t i c  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  of objects.

J  A constructor has the same name as that of a class.

^  1 instructors are normally used to initialize variables and to allocate memory.

J  Smilar to normal functions, constructors may be overloaded.

J  nen an object is created and initialized at the same time, a copy constructor gets called.

^  e may make an object const if it does not modify any of its data values.

-  1 ~  also provides another member function called the destructor that destroys the objects when they are no longer
"squired.
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Key Terms

automatic initialization I Const I Constructor I constructor overloading I copy constructor I copy initialization 
I default argument I default constructor I Delete I Destructor I dynamic construction I dynamic initialization 
i explicit call I implicit call I implicit constructor I initialization I new I parameterized constructor I reference 
I shorthand method I strcatf) I strcpy() I strlen() I virtual

REVIEW QUESTIONS

6.1 What is a constructor? Is it mandatory to use constructors in a class?
6.2 How do we invoke a constructor function?
6.3 List some of the special properties of the constructor functions.
6.4 What is a parameterized constructor?
6.5 Can we have more than one constructors in a class? If yes, explain the need for such a situation.
6.6 What do you mean by dynamic initialization of objects? Why do we need to do this?
6.7 How is dynamic initialization of objects achieved?
6.8 Explain the function of default constructor. Jf aj51
6.9 Distinguish between the following two statements:

time T2(Tl); 
time T2 = Tl;

T1 and T2 are objects of time class.
6.10 Describe the importance of destructor. Explain its use with the help of an example. IHA'[Q'!
6.11 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) Constructors, like other member functions, can be declared anywhere in the class.
(b) Constructors do not return any values.
(c) A constructor that accepts no parameter is known as the default constructor.
(d) A class should have at least one constructor.
(e) Destructors never take any argument.
(f) The objects are always destroyed in the reverse order of their creation.

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

6.1 What will be the output of the following program?
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class construct 
{

int p ,q ; 
public:
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construct(int x,int y)
{
p=x;
q=y;
}
void Display!)
{
cout<<p<<"\n"<<q<< " \n" ;
}

};
int main!)
{ construct iteml(10,20) , item2= construct(30,40); 

iteml .Display () 
item2.Display(); 
return 0;

-nd the error in the following program.
^include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class cube
{

private:
int length; 
int breadth; 
int width;

public:
cube(): length(5), breadth(5), width(5) { }
cube(int 1, int b): length(1), breadth(b){ } 
int area_of_cube() { return length * breadth; }
int volume_of_cube() { return length * breadth *
void Display(int temp)
{

cout << temp << endl;
}

}<•
int main()
{ cube A 1 (4), B1,A2(4,4); 

int temp;
cout << "Default Area " << endl; 
temp = A1.area_of_cube();
A1.Display(temp);
cout << "Default volume " << endl; 
temp = B1.volume_of_cube();
A1.Display(temp);
cout<< "Area when argument is 4"<< endl; 
temp = A2.area_of_cube();
B1.Display(temp);

width; }
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return 0;
}

6.3 What will be the output of the following program?
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

class pract
{ int a , b , c ; 

public:
pract(int x,int y,int z)
{
a=x;
b=y;
C = z ;

}
void show()
{cout<<"\nValues "<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c
}

int main() {
pract Object(10,20,30); 
pract Object2=Object; 
pract Object3=Object2;
Object3.show(); 
return 0;

}
6.4 Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class dynamic 
{
int * p ; 
public: 
dynamic()
{
p= int;
*p=10;
}
dynamic(int v)
{
p= int;
*p=v ;

int display()
{ return(*p);
}
};
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nt main()

iynamic pi, p2(9); 
cout<<"object pi is:" 
cout<<pl.display(); 
cout<<"\nobject p2 is

€ 5 -ind the error in the following program
include <iostream.h> 
sing namespace std; 
lass des

cout<<"start value " << x <<endl

cout<<

main()

Design constructors for the classes designed in Programming Exercises 5.1 through 5.5 of Chapter 5.
Define a class String that could work as a user-defined string type. Include constructors that will enable us to create an uninitialized string
String si; // string with length 0
and also to initialize an object with a string constant at the time of creation like
String s2("Well done!");
Include a function that adds two strings to make a third string. Note that the statement

.vill be perfectly reasonable expression to copy one string to another.
Write a complete program to test your class to see that it does the following tasks:
(a) Creates uninitialized string objects, 
i b) Creates objects with string constants.

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES
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(c) Concatenates two strings properly.
(d) Displays a desired string object, twite jb|

6.3 A book shop maintains the inventory of books that are being sold at the shop. The list includes details such as author, title, price, publisher and stock position. Whenever a customer wants a book, the sales person inputs the title and author and the system searches the list and displays whether it is available or not. If it is not, an appropriate message is displayed. If it is, then the system displays the book details and requests for the number of copies required. If the requested copies are available, the total cost o' the requested copies is displayed; otherwise the message “Required copies not in stock” is displayed

Design a system using a class called books with suitable member functions and constructors Use new operator in constructors to allocate memory space required.
6.4 Improve the system design in Exercise 6.3 to incorporate the following features:

(a) The price of the books should be updated as and when required. Use a private membe* function to implement this.
(b) The stock value of each book should be automatically updated as soon as a transaction a completed.
(c) The number of successful and unsuccessful transactions should be recorded for the purpose :f statistical analysis. Use static data members to keep count of transactions.

6.5 Modify the program of Exercise 6.4 to demonstrate the use of pointers to access the members.
6.6 Write a program to find a prime number using constructor.
6.7 Write a program to display car features and specification by overloading constructor.



Operator Overloading and 
Type Conversions

L e a r n in g  O bjec tives

■i^er going through this chapter, you will be able to
- Provide an overview of operator overloading 
J Demonstrate how unary and binary operators are overloaded 
J Illustrate how strings are manipulated using overloaded operators 
J Identify the rules for overloading operators 
_ Discuss type conversion

7.1 IN TROD UCTION
Icerator overloading is one of the many exciting features of C++ language. It is an important technique that 
■ enhanced the power of extensibility of C++. W e  have stated more than once that C++ tries to make the 
. ;er-defined data types behave in much the same way as the built-in types. For instance, C++ permits us to 
aod two variables of user-defined types with the same syntax that is applied to the basic types. This means
- at C++ has the ability to provide the operators with a special meaning for a data type. The mechanism of 
; . ng such special meanings to an operator is known as opera tor overloading.

Operator overloading provides a flexible option for the creation of new definitions for most of the C++ 
:aerators. W e  can overload (give additional meaning to) all the C++ operators except the following:
• Class member access operators (., .*)
• Scope resolution operator (::)
• Size operator (sizeof)
• Conditional operator (?:)
The reason why we cannot overload these operators may be attributed to the fact that these operators take 

■ ames (example class name) as their operand instead of values, as is the case with other normal operators.
Although the sem an tics of an operator can be extended, we cannot change its syntax, the grammatical

- 3S that govern its use such as the number of operands, precedence and associativity. For example, the
- Jtiplication operator will enjoy higher precedence than the addition operator. Remember, when an 
::erator is overloaded, its original meaning is not lost. For instance, the operator +, which has been 
rverloaded to add two vectors, can still be used to add two integers.
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7.2 DEFIN IN G O PERA TO R O VERLO AD IN G
To define an additional task to an operator, we must specify what it means in relation to the class to which th«j 
operator is applied. This is done with the help of a special function, called opera tor function, which describe*' 
the task. The general form of an operator function is:

return type classname :: operator op(arglist)
{ Function body // task defined
}

where return type is the type of value returned by the specified operation and op is the operator being 
overloaded, operator op is the function name, where operator is a keyword.

Operator functions must be either member functions (nonstatic) or friend functions. A basic difference 
between them is that a friend function will have only one argument for unary operators and two for binary 
operators, while a member function has no arguments for unary operators and only one for binary operators 
This is because the object used to invoke the member function is passed implicitly and therefore is available 
for the member function. This is not the case with friend functions. Arguments may be passed either by value 
or by reference. Operator functions are declared in the class using prototypes as follows:

vector operator+(vector); 
vector operator-();
friend vector operator+(vector,vector);
friend vector operator-(vector);
vector operator-(vector &a);
int operator==(vector);
friend int operator==(vector,vector)

// vector addition 
// unary minus 
// vector addition 
// unary minus 
II subtraction 
II comparison 
II comparison

vector is a data type of class and may represent both magnitude and direction (as in physics and engineering; 
or a series of points called elements (as in mathematics).

The process of overloading involves the following steps:
1. Create a class that defines the data type that is to be used in the overloading operation.
2. Declare the operator function operator op() in the public part of the class. It may be either a member 

function or a friend function.
3. Define the operator function to implement the required operations.
Overloaded operator functions can be invoked by expressions such as 

op x or x op 
for unary operators, and

x op y

for binary operators, op x (or x op) would be interpreted as
operator op (x)

for friend functions. Similarly, the expression x op y would be interpreted as either
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x.operator op (y) 
m m e  of member functions, or

operator op (x,y)
it :;se of friend functions. When both the forms are declared, standard argument matching is applied to 
* k : .e any ambiguity.

7 3  O VERLO AD IN G U N ARY O PER A TO R S
.5 consider the unary minus operator. A minus operator when used as a unary, takes just one operand, 

■e * now that this operator changes the sign of an operand when applied to a basic data item. W e  will see 
Hr r now to overload this operator so that it can be applied to an object in much the same way as is applied 
c int or float variable. The unary minus when applied to an object should change the sign of each of its
t u z  terns.

--ogram 7.1 shows how the unary minus operator is overloaded.

| 3rogram 7.1 O verlo ad in g  U nary  M inus

=include «iostream> 
-sing namespace std; 
class space

int x; 
int y; 
int z ; 

public:
void getdata(int a, int b, int c) ; 
void display(void);
void operator-(); // overload unary minus

};
void space :: getdata(int a, int b, int c)
{

x = a;
y = b; 
z = c;

}
void space :: display(void)
{

cout < <"x = "<<x< <" "; 
cout < < "y = " < <y< < " " ; 
cout«"z = "<<z<<"\n";

}
void space :: operator-()
{

X  =  —X ;

y = -y;
(Contd.)
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z = -z;
}
int main()
{

space S;
S.getdata(10, -20, 30); 
cout << "S :
S .display();

-S; // activates operator-() function
cout << "-S : ";
S .display{);

return 0;
}

The output of Program 7.1 would be:
S : x = 10 y = -20 z = 30 

-S : x = -10 y = 20 z = -30

I Note The function o p e r a t o r  -  ( )  takes no argument. Then, what does this operator function do? it changes the sign or' 
data members of the object S. Since this function is a member function of the same class, it can directly access the 
members of the object which activated it.

Remember, a statement like
S2 = -SI;

will not work because, the function o p era to r-() does not return any value. It can work if the function is modifies 
to return an object.

It is possible to overload a unary minus operator using a friend function as follows:
friend void operator-(space &s); // declaration
void operator-(space &s) // definition
{

S . X  = -  S  . X ;

s . y = - s . y ; 
s . z = - s . z ;

}

7.4 O VERLO AD IN G BIN ARY O PER A TO R S
W e  have just seen how to overload an unary operator. The same mechanism can be used to overload a binary1 
operator. In Chapter 6, we illustrated how to add two complex numbers using a friend function. A statement 
like



C = sum(A, B); // functional notation.
■es -;ed. The functional notation can be replaced by a natural looking expression

C = A + B; // arithmetic notation
»  :.erioading the + operator using an operator+() function. The Program 7.2 illustrates how this is
■=cr-.plished.

Operator Overloading and Type Conversions

I O verlo ad in g  + O p e ra to r

// real part 
// imaginary part

// constructor 1 
II constructor 2

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class complex

float x; 
float y; 

public:
complex(){ }
complex(float real, float imag)
{ x = real; y = imag; } 
complex operator+(complex); 
void display(void);

};
complex complex :: operator+(complex c)
[

complex temp; // temporary
temp.x = x + c.x; // these are
temp.y = y + c.y; // float additions
return(temp);

}
void complex :: display(void)
{

cout << x << " + j" << y << *\n";
}
int main()
{

complex Cl, C2, C3; // invokes constructor 1
Cl = complex(2.5, 3.5); // invokes constructor 2
C2 = complex(1.6, 2.7);
C3 = Cl + C2 ;

Cl = " ; Cl.display()
C2 = " ; C2.display()
C3 = " ; C3.display()

r e t u r n  0;
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is equivalent to
C3 = operator+(Cl, C2);

In most cases, we will get the same results by the use of either a friend function or a member function. Why 
then an alternative is made available? There are certain situations where we would like to use a friend 
function rather than a member function. For instance, consider a situation where we need to use two different 
types of operands for a binary operator, say, one an object and another a built-in type data as shown below,

A = B + 2; (or A = B * 2;)
where A  and B are objects of the same class. This will work for a member function but the statement

A = 2 + B; (or A = 2 * B)
will not work. This is because the left-hand operand which is responsible for invoking the member function 
should be an object of the same class. However, friend function allows both approaches. How?

It may be recalled that an object need not be used to invoke a friend function but can be passed as an 
argument. Thus, we can use a friend function with a built-in type data as the le ft-hand operand and an object 
as the right-hand operand. Program 7.3 illustrates this, using scalar m ultip lication of a vector. It also shows 
how to overload the input and output operators »  and «.

|  P rogram  7.3 O verlo ad in g  O p era to rs  using  F rien ds

ttinclude <iostream.h>
const size = 3; 
class vector 
{

int v[size]; 
public:

vector(); // constructs null vector
vector (int *x) // constructs vector from array
friend vector operator Mint a, vector b); // friend 1 
friend vector operator * (vector b, int a); // friend 2 
friend istream & operator >> (istream &, vector &); 
friend ostream & operator << (ostream &, vector &);

} >
vector :: vector()
{

for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 
v [i] = 0;

}
vector :: vector(int *x)
{

for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 
v[i] = x [ i ] ;

}

(Contd.)
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vector operator Mint a, vector b)
'

vector c;
for(int i=0; i < size; i++) 

c . v [ i ] = a * b . v [i] ; 
return c;

vector operator * (vector b, int a)
{

vector c ;
for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 

c.v[i] = b.v[i] * a; 
return c ;

istream & operator >> (istream &din, vector &b)

fortint i=0; i<size; i++) 
din >> b.v[i]; 

return(din);
istream & operator << (ostream &dout, vector &b)

dout << "(" << b.v [0]; 
fortint i=l; i<size; i++) 

dout << ", " << b.v[i]; 
dout << 
return(dout);

:nt x[size] = {2,4,6};
:nt main()

vector m; // invoices constructor 1
vector n = x; // invoices constructor 2
cout << "Enter elements of vector m " << "\n";
cin >> m; // invokes operator>>function
cout << "\n" ;
cout << "m = " << m << *\n"; // invokes operator <<()
vector p, q;
p = 2 * m; // invokes friend 1
q = n * 2; // invokes friend 2
cout << *\n" ;
cout << "p = " << p << "\n"; // invokes operator<<(]
cout << "q = " << q << "\n";
return 0;
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The output of Program 7.3 would be:
Enter elements of vector m 
5 10 15
m = (5, 10, 15) 
p = (10, 20, 30) 
q = (4, 8, 12)

The program overloads the operator * two times, thus overloading the operator function operator^) itself 
In both the cases, the functions are explicitly passed two arguments and they are invoked like any other 
overloaded function, based on the types of its arguments. This enables us to use both the forms of scalar 
multiplication such as

p = 2 * m; // equivalent to p = operator*(2,m);
q = n * 2; // equivalent to q = operator*(n, 2);

The program and its output are largely self-explanatory. The first constructor
vector();

constructs a vector whose elements are all zero. Thus,
vector m;

creates a vector m  and initializes all its elements to 0. The second constructor
vector(int &x) ;

creates a vector and copies the elements pointed to by the pointer argument x into it. Therefore, the statemers
int x [3] = {2, 4, 6}; 
vector n = x;

create n as a vector with components 2, 4, and 6.

7.6 M ANIPULATION O F  STR IN G S USIN G O PER A TO R S

Although these limitations exist in C++ as well, it permits us to create our own definitions of operators that 
be used to manipulate the strings very much similar to the decimal numbers. (Recently, ANSI C++ committee 
added a new class called string to the C++ class library that supports all kinds of string manipulations. S 
manipulations using the string class are discussed in Chapter 15.

For example, we shall be able to use statements like
string3 = stringl + string2; 
if(stringl >= string2) string = stringl;



Barings can be defined as class objects which can be then manipulated like the built-in types. Since the 
•;; . ary greatly in size, we use new to allocate memory for each string and a pointer variable to point to 
srng array. Thus we must create string objects that can hold these two pieces of information, namely, 

n r  and location which are necessary for string manipulations. Atypical string class will look as follows:
class string

Operator Overloading and Type Conversions

char *p; 
int len; 
public:

// pointer to string 
// length of string

// member functions 
// to initialize and 
// manipulate strings

•Ve shall consider an example to illustrate the application of overloaded operators to strings. The example 
in Program 7.4 overloads two operators, + and <= just to show how they are implemented. This can be 

red to cover other operators as well.

|  3rogram 7.4 M ath em atica l O p era tio n s  on S trin g s

=include <string.h> 
=include <iostream.h>
class string
f

char *p; 
int len,- 

public:
string() {len = 0 
string(const char 
string(const string & s 
- string(){delete p;}

p = 0;}
s) ;

// create null string 
// create string from arrays 
II copy constructor 
// destructor

II + operator
friend string operator+(const string &s, const string &t); 
// <= operator
friend int operator<=(const string &s, const string &t); 
friend void show(const string s);

}:
string :: string(const char *s)
{

len = strlen(s); 
p = new char[len+l]; 
strcpy(p,s);

}

(Contd.)
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s t r i n g  : :  s t r i n g ( c o n s t  s t r i n g  & s)
{

l e n  = s . l e n ;  
p = new c h a r [ l e n + l ] ;  
s t r c p y ( p , s . p ) ;

}
/ /  o v e r l o a d in g  + o p e r a t o r
s t r i n g  o p e r a t o r + ( c o n s t  s t r i n g  &s, c o n s t  s t r i n g  & t)
{

s t r i n g  tem p;
t e m p . le n  = s . l e n  + t . l e n ;  
te m p .p  = new c h a r [ t e m p . le n + 1 ]  ; 
s t r c p y ( t e m p . p , s . p ) ; 
s t r c a t ( t e m p . p , t . p ) ; 
r e t u r n ( t e m p ) ;

}
/ /  o v e r l o a d in g  <= o p e r a t o r
i n t  o p e r a t o r < = ( c o n s t  s t r i n g  &s, c o n s t  s t r i n g  & t)
{

i n t  m = s t r l e n ( s . p ) ;  
i n t  n = s t r l e n ( t . p ) ;

i f ( m  <= n) r e t u r n ( l ) ;

e l s e  r e t u r n ( 0 ) ;
}
v o i d  s h o w (c o n s t  s t r i n g  s)
{

cout << s.p;
}
int main()
{

s t r i n g  s i  = "New " ;
string s2 = "York";
string s3 = "Delhi";
string stringl, string2, string3;
stringl = si;
s t r i n g 2  = s2 ;
s t r i n g 3  = s l+ s 3 ;

cout << "\nstringl = show(stringl);
cout << "\nstring2 = show(string2);
cout << "\n";
cout << "\nstring3 = show(string3);
cout << "\n\n";
if(stringl <= string3)

(Con
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{
show(stringl); 
cout << " smaller than 
show(string3); 
cout << "\n";

}
else
{
show(string3);
cout << " smaller than ";
show(stringl);
cout << "\n" ;

}
return 0;

~he output of Program 7.4 would be:
stringl = New 
string2 = York
string3 = New Delhi
New smaller than New Delhi

7.7 SOM E OTH ER OPERATOR OVERLOADIN G EXA M PLES
Overloading the  Subscript O perator [ ]

~*e subscript operator is normally used to access and modify a specific element in an array. Program 7.5 
onstrates the overloading of the subscript operator to customize its behavior:

| 3 rogram  7.5 O verlo ad in g  o f th e  S u b s crip t O p era to r

^include<iostream> 
#include<conio.h>
using namespace std;
class arr
{

int a [5]; 
public:

arr(int *s)
{
int i ;

(Contd.)
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for(i=0;i<5;i++) 
a [i] —s [i] ;

}
int operator [] (int k) //Overloading the subscript operator
{
return (a[k]);

}
};
int main()
{

int x [5] = {1,2,3,4,5} ; 
arr A(x); 
int i;
for (i=0;i<5;i++)
{
cout<<x[i]<<"\t"; //Using subscript operator to access the 
private array elements

The output of Program  7 .5  would be:

1 2 3 4 5
As can be seen in the above program, we have used the subscript operator along with the object nam e :: 

access the private array elem ents of the object.

O verloading the  Pointer-to-m em ber (->) O perator
The pointer-to-m em ber operator (-> ) is normally used in conjunction with an object pointer to access any a  

the object’s m em bers. Program  7.6  dem onstrates the overloading of the ->  operator:

{
public: 

int minu
test (int j) 
{

num=j;
}

getch(); 
return 0;

Program 7,6

#include<iostream> 
#include<conio.h>
using namespace std;
class test

(Co-'':
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test* operator ->(void)

return this;
}

int main()

test T(5); 
test *Ptr = &T;

cout<<"\nT->num = "<<T->num;

cout<< "T. num = "«T.num; 
cout<<"\nPtr->num = "<<Ptr->num;

//Accessing num normally 
//Accessing num using normal 

object pointer 
//Accessing num using

overloaded -> operator
getch(); 
return 0;

*e output of Program 7.6 would be:
T.num = 5 
Ptr->num = 5 
T->num = 5

“be above program demonstrates both the normal (Ptr->num) as well as the overloaded (T->num) 
te* 5 dour of the -> operator.

The statement,
return this;

■r_ns a pointer to itself; that is a pointer to the test class object.

M r : jgh it looks simple to redefine the operators, there are certain restrictions and limitations in overloading 
■er- Some of them are listed below:

' Only existing operators can be overloaded. New operators cannot be created.
1 The overloaded operator must have at least one operand that is of user-defined type.
; Overloaded operators follow the syntax rules of the original operators. They cannot be overridden.
-i There are some operators that cannot be overloaded. (See Table 7.1.)
z We cannot use friend functions to overload certain operators. (See Table 7.2.) However, member 

functions can be used to overload them.
: Unary operators, overloaded by means of a member function, take no explicit arguments and return no 

explicit values, but, those overloaded by means of a friend function, take one reference argument (the 
object of the relevant class).

7.8 R U LES  FO R O VERLO A D IN G  O PER A TO R S
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7. Binary operators overloaded through a member function take one explicit argument and those which a-* 
overloaded through a friend function take two explicit arguments.

8. When using binary operators overloaded through a member function, the left-hand operand must be a* 
object of the relevant class.

9. Binary arithmetic operators such as +, *, and / must explicitly return a value. They must not attemp: is
change their own arguments.

Table 7.1 Operators tha t cannot be overloaded

S izeo f Size o f opera tor

Membership operator* Pointer-to-member operator
Scope resolution operator

?: Conditional operator

Table 7.2 W here a friend cannot be used

= Assignment operator
0 Function call operator
[] Subscripting operator
-> Class member access operator

_______ LIMITATIONS
1. Some of the operators like -> 

and Size of() cannot be over
loaded.

2. By operator overloading, you 
cannot change the precedence, 
associative and number of argu
ments of an operator.

7.9 T Y P E  C O N V ER SIO N S
W e  know that when constants and variables of different types are mixed in an expression, C applied 
automatic type conversion to the operands as per certain rules. Similarly, an assignment operation asii 
causes the automatic type conversion. The type of data to the right of an assignment operator ■ 
automatically converted to the type of the variable on the left. For example, the statements

int m;
float x = 3.14159; 
m = x;

convert x to an integer before its value is assigned to m. Thus, the fractional part is truncated. The typd 
conversions are automatic as long as the data types involved are built-in types.
What happens when they are user-defined data types?
Consider the following statement that adds two objects and then assigns the result to a third object.

v3 = vl + v2; // vl, v2 and v3 are class type objects

When the objects are of the same class type, the operations of addition and assignment are carriec ai 
smoothly and the compiler does not make any complaints. W e  have seen, in the case of class objects, that rw 
values of all the data members of the right-hand object are simply copied into the corresponding membe'5 r f  
the object on the left-hand. What if one of the operands is an object and the other is a built-in type variarel 
Or, what if they belong to two different classes?
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l  nee the user-defined data types are designed by us to suit our requirements, the compiler does not 
a ::: - automatic type conversions for such data types. W e  must, therefore, design the conversion routines 
a* : . selves, if such operations are required.

~-ree  types of situations might arise in the data conversion between uncompatible types:
1. Conversion from basic type to class type.
1 Conversion from class type to basic type.
I Conversion from one class type to another class type.

■ k  s s l discuss all the three cases in detail.

m :: * version from basic type to class type is easy to accomplish. It may be recalled that the use of 
inm.ctors was illustrated in a number of examples to initialize objects. For example, a constructor was used 
m~ c a vector object from an int type array. Similarly, we used another constructor to build a string type 
(pc ~c m a char* type variable. These are all examples where constructors perform a defacto  type conversion 
m  re argument’s type to the constructor's class type.
C :'; der the following constructor:

:cring :: string(char *a)

length = strlen(a);
P = new char[length+1] 
strcpy(P,a);

~-s constructor builds a string type object from a char* type variable a. The variables length and p are 
m -embers of the class string. Once this constructor has been defined in the string class, it can be used 

■ ersion from char* type to string type. Example:
ring si, s2;
,ar* namel = "IBM PC";
:ar* name2 = "Apple Computers 
= string(namel);
= name2;

;:atement
;l = string(namel);

:: -. erts namel from char* type to string type and then assigns the string type values to the object s1 
scatement

c : :es the same job by invoking the constructor implicitly.
_=r -3 consider another example of converting an int type to a class type
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int hrs;
int mins; 

public:

time(int t) // constructor
{
hrs = t/60; // t in minutes 
mins = t%60;

}
} ;

The following conversion statements can be used in a function:
time Tl; // object T1 created
int duration = 85;
Tl = duration; // int to class type

After this conversion, the hrs member of T1 will contain a value of 1 and mins member a value of 25. 
denoting 1 hours and 25 minutes.
|  Note The constructors used for the type conversion take a single argument whose type is to be converted.

In both the examples, the left-hand operand of = operator is always a class object. Therefore, we can also 
accomplish this conversion using an overloaded = operator.
Class to Basic Type

The constructors did a fine job in type conversion from a basic to class type. What about the conversion from 
a class to basic type? The constructor functions do not support this operation. Luckily, C++ allows us to define 
an overloaded casting opera tor that could be used to convert a class type data to a basic type. The genera 
form of an overloaded casting operator function, usually referred to as a conversion function, is:

operator
{

typename()

(Function statements)

}

This function converts a class type data to typename. For example, the operator double() converts a class 
object to type double, the operator int() converts a class type object to type int, and so on.

Consider the following conversion function:
vector :: operator double!)
{
double sum =■0; 
for(int i=0; i<size; i++)

sum = sum + v [i] * v [i];
return sqrt(sum);
}
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3 function converts a vector to the corresponding scalar magnitude. Recall that the magnitude of a 
ner:- is given by the square root of the sum of the squares of its components. The operator double() can be
tmec as follows:

double length = double(VI); 
or

double length = VI;
•ere V1 is an object of type vector. Both the statements have exactly the same effect. When the compiler 
mo. _-:ers a statement that requires the conversion of a class type to a basic type, it quietly calls the casting 
p̂era'.or function to do the job.

casting operator function should satisfy the following conditions:
- t must be a class member.
• t must not specify a return type, 

t must not have any arguments.
:>roe it is a member function, it is invoked by the object and, therefore, the values used for conversion 

i*»ce die function belong to the object that invoked the function. This means that the function does not need 
«r ;-gument.

r  :ne string example described in the previous section, we can do the conversion from string to char* as
lalcws:

string :: operator char*() 

return(p);

l -e  Class to  A nother Class Type

•te *a /e just seen data conversion techniques from a basic to class type and a class to basic type. But there 
r= : *jations where we would like to convert one class type data to another class type.
rsanple:

objX = objY; // objects of different types
m *  s an object of class X and objY is an object of class Y. The class Y type data is converted to the class X 
| d a t a  and the converted value is assigned to the objX. Since the conversion takes place from class Y to 
mass X, Y is known as the source class and X is known as the destination class.

i>jch conversions between objects of different classes can be carried out by either a constructor or a 
J:r a'sion function. The compiler treats them the same way. Then, how do we decide which form to use? It 
iKd*" ds upon where we want the type-conversion function to be located in the source class or in the destination
3 3 E S

<now that the casting operator function
;perator typenameO

x r  r~ s the class object of which it is a m em ber to typenam e. The typenam e may be a built-in type or a user- 
m t t r e d  one (another class type). In the case of conversions between objects, typenam e refers to the
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destination class. Therefore, when a class needs to be converted, a casting operator function can be user 
(i.e., source class). The conversion takes place in the source class and the result is given to the destinarad 
class object.

Now consider a single-argument constructor function which serves as an instruction for converting r e  
argum ent’s type  to the class type of which it is a member. This implies that the argument belongs to the sol re] 
class and is passed to the destination class for conversion. This makes it necessary that the conversion constricKM 
be placed in the destination class. Figure 7.2 illustrates these two approaches.

Table 7.3 provides a summary of all the three conversions. It shows that the conversion from a class to a r  i| 
other type (or any other class) should make use of a casting operator in the source class. On the other hand 
to perform the conversion from any other type/class to a class type, a constructor should be used in thJ 
destination class.

*“ objx = objy // Y is a source class

Class Y
casting operator

converted value of function
type X Conversion here

(source class)

Class X Class Y
Constructor data access

function argument of functions
Conversion here tyPe ^
(destination class)

Fig. 7.2 Conversion between object

When a conversion using a constructor is performed in the destination class, we must be able to acce— 
the data members of the object sent (by the source class) as an argument. Since data members of the source 
class are private, we must use special access functions in the source class to facilitate its data flow to the| 
destination class.

Table 7.3 Type conversions

Conversion required
Conversion takes p lace in 

Source class Destination class

Basic —» class Not applicable Constructor

Class —> basic Casting operator Not applicable

Class class Casting operator Constructor

A Data Conversion Example
Let us consider an example of an inventory of products in store. One way of recording the details of the 
products is to record their code number, total items in the stock and the cost of each item. Another approa:* 
is to just specify the item code and the value of the item in the stock. The example shown in Program 7 '  
uses two classes and shows how to convert data of one type to another.
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::on converts a vector to the corresponding scalar magnitude. Recall that the magnitude of a 
: • e - oy the square root of the sum of the squares of its components. The operator double() can belolows:
:le length = double(VI); 
cr

:-5 length = VI;
i object of type vector. Both the statements have exactly the same effect. When the compiler 

; statement that requires the conversion of a class type to a basic type, it quietly calls the casting 
to do the job.

operator function should satisfy the following conditions:

H ’nus: oe a class member, 

t  *t_sc not specify a return type.

P  ~ - i '  not have any arguments.

fc : “ ember function, it is invoked by the object and, therefore, the values used for conversion 
. . .n  belong to the object that invoked the function. This means that the function does not need

. -> ample described in the previous section, we can do the conversion from string to char* as

; operator char*() 

return(p);

to Another Class Type
- ata conversion techniques from a basic to class type and a class to basic type. But there 

» -“ -e we would like to convert one class type data to another class type.

:-:Y; // objects of different types
X  e t t  Of Class X and ObjY is an object of class Y. T he  class Y type data is converted to the class X 
: ■: me converted value is assigned to the objX. Since the conversion takes place from class Y to 

S L Y <nown as the source  class and X is known as the destination  class.

eft tm r  e 's 'ons between objects of different classes can be carried out by either a constructor or a 
~ s  —on. The compiler treats them the same way. Then, how do we decide which form to use? It 

'e re  we want the type-conversion function to be located in the source class or in the destination

r1*a r e  casting operator function

:: c cypename()
;; ass object of which it is a m em ber to typenam e. The typename may be a built-in type or a user- 

r e  (another ciass type). In the case of conversions between objects, typename refers to the
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destination class. Therefore, when a class needs to be converted, a casting operator function can be use: 
(i.e., source class). The conversion takes place in the source class and the result is given to the destinatic' 
class object.

Now consider a single-argument constructor function which serves as an instruction for converting the 
argum ent’s type  to the class type of which it is a member. This implies that the argument belongs to the source 
class and is passed to the destination class for conversion. This makes it necessary that the conversion constructs 
be placed in the destination class. Figure 7.2 illustrates these two approaches.

Table 7.3 provides a summary of all the three conversions. It shows that the conversion from a class to a r f  
other type (o r any o ther class) should m ake use o f  a casting opera to r in the source class. On the o ther hare. ■ 
to perform the conversion from any other type/class to a class type, a constructor should be used in the 
destination class.

----- objx = objy // Y is a source class

Class Y
casting operator

converted value of function
type X Conversion here

(source class)

Class X Class Y
Constructor data access

function argument of functions

Conversion here tyPe Y
(destination class)

Fig. 7.2 Conversion between object

When a conversion using a constructor is performed in the destination class, we must be able to access 
the data members of the object sent (by the source class) as an argument. Since data members of the source 
class are private, we must use special access functions in the source class to facilitate its data flow to the 
destination class.

Table 7.3 Type conversions

Conversion required
Conversion takes p lace in 

Source class Destination class

Basic ->  class Not applicable Constructor

Class - » basic Casting operator Not applicable

Class - » class Casting operator Constructor

A Data Conversion Example
Let us consider an example of an inventory of products in store. One way of recording the details of the 
products is to record their code number, total items in the stock and the cost of each item. Another approach! 
is to just specify the item code and the value of the item in the stock. The example shown in Program 7.7 
uses two classes and shows how to convert data of one type to another.
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| -'ogram 7.7 Data Conversions

=include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class invent2; // destination class declared
class inventl // source class

int code; 
int items; 
float price; 

public:
inventl(int a,

// item code 
// no. of items 
II cost of each item

int b, float c)

code = a; 
items = b; 
price = c;
}
void putdataO
{

cout << "Code: " << code << "\n"; 
cout << "Items: " << items << "\n"; 
cout << "Value: " << price << "\n";

}
int getcodeO {return code;} 
int getitemsO {return items;} 
float getpriceO {return price;} 
operator floatO {return(items * price);}

* operator invent2() // inventl to invent2
{

invent2 temp; 
temp.code = code; 
temp.value = price * items; 
return temp;

} * /
- // End of source class

:lass invent2 // destination class

int code; 
float value; 

public:
invent2()
{

code = 0; value = 0;
}
invent2(int x, float y) // constructor for initialization
{

(Contd.)
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code = x ; 
value = y;

void putdataO
cout «  "Code: " << code << "\n"; 
cout << "Value: " << value << "\n\n";

code = p.getcodeO;
value =p.getitems() * p .getprice();

int main()
inventl si(100,5,140.0) ;
invent2 dl;
float total_value;
/* inventl To float */ 
total_value = si;
/* inventl To invent2 */ 
dl = si;
cout << "Product details - inventl type" << "\n"; 
si.putdata();
cout << "\nStock value" << "\n";
cout << "Value = " << total_value << "\n\n";
cout << "Product details-invent2 type" << *\n"; 
dl.putdata();
return 0;

The output of Program 7.7 would be:

Product details-inventl type
Code: 100
Items: 5
Value: 140
Stock value
Value = 700
Product details-invent2 type 
Code: 100 
Value: 700

invent2(inventl p) // constructor for conversion

II End of destination class
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\  -■ tg We have used the conversion function

operator float( )

in the class inventl to convert the invent 1 type data to a float. The constructor

invent2 (inventl)

is used in the class invent2 to convert the inventl type data to the invent2 type data.

Remember that we can also use the casting operator function

operator invent2()
in the class inventl to convert inventl type to invent2 type. However, it is important that we do not use both the 
constructor and the casting operator for the same type conversion, since this introduces an ambiguity as to how the 
conversion should be performed.

SUMMARY

J  Operator overloading is one of the important features of C++ language that enhances its exhaustibility.

J  Using overloading feature we can add two user defined data types such as objects, with the same syntax, just as basic data 
types.

J  We can overload almost all the C++ operators except the following:
• class member access operators(., .*)
• scope resolution operator (::)
• size operator(sizeof)
• conditional operator!?:)

J  Operator overloading is done with the help of a special function, called operator function, which describes the special task 
to an operator.

J  There are certain restrictions and limitations in overloading operators. Operator functions must either be member functions 
(nonstatic) or friend functions. The overloading operator must have at least one operand that is of user-defined type.

D  The compiler does not support automatic type conversions for the user defined data types. We can use casting operator 
functions to achieve this.

0  The casting operator function should satisfy the following conditions:
• It must be a class member.
• It must not specify a return type.
• It must not have any arguments.

«ey Terms
r -m e t ic  notation I binary operators I casting I casting operator I constructor 1 conversion function

destination class I friend I friend function I functional notation I manipulating strings I operator 
ooerator function I operator overloading I scalar multiplication I semantics I sizeof I source 

: sss I syntax I temporary object I type conversion I unary operators



7.1 What is type conversion? i f i * l ° l

7.2 W hat is operator overloading?

7.3 Why is it necessary to overload an operator?

7.4 Name the operators that can not be overloaded in C++.

7.5 What is an operator function? Describe the syntax of an operator function.

7.6 How many arguments are required in the definition of an overloaded unary operator?

7.7 A class alpha has a constructor as follows: 
alpha(int a, double b);
Can we use this constructor to convert types?

7.8 A friend function cannot be used to overload the assignment operator =. Explain why?

7.9 When is a friend function compulsory? Give an example. fW | aI q j

7.10 W e have two classes X  and Y. If a is an object of X and b is an object of Y and we want to say a = r 
What type of conversion routine should be used and where?

7.11 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) Using the operator overloading concept, we can change the meaning of an operator.

(b) Operator overloading works when applied to class objects only.

(c) Friend functions cannot be used to overload operators.

(d) When using an overloaded binary operator, the left operand is implicitly passed to tf« 
member function.

(e) The overloaded operator must have at least one operand that is user-defined type.

(f) Operator functions never return a value.

(g) Through operator overloading, a class type data can be converted to a basic type data.

(h) A constructor can be used to convert a basic type to a class type data.

DEBUGGING EXERCISES
7.1 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h> 
class Space 
{

int mCount; 
public:

Space()
{

mCount = 0;
}
Space operator ++()
{
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}

mCount++;
return Space(mCount);

} ;
void main()
{

Space objSpace; 
obj Space+ +;

}

' 1 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h> 
enum WeekDays
{

mSunday, 
mMonday, 
mTuesday, 
mWednesday, 
mThursday, 
mFriday, 
mSaturday

} ;
bool op==(WeekDays& wl, WeekDays& w2)
{

if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1;

else if(wl== mSunday && w2 == mSunday) 
return 1; 

else
return 0;

}
void main()
{

WeekDays wl = mSunday, w2 = mSunday; 
if(wl==w2)

cout << "Same day"; 
else

cout << "Different day";
}
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7.3 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h> 
class Room
{

float mWidth; 
float mLength; 

public:
Room()
{
}
Room(float w, float h)

:mWidth(w), mLength(h)
{
}
operator float().
{

return (float)mWidth * mLength;
}

float getWidthO
{

float getLengthO
{

return mLength;

} ;

void main()
{

Room obj Rooml(2.5, 2.5); 
float fTotalArea; 
fTotalArea = objRooml; 
cout << fTotalArea;

}

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES
NOTE: For all the exercises that follow, build a demonstration
program to test your code.

7.1 Create a class FLOAT that contains one float data member. 
Overload all the four arithmetic operators so that they operate 
on the objects of FLOAT. | w | e ] b '|

7.2 Design a class Polar which describes a point in the plane using 
polar coordinates radius and angle. A point in polar coordinates 
is shown in Fig. 7.3.

Use the overloaded + operator to add two objects of Polar.

Note that we cannot add polar values of two points directly. This 
requires first the conversion of points into rectangular coordinates, Fig. 7.3 P ola r coordinates o f a p e - f
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- i -  adding the corresponding rectangular coordinates and finally converting the result back into polar 
:: irdinates. You need to use the following trigonometric formulae:

x = r * cos(a); 
y = r * sin (a) ; 
a = atan(y/x); // arc tangent 
r = sqrt(x*x + y*y); MeM

'  Create a class MAT of size m x n. Define all possible matrix operations for MAT type objects. | w ] e | b |

'  i  Define a class String. Use overloaded == operator to compare two strings, j w] e j b |

‘ £ Define two classes Polar and Rectangle to represent points in the polar and rectangle systems. Use 
conversion routines to convert from one system to the other.

* £ Write a program to perform mathematical operations on complex numbers using unary and binary 
operator overloading.

Write a program to compare two fractional numbers by overloading the relational operator (==, !=,>=,<=).



■

Inheritance:
Extending Classes

' ■ ... — Le a r n in g  O bjectives —

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Provide an overview of extending classes through inheritance
□  Explain single inheritance
□  Know the use of protected modifier
□  Illustrate the concept of multilevel inheritance
□  Explain multiple inheritance
□  Describe hierarchical and hybrid inheritance
□  Discuss the concepts of abstract and virtual base classes
□  Illustrate how constructors are used in derived classes for initializing objects
□  Discuss nesting of classes

8.1 IN TRODUCTION
Reusability is yet another important feature of OOP. It is always nice if we could reuse something that alread;. 
exists rather than trying to create the same all over again. It would not only save time and money but alsc 
reduce frustration and increase reliability. For instance, the reuse of a class that has already been tested 
debugged and used many times can save us the effort of developing and testing the same again.

Fortunately, C++ strongly supports the concept of reusability. The C++ classes can be reused in severs' 
ways. Once a class has been written and tested, it can be adapted by other programmers to suit their 
requirements. This is basically done by creating new classes, reusing the properties of the existing ones. The 
mechanism of deriving a new class from an old one is called inheritance (or derivation). The old class is 
referred to as the base class  and the new one is called the derived class o r subclass.

The derived class inherits some or all of the traits from the base class. A class can also in h er: 
properties from more than one class or from more than one level. A derived class with only one base 
class is called s in g le  in h e rita n ce  and one with several base classes is called m u ltip le  in he ritance . On 
the other hand, the traits of one class may be inherited by more than one class. This process is known 
as h ie ra rc h ic a l in he ritance . The mechanism of deriving a class from another ‘derived class’ is known as 
m u ltile v e l in he ritance . Figure 8.1 shows various forms of inheritance that could be used for writing 
extensible programs. The direction of arrow indicates the direction of inheritance. (Som e authors show 
the arrow in opposite direction meaning ‘inherited from ’.)
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(a) Single inheritance

(b) Multiple inheritance (c) Hierarchical inheritance

(d) Multilevel inheritance (e) Hybrid inheritance

Fig. 8.1 Form s o f inheritance

.2  D EFIN IN G D ER IV ED  C L A S S E S
e r  .ed class can be defined by specifying its relationship with the base class in addition to its own details. 
~ general form of defining a derived class is:

colon indicates that the derived-c lass-nam e  is derived from the base-c lass-nam e. The v is ib ility-m ode  
nal and, if present, may be either private or public. The default visibility-mode is private. Visibility 

t cecities whether the features of the base class are priva te ly  derived o r pub lic ly  derived.
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Examples:

class derived: private base // private derivation
{

members of derived
} ;
class derived: public base // public derivation
{

members of derived
} ;
class derived: base // private derivation by default
{

members of derived
} ;

When a base class is priva te ly  inherited  by a derived class, ‘public members’ of the base class become 
‘private members’ of the derived class and therefore the public members of the base class can only be 
accessed by the member functions of the derived class. They are inaccessible to the objects of the derive: 
class. Remember, a public member of a class can be accessed by its own objects using the do t operator. The 
result is that no member of the base class is accessible to the objects of the derived class.

On the other hand, when the base class is pub lic ly  inherited, ‘public members' of the base class become 
‘public members’ of the derived class and therefore they are accessible to the objects of the derived class. In 
both the cases, the private m em bers  are not inherited and therefore, the private members of a base class wi 
never become the members of its derived class.

In inheritance, some of the base class data elements and member functions are ‘inherited’ into the derive* 
class. W e can add our own data and member functions and thus extend the functionality of the base class 
Inheritance, when used to modify and extend the capabilities of the existing classes, becomes a very powerfu 
tool for incremental program development.

8.3 SIN G LE IN H ERITAN CE
Let us consider a simple example to illustrate inheritance. Program 8.1 shows a base class B and a derive: 
class D. The class B contains one private data member, one public data member, and three public member 
functions. The class D contains one private data member and two public member functions.

|  Program 8.1 Single Inheritance: Public

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
class B
{

int a ; 
public:

// private; not inheritable

(Contd
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int b; // public; ready for inheritance 
void set_ab(); 
int get_a(void); 
void show a(void);

} ;

class D : public B // public derivation
{

int c ; 
public:

void mul(void); 
void display(void);

} ;
//............. ...
void B ;: set ab(void)

void D :: mul()

c = b * get_a();
}
void D :: display()
{

cout << "a = " << get_a() << "\n";
cout << "b = " << b << "\n";
cout << "c = * << c << "\n\n";

int main()

D d;
d.set_ab(); 
d .mul(); 
d .show_a(); 
d. display();
d.b = 20; 
d.mul(); 
d.display();
return 0;

a = 5; b = 10;
}
int B :: get_a()
{

return a ;

void B ;: show a ()

cout << "a << a << "\n";

/ /

{
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The output of Program 8.1 would be:

a = 5 
a = 5 
b = 10 
c = 50
a = 5 
b = 20 
c = 100

The class D is a public derivation of the base class B. Therefore, D inherits all the public members of B 
and retains their visibility. Thus, a public member of the base class B is also a public member of the derive: 
class D. The private members of B cannot be inherited by D. The class D, in effect, will have more membe': 
than what it contains at the time of declaration as shown in Fig. 8.2.

The program illustrates that the objects of class D have access to all the public members of B. Let us ha .e 
a look at the functions show _a() and mul():

void show_a()

Class D

Private Section
c

Public Section Inherited
b

get_ab()
get_a()
show_a()

mul()
displayQ

Fig. 8.2 A dd ing m ore m em bers to a class (by pub lic  derivation)

cout << "a = " << a << "\n";

void mul()

c = b * get_a(); // c = b * a
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-  -.hough the data member a is private in B and cannot be inherited, objects of D are able to access it 
-  : ,  gh an inherited member function of B.

Let us now consider the case of private derivation.

class B
{

int a; 
public: 

int b;
void get_ab(); 

void get_a();
void show_a();

} ;

class D : private B // private derivation
{

int c ; 
public:

void mul(); 
void display();

} ?

~~e membership of the derived class D is shown in Fig. 8.3. In private derivation, the public members of 
rase class become private members of the derived class. Therefore, the objects of D can not have direct 

a. :ess to the public member functions of B.

Class D

Fig. 8.3 A dd ing m ore m em bers to a class (by private derivation)
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The statements such as

// get_ab() is private 
11 so also get_a()
// and s h o w _ a ()

d .get_ab(); 
d.get_a(); 
d .show_a();

will not work. However, these functions can be used inside m ul() and d isp lay() like the normal functions 
shown below:

void mul()
{

get_ab(); 
c = b * get_a();

}
void display()
{

show_a(); // outputs value of 'a'

cout << "b = " << b << "\n"
<< "c = " << c << "\n\n";

}

Program 8.2 incorporates these modifications for private derivation. Please compare this 
Program 8.1.

f  Program 8.2 Single Inheritance : Private

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class B
{

int a; 
public: 

int b ;
void get_ab(); 
int get_a(void); 
void show_a(void);

} ;

class D : private B
{

int c ; 
public:

void mul(void); 
void display(void);

// private; not inheritable 

II public; ready for inheritance

II private derivation
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b = 10 
c = 50
Enter values for a and b: 12 20 
a = 12 
b = 20 
c = 240

Suppose a base class and a derived class define a function of the same name. What will happen whe* 
derived class object invokes the function? In such cases, the derived class function supersedes the tesei 
class definition. However, if the derived class does not redefine the function, then the base class function 
be called.

8.4 MAKING A  PRIVATE M EM BER IN H ERITABLE
W e have just seen how to increase the capabilities of an existing class without modifying it. W e have also seen 
that a private member of a base class cannot be inherited and therefore it is not available for the derived ciass; 
directly. What do we do if the private data needs to be inherited by a derived class? This can be accomplished 
by modifying the visibility limit of the private member by making it public. This would make it accessible to all 
the other functions of the program, thus taking away the advantage of data hiding.

C++ provides a third v is ib ility  m odifier, protected, which serve a limited purpose in inheritance. A member 
declared as protected is accessible by the member functions within its class and any class immediate 
derived from it. It cannot be accessed by the functions outside these two classes. A class can now use all the 
three visibility modes as illustrated below:

class alpha
{

private:

protected:

public:

} ;

// optional
II visible to member functions 
II within its class

II visible to member functions
II of its own and that of derived class

II visible to all functions 
II in the program

When a protected member is inherited in public mode, it becomes protected in the derived class toe 
and therefore is accessible by the member functions of the derived class. It is also ready for further inheritance 
A protected member, inherited in the private mode derivation, becomes private in the derived class 
Although it is available to the member functions of the derived class, it is not available for further inheritance 
(since private members cannot be inherited). Figure 8.4 is the pictorial representation for the two levels of 
derivation.
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Class B

Fig. 8.4 Effect o f inheritance on the visib ility o f m em bers

" ie  keywords private, p rotected, and public may appear in any order and any number of times in the 

tion of a class. For example,

class beta

protected: 

public: 

private: 

public:

i  .alld class definition.

- :  .'.ever, the normal practice is to use them as follows:

class beta
// private by default

protected:

public:



It is also possible to inherit a base class in protected mode (known as pro tected  derivation). In proteoall 
derivation, both the public and protected members of the base class become protected members of r e l  
derived class. Table 8.1 summarizes how the visibility of base class members undergoes modifications in al l! 
the three types of derivation.

Object-Oriented Programming with C++

Table 8.1 Visibility o f inherited m em bers

I Base class visibility
Public derivation

Derived class visibility 

Private derivation Protected derivation

Private —> Not inherited Not inherited Not inherited

Protected Protected Private Protected

Public —> Public Private Protected

Now let us review the access control to the private and protected members of a class. W hat are the 
various functions that can have access to these members? They could be:

1. A function that is a friend of the class.

2. A member function of a class that is a friend of the class.

3. A member function of a derived class.

While the friend functions and the member functions of a friend class can have direct access to both the 
private and protected data, the member functions of a derived class can directly access only the protectee 
data. However, they can access the private data through the member functions of the base class. Figure 6 : 
illustrates how the access control mechanism works in various situations. A simplified view of access control 
to the members of a class is shown in Fig. 8.6.

class X

Inherited from X
Fig. 8.5 A ccess m echanism  in classes
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All users

derived class
member
functions

Own member functions 
and friendly functions 
and classes

Fig. 8.6 A sim ple view  o f access contro l to the m em bers o f a class

l  5 M ULTILEVEL IN H ERITAN CE
■Sx • : :  uncommon that a class is derived from another derived class as shown in Fig. 8.7. The class A  serves 

:ase class for the derived class B, which in turn serves as a base class for the derived class C. The class 
S i* « r : wn as in term ediate  base class since it provides a link for the inheritance between A and C. The chain 

s known as inheritance path.

- ved class with multilevel inheritance is declared as follows:

: lass A{.... } ;
rlass B: public A {.... };
rlass C: public B {.... };

// Base class
II B derived from A
II C derived from B

iesc ; ass

class 

Fig. 8.7

Grandfather

Father

Child

M ultileve l inheritance

This process can be extended to any number of 
levels.

Let us consider a simple example. Assume that the 
test results of a batch of students are stored in three 
different classes. Class student stores the roll- 
number, class tes t stores the marks obtained in two 
subjects and class resu lt contains the total marks 
obtained in the test. The class result can inherit the 
details of the marks obtained in the test and the roll- 
number of students through multilevel inheritance. 
Example:

rlass student

protected: 
int roll_number; 

public:
void get_number(int); 
void put number(void);
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void student :: get_number(int a)
{

roll_number = a;
}
void student :: put_number()
{ cout << "Roll Number: " << roll_number << "\n" ;
}

// First level derivation
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void result :: display(void)
total = subl + sub2; 
put_number(); 
put_marks();
cout << "Total = " << total << "\n";

—e'e is a simple m ain() program:

int main()
{

result studentl; // s t u d e n t l  c r e a t e d  
studentl.get_number(111); 
studentl.get_marks(75.0, 59.5); 
studentl.display();
return 0;

}

“is will display the result of s tu d e n tl. The complete program is shown in Program 8.3.

L-rogram 8.3 Multilevel Inheritance
sinclude <iostream> 

using namespace std;

class student
{

protected:
int roll_number; 

public:
void get_number(int); 
void put_number(void);

void student :: get_number(int a)
{

roll_number = a;
}
void student :: put_number()
{

cout << "Roll Number: " << roll_number << "\n";
}
class test : public student // F i r s t  l e v e l  d e r i v a t i o n

{
protected:

float subl;
(Contd.)
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float sub2; 
public:

void get_marks(float, float); 
void put_marks(void);

} ;

void test :: get_marks(float x, float y)
{

subl = X ;  

sub2 = y ;
}

void test :: put_marks()
{

cout << "Marks in SUB1 = " << subl << "\n"; 
cout << "Marks in SUB2 = " << sub2 << "\n";

}

class result : public test
{

float total; 
public:

void display(void);
} ;

void result :: display(void)
{

total = subl + sub2; 
put_number(); 
put_marks(); 
cout << "Total = " << total << "\n";

}
int main()
{

result studentl; // studentl created
studentl,get_number(111);

studentl.get_marks(75.0, 59.5); 

studentl.display(); 

return 0;
}

// Second level derivation 

// private by default

The output of Program 8.3 would be:

Roll Number: 111 
Marks in SUB1 = 75 
Marks in SUB2 = 59.5 
Total = 134.5
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E 5  MULTIPLE INHERITANCE
:an inherit the attributes of two or more classes as shown in Fig. 8.8. This is known as m ultiple  

a ■ :e. Multiple inheritance allows us to combine the features of several existing classes as a starting 
jfining new classes. It is like a child inheriting the physical features of one parent and the intelligence

~hm ; 'tax  of a derived class with multiple base classes is as follows:

:lass D: visibility B-l, visibility B-2 ...

«ra-e . v is ib ility  may be either public or private. The base classes are separated by commas.

class P : public M, public N 

public:
void display(void);

I asses M and N have been specified as follows:

class M

protected:

B-1 B-2 B-n

D

Fig. 8.8 M ultiple inheritance

(Body of D)

int re
public :
void get_m(int);

void M :: get m(int x)
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m = x;
}
class N
{

protected: 
int re

public :
void get_n(int);

} ;
void N :: get_n(int y)
{

n = y;
}

The derived class P, as declared above, would, in effect, contain all the members of M and N in additic* 
to its own members as shown below:

class P
{

protected:
int m; 
int n;

public:
void get_m(int); 
void get_n(int); 
void display(void);

} ;

The member function display() can be defined as follows:

void P :: display(void)
{

cout << "m = " << m << "\n"; 
cout << "n = " << n << "\n"; 
cout << "m*n =" << m*n << "\n";

} ;

The main() function which provides the user-interface may be written as follows:

main()
{

P p;
p.get_m(10); 
p .get_n(20); 
p .display();

}
Program 8.4 shows the entire code illustrating how all the three classes are implemented in multip e 

inheritance mode.

// from M 
// from N

// from M 
// from N 
II own member
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|  ^ogram 8.4 Multiple Inheritance

-include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class M

protected: 
int re

public :
void get_m(int);

class N

protected: 
int n; 

public:
void get_n(int);

} ;

class P : public M, public N
{

public:
void display(void);

} ;

void M get_m(int x)
{

m = x ;
}

void N :: get_n(int y)
{

n = y;
}

void P :: display(void)
{

cout << ”m = " << m << "\n";
cout << "n = " << n << "\n";
cout << "m*n = " << m*n << "\n‘

}
int main()
{

P p;

■

(Contd.)
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p.get_m(10); 
p .get_n(20); 
p .display();

return 0;
}

The output of Program 8.4 would be:

m = 10 
n = 20 
m*n = 200

Ambiguity Resolution in Inheritance
Occasionally, we may face a problem in using the multiple inheritance, when a function with the same name 
appears in more than one base class. Consider the following two classes.

class M
{

public:
void display(void)
{

cout << "Class M\n" ;
}

} ;

class N
{

public:
void display(void)
{

cout << "Class N\n";
}

} ;

Which display() function is used by the derived class when we inherit these two classes? W e can solve 
this problem by defining a named instance within the derived class, using the class resolution operator with 
the function as shown below:

class P : public M, public N
{

public:
void display(void) // overrides display() of M and N
{

M :: display(); }
} ;
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■ e can now use the derived class as follows:

int main()
{

P P;
p .display();

}

-mbiguity may also arise in single inheritance applications. For instance, consider the following situation:

class A
{

public:
void display()
{

cout << "A\n";
}

} ;
class B : public A
{

public:
void display()
{

cout << "B\n";
}

} ;

n this case, the function in the derived class overrides the inherited function and, therefore, a simple call 
display() by B type object will invoke function defined in B only. However, we may invoke the function 
ned in A by using the scope resolution operator to specify the class.

Example:

int main()
{

B b; // derived class object
b .display(); // invokes display() in B
b .A ::display(); // invokes display() in A
b .B ::display(); // invokes display() in B
return 0;

}

This will produce the following output:

B
A
B

3.7 H IER A R CH ICA L IN H ERITAN CE
A e have discussed so far how inheritance can be used to modify a class when it did not satisfy the requirements 
7  a particular problem on hand. Additional members are added through inheritance to extend the capabilities
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of a class. Another interesting application of inheritance is to use it as a support to the hierarchical design of a 
program. Many programming problems can be cast into a hierarchy where certain features of one level are 
shared by many others below that level.

As an example, Fig. 8.9 shows a hierarchical classification of students in a university. Another example 
could be the classification of accounts in a commercial bank as shown in Fig. 8.10. All the students have 
certain things in common and, similarly, all the accounts possess certain common features.

Fig. 8.9 Hierarch ica l classification o f students

Fig. 8.10 Classification o f bank accounts

In C++, such problems can be easily converted into class hierarchies. The base class will include all the 
features that are common to the subclasses. A subclass  can be constructed by inheriting the properties of the 
base class. A subclass can serve as a base class for the lower level classes and so on.
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l  8  H YBRID  IN H ERITAN CE
■<-'-= could be situations where we need to apply two or more types of inheritance to design a program. For 
ite a 'c e , consider the case of processing the student results discussed in Sec. 8.5. Assume that we have to 
P  -  »5^ghtage for sports before finalizing the results. The weightage for sports is stored in a separate class 
a  ~ : sports. The new inheritance relationship between the various classes would be as shown in Fig. 8.11.

Fig. 8.11 M ultilevel, m ultip le inheritance

~e sports class might look like:

class sports

protected: 
float score; 

public:
void get_score(float); 
void put_score(void);

} ;

*e  result will have both the multilevel and multiple inheritances and its declaration would be as follows:

class result : public test, public sports
{

} ;

ft "ere test itself is a derived class from student. That is

class test : public student

: ~gram  8.5 illustrates the implementation of both multilevel and multiple inheritance.
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i Program 8.5

iinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;
class student
{

protected:
int roll_number; 

public:
void get_number(int a)
{

class test : public student

protected:
float parti, part2; 

public:
void get_marks(float x, float y)
{

cout << "Marks obtained: " «  "\n"
<< "Parti = " << parti << "\n" 
<< "Part2 = " << part2 << "\n";

protected:
float score; 

public:
void get_score(float s)
{

cout << "Sports wt: " << score << "\n\n";

roll number = a;
}
void put_number(void)
{

cout << "Roll No: " «  roll_number << "\n";
}

parti = x; part2 = y;

void put_marks(void)

}

class sports
{

score = s;
}
void put_score(void)
{

(Conte
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<< total << "\n

class result : public test, public sports

float total; 
public:

void display(void);
};
void result :: display(void)
{

total = parti + part2 + score;

put_number(); 
put_marks 
put_score

cout << "Total Score

int main()
{

result student_l; 
student_l,get_number(1234); 
student_l.get_marks(27.5, 33.0); 
student_l.get_score(6.0); 
student_l.display();

return 0;

re output of Program 8.5 would be:
Roll NO: 1234 
Marks obtained:
Parti =27.5 
Part2 = 33 
Sports wt: 6
Total Score: 66.5

mu -ave just discussed a situation which would require the use of both the multiple and multilevel inheritance, 
lo-.sder a situation where all the three kinds of inheritance, namely, multilevel, multiple and hierarchical 
---'tance, are involved. This is illustrated in Fig. 8.12. The ‘child’ has two direct base classes ‘parentf and 
t=reot2’ which themselves have a common base class ‘grandparent’. The ‘child’ inherits the traits of 
jpr-rdparent’ via two separate paths. It can also inherit directly as shown by the broken line. The ‘grandparent’ 
* : :~etimes referred to as ind irect base class.

LIMITATIONS
1. In inh e rita n c e , th e  b ase  and  

in h e rite d  c lasses  g e t t ig h tly  
coupled , so the ir in d e p e n d e n t  
use is difficult.

2. W astage of m em ory and com piler 
overheads are the draw backs of 
inheritance.

3 .9  VIRTUAL BASE CLASSES
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Inheritance by the ‘child’ as shown in Fig. 8.12 might pose some problems. All the public and protects* 
members of ‘grandparent’ are inherited into ‘child’ twice, first via ‘parentf and again via ‘parent2’. Tt* 
means, ‘child’ would have duplicate sets of the members inherited from ‘grandparent’. This introduces 
ambiguity and should be avoided.

Fig. 8.12 M ultipath inheritance

The duplication of inherited members due to these multiple paths can be avoided by making the commc* 
base class (ancestor class) as virtua l base class while declaring the direct or intermediate base classes at 
shown below:

class A // grandparent
{

} ;
class B1 : virtual public A // parentl
{

};
class B2 : public virtual A // parent2
{

} ;
class C : public Bl, public B2 // child
{

..... // only one copy of A

....  // will be inherited
} ;

When a class is made a virtual base class, C++ takes necessary care to see that only one copy of tta-: 
class is inherited, regardless of how many inheritance paths exist between the virtual base class and a 
derived class.
|  Note The keyw ords virtual an d  public m a y be  u se d  in  e ith e r order.



r:' example, consider again the student results processing system discussed in Sec. 8.8. Assume that 
» -  : sss sports derives the roll_number from the class student. Then, the inheritance relationship will be 
m =' own in Fig. 8.13.
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Fig. 8.13 Virtual base class

* : -:gram to implement the concept of virtual base class is illustrated in Program 8.6.

(Co ntd.)
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~e output of Program 8.6 would be:
P.oll No: 678 
Marks obtained:
Parti =30.5 
Part2 =25.5 
Sport wt: 7
Total Score: 63

r re above example, only one copy of roll_number variable is inherited by the result class from the student 
dsss Thus, any changes made to roll_number by any of the derived classes are made to this single 
■renee. This ensures data integrity.

B.10 ABSTRACT CLASSES
-* abstract class is one that is not used to create objects. An abstract class is designed only to act as a base 
3a;; (to be inherited by other classes). It is a design concept in program development and provides a base 
xo- which other classes may be built.

,n real programming scenarios, the concept of abstract base classes holds great significance. They are 
y - aerately used in a program for creating derived classes and are not meant for creating instance objects as 
ir-onstrated in student class in Program 8.6. The concept can be further explained through an example of 
5T acstract base class vehicle which may be declared in a program for deriving LMV (light motor vehicle), 
-WV (heavy motor vehicle) and TW (two wheeler) derived classes. A pure virtual function spec() may set the 
x edifications of LMV as per its four wheels and smaller engine and that of HMV as per its eight or more 
•reels and relatively larger engine.

•Vhile the use the abstract base class vehicle may look to be optional here, it holds significance as far as 
:; cal program design is concerned. Also, we may include some of the common characteristics of all the 
jfc' .ed classes in the abstract base class itself. For example, speed, mileage, rpm, etc., are some of the 
r ;racteristics that are common across all derived classes of the vehicle base class. However, one must 
ne-er forget the fact that by definition a class can only be considered as an abstract class if it has at least one 
: .-a virtual function.
"he general form of using abstract class is shown below:

class vehicle //abstract base class
{

private:
data-type dl; 
data-type d2;

public:
virtual void spec 0=0; //pure virtual function

} ;
class LMV : public vehicle
{

public:
void spec()
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{
//LMV definition of spec function

}

class HMV : public vehicle
{

public:
void spec()

{
//HMV definition of spec function

}
} ;
class TW : public vehicle
{

public:
void spec()

{
//TW definition of spec function

}

8.11 CONSTRUCTORS IN DERIVED CLASSES
As we know, the constructors play an important role in initializing objects. W e  did not use them earlier in the 
derived classes for the sake of simplicity. One important thing to note here is that, as long as no base clas; 
constructor takes any arguments, the derived class need not have a constructor function. However, if any base 
class contains a constructor with one or more arguments, then it is mandatory for the derived class to have 3 
constructor and pass the arguments to the base class constructors. Remember, while applying inheritance we 
usually create objects using the derived class. Thus, it makes sense for the derived class to pass argumerts 
to the base class constructor. When both the derived and base classes contain constructors, the base 
constructor is executed first and then the constructor in the derived class is executed.

In case of multiple inheritance, the base classes are constructed in the o rde r in which they appear in the 
declara tion  o f  the derived class. Similarly, in a multilevel inheritance, the constructors will be executed in the 
o rde r o f  inheritance.

Since the derived class takes the responsibility of supplying initial values to its base classes, we supp-. 
the initial values that are required by all the classes together, when a derived class object is declared. How 
are they passed to the base class constructors so that they can do their job? C++ supports a special argume-: 
passing mechanism for such situations.

The constructor of the derived class receives the entire list of values as its arguments and passes them on 
the base constructors in the order in which they are declared in the derived class. The base constructors are calle: 
and executed before executing the statements in the body of the derived constructor.
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The general form of defining a derived constructor is:
Derived-constructor (Arglistl, Arglist2, ... ArglistN, Arglist(D)

basel(arglistl), ^_|
base2(arglist2), -«---------------------

;■■■• ................... arguments for base(N)
baseN(arglistN), -----------------------------------------—

Body of derived constructor --------------------

The header line of derived -cons truc to r function contains two parts separated by a colon(:). The first part 
:':.ides the declaration of the arguments that are passed to the derived -cons truc to r and the second part 
r; the function calls to the base constructors.

:ase1(arglist1), base2(arg iist2) ... are function calls to base constructors base1(), base2(), ... and 
“-'efore a rg lis t l, arg list2, ... etc. represent the actual parameters that are passed to the base constructors. 
**—tist1 through A rg lis tN are the argument declarations for base constructors b a s e l through baseN. A rg lis tD  
: . ides the parameters that are necessary to initialize the members of the derived class.
Example:

D(int al, int a2,
A(al, a2), /*
B(bl, b2) /*
{

d = dl;
}

A(a1, a2) invokes the base constructor A() and B(b1, b2) invokes another base constructor B(). The 
.-.'structor D() supplies the values for these four arguments. In addition, it has one argument of its own. 
-'e constructor D() has a total of five arguments. D() may be invoked as follows:

D objD(5, 12, 2.5, 7.54, 30);

nese values are assigned to various parameters by the constructor D() as follows:
5 al
12 —> a2
2.5 -> bl
7.54 —> b2
30 -> dl

The constructors for virtual base classes are invoked before any nonvirtual base classes. If there are 
— * pie virtual base classes, they are invoked in the order in which they are declared. Any non-virtual 
fees are then constructed before the derived class constructor is executed. See Table 8.2.

float bl, float b2, int dl): 
call to constructor A */ 
call to constructor B */

// executes its own body
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Table 8.2 Execution o f base class constructors

M ethod o f  inheritance O rder o f execution

Class B: public A A(); base constructor
{\.

B(); derived constructor
/.
class A : public B, public C B(); base(first)
{ C(); base(second)
}; A(); derived
class A : public B, virtual public C C(); virtual base
{ B(); ordinary base
}; A(); derived

Program 8.7 illustrates how constructors are implemented when the classes are inherited.
£ Program 8.7 Constructors in Derived Class

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class alpha
{

int x; 
public:

alpha(int i)
{

X = i;
cout << "alpha initialized \n";

}
void show_x(void)
{ cout << "x = " << x << *\n";}

};
class beta
{

float y; 
public:

beta(float j)
{

y  = j ;
cout << "beta initialized \n";

}
void show_y(void)
{ cout << "y = " << y << *\n" ; }

};
(Conn: I
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ass gamma: public beta, public alpha

public:

void show mn(void)

gamma(int a, float b, int c, int d):

int m, n;

alpha(a), beta(b)
{

}

{

m = c; 
n = d;
cout << "gamma initialized \n";

cout << "m = " << m << "\n"

int main{)

gamma g(5, 10.75, 20, 30);
cout << "\n"; 
g .show_x(); 
g .show_y(); 
g .show_mn(};
return 0;

■e output of Program  8 .7  would be:

beta initialized 
alpha initialized 
gamma initialized
x = 5 
y = 10.75 
m = 20 
n = 30

I  Vote b e ta  ,s in itia lized  first, a lthough i t  appears se co nd  in the  de rived  constructor. This is because it  has been dec la red  firs t 1
in the de rived  class header line. A lso, no te  tha t a l p h a ( a )  a n d  b e t a ( b )  are  function  calls. Therefore, the  pa ram e te rs 1 
sho u ld  n o t inc lude  types.

C++ supports another m ethod of initializing the class objects. This m ethod uses w hat is known as 

m - a zation list in the constructor function. This takes the following form:

constructor (arglist) : intialization-section

}

assignment-section
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The a ss ignm en t section is nothing but the body of the constructor function and is used to assign 
values to its data members. The part immediately following the colon is known as the in itia liza tion  se< 
W e  can use this section to provide initial values to the base constructors and also to initialize its own 
members. This means that we can use either of the sections to initialize the data members o 
constructors class. The initialization section basically contains a list of initializations separated by com 
This list is known as in itia liza tion  list. Consider a simple example:

class XYZ
f

int a;
int b ; 

public:
XYZ(int i, int j) : a(i), b(2 * j) { }

} ;
main()
{

XYZ x (2, 3);
}

This program will initialize a to 2 and b to 6. Note how the data members are initialized, just by i 
the variable name followed by the initialization value enclosed in the parenthesis (like a function call), 
of the parameters of the argument list may be used as the initialization value and the items in the list 
be in any order. For example, the constructor XYZ may also be written as:

XYZ(int i, int j) : b(i), a(i + j) { }
In this case, a will be initialized to 5 and b to 2. Remember, the data members are initialized in the < 

of declaration, independent of the order in the initialization list. This enables us to have statements sucl
XYZ(int i, int j) : a(i), b(a * j) { }

Here a is initialized to 2 and b to 6. Remember, a which has been declared first is initialized first and 
its value is used to initialize b. However, the following will not work:

XYZ(int i, int j) : b(i), a(b * j) { }

because the value of b is not available to a which is to be initialized first.
The following statements are also valid:

XYZ(int i, int j) :a(i) {b = j;}
XYZ(int i, int j) { a = i; b = j;}

W e  can omit either section, if it is not needed. Program 8.8 illustrates the use of initialization lists i 
base and derived constructors.
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The ass ignm en t section is nothing but the body of the constructor function and is used to assign inita* 
values to its data members. The part immediately following the colon is known as the in itia liza tion  section  
W e  can use this section to provide initial values to the base constructors and also to initialize its own class 
members. This means that we can use either of the sections to initialize the data members of re 
constructors class. The initialization section basically contains a list of initializations separated by c o m r a  
This list is known as in itia liza tion  list. Consider a simple example:

class XYZ
{

} ;

int a; 
int b; 

public:
XYZ(int i, int j) : a(i), b(2 * j) { }

main()
{

}
XYZ x (2, 3);

This program will initialize a to 2 and b to 6. Note how the data members are initialized, just by . 
the variable name followed by the initialization value enclosed in the parenthesis (like a function ca 
of the parameters of the argument list may be used as the initialization value and the items in the lis: 
be in any order. For example, the constructor XYZ may also be written as:

XYZ(int i, int j] b (i) i) { }a(i + :J
In this case, a will be initialized to 5 and b to 2. Remember, the data members are initialized in the : 

of declaration, independent of the order in the initialization list. This enables us to have statements su" 4
XYZ(int i, int j) : a(i), b(a * j) { }

Here a is initialized to 2 and b to 6. Remember, a which has been declared first is initialized first an: 
its value is used to initialize b. However, the following will not work:

XYZ(int i, int j) :b(i), a(b * j) { }

because the value of b is not available to a which is to be initialized first.
The following statements are also valid:

XYZ(int i, int j) :a(i) {b = j;}
XYZ(int i, int j) { a = i; b = j;}

W e  can omit either section, if it is not needed. Program 8.8 illustrates the use of initialization lists 
base and derived constructors.
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-ogram 8.8 Initialization List in Constructors

=include <iostream>
using namespace std; 
class alpha

int x; 
public:

alpha(int i)
{

x = i;
cout << "\n alpha constructed";

}
void show_alpha(void)
{

cout << " x = " «  x << “\n" ;
}

class beta

float p, q; 
public:

beta(float a, float b): p(a), q(b+p)
{

cout << "\n beta constructed";
}
void show_beta(void)
{

cout << " p = " << p << "\n";
cout << " q = " << q << ”\n";

}
class gamma : public beta, public alpha

int u,v; 
public:

gamma(int a, int b, float c): 
alpha(a*2), beta(c,c), u(a)
{ v = b; cout << "\n gamma constructed";}

void show_gamma(void)
{
cout << " u = " << u << "\n";
cout << " v = " «  v << "\n";

(Contd.)
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int main 0

gamma g (2, 4, 2.5);

cout << "\n\n Display member values " << "\n\n";

g .show_alpha(); 
g.show_beta(); 
g . show_gamma ()

return 0;

The output of Program 8.8 would be:
beta constructed 
alpha constructed 
gamma constructed
Display member values
x = 4 
p = 2.5 
q = 5 
u = 2 
v = 4

I Note a rgum e nt lis t o f  the  de rive d  con s truc to r gamma con ta ins  on ly  three pa ram e te rs  a, b an d  c w hich are  used  to 

in itia lize  the five  da ta  m em bers con ta ined  in  a ll the th ree  classes.

Inheritance is the mechanism of deriving certain properties of one class into another. W e  have seen in detas 
how this is implemented using the concept of derived classes. C++ supports yet another way of inheritir: 
properties of one class into another. This approach takes a view that an object can be a collection of mar . 
other objects. That is, a class can contain objects of other classes as its members as shown below:

class alpha 
class beta 
class gamma 
{

All objects of gamma class will contain the objects a and b. This kind of relationship is called containersh p 
or nesting. Creation of an object that contains another object is very different than the creation o' a-

8.12 MEMBER CLASSES: NESTING OF CLASSES

alpha a; 
beta b;

// a is an object of alpha class 
/! b is an object of beta class
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■fcc-̂ -dent object. An independent object is created by its constructor when it is declared with arguments. 
Hi re ether hand, a nested object is created in two stages. First, the member objects are created using their 
■■serve constructors and then the other members are created. This means, constructors of all the member 
■prrs should be called before its own constructor body is executed. This is accomplished using an 
«■K : nation list in the constructor of the nested class.

Example:
class gamma

alpha a; 
beta b; 

public:
gamma(arglist)
{

}1
J f

mrz s: s the list of arguments that is to be supplied when a gamma object is defined. These parameters are 
«*e: for initializing the members of gamma, a rg lis t l is the argument list for the constructor of a and arg lis t2  
■ argument list for the constructor of b. a rg lis t l and arg lis t2 may or may not use the arguments from 
■t st. Remember, a (a rg lis tl) and b (arglist2) are function calls and therefore the arguments do not contain 
!?- rata types. They are simply variables or constants.

Example:
gamma (int x,. int y, float z) : a (x) , b(x,z)
{

Assignment section(for ordinary other members)
}

iVe can use as many member objects as are required in a class. For each member object, we add a 
at -;:ructor call in the initializer list. The constructors of the member objects are called in the order in which 
fte. are declared in the nested class.

SUMMARY

7 )  The mechanism of deriving a new class from an old class is called inheritance. Inheritance provides the concept of 
reusability. The C++ classes can be reused using inheritance.

D  The derived class inherits some or all of the properties of the base class.

3  A derived class with only one base class is called single inheritance.

0  A class can inherit properties from more than one class which is known as multiple inheritance.

D  A class can be derived from another derived class which is known as multilevel inheritance.

// a is object of alpha 
II b is object of beta

: a(arglistl), b(arglist2)

// constructor body

0Contd.)
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o When the properties of one class are inherited by more than one class, it is called hierarchical inheritance.

o A private member of a class cannot be inherited either in public mode or in private mode.

O  A protected member inherited in public mode becomes protected, whereas inherited in private mode becomes private I" 
the derived class.

O  A public member inherited in public mode becomes public, whereas inherited in private mode becomes private in the 
derived class.

O  The friend functions and the member functions of a friend class can directly access the private and protected data.

o The member functions of a derived class can directly access only the protected and public data. However, they can access 
the private data through the member functions of the base class.

O  Multipath inheritance may lead to duplication of inherited members from a ‘grandparent’ base class. This may be avoide: 
by making the common base class a virtual base classA

o In multiple inheritance, the base classes are constructed in the order in which they appear in the declaration of the 
derived class.

o In multilevel inheritance, the constructors are executed in the order of inheritance.

o A class can contain objects of other classes. This is known as containership or nesting.

Key Terms

abstract class I access control I access mechanism I ancestor class I assignment section I base class I base 
constructor I child class I common base class I containership I derivation I derived class I derived constructor 
I direct base class I dot operator I duplicate members ! father class I friend I grandfather class I grandparent 
class I hierarchical inheritance I hybrid inheritance I indirect base class I inheritance I inheritance path I initialization 
list I initialization section I intermediate base I member classes I multilevel inheritance I multiple 
inheritance I nesting I private I private derivation I private members I privately derived I protected I protected 
members I public I public derivation I public members I publicly derived i reusability I single inheritance 
I subclass I virtual base class I visibility mode I visibility modifier

REVIEW QUESTIONS

8.1 What does inheritance mean in C++?
8.2 What are the different forms of inheritance? Give an example for each.
8.3 Describe the syntax of the single inheritance in C++.
8.4 W e  know that a private member of a base class is not inheritable. Is it anyway possible for the objects 

of a derived class to access the private members of the base class? If yes, how? Remember, the base 
class cannot be modified.
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How do the properties of the following two derived classes differ?
(a) class D1: private B{//...};
(b) class D2: public B{/....};
When do we use the protected visibility specifier to a class member?
Describe the syntax of multiple inheritance. When do we use such an inheritance?
What are the implications of the following two definitions?
(a) class A: public B, public C{//_ };
(b) class A: public C, public B{//....};
What is a virtual base class?
When do we make a class virtual?
What is an abstract class?
In what order are the class constructors called when a derived class object is created?
Class D is derived from class B. The class D does not contain any data members of its own. Does the 
class D require constructors? If yes, why?

•4 What is containership? How does it differ from inheritance?
•: Describe how an object of a class that contains objects of other classes created?
76 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE:

(a) Inheritance helps in making a general class into a more specific class.
(b) Inheritance aids data hiding.
(c) One of the advantages of inheritance is that it provides a conceptual framework.
(d) Inheritance facilitates the creation of class libraries.
(e) Defining a derived class requires some changes in the base class.
(f) A base class is never used to create objects.
(g) it is legal to have an object of one class as a member of another class.
(h) W e  can prevent the inheritance of all members of the base class by making base class 

virtual in the definition of the derived class.
DEBUGGING EXERCISES

• Find the error in the following program.
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class faculty
{

private: 
int fid; 
char name[20]; 
void getdataO 
{ cout<<"Enter faculty id \t";
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cin>>fid;
cout<<"Enter Name \t"; 
cin>>name;

}
} ;
class details : faculty
{
public:

int age, exp; 
void getdetailsO 
{

getdata();
cout<<"Enter age \t" ; 
cin>>age;
cout<<"Enter year of exp. \t"; 
cin>>exp;

}
void display()
{

cout«"\n\n"<<"faculty id \t "<<fid <<endl; 
cout<<"Name of faculty \t''<< name<<endl; 
cout<<"Faculty age \t"<< age<< endl; 
cout<< "faculty year of exp \t"<< exp<<endl;

}
} ;
int main()

details m; 
m.getdetails (); 
m.display(); 
return 0;

}
8.2 Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class four_seater 
{
public: void Property()

{
cout << "It has space for four persons" << endl;

}
} ;
class four_wheeler
{
public: void Property()

{
cout << "It runs on four tyres" << endl;

}
} ?
class Car: public four_seater, public four_wheeler
{
};
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int main()
{

Car Cl;
Cl.four_seater;
Cl.four_wheeler; 

return 0;
}

9.2 What will be the output of the following program?
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int a,b,c,d,e;

class A
{

protected: 
public:
void value_a_b()
{

a=2; b=2;
}

};

class B:public A
{

protected: 
public:
void value_c()
{

C=2 ;
}

};
class C
{

protected: 
public:
void value_d()
{

d=3 ;
}

};
class D:public B,public C
{

protected: 
public:
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void result()
{

value_a_b(); 
value_c(); 
value_d() ; 
e=a*b*c*d;
cout<<"\n Multiplication is :"<<e

}
} ;
int main()
{

D dl;
dl.result(); 
return 0;

}

8.4 Find errors in the following program.
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class p 
{

public:
int i;

};
class q : virtual public p
{

public:
int j ;

};
class r: virtual public p
{

public:
int k;

} <•
class s: public p, public q, public r
{

public:
int mul;

};
int main()
{

s obi ; 
obl.i = 10;
Obl.j = 20; 
obl.k = 30;
obi.mul = obl.i * obl.j * obl.k;



cout << "Mul is : 
return 0;

<< obi.mul <<"\n";
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. ~at will be the output of the following program?
= mclude<iostream> 
using namespace std;

class B 
int x; 
public:
B () { cout << "1\t" ; }

class D : public B 
int y ; 
public:
D() { cout << "2\t"; }
D(int i) { cout << "3\t"; }

int main()
{
B b;
D dl;
D d2(1) ;

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

l' Assume that a bank maintains two kinds of accounts for customers, one called as savings account 
and the other as current account. The savings account provides compound interest and withdrawal 
facilities but no cheque book facility. The current account provides cheque book facility but no interest. 
Current account holders should also maintain a minimum balance and if the balance falls below this 
level, a service charge is imposed.
Create a class account that stores customer name, account number and type of account. From 
this, derive the classes cur_acct and sav_acct to make them more specific to their require 
ments. Include necessary member functions in order to achieve the following tasks:
(a) Accept deposit from a customer and update the balance.
(b) Display the balance.
(c) Compute and deposit interest.
(d) Permit withdrawal and update the balance.
(e) Check for the minimum balance, impose penalty, necessary, and update the balance.
Do not use any constructors. Use member functions to initialize the class members.
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8.2 Modify the program of Exercise 8.1 to include constructors for all the three classes.
8.3 An educational institution wishes to maintain a database of its employees. The database is divided into a 

number of classes whose hierarchical relationships are shown in Fig. 8.14. The figure also shows the 
minimum information required for each class. Specify all the classes and define functions to create the 
database and retrieve individual information as and when required. [ w J e | b ]

Fig. 8.14 Class re la tionships (fo r Exercise 8.3)

8.4 The database created in Exercise 8.3 does not include educational information of the staff. It has bee* 
decided to add this information to teachers and officers (and not for typists) which will help the 
management in decision making with regard to training, promotion, etc. Add another data class called 
education that holds two pieces of educational information, namely, highest qualification in gene's 
education and highest professional qualification. This class should be inherited by the classes teache- 
and officer. Modify the program of Exercise 8.19 to incorporate these additions. [ w [ e | b |

8.5 Consider a class network of Fig. 8.15. The class master derives information from both account ar: 
admin classes which in turn derive information from the class person. Define all the four classes ar: 
write a program to create, update and display the information contained in master objects.

8.6 In Exercise 8.3, the classes teacher, officer, and typist are derived from the class staff. As we knor. 
we can use container classes in place of inheritance in some situations. Redesign the program al 
Exercise 8.3 such that the classes teacher, officer, and typist contain the objects of staff.

8.7 W e  have learned that O O P  is well suited for designing simulation programs. Using the techniques ar: 
tricks learned so far, design a program that would simulate a simple real-world system familiar to yo.

8.8 A shopkeeper wants to maintain the stock database category wise (electronics appliances, food items 
clothing, milk product, kitchen product). Specify all the classes and functions as per the relationsf o  between different products.
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Fig. 8.15 M ultipath inheritance (fo r Exercise 8.5)

Define all the functions and classes as per the relationship for a shopkeeper of following type of items,
(a) Two wheeler manual, electric and automatic
(b) Three wheeler manual, electric and automatic
(c) Four wheeler automatic



Pointers, Virtual Functions 
and Polymorphism

L e a r n in g  O bjec tives

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Explain the concept of pointers
□  Illustrate how pointers to objects are created
□  Know the usage of this pointer
□  Discuss polymorphism and its types
□  Interpret how pointers to derived classes work
□  Describe virtual functions and list their various rules
□  Discuss virtual constructors and destructors

9.1 INTRODUCTION
Pointers is one of the key aspects of C++ similar to that of C. They offer a unique approach to handle dataj] 
C and C++. W e  have seen some of the applications of pointers in Chapters 3 and 5. In this chapter, we s*« 
discuss the rudiments of pointers and their special usage with accessing member data and functions in : 
context of inherited classes and objects.

Another crucial feature of O O P  is polymorphism. It simply means 'one name, multiple forms'. We 
already seen how the concept of polymorphism is implemented using the overloaded functions and opera 
The overloaded member functions are 'selected' for invoking by matching arguments, both type and nun 
This is also true in the context of inherited classes.

But, what happens when the function name and prototype are same in both the base and derived clas 
For instance, consider the following class definitions:

class A
{

int x; 
public:

void show() {....} // show() in base class
} ;
class B: public A
{
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int y;
: .iblic:

void show() {.... // show() in derived class

re prototype of show() is same in both the places, how do we use the member function show() to 
• cues of objects of both the classes A and B? As we have seen earlier, we can address this situation 
re : ass resolution operator to specify the class while invoking the functions with the derived class

; -e-'erred as static binding. That is, the compiler is able to select an appropriate function for a 
: 5 ! at compile time itself (a case of com pile -tim e polym orphism ).

■ .ve want to defer the selection of the overloaded function to program's run time (run-tim e o r  
: c  ym orph ism)? That is, the program is able to choose the appropriate function at the time when a 
object actually makes a call. This process is termed as late or dynam ic binding. In C++, this is 
with the help of virtual functions.

2 - 2~iic binding is one of the powerful features of C++. This requires the use of pointers to objects. We 
■I :i;jss in detail how the pointers to objects and virtual functions are used to implement dynamic

1 2  POINTERS
[;!■»«-: mat a pointer is a derived data type that refers to another data variable by storing the variable’s
■■■■c ' address rather than data. A pointer variable defines where to get the value of a specific data variable 

defining actual data.
I a pointer variable can also refer to (or point to) another pointer in C++. However, it often points to 
a'sble. Pointers provide an alternative approach to access other data objects.
ng and Initializing Pointers
d in Chapter 3, we can declare a pointer variable similar to other variables in C++. Like C, the 
is based on the data type of the variable it points to. The declaration of a pointer variable takes 
l form:

ita-type *pointer-variable ;

+ oointer-variabie is the name of the pointer, and the data-type refers to one of the valid C++ data 
s-ch as int, char, float, and so on. The data -type is followed by an asterisk (*) symbol, which 
“es a pointer variable from other variables to the compiler.

We can loca te  as te risk  ( ')  im m ed ia te ly  be fo re  the p o in te r variable, o r  be tw een  the  da ta  type  a n d  the p o in te r variable. I  
o r im m ed ia te ly  a fte r the da ta  type. It does n o t cause a n y  e ffec t in  the execution  process.

<now, a pointer variable can point to any type of data available in C++. However, it is necessary to 
that a pointer is able to point to only one data type at the specific time. Let us declare a pointer 

•••hich points to an integer variable, as follows:
ptr
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Here, ptr is a pointer variable and points to an integer data type. The pointer variable, ptr, should contain 
the memory location of any integer variable. In the same manner, we can declare pointer variables for other 
data types also.

Like other programming languages, a variable must be initialized before using it in a C++ program. W e  ca~ 
initialize a pointer variable as follows:

int *ptr, a; // declaration
ptr=&a,- // initialization

The pointer variable, ptr, contains the address of the variable a. Like C, we use the ‘address of opera:: 
or reference operator, i.e., to retrieve the address of a variable. The second statement assigns the addre::
of the variable a to the pointer ptr.

W e  can also declare a pointer variable to point to another pointer, similar to that of C. That is, a poin:+- 
variable contains address of another pointer. Program 9.1 explains how to refer to a pointer’s address : • 
using a pointer in a C++ program.

|  Program 9.1 Example of Using Pointers

ttinclude <iostream.h> 
#include <conio.h>
void main()
{

int a, *ptrl, **ptr2;
clrscr(); 
ptrl = &a; 
ptr2=&ptrl;
cout << "The address of a : ' << ptrl << *\n"; 
cout << "The address of ptrl : " << ptr2; 
cout << ”\n\n";
cout << "After incrementing the address values:\n\n"; 
ptrl+=2;
cout << "The address of a : " << ptrl << "\n"; 
ptr2+=2;
cout << "The address of ptrl : " << ptr2 << "\n";

}

The memory location is always addressed by the operating system. The output may vary depending oH 
the system. Output of Program 9.1 would look like:

The address of a: 0x8fb6fff4
The address of ptrl: 0x8fb6fff2
After incrementing the address values:
The address of a: 0x8fb6fff8
The address of a: 0x8fb6fff6

W e  can also use void pointers, known as generic pointers, which refer to variables of any data type. Befc'e 
using void pointers, we must type cast the variables to the specific data types that they point to.
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«*.■=-' pulation of Pointers
: cussed earlier, we can manipulate a pointer with the indirection operator, i.e., which is also known 

■ reference operator. With this operator, we can indirectly access the data variable content, it takes the 
« > :■ 'g general form:

- : <ve know, dereferencing a pointer allows us to get the content of the memory location that the pointer 
r~3 :o. After assigning address of the variable to a pointer, we may want to change the content of the variable, 
r: me dereference operator, we can change the contents of the memory location.
_=r -s consider an example that illustrates how to dereference a pointer variable Program 9.2 illustrates 
.se of dereference operator to access and alter the contents of the variable being pointed by the pointer

|  3rogram 9.2

nt main()

ptr=&a;
cout<<"The value of a is: "<< 
*ptr=*ptr+a;
cout<<"\nThe revised value of 
getchO ; 
return(0);

•e output of Program 9.2 would be:

Before dereferencing a pointer, it is essential to assign a value to the pointer. If we attempt to dereference an 
uninitialized pointer, it will cause runtime error by referring to any other location in memory.

ution

Manipulation of Pointers
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aWor\ cri Potatests
tsscussed earlier, we can manipulate a pointer with the indirection operator, i.e., which is also known 

e'erence operator. With this operator, we can indirectly access the data variable content. It takes the 
ng general form:
•pointer_variable

*: know, dereferencing a pointer allows us to get the content of the memory location that the pointer
; After assigning address of the variable to a pointer, we may want to change the content of the variable, 
re dereference operator, we can change the contents of the memory location.

consider an example that illustrates how to dereference a pointer variable Program 9.2 illustrates 
M E  r dereference operator to access and alter the contents of the variable being pointed by the pointer

im 9.2 Manipulation of Pointers

s m  r rude dost ream. h>  

rlude<conio.h> 
rain()

m e  a=10; 
m t  *ptr ; 
clrscr();

ctr=&a;
;cut<<"The value of a is: "<<*ptr; 
*per=*ptr+a;
:;ut<<"\nThe revised value of a is "<<a; 
gerch(); 
return(0) ;

■ z* Program 9.2 would be:
ilce of a is : 10 
evised value of a is 20

sefore dereferencing a pointer, it is essential to assign a value to the pointer. If we attempt to dereference an i 
- ninitialized pointer, it will cause runtime error by referring to any other location in memory.
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Pointer Expressions and Pointer Arithmetic
As discussed in Chapter 3, there are a substantial number of arithmetic operations that can be perfor 
with pointers. C++ allows pointers to perform the following arithmetic operations:

• A pointer can be incremented (++) (or) decremented (— )
• Any integer can be added to or subtracted from a pointer
• One pointer can be subtracted from another

Example:
int a [6]; 
int *aptr; 
aptr=&a [01;

Obviously, the pointer variable, aptr, refers to the base address of the variable a. W e  can increment 
pointer variable, shown as follows:

aptr++ (or) ++aptr
This statement moves the pointer to the next memory address. Similarly, we can decrement the 

variable, as follows:
aptr—  (or) — aptr

This statement moves the pointer to the previous memory address. Also, if two pointer variables 
the same array they can be subtracted from each other.

W e  cannot perform pointer arithmetic on variables which are not stored in contiguous memory lo 
Program 9.3 illustrates the arithmetic operations that we can perform with pointers.

|  Program 9.3 Arithmetic Operations on Pointers

:lude<iostream.
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{

int num[]={56,75,22,18,90}; 
int *ptr; 
int i ; 
clrscr();
cout << "The array values are:\n"; 
for(i=0;i<5;i++)

cout<< num[i]<<"\n";
/♦Allocating the base address of num to ptr*/ 
ptr = num;
/* Printing the value in the array */
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ne output of Program 9.3 would be:

can be perforce*

(fit the perns'

Wes p o~ e  

y locator*

cout <<"\nValue of ptr : "<< *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
ptr++;
cout<<"\nValue of ptr++ : "<< *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
ptr— ;
cout<<"\nValue of ptr—  : " «  *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
ptr=ptr+2;
cout<<”\nValue of ptr+2 : "<< *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
ptr=ptr-l;
cout <<"\nValue of ptr-1: "<< *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
ptr+=3;
cout<<”\nValue of ptr+=3: "<< *ptr;
ptr-=2;
cout << "\n";
cout<<"\nValue of ptr-=2: " «  *ptr; 
cout << "\n"; 
getch();

i general, there are some differences between pointers and arrays; arrays refer to a block of memory 
.cate, whereas pointers do not refer to any section of memory. The memory addresses of arrays cannot be 
snged, whereas the content of the pointer variables, such as the memory addresses that it refers to, can 

ae changed.

i increme^c fi»
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-sing Pointers with Arrays and Strings
-: iter is one of the efficient tools to access elements of an array. Pointers are useful to allocate arrays 
: -amically, i.e., we can decide the array size at run time. To achieve this, we use the functions, namely 
— a sloc() and calloc(), which we already discussed in Chapter 3. Accessing an array with pointers is simpler 
~ accessing the array index.

The array values are: 
56 
75 
22 
18 
90

of ptr 56
of ptr++ 75
of ptr— 56
of ptr+2 22
of ptr-1 75
of ptr+=3 90
of ptr-=2 22
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Even though there are subtle differences between pointers and arrays, they have a strong relations!- c  
between them.

I Note There IS no  e rro r check ing  o f  a rray  bounds in C++. S uppose we decla re  an a rray  o f s ize  25. The com p ile r issues nc I
w arn ings i f  w e a ttem p t to  access 26 th  location. It is  the p rog ra m m e r's  task  to  check the a rray  lim its.

W e  can declare the pointers to arrays as follows:
int *nptr; 
nptr=number[0] ;

Or
nptr=number ;

Here, nptr points to the first element of the integer array, number[0]. Also, consider the following examp e
float *fptr; 
fptr=price [0] ;

Or
fptr=price ;

Here, fptr points to the first element of the array of float, price[0]. Program 9.4 demonstrates how linea- 
search is performed in an array using pointers.

int arr[10] = {1,99,4,37,88,3,19,45,62,87}; 
int i,num,*ptr;

/♦Assigning the base address of array arr to ptr"*/ 
ptr=arr;

cout<<"Enter the element to be searched: 
cin>>num;

for(i=0;i<10;i++)

|  Program 9.4

#include<iostream> 
#include<conio.h>
using namespace std;
void main()
{

if(*ptr==num)
{
cout<<"\n"«num<<" is present in the array"; 
break;

(■C o n td . i
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}
else if(i==9)

cout«"\n"<<num«" is not present in the array"; 
ptr++; //Incrementing the pointer to make it point 

//to the next array element
}
getch();

-e output of Program 9.4 would be:
Enter the element to be searched: 87 
87 is present in the array

i  ~ays of Pointers
l  -  ar to other variables, we can create an array of pointers in C++. The array of pointers represents a 
iz  ection of addresses. By declaring array of pointers, we can save a substantial amount of memory space.

- n array of pointers point to an array of data items. Each element of the pointer array points to an item of 
t e ;ata array. Data items can be accessed either directly or by dereferencing the elements of pointer array. 
* b :an reorganize the pointer elements without affecting the data items.

•e can declare an array of pointers as follows:
int *inarray [10] ;

_':s statement declares an array of 10 pointers, each of which points to an integer. The address of the first 
. ' =r is inarray[0], and the second pointer is inarray[1], and the final pointer points to inarray[9]. Before 

zing, they point to some unknown values in the memory space. W e  can use the pointer variable to refer to 
-e specific values. Program 9.5 explains the implementation of array of pointers.

| Program 9.5 Arrays of Pointers

^include <iostream.h>
=include <conio.h> 
=include <string.h> 
=include <ctype.h>

void main()

int i=0;
char *ptr [10] = { 

"books", 
"television", 
"computer",

(C o n td )
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"sports"
} ;

char str [25]; 
clrscr();
cout << "\n\n\n\nEnter your favorite leisure pursuit: " ; 
cin >> str; 
for(i=0; i<4; i++)
{

i f (!strcmp(str, *ptr[i]))
{
cout << "\n\nYour favorite pursuit " << " is available 
here"
<< endl; 
break;

}
}
if(i==4)
cout << "\n\nYour favorite " << " not available here" << 
endl ; 
getchO ;

The output of Program 9.5 wouid be:

Enter your favorite leisure pursuit: books 
Your favorite pursuit is available here

Pointers and Strings
W e have seen the usage of pointers with one dimensional array elements. However, pointers are also effic 
to access two dimensional and multi-dimensional arrays in C++. There is a definite relationship betw 
arrays and pointers. C++ also allows us to handle the special kind of arrays, i.e., strings with pointers.

W e know that a string is one dimensional array of characters, which start with the index 0 and ends 
the null character ‘\0 ’ in C++. A pointer variable can access a string by referring to its first character. As 
know, there are two ways to assign a value to a string. W e can use the character array or variable of type 
*. Let us consider the following string declarations:

char num[]="one”;
const char *numptr= "one";

The first declaration creates an array of four characters, which contains the characters, ‘o',‘n’,‘e 
whereas the second declaration generates a pointer variable, which points to the first character, i.e., ‘o’ of 
string. There are numerous string handling functions available in C++. All of these functions are available 
the header file <cstring>.

Program 9.6 demonstrates how to search a substring within a main string:
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|  =-ogram 9.6

-ir.clude<iostream>
~ ir.clude<conio. h>
- ir.clude<string> 
using namespace std; 
:id main()

int i, j ;
char str[] = "\nC++ is better than C";
int len = strlen(str);
char *substr = new char[len];
cout<<"The main string is: "<<str,-
cout<<"\n\nEnter the substring to be searched:
cin>>substr;
int k,len2=strlen(substr); 
for(i = 0;i<len;i++)
{

k=i ;
for(j = 0;j <len2;j ++)
{

if(str [k]==substr[j])
{

if (j==len2-l)
{
cout<<"\nThe substring is present in the main 

string"; 
getch(); 
exit(0);
}

if(i==len)
cout<<"\nThe substring is not present in the main string"; 
getch();

k++ ;
}
else

break;

}

_

-e  output of Program 9.6 would be:

he main string is: 
:++ is better than C
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Enter the substring to be searched: bet 
The substring is present in the main string

Pointers to Functions
Even though pointers to functions (or function pointers) are introduced in C, they are widely used in C++ t r  
dynamic binding, and event-based applications. The concept of pointer to function acts as a base for poin:+~. 
to members, which we have discussed in Chapter 5.

The pointer to function is known as callback function. W e can use these function pointers to re fe r:: ; 
function. Using function pointers, we can allow a C++ program to select a function dynamically at run time 
W e can also pass a function as an argument to another function. Here, the function is passed as a p o ire ' 
The function pointers cannot be dereferenced. C++ also allows us to compare two function pointers.

C++ provides two types of function pointers; function pointers that point to static member functions 
function pointers that point to non-static member functions. These two function pointers are incompa 
with each other. The function pointers that point to the non-static member function requires hidden argunre--:

Like other variables, we can declare a function pointer in C++. It takes the following form:

data_type(*function_name)();

As we know, the data_type is any valid data types used in C++. The function_name is the name r  
function, which must be preceded by an asterisk (*). The function_name is any valid name of the functic'

Example:

int (*num_function(int x));
Remember that declaring a pointer only creates a pointer. It does not create actual function. For this, 

must define the task, which is to be performed by the function. The function must have the same return 
and arguments. Program 9.7 explains how to declare and define function pointers in C++.

 ̂ Program 9.1 Pointers to Functions

#include <iostream.h>
typedef void (*FunPtr)(int, int);
void Add(int i, int j)
{

cout << i << " + " «  j < < " = " < <  i + j;
}
void Subtract(int i, int j)
{

cout << 1 << v \ n

}
void main()

< <  D < < " < <  i  - j ;
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- ptr;
::r = &Add;
:-r 1,2);
::u: << endl; 
ptr = ^Subtract; 
zzz 3,2);

of Program 9.7 would be:

X. - : = 3I -  i = i

I : ect pointers are useful in creating objects at run time. We can also use an object pointer to access the 
members of an object. Consider a class item defined as follows:

class item
{

int code; 
float price;

public;
void getdata(int a,

{
code = a; 
price = b;

}

float b)

void show(void)
{

cout << "Code : " << code << "\n";
<< "Price: " << price << ”\n\n";

}



Let us declare an item  variable x and a pointer ptr to x  as follows:

item x;
item *ptr = &x;

The pointer ptr is initialized with the address of x.

W e can refer to the member functions of item in two ways, one by using the do t opera to r and the ob jer. 
and another by using the arrow  opera to r and the ob ject pointer. The statements

x .getdata(100,75.50); 
x .show();

are equivalent to

ptr->getdata(100, 75.50); 
ptr->show();

Since *p tr is an alias of x, we can also use the following method:

(*ptr).show();

The parentheses are necessary because the dot operator has higher precedence than the indirection  
opera to r *.

W e can also create the objects using pointers and new operator as follows:

item *ptr = new item;
This statement allocates enough memory for the data members in the object structure and assigns the address 

of the memory space to ptr. Then ptr can be used to refer to the members as shown below:

ptr -> show();
If a class has a constructor with arguments and does not include an empty constructor, then we must 

supply the arguments when the object is created.

W e can also create an array of objects using pointers. For example, the statement

item *ptr = new item[10]; // array of 10 objects
creates memory space for an array of 10 objects of item . Remember, in such cases, if the class contains, 
constructors, it must also contain an empty constructor.

Program 9.8 illustrates the use of pointers to objects.

|  P rogram  9.8 Pointers to Objects

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class item
{

int code;

(Conte
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float price; 
public:

void getdata(int a, float b)
{

>

code = a; 
price = b;

void show(void)
{

cout << "Code : " << code << "\n"; 
cout << "Price: " << price << "\n";

}

ronst int size 

int main()

2 ;

item *p = new item [size]; 
item *d = p; 
int x, i; 
float y;

for(i=0; i<size; i++)
{

cout << "Input code and price for item" << i+1; 
cin >> x >> y; 
p->getdata(x,y);
P++ ;

}

for(i=0; i<size; i++)
{

cout << "Item:" << i+1 << "\n"; 
d->show(); 
d++ ;

}
return 0;

■e output of Program 9.8 would be:

Input code and price for iteml 40 500
Input code and price for item2 50 600
Item:1
Code : 4 0
Price: 500
Item:2
Code : 50
Price: 600
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In Program 9.8 we created space dynamically for two objects of equal size. But this may not be the cass 
always. For example, the objects of a class that contain character strings would not be of the same size. * 
such cases, we can define an array of pointers to objects that can be used to access the individual objects 
This is illustrated in Program 9.9.

|  Program 9.9 Array of Pointers to Objects

#include <iostream>
#include <cstring>
using namespace std;
class city
{

protected:
char *name; 
int len; 

public:
city()
{

len = 0;
name = new char[len+l];

}
void getname(void)
{

char * s;
s = new char[30];

cout << "Enter city name:";
cin >> s;
len = strlen(s);
name = new char[len + 1];
strcpy(name, s);

}
void printname(void)
{

cout << name << "\n";
}

} ;

int main()
{

city *cptr[10); // array of 10 pointers to cities
int n = 1; 
int option;

do
{

cptr[n] = new city; // create new city
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cptr[n]->getname(); 
n++ ;
cout << "Do you want to enter one more name?\n"; 
cout << "(Enter 1 for yes 0 for no) 
cin >> option;

}
while(option);
cout << "\n\n"; 
for(int i=l; i<=n; i++)
{ cptr[i]->printname();
}

return 0;

he output of Program 9.9 would be:

Enter city name:Hyderabad
Do you want to enter one more name?
■Enter 1 for yes 0 for no);l 
Enter city name:Secunderabad 
Do you want to enter one more name?
(Enter 1 for yes 0 for no);1 
Enter city name:Malkajgiri 
Do you want to enter one more name?
(Enter 1 for yes 0 for no);0

Hyderabad
Secunderabad
Malkajgiri

5 4  this POINTER
C— jses a unique keyword called this to represent an object that invokes a member function, this is a 
x  "ter that points to the object for which th is  function was called. For example, the function call A.max() will 
we ~ e  pointer this to the address of the object A. The starting address is the same as the address of the first 
m r  sole in the class structure.

s unique pointer is automatically passed to a member function when it is called. The pointer this acts 
*  an im p lic it argument to all the member functions. Consider the following simple example:

class ABC
{

int a ;
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The private variable ‘a ’ can be used directly inside a member function, like

a = 123;
W e can also use the following statement to do the same job:

this->a = 123;
Since C++ permits the use of shorthand form a = 123, we have not been using the pointer this explici: 

so far. However, we have been implicitly using the pointer this when overloading the operators using m e m tr  
function.

Recall that, when a binary operator is overloaded using a member function, we pass only one argum e- 
to the function. The other argument is implicitly passed using the pointer this. One important application df 
the pointer this is to return the object it points to. For example, the statement

return *this;
inside a member function will return the object that invoked the function. This statement assumes im portan t 
when we want to compare two or more objects inside a member function and return the invoking object as a 
result. Example:

person & person :: greater(person & x)
{

if x.age > age
return x; // argument object

else
return *this; // invoking object

}

Suppose we invoke this function by the call

max = A.greater(B);
The function will return the object B (argument object) if the age of the person B is greater than that of K  

otherwise, it will return the object A (invoking object) using the pointer this. Remember, the dereference 
operator * produces the contents at the address contained in the pointer. A complete program to illustrate the 
use of this is given in Program 9.10.

|  Program 9.10 this Pointer

#include <iostream> 
#include <cstring>

using namespace std;

class person
{

char name[20]; 
float age; 

public:

(Con::
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person(char *s, float a)
{

person & person :: greater(person & x)

person PI("John", 37.50),
P2("Ahmed", 29.0),
P3("Hebber", 40.25);

cout << "Elder person is: \n"; 
P.display();

cout << "Elder person is: \n" ; 
P .display();
return 0;

ne output of Program 9.10 would be:
Elder person is:
Name: Hebber 
Age: 40.25 
Elder person is:
Name: John 
Age: 37.5

strcpy(name, s); 
age = a;

}

{
if(x.age >= age)

return x; 
else

return *this;
}

void display(void)

cout << "Name: " «  name << *\n" 
<< "Age: " << age << "\n";

int main()

person P = PI.greater(P3); // P3.greater(PI)

P = Pi.greater(P2); // P2.greater(PI)

}
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9.5 POLYMORPHISM
Polymorphism means 'one name, multiple forms'. It can be broadly classified into two categories as shown 
in Fig. 9.1.

Fig. 9.1 A chieving po lym orphism

Compile-time Polymorphism
Compile-time polymorphism simply means that an object is bound to its function call at the compile time. That 
means, there is no ambiguity at the compile time about which a function is to be linked to a particu ar 
function's call. This mechanism is called early  b ind ing  or sta tic  b ind ing  or sta tic  linking.

In C++, compile-time polymorphism is achieved in two ways: function overloading and operator overloadr ;

W e have already seen examples of function and operator overloading in previous chapters. Howe\e' 
what happens when multiple functions with the same name and same parameters (order, number and typf i 
are defined in both base and derived classes. For instance, consider the following program:

#include<iostream.h>

class B
{
public: 
void show()
{
cout<<"Base\n";

}
} ;

class D: public B
{
public: 
void show()
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cout<<"Derived\n";

void main()
{
D d;
d.showO; //calls derived class show () function 
d.B::show();//calls base class show() function

~~e output of the program would be:

Derived
3ase

ir r  5 example, d.show  () function call overrides the showQ  function defined in the base class. To make the 
■beet d  specifically call the base class show() function, we have used the class resolution operator.

%eed for Run-time Polymorphism
W's -se of class resolution operator in resolving the ambiguity works fine for us. But, what if we want to build 
i  a r te  application that should be scalable (that means it can be expanded in future to add more features). In 

situation, it would be tedious to modify the code which implements static binding.

" -is  is where run-time polymorphism is very useful. It defers the linking of a function call to a particular 
•ass  much later, i.e., at run-time. Thus, it is not known which function will be invoked till an object actually 
~a*es the function call during the program’s execution. This process is referred as la te  or dynam ic binding.

I" C++, run-time polymorphism is achieved with the help of virtual functions. Before we learn more about 
■ir~_al functions, let’s first understand how pointers to derived classes work.

5 6  POINTERS TO DERIVED CLASSES
B e  can use pointers not only to the base objects but also to the objects of derived classes. Pointers to 
* :  ects of a base class are type-compatible with pointers to objects of a derived class. Therefore, a single 
a "e r variable can be made to point to objects belonging to different classes. For example, if B is a base 
02S5 and D is a derived class from B, then a pointer declared as a pointer to B can also be a pointer to D. 
Z ~ ;der the following declarations:

B *cptr; // pointer to class B type variable
B b; // base object
D d; // derived object
cptr = &b; // cptr points to object b

■Ve can make cptr to point to the object d as follows:

cptr = &d; // cptr points to object d
his is perfectly valid with C++ because d is an object derived from the class B.
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However, there is a problem in using cptrto access the public members of the derived class D. Us 
cptr, we can access only those members which are inherited from B and not the members that origir 
belong to D. In case a member of D has the same name as one of the members of B, then any refere- 
to that member by cptr will always access the base class member.

Although C++ permits a base pointer to point to any object derived from that base, the pointer cannc: 
directly used to access all the members of the derived class. W e may have to use another pointer decla 
as pointer to the derived type.

Program 9.11 illustrates how pointers to a derived object are used.

|  Program 9.11 Pointers to Derived Objects
#include <iostream> 

using namespace std;

class BC 
{

public:
int b; 
void show()
{ cout << "b << b << "\n";

class DC : public BC
{

public:
int d; 
void show()
{ cout << "b = " << b << ”\n" 

<< "d = " << d << "\n";
}

int main()
{

BC *bptr;
BC base; 
bptr = abase;

(Contd.)
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cout << "bptr now points to derived object \n";
bptr -> show(); // bptr now points to derived object

/* accessing d using a pointer of type derived class DC */

DC *dptr; // derived type pointer
dptr = &derived; 
dptr->d = 300;

cout << "dptr is derived type pointer\n"; 
dptr -> show();

cout << "using ((DC *)bptr)\n";
((DC *)bptr) -> d = 400;
((DC *)bptr) -> show();

return 0;
m  }

: jtput of Program 9.11 would be:

bptr points base object 
b = 100
bptr now points to derived object 
b = 200
dptr is derived type pointer 
b = 200 
d = 300
using ((DC *)bptr) 
b = 200 
d = 400

N o te  We have used the statement

bptr -> show();

two times. First, when bptr points to the base object, and second when bptr is made to point to the derived object. 
But, both the times, it executed BC::show() function and displayed the content of the base object. However, the 
statements

dptr -> show();
((DC *) bptr) -> show(); // cast bptr to DC type

display the contents of the derived object. This shows that, although a base pointer can be made to point to any 
number of derived objects, it cannot directly access the members defined by a derived class.
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9.7 VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS
As mentioned earlier, polymorphism refers to the property by which ob jects  belonging to d iffe rent classes 
able to respond to the same message, but in different forms. An essential requirement of polymorphism 
therefore the ability to refer to objects without any regard to their classes. This necessitates the use r f  t  
single pointer variable to refer to the objects of different classes. Here, we use the pointer to base class 
refer to all the derived objects. But, we just discovered that a base pointer, even when it is made to con' 
the address of a derived class, always executes the function in the base class. The compiler simply ign 
the contents of the pointer and chooses the member function that matches the type of the pointer. Hov. 
we then achieve polymorphism? It is achieved using what is known as ‘virtual’ functions.

When we use the same function name in both the base and derived classes, the function in base clas; m 
declared as v irtua l using the keyword virtual preceding its normal declaration. When a function is rraon  
virtual, C++ determines which function to use at run time based on the type of object pointed to by the base) 
pointer, rather than the type of the pointer. Thus, by making the base pointer to point to different objects 
can execute different versions of the virtual function. Program 9.12 illustrates this point.

|  Program 9.12 Virtual Functions

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class Base
{

public:
void display() {cout << "\n Display base ";} 
virtual void show() {cout << "\n show base";}

} ;
class Derived : public Base
{

public:
void display() {cout << "\n Display derived";} 
void show() {cout << "\n show derived";}

} ;

int main()
{

Base B;
Derived D;
Base *bptr;

cout << "\n bptr points to Base \n" ; 
bptr = &B;
bptr -> displayO; // calls Base version
bptr -> show(); . // calls Base version

{C or ■:
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cout << "\n\n bptr points to 
bptr = &D;

Derived\n";

bptr ->  displayO; // calls Base version
bptr ->  show(); / /  calls Derived version
return 0;

}

~~a output of Program 9.12 would be:

bptr points to Base
Display base 
Show base
bptr points to Derived
Display base 
Show derived

\  0 te When bP,r is ™de to point to the object D, the statement

bptr ->  displayO;
calls only the function associated with the Base (i.e., Base:: displayf)), whereas the statement

bptr ->  show();
calls the Derived version of show(). This is because the function displayO has not been made virtual in the Base
class.

One important point to remember is that, we must access virtual functions through the use of a pointer 
jedared as a pointer to the base class. Why can’t we use the object name (with the dot operator) the same 
■ ; . as any other member function to call the virtual functions? W e can, but remember, run time polymorphism 
■ achieved only when a virtual function is accessed through a pointer to the base class.

_et us take an example where virtual functions are implemented in practice. Consider a book shop 
*■  ch sells both books and video-tapes. W e can create a class known as media that stores the title and 
j r  :e of a publication. W e can then create two derived classes, one for storing the number of pages in a 
2 : :k and another for storing the playing time of a tape. Figure 9.2 shows the class hierarchy for the book
H o p .

The classes are implemented in Program 9.13. A function display() is used in all the classes to display the 
; j3 s  contents. Notice that the function display() has been declared virtual in media, the base class.

media

book tape

Fig. 9.2 The class h ierarchy fo r the book shop

In the main program we create a heterogeneous 
list of pointers of type media as shown below:

media *list[2] = {&bookl, &tapel};

The base pointers list[0] and list[1] are initialized 
with the addresses of objects bookl and tapel 
respectively.
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|  Program 9.13 Runtime Polymorphism

#include <iostream> 
#include <cstring>

using namespace std; 
class media

protected:
char title [50]; 
float price; 

public:
media(char *s, float a)
{

strcpy(title, s); 
price = a;

}

virtual void display() { } // empty virtual function

class book: public media

int pages; 
public:

book(char *s, float a, int p):media(s,a)

pages = p; 

void display 0;

class tape :public media
{ float time; 

public:
tape(char * s, float a, float t):media(s, a)
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void tape :: display()
{

cout << *\n Title: " << title;
cout << "\n play time: " «  time << "mins";
cout << "\n price: " << price;

}

int main()
{

char * title = new char[30]; 
float price, time; 
int pages;
// Book details
cout «  "\n ENTER BOOK DETAILS\n"; 
cout << " Title: cin >> title;
cout << " Price: "; cin >> price;
cout << " Pages: cin >> pages;
book bookl(title, price, pages);
// Tape details
COUt << "\n ENTER TAPE DETAILS\n";
cout << " Title: cin >> title,-
cout << * Price: cin >> price;
cout << " Play time (mins): "; cin >> time;
tape tapel(title, price, time);

media* list [2] ; 
list[0] = &bookl;
listtl] = &tapel;

cout << "\n MEDIA DETAILS";

cout << "\n .....  BOOK .....  ";
list[0] -> display(); // display book details

cout << "\n .....  TAPE .....

list[l] -> displayO; // display tape details

result 0;
}

The output of Program 9.13 would be:

ENTER BOOK DETAILS
Title:Programming_in_ANSI_C
Price: 88
Pages: 400
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ENTER TAPE DETAILS 
Title: Computing_Concepts 
Price: 90
Play time (mins): 55

MEDIA DETAILS
.....  BOOK .....
Title:Programming_in_ANSI_C 
Pages: 400 
Price: 88

.....  TAPE .....
Title: Computing_Concepts 
Play time: 55mins 
Price: 90

Rules for Virtual Functions
When virtual functions are created for implementing late binding, we should observe some basic rules that 
satisfy the compiler requirements:

1. The virtual functions must be members of some class,

2. They cannot be static members.

3. They are accessed by using object pointers.

4. A virtual function can be a friend of another class.

5. A virtual function in a base class must be defined, even though it may not be used.

6. The prototypes of the base class version of a virtual function and all the derived class versions m i?  
be identical. If two functions with the same name have different prototypes, C++ considers them a; 
overloaded functions, and the virtual function mechanism is ignored.

7. W e cannot have virtual constructors, but we can have virtual destructors.

8. While a base pointer can point to any type of the derived object, the reverse is not true. That is to sat 
we cannot use a pointer to a derived class to access an object of the base type.

9. When a base pointer points to a derived class, incrementing or decrementing it will not make it to por* 
to the next object of the derived class. It is incremented or decremented only relative to its base type 
Therefore, we should not use this method to move the pointer to the next object.

10. If a virtual function is defined in the base class, it need not be necessarily redefined in the derive: 
class, in such cases, calls will invoke the base function.

9.8 PURE VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS
It is normal practice to declare a function virtual inside the base class and redefine it in the derived classe: 
The function inside the base class is seldom used for performing any task. It only serves as a placeholder. F : r 
example, we have not defined any object of class media and therefore the function display() in the base clas: 
has been defined ‘empty’. Such functions are called “do-nothing” functions.

A “do-nothing” function may be defined as follows:

virtual void display() = 0;
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5^ch functions are called pure  v irtua l functions. A pure virtual function is a function declared in a base 
Bass that has no definition relative to the base class. In such cases, the compiler requires each derived class 
c  t :ner define the function or redeclare it as a pure virtual function. Remember that a class containing pure 
mr~5\ functions cannot be used to declare any objects of its own. As stated earlier, such classes are called 
x  ::'3cf base classes. The main objective of an abstract base class is to provide some traits to the derived 
rin se s  and to create a base pointer required for achieving run time polymorphism.

=-ogram 9.14 demonstrates the use of pure virtual function:

|  Program 9.14 Pure Virtual Function

=include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

//base classclass Balagurusamy
{
public:
virtual void example 0=0; //Denotes pure virtual Function Definition
} ;
class C:public Balagurusamy //derived class 1
{
public:

void example 0
{
cout<<"C text Book written by Balagurusamy";
}

} ;
class oops:public Balagurusamy //derived class 2
{
public:

void example()

cout<<"C++ text Book written by Balagurusamy";
}

} ;
void main()

Exforsys* arra [2];

C el; 
oops e2; 
arra[0]=&el; 
arra[1]=&e2;

arra[0]->example(); 
arra[1]->example();
}
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The output of Program 9.14 would be:

C text Book written by Balagurusamy 
C++ text Book written by Balagurusamy

9.9 VIRTUAL CONSTRUCTORS AND DESTRUCTORS
“A constructor can not be virtual”. There are some valid reasons that justify this statement. First, to create ar. 
object the constructor of the object class must be of the same type as the class. But, this is not possible with a 
virtually implemented constructor. Second, at the time of calling a constructor, the virtual table would not ha.e 
been created to resolve any virtual function calls. Thus, a virtual constructor itself would not have anywhere C 
look up to. As a result, it is not possible to declare a constructor as virtual.

A virtual destructor however, is pretty much feasible in C++. In fact, its use is often promoted in certa * 
situations. One such situation is when we need to make sure that the different destructors in an inheritance 
hierarchy are called in order, particularly when the base class pointer is referring to a derived type object R 
must be noted here that the order of calling of destructors in an inheritance hierarchy is opposite to that off 
constructors.
Consider the following class declarations that make use of destructors:

class A
{

public:
-AO
{

//Base class destructor
}

} ;

class B : public A
{

public:
- B ( )
{

//Derived class destructor
}

} ;

main()
{

A *ptr = new BO;

delete ptr;
}

In the above class declarations, both base class A and the derived class B have their own destructors. N 
an A class pointer has been allocated a B class object. When this object pointer is deleted using the d 
operator, it will trigger the base class destructor and the derived class destructor won’t be called at ail. 
may lead to a memory leak situation. To make sure that the derived class destructor is mandatorily called, 
must declare the base class destructor as virtual, as shown below.
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class A
{

public: 
virtual ~A()
{

//Base class destructor
}

} ;

SUMMARY

J  3olymorphism simply means one name having multiple forms.

J  There are two types of polymorphism, namely, compile time polymorphism and run time polymorphism.

J  ^unctions and operators overloading are examples of compile time polymorphism. The overloaded member functions are 
selected for invoking by matching arguments, both type and number. The compiler knows this information at the compile 
time and, therefore, compiler is able to select the appropriate function for a particular call at the compile time itself. This is 
called early or static binding or static linking. It means that an object is bound to its function call at compile time.

J  n run time polymorphism, an appropriate member function is selected while the program is running. C++ supports run time 
polymorphism with the help of virtual functions. It is called late or dynamic binding because the appropriate function is 
selected dynamically at run time. Dynamic binding requires use of pointers to objects and is one of the powerful features 
of C++.

J  Object pointers are useful in creating objects at run time. It can be used to access the public members of an object, along 
with an arrow operator.

J A this pointer refers to an object that currently invokes a member function. For example, the function call a.show() will set 
the pointer ‘this’ to the address of the object ‘a’.

J  Pointers to objects of a base class type are compatible with pointers to objects of a derived class. Therefore, we can use 
a single pointer variable to point to objects of base class as well as derived classes.

}  When a function is made virtual, C++ determines which function to use at run time based on the type of object pointed to 
py the base pointer, rather than the type of the pointer. By making the base pointer to point to different objects, we can 
execute different versions of the virtual function.

J Run time polymorphism is achieved only when a virtual function is accessed through a pointer to the base class. It cannot 
be achieved using object name along with the dot operator to access virtual function.

J  We can have virtual destructors but not virtual constructors.

J  f a virtual function is defined in the base class, it need not be necessarily redefined in the derived class. In such cases, 
the respective calls will invoke the base class function.

J A virtual function, equated to zero is called a pure virtual function. It is a function declared in a base class that has no 
definition relative to the base class. A class containing such pure function is called an abstract class.
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Key Terms

abstract base classes | 'address o f operator | argument object | arrays of pointers | arrow operator | base 
address | base object | base pointer | call back function | class hierarchy | compile time | compile time 
polymorphism | dereference operator | derived object | do-nothing function | dot operator | dynamic binding | early 
binding | function overloading j function pointer | implicit argument | indirection operator | invoking object | late 
binding | new operator | null pointers | object pointer | operator overloading | placeholder | pointers | pointer 
arithmetic | pointers to functions | polymorphism | pure virtual function | run time | run time polymorphism | static 
binding | static linking | this pointer | virtual constructors | virtual destructors | virtual function | void pointers

REVIEW QUESTIONS

9.1 W hat does polymorphism mean in C++ language?

9.2 How is polymorphism achieved at (a) compile time, and (b) run time?

9.3 Discuss the different ways by which we can access public member functions of an object.

9 .4 W hat is pointer to a function? Explain the situations in which such a concept is used.

9.5 Explain, with an example, how you would create space for an array of objects using pointers.

9.6 W hat does this pointer point to?

9.7 W hat are the applications of this pointer?

9.8 Can a pointer of base class type point to an object of the derived class? Explain.

9.9 What is a virtual function?

9.10 Why do we need virtual functions?

9.11 When do we make a virtual function “pure”? W hat are the implications of making a function a p - i  
virtual function? ir j*|o |

9.12 State which of the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) Virtual functions are used to create pointers to base classes.
(b) Virtual functions allow us to use the same function call to invoke member functions a 

objects of different classes.

(c) A pointer to a base class cannot be made to point to objects of derived class.

(d) this pointer points to the object that is currently used to invoke a function.

(e) this pointer can be used like any other pointer to access the members of the objec: i 
points to.

(f) this pointer can be made to point to any object by assigning the address of the object.

(g) Pure virtual functions force the programmer to redefine the virtual function inside n» 
derived classes.

9.13 Distinguish between early binding and late binding. |r |* fo l
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DEBUGGING EXERCISES

What will be the output of the following program?

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{

int ar[6]={22,5,23,43,54,65};
int *p,i;
p=ar;
i=*p++ - *p— ; 
cout<<i; 
return 0;

}

Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class GST 
{
float price; 
float percent; 

public:
void input(float a, float b)
{

price = a; 
percent= b;

}
void print()
{

cout<< "price: "<< price<< "\n"; 
cout« "percent: "<< percent<<"\n";

}
} ;
int main()
{

GST *p [3] ;
GST *q=p; 
int i ;
float s,t,f; 
for(i=0; i<3; i++)
{

cout<<"Provide the price and percent"<<"\n"; 
cin>>s>>t; 
p->input(s,t);
cout<<"you have entered"<<"\n";
q->print();
f=s*t;
cout<<"Price after GST: "<<f<<"\n";
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}
return 0;

}

9.3 Find the error in the following program.

ftinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;

int main ()
{

int p=10; 
double q=20.33; 
int *x= &p; 
double *y= &q;
y=&p;
x=&q;
cout << "value 1 << p << endl;
cout << "value 2 << q << endl;
return 0;

}

9.4 W hat will be the output of the following program?

ttinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void square(int * snum)
{

cout << "Square of 10 is ";
*snum *= *snum;

}
int main()
{

int num = 10; 
square(&num); 
cout << num << endl;

}

9.5 What will be the output of the following program?

ttinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;

class p
{
public:

virtual void print()
{ cout<<" it is base class \n"
}

} ;
class q: public p
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{
public:

void print()
{

cout<<"it is Derived class \n";
}

} ;
int main(void)
{

p *b = new q; 
b->print(); 
return 0;

}

What will be the change in output if virtual keyword is removed from print function of class 
original_base?

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class original_base 
{
public:

virtual void print ()
{ cout<< "print version of base class" <<endl; } 

void show ()
{ cout<< "show version of base class" <<endl; }

} ;

class derived_from :public original_base
{
public:

void print ()
{ cout<< "print version of derived class" <<endl; } 

void show ()
{ cout<< "show version of derived class" <<endl; }

} ;

int main()
{

original_base *ptr; 
derived_from x; 
ptr = &x; 
ptr->print() ; 
ptr->show() ;

}
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PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

9.1 Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two double type values that could be used 
to compute the area of figures. Derive two specific classes called triangle and rectangle from r * l  
base shape. Add to the base class, a member function get_data() to initialize base class data memce-il 
and another member function display_area() to compute and display the area of figures. MaW  
display_area() as a virtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes to suit than  
requirements.

Using these three classes, design a program that will accept dimensions of a triangle or a red! 
angle interactively, and display the area.

Remember the two values given as input will be treated as lengths of two sides in the case m  
rectangles, and as base and height in the case of triangles, and used as follows:

Area of rectangle = x * y
Area of triangle = 1/2 * x * y | w | e | b |

9.2 Extend the above program to display the area of circles. This requires addition of a new derived c assj 
‘circle’ that computes the area of a circle. Remember, for a circle we need only one value, its radius o.rl 
the get_data() function in the base class requires two values to be passed. (Hint: Make the seccnrl 
argument of get_data() function as a default one with zero value.)

9.3 Run the above program with the following modifications:

(a) Remove the definition of display_area() from one of the derived classes.

(b) in addition to the above change, declare the display_area() as virtual in the base das* 
shape.

Comment on the output in each case.

9.4 Using the concept of pointers write a function that swaps the private data values of two objects o' r J  
same class type. |wj e j b j

9.5 Write a program to sort an array of integer using function pointer in descending order and resort n J  
array in ascending order using virtual function.

9.6 Write a program to calculate factorial of an integer using pointer to function concept.



Managing Console 
I/O Operations

Le a r n in g  O bjectives

-*+ ' going through this chapter, you will be able to
— --ovide an overview of streams in C++
_  _st the various C++ stream classes 

_ describe unformatted and formatted I/O operations 

□  I  -strate the use of manipulators for managing output

r e r.  program takes some data as input and generates processed data as output following the familiar input- 
a : :ess-output cycle. It is, therefore, essential to know how to provide the input data and present the results 
- ; cesired form. W e have, in the earlier chapters, used cin and cout with the operators »  and « for input 

r : output operations. But we have not so far discussed as to how to control the way the output is printed. 
: — supports a rich set of I/O functions and operations to do this. Since these functions use the advanced 
arures  of C++ (such as classes, derived classes and virtual functions), we need to know a lot about them 
s -;: 'e  really implementing the C++ I/O operations.

Remember, C++ supports all of C ’s rich set of I/O functions. W e can use any of them in the C++ programs. 
3lt ,ve restrained from using them due to two reasons. First, I/O methods in C++ support the concepts of 
: I  ?  and secondly, I/O methods in C cannot handle the user-defined data types such as c lass objects.

Z -+  uses the concept o f  stream  and stream  classes  to implement its I/O operations with the console and 
hies. W e will discuss in this chapter, how stream classes support the console-oriented input-output 
ations. File-oriented I/O operations will be discussed in the next chapter.

0  system in C++ is designed to work with a wide variety of devices including terminals, disks, and tape 
r-.es . Although each device is very different, the I/O system supplies an interface to the programmer that is 
r impendent of the actual device being accessed. This interface is known as stream.

13.1 INTRODUCTION

10.2 C++STREAMS

A stream is a sequence of bytes. It acts either as a source  from which the input data can be obtained or 
is a destination  to which the output data can be sent. The source stream that provides data to the program
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is called the inpu t stream  and the destination stream that receives output from the program is called tne 
ou tpu t stream . In other words, a program extracts  the bytes from an input stream and inserts  bytes into ar 
output stream as illustrated in Fig. 10.1.

Fig. 10.1 Data stream s

The data in the input stream can come from the keyboard or any other storage device. Similarly, the data 
in the output stream can go to the screen or any other storage device. As mentioned earlier, a stream acts as 
an interface between the program and the input/output device. Therefore, a C++ program handles data (input 
or output) independent of the devices used.

C++ contains several pre-defined streams that are automatically opened when a program begins fts 
execution. These include cin and cout which have been used very often in our earlier programs. W e kr:»" 
that cin represents the input stream connected to the standard input device (usually the keyboard) and ccat 
represents the output stream connected to the standard output device (usually the screen). Note that r e  
keyboard and the screen are default options. W e can redirect streams to other devices or files, if necessa'>

10.3 C ++STREAM CLASSES
The C++ I/O system contains a hierarchy of classes that are used to define various streams to deal with b :rtr 
the console and disk files. These classes are called stream  classes. Figure 10.2 shows the hierarchy of r e  
stream classes used for input and output operations with the console unit. These classes are declared ir r e  
header file iostream . This file should be included in all the programs that communicate with the console unfc

As seen in the Fig. 10.2, ios is the base class for istream (input stream) and ostream (output strea-  i 
which are, in turn, base classes for iostream (input/output stream). The class ios is declared as the virtual 
base class so that only one copy of its members are inherited by the iostream.

Fig. 10.2 Stream classes fo r console I/O operations
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~ne  class ios provides the basic support for formatted and unformatted I/O operations. The class istream 
y  z ■ les  the facilities for formatted and unformatted input while the class ostream (through inheritance) 

..id es  the facilities for formatted output. The class iostream provides the facilities for handling both input 
ir<z output streams. Three classes, namely, istream_withassign, ostream_withassign, and iostream_ 
* “  assign add assignment operators to these classes. Table 10.1 gives the details of these classes.

Table 10.1 Stream classes fo r console operations

C lass nam e Contents

ios (General input/output stream class) • Contains basic facilities that are used 
by all other input and output classes

• Also contains a pointer to a buffer 
object (streambuf object)

• Declares constants and functions that 
are necessary for handling formatted 
input and output operations

istream (input stream) • Inherits the properties of ios
• Declares input functions such as get(), 

getline() and read()
• Contains overloaded extraction 

operator»

ostream (output stream) • Inherits the properties of ios

• Declares output functions put() and 
write()

• Contains overloaded insertion operator 
«

iostream (input/output stream) • Inherits the properties of ios istream 
and ostream through multiple 
inheritance and thus contains all the 
input and output functions

streambuf • Provides an interface to physical 
devices through buffers

• Acts as a base forfilebuf class used 
ios files

10.4 U N FO RM A TTED  I/O O PERA TIO N S
Overloaded Operators »  and «
ve have used the objects cin and cout (pre-defined in the iostream  file) for the input and output of data of 

<snous types. This has been made possible by overloading the operators »  and «  to recognize all the 
: asic C++ types. The »  operator is overloaded in the istream class and «  is overloaded in the ostream 
: ass. The following is the general format for reading data from the keyboard:

cin >> variablel >> variable2 >> .... >> variableN
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variab le l, variable2, ... are valid C++ variable names that have been declared already. This statement wit 
cause the computer to stop the execution and look for input data from the keyboard. The input data for this 
statement would be:

The input data are separated by white spaces and should match the type of variable in the cin list. Spaces 
newlines and tabs will be skipped.

The operator»  reads the data character by character and assigns it to the indicated location. The reading 
for a variable will be terminated at the encounter of a white space or a character that does not match the 
destination type. For example, consider the following code:

int code; 
cin >> code;

Suppose the following data is given as input:

The operator will read the characters upto 8 and the value 4258 is assigned to code. The character C 
remains in the input stream and will be input to the next cin statement. The general form for displaying data 
on the screen is:

cout <<iteml<<item2 <<....<<itemN

The items ite m l through item N  may be variables or constants of any basic type. W e have used suc- 
statements in a number of examples illustrated in previous chapters.

put() and get() Functions
The classes istream and ostream define two member functions get() and put(), respectively, to handle the 
single character input/output operations . There are two types of get() functions. W e can use both get(ch£- 
*) and get(void) prototypes to fetch a character including the blank space, tab and the newline character. The 
get(char *) version assigns the input character to its argument and the get(void) version returns the inp 
character.

Since these functions are members of the input/output stream classes, we must invoke them using a- 
appropriate object.

datal data2 dataN

4258D

Example:

char c; 
cin.get (c) ; // get a character from keyboard 

// and assign it to c

cout << c; // display the character on screen 
cin.get(c); // get another character

while(c 
{
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"■ s code reads and displays a line of text (terminated by a newline character). Remember, the operator 
:an also be used to read a character but it will skip the white spaces and newline character. The above 

mr- e loop will not work properly if the statement

ie  get(void) version is used as follows

"he value returned by the function get() is assigned to the variable c.

"he function put(), a member of ostream class, can be used to output a line of text, character by character. 
x  example,

cout.put('x')

: sclays the character x and

cout.put(ch)

: solays the value of variable ch.

The variable ch must contain a character value. W e can also use a number as an argument to the function 
®ut(). For example,

: s olays the character D. This statement will convert the int value 68 to a char value and display the character 
mr ose ASCII value is 68.

The following segment of a program reads a line of text from the keyboard and displays it on the screen.

char c ; 
cin.get 
while(c
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Program 10.1 illustrates the use of these two character handling functions.

|  P ro g ram  10.1

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

int main() 
{

int count = 0; 
char c;

cout << "INPUT TEXT\n";

cin.get(c);

while(c != '\n')
{

cout.put(c); 
count++; 
cin.get(c);

}
cout << "\nNumber of characters = " << count << "\n*;

return 0;
}

Input
Object Oriented Programming 

Output
Object Oriented Programming 
Number of characters = 27

I Note When we type a line of input, the text is sent to the program as soon as we press the RETURN key. The program I  
then reads one character at a time using the statement cin.get(c); and displays it using the statement cout.put(c):. I 
The process is terminated when the newline character is encountered.

getlineQ and write() Functions
W e can read and display a line of text more efficiently using the line-oriented input/output functions getline 
and write(). The getline() function reads a whole line of text that ends with a newline character (transmitted : 
the RETURN key). This function can be invoked by using the object cin as follows:

cin.getline (line, size);
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s function call invokes the function getline() which reads character input into the variable line. The  
* s c  -g  is terminated as soon as either the newline character An’ is encountered or size-1 characters are 
k c  .vhichever occurs first). The newline character is read but not saved. Instead, it is replaced by the null 
S w atte r. For example, consider the following code:

char name[20]; 
cin.getline(name, 20);

- ~; jm e  that we have given the following input through the keyboard:

Bjarne Stroustrup <press RETURN>
~~is input will be read correctly and assigned to the character array name. Let us suppose the input is as

M ew s:

Zbject Oriented Programming <press RETURN >
'  mis case, the input will be terminated after reading the following 19 characters:

Object Oriented Pro
-em em ber, the two blank spaces contained in the string are also taken into account.

<’te can also read strings using the operator»  as follows:

cin >> name;
E A  remember cin can read strings that do not contain white spaces. This means that cin can read just 

■wr~ word and not a series of words such as “Bjarne Stroustrup”. But it can read the following string correctly:

3j arne_Stroustrup
-~er reading the string, cin automatically adds the terminating null character to the character array, 

'-ogram  10.2 demonstrates the use o f »  and getline() for reading the strings.

| 3rogram 10.2 Reading Strings with getline()

=include <iostream>

using namespace std; 
int main()

.

int size = 20; 
char city[20];

cout << "Enter city name: \n"; 
cin >> city;
cout << "City name:" << city << "\n\n";

(Co ntd.)
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cout << "Enter city name again: \n"; 
cin.getline(city, size);
cout << "City name now: " << city << "\n\n";
cout << "Enter another city name: \n"; 
cin.getline(city, size);
cout << "New city name: " << city << "\n\n"; 
return 0;

}

The output of Program 10.2 would be:

First run
Enter city name:
Delhi
City name: Delhi
Enter city name again:
City name now:
Enter another city name:
Chennai
New city name: Chennai

Second run
Enter city name:
New Delhi 
City name: New
Enter city name again:
City name now: Delhi
Enter another city name:
Greater Bombay
New city name: Greater Bombay

The write() function displays an entire line and has the following form:

cout.write (line, size)

The first argument line represents the name of the string to be displayed and the second argument 
indicates the number of characters to display. Note that it does not stop displaying the characters automati 
when the null character is encountered. If the size is greater than the length of line, then it displays beyonc 
bounds of line. Program 10.3 illustrates how write() method displays a string.
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The last line of the output indicates that the statement

cout.write(stringl, 10); 
displays more characters than what is contained in string!

It is possible to concatenate two strings using the write() function. The statement

cout.write(stringl, m).write(string2, n);
is equivalent to the following two statements:

cout.write(stringl, m); 
cout.write(string2, n);

C++ supports a number of features that could be used for formatting the output. These features include:

• ios class functions and flags
• Manipulators
• User-defined output functions

The ios class contains a large number of member functions that would help us to format the ou 
number of ways. The most important ones among them are listed in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2 ios fo rm at functions

Manipulators are special functions that can be included in the I/O statements to alter the fo 
parameters of a stream. Table 10.3 shows some important manipulator functions that are frequ 
used. To access these manipulators, the file iomanip should be included in the program.

10.5 FORMATTED CONSOLE I/O OPERATIONS

Function Task

width () 
precision ()

To specify the required field size for displaying an output value

fill()
setf()

unsetf()

float value

To specify a character that is used to fill the unused portion of a field

To specify format flags that can control the form of output display (such 
left justification and right justification)

To clear the flags specified
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Table 10.3 M anipulators

r  edition to these functions supported by the C++ library, we can create our own manipulator functions 
p cvd e any special output formats. The following sections will provide details of how to use the pre-defined 
-  sz  ~g functions and how to create new ones.

-'-ing Field Width: width()
:a" use the width() function to define the width of a field necessary for the output of an item. Since, it is 
e~o er function, we have to use an object to invoke it, as shown below:

cout.width(w)

iK ter?  w is the field width (number of columns). The output will be printed in a field 
' ;ht end of the field. The widthQ function can specify the field width for only 

%  ; mmediately). After printing one item (as per the specifications) it will revert
m a r  ale, the statements

of w characters wide at 
one item (the item that 
back to the default. For

cout.width(5); 
cout << 543 << 12 <<

: 'educe the following output:

.alue 543 is printed right-justified in the first five columns. The specification width(5) does not retain the 
■ f~ -  2 for printing the number 12. This can be improved as follows:

cout.width(5) 
cout << 543; 
cout.width(5) 
cout << 12 <<

- s produces the following output:

emember that the field width should be specified for each item separately. C++ never truncates the 
es and therefore, if the specified field width is smaller than the size of the value to be printed, C++ 
;~ds the field to fit the value. Program 10.4 demonstrates how the function width() works.

M anipu la tors E qu iva lent ios function

setw() width()
setprecision() precision()
setfill() fiH()
setiosflags() setf()
resetiosflagsQ unsetf()

5 4 3 1 2

5 4 3 1 2
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|  Program 10.4

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;

int main()

int items[4] = {10,8,12,15}; 
int cost[4] = {75,100,60,99};

cout.width(5); 
cout << "ITEMS"; 
cout.width(8); 
cout << "COST";

cout.width(15);
cout << "TOTAL VALUE" << "\n";

int sum = 0;

forfint i=0; i<4; i++)

cout.width(5); 
cout << items[i];

cout.width(8); 
cout << cost [i];

int value = items[i] * cost[i];
cout.width(15);
cout << value << "\n";
sum = sum + value;

}
cout << "\n Grand Total =

cout.width(2); 
cout << sum << *\n";

return 0;

The output of Program 10.4 would be:

{

}

ITEMS CO ST TOTAL VALUE

10

8

75

100

750

800
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12 60 720

15 99 1485

Grand Total = 3755

Setting Precision: precision()
5 default, the floating numbers are printed with six digits after the decimal point. However, we can specify 
t e  number of digits to be displayed after the decimal point while printing the floating-point numbers. This can 
x  lone by using the precision() member function as follows:

cout.precision(d);

* -e re  d is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. For example, the statements

cout.precision(3) ; 
cout << sqrt(2) << "\n" ; 
cout << 3.14159 << *\n"; 
cout << 2.50032 << "\n";

«■ produce the following output:

1.141 (truncated)
3.142 (rounded to the nearest cent)
2.5 (no trailing zeros)

Not that, unlike the function width(), precision() retains the setting in effect until it is reset. That is why 
■e have declared only one statement for the precision setting which is used by all the three outputs.

We can set different values to different precision as follows:

cout.precision(3); 
cout << sqrt(2) << "\n";
cout.precision(5); // Reset the precision
cout << 3.14159 << "\n";

We can also combine the field specification with the precision setting. Example:

cout.precision(2); 
cout.width(5); 
cout << 1.2345;

The first two statements instruct: “print two digits after the decimal point in a field of five character width”. 
_ius, the output will be:

1 2 3
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|  Program 10.4

ttinclude <iostream> 
using namespace std;

int main()
{

int items[4] = {10,8,12,15}; 
int cost[4] = {75,100,60,99};

COut.width(5); 
cout << "ITEMS"; 
cout.width(8); 
cout << "COST";

cout.width(15);
cout << "TOTAL VALUE" << "\n"; 

int sum = 0;

cout.width(5); 
cout << items[i];

cout.width(8); 
cout << cost[i];

int value = items[i] * cost [i] ;
cout.width(15);
cout << value << "\n";
sum = sum + value;

}
cout << "\n Grand Total =

cout.width(2); 
cout << sum << "\n" ;

return 0;

The output of Program 10.4 would be:

for(int i=0; i<4; i++)
{

}

ITEMS CO ST TOTAL VALUE

10
8

75

100
750

800
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•2 60

99

720

1485

Brand Total = 3755

Precision: precisionQ
:he floating numbers are printed with six digits after the decimal point. However, we can specify 
of digits to be displayed after the decimal point while printing the floating-point numbers. This can 

: .  jsing the precision() member function as follows:

: .precision(d) ;

: s *"e number of digits to the right of the decimal point. For example, the statements

~  .precision(3) ;
Ib t .c << sqrt(2) << "\n";

<< 3.14159 << "\n" ;
•C-Jt << 2.50032 << "\n";

the following output:

_ ill (truncated)
: 142 (rounded to the nearest cent)
3 (no trailing zeros)

r a t .  unlike the function width(), precision() retains the setting in effect until it is reset. That is why

tan set different values to different precision as follows:

::-t.precision(3);
<< sqrt(2) << "\n";

::ur.precision(5); // Reset the precision
— ut << 3.14159 << "\n";
:a^ also combine the field specification with the precision setting. Example:

:: -t.precision(2) ;
:: -t.width(5);

<< 1.2345;

- -st two statements instruct: “print two digits after the decimal point in a field of five character width”. 
~ e  output will be:
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Program 10.5 shows how the functions width() and precision() are jointly used to control the ou 
format.

I  Program 10.5 Precision Setting with precision()

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>

using namespace std;

int main()
{

cout << "Precision set to 3 digits \n\n" ; 
cout.precision(3);

cout.width(10); 
cout << "VALUE"; 
cout.width(15);
cout << "SQRT_OF_VALUE" << "\n";

for(int n=l; n<=5; n++)
{

cout.width(8); 
cout << n; 
cout.width(13); 
cout << sqrt(n) << "\n";

}
cout << "\n Precision set to 5 digits \n\n"; 
cout.precision(5); // precision parameter changed
cout << " sqrt(10) = " << sqrt(10) << "\n\n";

}

cout.precision(0); 
cout << " sqrt(10)

return 0;

// precision set to default 
<< sqrt(10) << " (default 

setting)\n";

The output of Program 10.5 would be:
Precision set to 3 digits

VALUE SQRT OF VALUE
1 1
2 1.41
3 1.73
4 2
5 2.24

Precision set to 5 digits 
sqrt(10) = 3.1623
sqrt(10) = 3.162278 (default setting)
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O bserve the fo llow ing from  the  ou tput:

' The ou tpu t is rounde d  to  the  ne a re s t cen t (i.e., 1.6666 w ill be  1.67 fo r  tw o d ig it p rec is ion  b u t 1 .3333 w ill be  1.33).

2. T railing ze ros  are  truncated.

3. P rec is ion  se tting  s tays  in  e ffe c t u n til it is reset.

4. D efau lt p rec is ion  is 6  digits.

' *e  output of Program 10.6 would be:

Value of PI:
3.1
3.14
3.143
3.1429
3.14286
3.142857
3.1428571
3.14285707
3.142857075
3.1428570747

*c.s tons of the field are filled with white spaces, by default. However, we can use the fill() function to fill the 
_~.sed positions by any desired character. It is used in the following form:

ram 10.6

♦ .r.clude <iostream>

float pi=22.0/7.0; 
int i ;
cout<<"Value of PI:\n"; 
for(i=l;i<=10;i++)

cout.width(i+1); 
cout.precision(i); 
cout<<pi<<"\n";

F ng and Padding: fill()
M e -ave been printing the values using much larger field widths than required by the values. The unused
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g changed 

=*#12.346

g Flags, Bit-fields and setf()

5>e*e- that when the function width() is used, the value (whether text or number) is printed right- 
t  r e  field width created. But, it is a usual practice to print the text left-justified. How do we get a 

eft-justified? Or, how do we get a floating-point number printed in the scientific notation?

t ) a member function of the ios class, can provide answers to these and many other formatting 
~ -e  setf() (se tf stands for set flags) function can be used as follows:

“ .t.setf(argl,arg2)

7 '  s one of the formatting flags  defined in the class ios. The formatting flag specifies the format 
for the output. Another ios constant, arg2, known as bit fie ld  specifies the group to which the 

- :  Tag belongs.

s ' . -  shows the bit fields, flags and their format actions. There are three bit fields and each has a 
r t  — at flags which are mutually exclusive. Examples:

: setf (ios :: left, ios : : ad just field) ;
act. setf(ios::scientific, ios::floatfield);

Table 10.4 Flags and b it fie lds fo r setfQ function

Form at requ ired F lag (arg1) B it-fie ld  (arg2)

Left-justified output ios :: left ios :: adjustfield

Right-justified output ios :: right ios :: adjustfield

Padding after sign or base ios :: internal ios:: adjustfield

indicator (like + ## 20)

Scientific notation ios :: scientific ios :: floatfield

Fixed point notation ios :: fixed ios :: floatfield

Decimal base ios :: dec ios :: basefield

Octal base ios :: oct ios :: basefield

Hexadecimal base ios :: hex ios :: basefield

T a t the first argument should be one of the group members of the second argument.

:er the following segment of code:

mt. fill ('*'.) ;
■cut .setf (ios : .-left, ios : : adjust field) ;
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m e !.*, of Program 10.8 would be:

-- =n integer value: 92
■ M e c-sxadecimal, octal and decimal representation of 92 is: 5c, 134 and 92 

. trie-—  ively

Trailing Zeros and Plus Sign
f e  numbers 10.75, 25 .00 and 15.50 using a field width of, say, eight positions, with two digits 

f e n  the output will be as follows:

1 0 7 5

2 5

1 5 5

3  :ne trailing zeros in the second and third items have been truncated.

s: jations, such as a list of prices of items or the salary statement of employees, require trailing 
; - own. The above output would look better if they are printed as follows:

i can be used with the flag ios::show point as a single argument to achieve this form of output.

setf(ios::showpoint); // display trailing zeros

cout to display trailing zeros and trailing decimal point. Under default precision, the value 3.25  
5_.ed as 3 .250000. Remember, the default precision assumes a precision of six digits.

a plus sign can be printed before a positive number using the following statement:

|pB-~ setf (ios : : showpos) ; // show +sign 
3, the statements

:ne following output:
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The flags such as show po in t and show pos do not have any bit fields and therefore are used as singel 
arguments in setf(). This is possible because the setf() has been declared as an overloaded function in r e j  
class ios. Table 10.5 lists the flags that do not possess a named bit field. These flags are not mutua 
exclusive and therefore can be set or cleared independently.

Table 10.5 Flags tha t do no t have b it fields

Flag M eaning

ios :: showbase Use base indicator on output

ios :: showpos Print + before positive numbers

io s :: showpoint Show trailing decimal point and zeroes

ios :: uppercase Use uppercase letters for hex output

ios :: skipus Skip white space on input

ios :: unitbuf Flush all streams after insertion

ios :: stdio Flush stdout and s td err after insertion

Program 10.9 demonstrates the setting of various formatting flags using the overloaded setf() function.

Program 10.9 Formatting with Flags in setf()

# in c lu d e  < io s t re a m >  
# i n c lu d e  <cmath>

using namespace std;
♦

▼ int main()
{

COUt.fill('*');
cout.setf{ios::left, ios::adjustfield); 
cout.width(10); 
cout << "VALUE";
cout.setf(ios::right, ios::adjustfield); 
cout.width(15);
cout << "SQRT OF VALUE" << *\n";

cout.fill('.');
cout.precision(4);
cout.setf(ios::showpoint);
cout.setf(ios::showpos);
cout.setf(ios::fixed, ios::floatfield);

for(int n=l; n<=10; n++)
{

c o u t . s e t f ( i o s : : i n t e r n a l , i o s : : a d j u s t f i e l d ) ; 
cout.width(5); 
cout << n;

(Co
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cout.setf(ios:: 
cout.width(20); 
cout << sqrt(n)

// floatfield changed 
cout.setf(ios::scientific, ios 
cout << "\nSQRT(100) = " << sq:

output of Program 10.9 would be:

HUE* ****** * *SQRT OF VALUE
. . .1........................+ 1.0000
. . .2............... +1.4142
. . .3 ............... +1.7321
. . .4............... +2.0000
. . .5............... +2.2361
. . .6 ............... +2.4495
. . .7............... +2.6458
. . .8 ............... +2.8284
. . .9............... +3.0000
. .10................ +3.1623

The flags set by setlf) remain effective until they are reset or unset.
A format flag can be reset any number of times in a program.
We can apply more than one format controls jointly on an output value. 
The setf() sets the specified flags and leaves others unchanged.

H 6  MANAGING OUTPUT WITH MANIPULATORS
'•eader file iom anip  provides a set of functions called m anipula tors  which can be used to manipulate the 
■s formats. They provide the same features as that of the ios member functions and flags. Some 
: - ators are more convenient to use than their counterparts in the class ios. For example, two or more 
c - ators can be used as a chain in one statement as shown below:

cout << manipl << manip2 << manip3 << item; 
cout << manipl << iteml << manip2 << item2;

Jl s Kind of concatenation is useful when we want to display several columns of output.

~*e  most commonly used manipulators are shown in Table 10.6. The table also gives their meaning and 
!■(£. a ants. To access these manipulators, we must include the file iom anip  in the program.

U nless w e  are  ab le  to  produce  
binary data,, portab ility  o f data is 
difficult.
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Table 10.6 M anipulators and the ir m eanings

M an ipu la to r M eaning Equ iva len t

setw (int w) 

setprecision(int d) Set the field width to w.

Set the floating point precision to d. 

Set the fill character to c.

Set the format flag f.

Clear the flag specified by f. 

insert new line and flush stream.

w id th () 

precision()

setfill(int c) 

setiosflags(long f) 

resetiosflags(long f )  

endl

f ill( )
se tf()

unsetf()

“\n”

Some examples of manipulators are given below:

cout << setw(10) << 12345;
This statement prints the value 12345 right-justified in a field width of 10 characters. The output can re  

made left-justified by modifying the statement as follows:

cout << setw(10) << setiosflags(ios::left) << 12345;
One statement can be used to format output for two or more values. For example, the statement

cout << setw(5) << setprecision(2) << 1.2345

will print all the three values in one line with the field sizes of 5 ,1 0 , and 15 respectively. Note that each o 
is controlled by different sets of format specifications.

W e can jointly use the manipulators and the ios functions in a program. The following segment of coc- 
valid:

cout.setf(ios::showpoint); 
cout.setf(ios::showpos); 
cout << setprecision(4); 
cout << setiosflags(ios::scientific); 
cout << setw(10) << 123.45678;

I Note There is a major difference in the way the manipulators are implemented as compared to the ios member lu 
The ios member function return the previous format state which can be used later, if necessary. But the manit 
does not return the previous format state. In case, we need to save the old format states, we must use the 
member functions rather than the manipulators. Example:.

cout.precision(2); // previous state
int p = cout.precision(4); // current state;

When these statements are executed, p will hold the value of 2 (previous state) and the new forma: 
will be 4. W e can restore the previous format state as follows:

<< setw(10) << setprecision(4) << sqrt(2)
<< setw(15) << setiosflags(ios::scientific) << sqrt(3); 
<< endl;

c o u t . p r e c i s i o n ( p ) ; // p  = 2
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Designing Our Own Manipulators
W e can design our own manipulators for certain special purposes. The general form for creating a manipu 
without any arguments is:

Here, the m an ipu la to r is the name of the manipulator under creation. The following function define; 
manipulator called unit that displays “inches”:

ostream & unit(ostream & output)

The statement

cout << 36 << unit;
will produce the following output

36 inches
W e can also create manipulators that could represent a sequence of operations. Example: 

ostream & show(ostream & output)

This function defines a manipulator called show that turns on the flags showpoint and showpos de 
in the class ios and sets the field width to 10.

Program 10.11 illustrates the creation and use of the user-defined manipulators. The program create; 
manipulators called currency and form which are used in the main program.

ostream & manipulator (ostream & output)

(code)

return output;

output << " inches"; 
return output;

output.setf(ios::showpoint); 
output.setf(ios::showpos); 
output << setw(10); 
return output;

#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip>

(Comst
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cstream & currency(ostream & output)

output << "Rs 
return output

ostream & form(ostream & output)

output.setf(ios::showpos); 
output.setf(ios::showpoint) 
output.fill ('*'); 
output.precision(2); 
output << setiosflags(ios:: 

<< setw(10); 
return output;

main()
<< form << 7864.5

~~e output of Program 10.11 would be:

:.s * * + 7 8 6 4.50
\ : ‘9 that form represents a complex set of format 
icr.cns and manipulators.

'  C++, the I/O system is designed to work with different I/O devices. This I/O system supplies an interface called ‘stream’ to the 
r'ogrammer, which is independent of the actual device being used.

1 stream is a sequence of bytes and serves as a source or destination for an I/O data.

~ne source stream that provides data to the program is called the i n p u t  s t r e a m  and the destination stream that receives 
: /.put from the program is called the o u t p u t  s t r e a m .

-~e  C++ I/O system contains a hierarchy of stream classes used for input and output operations. These classes are 
reclared in the header file ‘iostream’.

:tn represents the input stream connected to the standard input device and cout represents the output stream connected 
n  the standard output device.

(■Contd .)

LIMITATION
Complex file format like JPEG, as 
input, can be handled by special 
IDL routine.

SUMMARY



O  The istream and ostream classes define two member functions get() and put() to handle the single character 
operations.

Q  The »  operator is overloaded in the istream class as an extraction operator and the «  operator is overloaded 
ostream class as an insertion operator.

O  We can read and write a line of text more efficiently using the line oriented I/O functions getlinef) and write() resp

O  The ios class contains the member functions such as widthf), precision!), fillQ, setf(), unsetff) to format the out:-:

O  The header file iomanip' provides a set of manipulator functions to manipulate output formats. They provide th e : 
features as that of ios class functions.

O  We can also design our own manipulators for certain special purposes.
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Key Terms

adjustfield | basefield | bit-fields | console I/O operations | decimal base | destination stream | field 
fill() | filling | fixed point notation \ flags \ floatfield \ formatted console I/O | formatting flags | formatting fun 
| get() | getline() \ hexadecimal base | input stream | internal | ios | iomanip | iostream | istream 
justified | manipulator | octal base | ostream | output stream | padding | precision!)
| resetiosflags() | right-justified | scientific notation | setf() | set fill() | setiosflags() | setprecision() | 
precision | setw() | showbase | showpoint | showpos | skipus | source stream | standard 
device | standard output device | stream classes ] streambuf | streams | unitbuf | unsetff) | width()

REVIEW QUESTIONS

10.1 W hat is a stream?

10.2 Describe briefly the features of I/O system supported by C++.

10.3 How do the I/O facilities in C++ differ from that in C?

10.4 Why are the words such as cin and cout not considered as keywords?

10.5 How is cout able to display various types of data without any special instructions?

10.6 Why is it necessary to include the file iostream in all our programs?

10.7 Discuss the various forms of get() function supported by the input stream. How are they use:

10.8 How do the following two statements differ in operation?

cin >> C; 
cin.get(c);

10.9 Both cin and getline() function can be used for reading a string. Comment.
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Discuss the implications of-size parameter in the following statement:

W hat does the following statement do?

cout.write(si,m),write(s2,n);
What role does the iomanip file play?

What is the role of file() function? When do we use this function?

Discuss the syntax of set() function.

What is the basic difference between manipulators and ios member functions in implementation? 
Give examples.

State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) A C++ stream is a file.

(b) C++ never truncates data.

(c) The main advantage of width() function is that we can use one width specification for more than 
one items.

(d) The get(void) function provides a single-character input that does not skip over the white 
spaces.

(e) The header file iomanip can be used in place of iostream.

(f) W e cannot use both the C I/O functions and C++ I/O functions in the same program.

(g) A programmer can define a manipulator that could represent a set of format functions.

What will be the result of the following programs segment?
for(i = 0.25; i < = 1.0; i = i + 0.25)

cout.precision(5) 
cout.width(7); 
cout << i; 
cout.width(10); 
cout <<i*i<< "\n"

cout << setw(10) << "TOTAL ="
<< setw(20) << setprecision(2) 
< < endl;

Discuss the syntax for creating user-defined manipulators. Design a single manipulator to provide the 
following output specifications for printing float values:
(a) 10 columns width

(b) Right-justified

(c) Two digits precision

(d) Filling of unused places with*

(e) Trailing zeros shown
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10.1 To get the output Bufferl: Jack and Jerry Buffer2: Tom and Mono, what do you have to do in 
following program?

#include <iostream.h> 
void main()
{

char bufferl[80]; 
char buffer2[80];

cout << "Enter value for bufferl : 
cin >> bufferl;
cout << "Bufferl : " << bufferl << endl;

cout << "Enter value for buffer2 :
cin.getline(buffer2, 80);
cout << "Buffer2 : " << buffer2 << endl;

}

10.2 Will the statement cout.setf(ios::right) work or not?

#include <iostream.h> 
void main()
{

cout.width(5);
cout << "9 9 " << endl;

cout.setf(ios::left);
cout.width(5);
cout << "99" << endl;

cout.setf(ios::right); 
cout << "99" << endl;

}

10.3 Identify the error in the following program, if any:

#include <iostream>
#include <conio.h> 
void main))
{

float pi=22.0/7.0 ; 
clrscr(); 
cout.fill("$"); 
cout.width(10); 
cout.precision(2); 
cout<<pi<<"\n";

}
getch();
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Q i  State errors, if any, in the following statements.
(a) cout «  (void*) amount;
(b) co u t«  put(“John”);
(c) co u t«  width();
(d) int p = cout.width(IO);
(e) cout.width(10).precision(3);
(f) cout.setf(ios::scientific, ios::left);
(g) ch = cin.get();
(h) cin.get().get();
(i) cin.get(c).get();
(j) cout «  setw(5) «  setprecision(2);
(k) co u t«  resetiosflags(ios::left |ios::showpos);

Write a program to read a list containing item name, item code, and cost interactively and produce a 
three column output as shown below.

Note that the name and code are left-justified and the cost is right-justified with a precision of two digits. 
Trailing zeros are shown. jw[<=|a

H  Modify the above program to fill the unused spaces with hyphens.

l U  Write a program which reads a text from the keyboard and displays the following information on the 
screen in two columns:

(a) Number of lines

(b) Number of words

(c) Number of characters

Strings should be left-justified and numbers should be right-justified in a suitable field

width' MeH
|M  Write a program to find the value of e in the following series:

15  Write a program to display the value of 22/7 in different precision setting.

NAME CODE COST
Turbo C++ 
C Primer

1001
905

250.95

95.70



Working with Files

........................................ -  Le a r n in g  O bjectives — —

After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  List the classes available in C++ for file stream operations
□  Identify the methods used for opening and closing of files
□  List the various file mode parameters of open () function
□  Illustrate the use of file pointers and their manipulators
□  Describe the various functions used for sequential input and output operations
□  Explain the concept of random file access
□  List the various error handling functions
□  Discuss how file names are passed as command line arguments

‘Si
l 11.1 INTRODUCTION

f f  fir i
Many real-life problems handle large volumes of data and, in such situations, we need to use some devi 
such as floppy disk or hard disk to store the data. The data is stored in these devices using the concept 
files. A file is a collection of related data stored in a particular area on the disk. Programs can be designed 
perform the read and write operations on these files.

A program typically involves either or both of the following kinds of data communication:

1. Data transfer between the console unit and the program.

2. Data transfer between the program and a disk file.

This is illustrated in Fig. 11.1.

W e have already discussed the technique of handling data communication between the console unit 
the program. In this chapter, we will discuss various methods available for storing and retrieving the data 
files.

The I/O system of C++ handles file operations which are very much similar to the console input 
output operations. It uses file streams as an interface between the programs and the files. The stre 
that supplies data to the program is known as in pu t s tream  and the one that receives data from 
program is known as ou tpu t stream . In other words, the input stream extracts (or reads) data from the 
and the output stream inserts (or writes) data to the file. This is illustrated in Fig. 11.2.
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Write 
data 
(to files)

cin »
(get data 
from
keyboard)

E xte rna l m em ory  

Data files

□  □  □
In te rna l m em ory

Console unit

Screen

Keyboard

read data Program-file interaction 
(from files)

cout «  Console-program
(put data interaction 
to screen)

Fig. 11.1 Consol-program -file interaction

he input operation involves the creation of an input stream and linking it with the program and the input 
■fe Similarly, the output operation involves establishing an output stream with the necessary links with the 
:~gram  and the output file.

Input stream

Fig. 11.2 File inpu t and ou tput stream s

*1.2 CLASSES FOR FILE STREAM OPERATIONS
~-e I/O system of C++ contains a set of classes that define the file handling methods. These include ifstream , 
:+stream and fstream . These classes are derived from fstream base and from the corresponding iostream  
: ass as shown in Fig. 11.3. These classes, designed to manage the disk files, are declared in fstream  and 
~+'efore, we must include this file in any program that uses files.

“able 11.1 shows the details of file stream classes. Note that these classes contain many more features. 
r : - more details, refer to the manual.
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Fig. 11.3 Stream classes fo r file operations (conta ined in fstream  file)

Table 11.1 Details o f file stream  classes

C lass Contents

filebuf Its purpose is to set the file buffers to read and write. 
Contains Openprot constant used in the openQ of file 
stream classes. Also contain close() and open() as 
members.

fstreambase Provides operations common to the file streams. Serves as 
a base for fstream, ifstream and ofstream class. Contains 
open() and closeQ functions.

ifstream Provides input operations. Contains open() with default input 
mode. Inherits the functions get(), getline(), read(), seekg() 
and tellg() functions from istream.

ofstream Provides output operations. Contains open() with default 
output mode. Inherits put(), seekp(), tellp(), and write(), 
functions from ostream.

fstream Provides support for simultaneous input and output 
operations. Inherits all the functions from istream and 
ostream classes through iostream.

11.3 OPENING AND CLOSING A FILE
If we want to use a disk file, we need to decide the following things about the file and its intended use:

1. Suitable name for the file

2. Data type and structure

3. Purpose

4. Opening method
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ne filename is a string of characters that make up a valid filename for the operating system. It may 
certain two parts, a primary name and an optional period with extension.

Examples:

Input.data
Test.doc 
INVENT.ORY 
student 
salary 
OUTPUT

-  s stated earlier, for opening a file, we must first create a file stream and then link it to the filename. A file 
* - rs m  can be defined using the classes ifstream, ofstream, and fstream that are contained in the header 
- e *stream . The class to be used depends upon the purpose, that is, whether we want to read data from the 
*=• or write data to it. A file can be opened in two ways:

' Using the constructor function of the class.

1 Using the member function open() of the class.

The first method is useful when we use only one file in the stream. The second method is used when we 
u~-~: to manage multiple files using one stream.

Opening Files Using Constructor
•  e  know that a constructor is used to initialize an object while it is being created. Here, a filename is used to 
- '  =!ize the file stream object. This involves the following steps:

‘ Create a file stream object to manage the stream using the appropriate class. That is to say, the class 
ofstream is used to create the output stream and the class ifstream to create the input stream.

2. Initialize the file object with the desired filename.

"or example, the following statement opens a file named “results” for output:

ofstream outfile("results"); // output only
This creates outfile as an ofstream object that manages the output stream. This object can be any valid 

I —  name such as o_file, myfile or fout. This statement also opens the file results and attaches it to the 
: .'out stream outfile. This is illustrated in Fig. 11.4.

Disk

Fig. 11.4 Two file stream s working on separate files
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Similarly, the following statement declares in file  as an ifstream  object and attaches it to the file data fc- 
reading (input).

ifstream infile("data"); // input only
The program may contain statements like:

outfile << "TOTAL";
outfile << sum; 
infile >> number; 
infile >> string;

W e can also use the same file for both reading and writing data as shown in Fig. 11.5. The programs w o t : 
contain the following statements:

Programl

ofstream outfile("salary"); // creates outfile and
connects

// "salary" to it

Program2

ifstream infile("salary"); // creates infile and connects 
// "salary" to it

Program 1

Fig. 11.5 Two file stream s working on one file

The connection with a file is closed automatically when the stream object expires (when the progra- 
terminates). In the above statement, when the p ro g ra m l is terminated, the sa lary  file is disconnected from 
the outfile  stream. Similar action takes place when the program  2 terminates.

Instead of using two programs, one for writing data (output) and another for reading data (input), we ca_ 
use a single program to do both the operations on a file. Example.



(Contd.)
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cout << "\n" ;
cout << "Item name:" << name << "\n"; 
cout << "Item cost:" << cost << ”\n";

The output of Program 11.1 would be:

Enter item name:CD-ROM
Enter item cost:250

Item name:CD-ROM 
Item cost:250

O pening Files Using open()
As stated earlier, the function open() can be used to open multiple files that use the same stream objec 
example, we may want to process a set of files sequentially. In such cases, we may create a single s 
object and use it to open  each file in turn. This is done as follows:

file-stream-class stream-object; 
stream-object.open ("filename");

The previous program segment opens two files in sequence for writing the data. Note that the first file s 
closed before opening the second one. This is necessary because a stream can be connected to only or~ 
file at a time. See Program 11.2 and Fig. 11.6.

inf >> cost; // read cost from file ITEM

inf .close 0 ; // Disconnect ITEM from inf

return 0;
}

Example:

ofstream outfile;
outfile.open("DATA1");

// Create stream (for output)
// Connect stream to DATA1

outfile.close();
out f i1e.open("DATA2"); // Disconnect stream from DATA1 

// Connect stream to DATA2

outfile.close(); // Disconnect stream from DATA2
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// Creating files with open() function

#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstream.h>

int main()
{

ofstream fout; 
fout.open(“country");

// create output stream 
// connect "country" to it

fout << "United States of America\n"; 
fout << "United Kingdom\n"; 
fout << "South Korea\n";

fout.close();

fout.open("capital") ;

fout << "Washington\n" 
fout << "London\n"; 
fout << "Seoul\n";

fout.close () ;

// Reading the files 
const int N = 80; 
char line[N];

ifstream fin; 
fin.open("country");

// disconnect "country" and 

// connect "capital"

// disconnect "capital" 

// size of line

// create input stream 
// connect "country" to it

cout <<"contents of country file\n";

// check end-of-filewhile(fin)
{

fin.getline(line, N) 
cout << line ;

}

fin.close();
fin.open("capital");

// read a line 
// display it

// disconnect "country" and 
// connect "capital"

cout << "\nContents of capital file \n";

while(fin)
{

fin.getline(line, N); 
cout << line ;

(Contd.)
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}

fin.close () 
return 0;

The output of Program 11.2 would be:

Contents of country file
United States of America 
United Kingdom 
South Korea

Contents of capital file
Washington
London
Seoul

LIMITATION
T h e re  is a lim itation  o f opening  
a num ber o f files sim ultaneously. 
H ow ever, this is not limited in C++; it 
is d ep end ent on operating systems 
(like in W indow s; 2 0 4 8  files; in 
W indows XP: 6 5 5 3 5  files).

file to fin
Fig. 11.6 Stream s working on m ultip le files

At times we may require to use two or more files simultaneously. For example, we may require to m 
two sorted files into a third sorted file. This means, both the sorted files have to be kept open for reading 
the third one kept open for writing. In such cases, we need to create two separate input streams for han 
the two input files and one output stream for handling the output file. See Program 11.3.

R ead ing  from  Tw o F iles  S im u ltan e o u s ly

// Reads the files created' in Program 11.2

ttinclude <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
ttinclude <stdlib.h> // for exitO function

(C
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int main()
{

const int SIZE = 80; 
char line[SIZE];
ifstream finl, fin2; // create two input streams
fini.open("country"); 
fin2.open("capital" ) ;
for(int i=l; i<=10; i++)
{

if(finl.eof() != 0)
{
cout << "Exit from country \n"; 
exit(1);

}
finl.getline(line, SIZE); 
cout << "Capital of "<< line ;

if(fin2.eof() != 0)
{
cout << "Exit from capital\n"; 
exit(1);

}

fin2.getline(line,SIZE); 
cout << line << *\n";

}
return 0;

}

The output of Program 11.3 would be:

Capital of United States of America
Washington
Capital of United Kingdom 
London
Capital of South Korea 
Seoul

11.4 DETECTING END-OF-FILE
Inaction  of the end-of-file condition is necessary for preventing any further attempt to read data from the 
1 e This was illustrated in Program 11.2 by using the statement

while(fin)
An ifstream object, such as fin, returns a value of 0 if any error occurs in the file operation including the 

•r'c-of-file condition. Thus, the while loop terminates when fin returns a value of zero on reaching the end- 
; e condition. Remember, this loop may terminate due to other failures as well. (W e will discuss other error 

editions later.)
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There is another approach  to detect the end-of-file condition. Note that we have used the followir; 
statement in Program 11.3:

if(finl.eof() != 0) {exit(l);}
eof() is a member function of ios class. It returns a non-zero value if the end-of-file(EOF) condition s 
encountered, and a zero, otherwise. Therefore, the above statement terminates the program on reaching r e  
end of the file.

11.5 MORE A B O U T  OPEN(): F ILE  MODES
We have used ifstream  and o fstream  constructors and the function open() to create new files as well as m 
open the existing files. Remember, in both these methods, we used only one argument that was the filena"+  
However, these functions can take two arguments, the second one for specifying the file mode. The ger+ 'ai 
form of the function open() with two arguments is:

stream-object.open("filename", mode) ;

The second argum ent m ode  (called file mode parameter) specifies the purpose for which the fie  m 
opened. How did we then open the files without providing the second argument in the previous examples'

The prototype of these class member functions contain default values for the second argument 
therefore they use the default values in the absence of the actual values. The default values are as follcwe

ios::in for ifstream functions meaning open for reading only.
ios::out for ofstream functions meaning open for writing only.

The file  m ode  parameter can take one (or more) of such constants defined in the class ios. Table 11 I  
the file mode parameters and their meanings.

Table 11.2 File m ode param eters

Param eter M eaning

ios :: app Append to end-of-file

ios :: ate Go to end-of-file on opening

ios :: binary Binary file

io s :: in Open file for reading only

ios :: nocreate Open fails if the file does not exist

ios :: noreplace Open fails if the file already exists

ios :: out Open file for writing only

ios :: trunc Delete the contents of the file if it
exists
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MOte 1- Opening a file in ios::out mode also opens it in the los::trunc mode by default.
2. Both ios.:app and iosr.ate take us to the end of the file when it is opened. The difference between the two 
parameters is that the iosr.app allows us to add data to the end of the file only, while iosnate mode permits us to 
add data or to modify the existing data anywhere in the file. In both the cases, a file is created by the specified name, 
if  it does not exist.
3. The parameter iosnapp car be used only with the files capable of output.
4. Creating a stream using ifstream implies input and creating a stream using ofstream implies output. So in 
these cases, it is not necessary to provide the mode parameters.
5. The tstream class does not provide a mode by default and therefore, we must provide the mode explicitly when 
using an object of 1stream class.
6. The mode can combine two or more parameters using the bitwise OR operator (symbol \) as shown below: 

fout.open(“data”, ioscapp | ios:: nocreate)

This opens the file in the append mode but fails to open the file if it does not exist.

11.6  F ILE  PO IN TER S AND TH EIR  M AN IPULATIONS
file has two associated pointers known as the file pointers. One of them is called the input pointer (or 

p r  oointer) and the other is called the output pointer (o r p u t po in ter). W e can use these pointers to move 
■'tugh the files while reading or writing. The input pointer is used for reading the contents of a given file 
: cation and the output pointer is used for writing to a given file location. Each time an input or output 
xrra tio n  takes place, the appropriate pointer is automatically advanced.

Default Actions
* ' e n  we open a file in read-only mode, the input pointer is automatically set at the beginning so that we can 
=.sd the file from the start. Similarly, when we open a file in write-only mode, the existing contents are deleted 
a *: the output pointer is set at the beginning. This enables us to write to the file from the start. In case, we want 
: :oen an existing file to add more data, the file is opened in ‘append’ mode. This moves the output pointer to 
- e  end of the file (i.e., the end of the existing contents). See Fig. 11.7.

“hello” file

Open for reading only H E L L 0 W 0 R L D

input pointer

Open in append mode 
(for writing more data) H E L L 0 w 0 R L D

output pointer

Open for writing only

output pointer

Fig. 11.7 Action on file po in ters while open ing a file
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Functions for Manipulation of File Pointers
All the actions on the file pointers as shown in Fig. 11.7 take place automatically by default. How do we ther 
move a file pointer to any other desired position inside the file? This is possible only if we can take control cf 
the movement of the file pointers ourselves. The file stream classes support the following functions to manage 
such situations:

• seekg() Moves get pointer (input) to a specified location.

• seekp() Moves put pointer(output) to a specified location.

• tellg() Gives the current position of the get pointer.

• tellp() Gives the current position of the put pointer.

For example, the statement 

i n f i l e . s e e k g ( 1 0 ) ;

moves the file pointer to the byte number 10. Remember, the bytes in a file are numbered beginning fro r  
zero. Therefore, the pointer will be pointing to the 11th byte in the file.

Consider the following statements:

ofstream fileout;
fileout.open("hello", ios::app); 
int p = fileout.tellp();

On execution of these statements, the output pointer is moved to the end of the file “hello” and the va -+ 
of p will represent the number of bytes in the file.

Specifying the offset
W e have just seen how to move a file pointer to a desired location using the ‘seek’ functions. The argume" 
to these functions represents the absolute position in the file. This is shown in Fig. 11.8.

file
start end

outfile.seekp(m);

m bytes -

file pointer

Fig. 11.8 Action o f single argum ent seek function  

‘Seek’ functions seekg() and seekp() can also be used with two arguments as follows:

seekg (offset, refposition); 
seekp (offset, refposition);

The parameter offse t represents the number of bytes the file pointer is to be moved from the locat: * 
specified by the parameter refposition. The re fposition  takes one of the following three constants definec r  
the ios class:
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os::beg 

* ios ::cu r 

os::end

start of the file

current position of the pointer 

End of the file

seekg() function moves the associated file’s ‘get’ pointer while the seekp() function moves the 
• s :  :.ated file’s ‘put’ pointer. Table 11.3 lists some sample pointer offset calls and their actions, fout is an 
ir s r eam object.

Table 11.3 P o in te r  o ffs e t ca lls

Seek ca ll A ction

fin.seekg(o, ios::beg); Go to start

fin.seekg(o, ios::cur); Stay at the current position

fin.seekg(o, ios::end); Go to the end of file

fin.seekg(m,ios::beg); Move to (m + 1)th byte in the file

fin.seekg(m,ios::cur); Go forward by m byte form the current position

fin.seekg(-m,ios::cur); Go backward by m bytes from the current 
position

fin.seekg(-m,ios::end); Go backward by m bytes form the end

t l .7 SEQUENTIAL INPUT AND OUTPUT OPERATIONS
Ih e 'le  stream classes support a number of member functions for performing the input and output operations 

■ *ies. One pair of functions, put() and get(), are designed for handling a single character at a time. Another 
:f  functions, write() and read(), are designed to write and read blocks of b ina ry  data.

and get() Functions
-jnction put() writes a single character to the associated stream. Similarly, the function get() reads a 

character from the associated stream. Program 11.4 illustrates how these functions work on a file. The 
>m requests for a string. On receiving the string, the program writes it, character by character, to the file 
the put() function in a for loop. Note that the length of the string is used to terminate the for loop.

~ e program then displays the contents of the file on the screen. It uses the function get() to fetch a 
;ter from the file and continues to do so until the end-of-file condition is reached. The character read 

~ e  file is displayed on the screen using the operator « .

: 'ogram 11.4 I/O  O p era tio n s  on C h aracte rs

=include <iostream.h> 
=include <fstream.h> 
^include <string.h>
int main()

(Contd.)
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char string[8 0 ];

cout<<"Enter a string: 
cin>>string;

int len=strlen(string);

fstream file; //input and output stream
cout<<"\nOpening the 'TEXT' file and storing the string in 

it.\n\n";

file.open("TEXT", ios::in | ios::out);

for(int i=0;iclen;i++) 
file.put(stringfi]);

file.seekg(0);
//put a character to file 

//go to the start
char ch;
cout<<"Reading the file contents: 
while(file)
{
file.get(ch) 
cout<<ch;

//get a character from file 
//display it on screen

return 0;

The output of Program 11.4 would be:

Enter a string: C++_Programming
Opening the 'TEXT' file and storing the string in it. 
Reading the file contents: C++_Programming

w rite() and read() Functions
The functions write() and read(), unlike the functions put() and get(), handle the data in binary foe- 
means that the values are stored in the disk file in the same format in which they are stored in
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Binary format
- 2 bytes -

00001010 00100010

Character format

4 bytes

Fig. 11.9 Binary and character formats o f an integer value

~e nternal memory. Figure 11.9 shows how an int value 2594 is stored in the b ina ry  and charac te r formats. 
- - int takes two bytes to store its value in the binary form, irrespective of its size. But a 4 digit int will take 

-• bytes to store it in the character form.

'rhe binary format is more accurate for storing the numbers as they are stored in the exact internal 
^;-esentation. There are no conversions while saving the data and therefore saving is much faster.

~he binary input and output functions takes the following form:

infile, read ((char *) & V, sizeof (V));
outfile.write ((char *) & V, sizeof (V));

~~ese functions take two arguments. The first is the address of the variable V, and the second is the 
er rn  of that variable in bytes. The address of the variable must be cast to type ch ar * (i.e., pointer to 
3i2-3ctertype). Program 11.5 illustrates how these two functions are used to save an array of flo a t numbers 
w : - e n  recover them for display on the screen.

3 rogram  11.5 I/O  O p era tio n s  on b inary  files

^include <iostream.h>
=include <fstream.h>
^include <iomanip.h>

const char * filename = "BINARY";

int main()

float height[4] = {175.5,153.0,167.25,160.70};
ofstream outfile; 
outfile.open(filename);
outfile.write((char *) & height, sizeof(height));
outfile.close(); // close the file for reading
for(int i=0; i<4; i++) // clear array from memory

height[i] = 0; 
ifstream infile; 
infile.open(filename);

(Contd.)
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}

infile.read((char *) & height, sizeof(height))

for(i=0; i<4; i++)
{

cout.setf(ios::showpoint);
cout << setw(10) << setprecision(2)

<< height[i];
}
infile.close(); 

return 0;

The output of Program 11.5 would be:

175.50 153.00 167.25

Reading and Writing a Class Object
W e mentioned earlier that one of the shortcomings of the I/O system of C is that it cannot handle user-d 
data types such as class objects. Since the class objects are the central elements of C++ programming, 
quite naiura\ that the language supports features for writing to and reading from the disk files objects di 
The binary input and output functions read() and write() are designed to do exactly this job. These fu 
handle the entire structure of an object as a single unit, using the computer’s internal representation o f ' 
For instance, the function write() copies a class object from memory byte by byte with no conversio" 
important point to remember is that only data members are written to the disk file and the member fur 
are not.

Program 11.6 illustrates how class objects can be written to and read from the disk files. The length 
object is obtained using the sizeof operator. This length represents the sum total of lengths of at 
members of the object.

Reading and Writing Class Objects

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <iomanip.h>
Class INVENTORY
{

char name[10]; 
int code; 
float cost; 

public:
void readdata(void); 
void writedata(void);

item name 
item code 
cost of each item
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ic:d INVENTORY :: readdata(void) // read from keyboard

cout « "Enter name: "; cin >> name ;
cout << "Enter code: "; cin >> code ;
cout << "Enter cost: " ; cin >> cost;

INVENTORY writedata(void) / /
/ /

cout << setiosflags(ios::left) 
<< setw(10) << name 
<< setiosflags(ios::right) 
<< setw(10) << code 
<< setprecision(2)
<< setw(10) << cost 
<< endl;

formatted display on 
screen

nainO

INVENTORY item[3]; // Declare array of 3 objects

fstream file; // Input and output file

file.open("STOCK.DAT", ios::in | ios::out);

COUt << "ENTER. DETAILS FOR THREE ITEMS \n"; 
for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
{

item[i].readdata();
file.write((char *) & item[i],sizeof(item[i]));

}

file.seekg(0); // reset to start

cout «  "\nOUTPUT\n\n"; 
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{ file.read((char *) & item[i], sizeof(item[i])); 

item[i].writedata();

file.close(); 
return 0;

of Program 11.6 would be:

e r r ?  d e t a i l s  f o r  t h r e e  i t e m s

B e * :  name: C++ 
p r i ;  code : 101 
Pfe*r cost:175 
■Car came: FORTRAN
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Enter code:102 
Enter cost:150 
Enter name:JAVA 
Enter code:115 
Enter cost:225
OUTPUT
C++ 101 175
FORTRAN 102 150
JAVA 115 225

The program uses ‘for’ loop for reading and writing objects. This is possible because we know the e = ar; 
number of objects in the file. In case, the length of the file is not known, we can determine the file-size m 
terms of objects with the help of the file pointer functions and use it in the ‘for’ loop or we may use while(c;® 
test approach to decide the end of the file. These techniques are discussed in the next section.

Program 11.7 shows another program that counts the number of objects stored in a file:

 ̂ P ro g ram  11.7

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <string.h>

class emp

char name[30]; 
int ecode;

public: 
emp ()

emp(char *n,int c)

strcpy(name,n); 
ecode=c;

void main()
{

emp e [4];
e [0]=emp("Ami t",1); 
e [1]=emp("Joy",2); 
e [2]=emp("Rahul",3) ; 
e [3] =emp("Vikas",4) ;

(Contz.
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fstream file;
file.open("Employee.dat",ios::in | ios::out); 

int i ;
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
file.write((char *) &e [i],sizeof(e[i]));
file.seekg(0,ios::end); 
int end=file.tellg();
cout<<"Number of objects stored in Employee.dat is:"<<end/ 
sizeof(emp);

Tte :„tput of Program 11.7 would be:L“ ' " ~ 1= :ove  program uses the tellg() function to determine the current position of the get pointer, which in 
:e : ties the length of the file in bytes.

UPDATING A  FILE : RANDOM  A C C E S S
: ss a routine task in the maintenance of any data file. The updating would include one or more of the

j  tasks:

I aying the contents of a file 

% tying an existing item 

- :  ting a new item 

l e  eting an existing item

actions require the file pointers to move to a particular location that corresponds to the item/object 
: - -deration. This can be easily implemented if the file contains a collection of items/objects of equal 
r  such cases, the size of each object can be obtained using the statement

object_length = sizeof(object);
-e  location of a desired object, say the mth object, may be obtained as follows:

location = m * object_length;
e : cation gives the byte number of the first byte of the mth object. Now, we can set the file pointer to 
r  ; oyte with the help of seekg() or seekp().

a - also find out the total number of objects in a file using the object_length as follows:

:: a = file_size/object_length;
: e  size can be obtained using the function tellg() or tellp() when the file pointer is located at the end



I ogram 11.8 illustrates how some of the tasks described above are carried out. The program uses 
“S I )CK.DAT” file created using Program 11.6 for five items and performs the following operations on the
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inoutfile.clear() ; // turn of EOF flag

/* >>>>>>>>>>>>> Add one more item <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< */

cout << "\nADD AN ITEM\n"; 
item.getdata(); 
char ch; 
cin.get(ch);
inoutfile.write((char *) & item, sizeof item);

// Display the appended file
inoutfile.seekg(0); // go to the start

cout << "CONTENTS OF APPENDED FILE \n";

while(inoutfile.read((char *) & item, sizeof item))
{

item.putdata();
}

// Find number of objects in the file 
int last = inoutf ile. tellgO ; 
int n = last/sizeof(item);

cout << "Number of objects = " << n << "\n";
cout << "Total bytes in the file = * << last << "\n";

/* >>>>>>>> MODIFY THE DETAILS OF AN ITEM <<<<<<<<< */

cout << "Enter object number to be updated \n"; 
int object; 
cin >> object;
cin.get(ch);
int location = (object-1) * sizeof(item);
if(inoutfile.eof()) 
inoutfile.clear();

inoutfile.seekp(location);
cout << "Enter new values of the object \n"; 
item.getdata () ,- 
cin.get(ch);

inoutfile.write((char *) & item, sizeof item) << flush;
/* >>>>>>>>>>>>> SHOW UPDATED FILE < « « « « « « «  */ 

inoutfile.seekg(0); //go to the start

(Contd.)
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cout << "CONTENTS OF UPDATED FILE \n";

while(inoutfile.read((char *) & item, sizeof item)
{

item.putdata ()
}
inoutfile.close();

return 0;
} // End of main

The output of Program 11.8 would be:

CURRENT CONTENTS OF STOCK
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900

ADD AN ITEM
Enter name: YY
Enter code: 10
Enter cost: 101

CONTENTS OF APPENDED
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900
YY 10 101

Number of objects =
Total bytes in the f
Enter object number
6
Enter new values of
Enter name: ZZ
Enter code: 20
Enter cost: 201
CONTENTS OF UPDATED
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900
ZZ 20 201

96
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inoutfile.clear(); // turn of EOF flag

/* >>>>>>>>>>>>> Add one more item <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< */

COUt << "\nADD AN ITEM\n" ; 
item.getdata(); 
char ch; 
cin.get(ch);
inoutfile.write((char *) & item, sizeof item);

// Display the appended file
inoutfile.seekg(0); // go to the start

COUt << "CONTENTS OF APPENDED FILE \n" ;
while (inoutibYe ici\ax U ite®., siz-eoi itexail
V

item.putdata();
}

// Find number of objects in the file 
int last = inoutfile.tellg(); 
int n = last/sizeof(item);

cout << "Number of objects = " << n << "\n";
cout << "Total bytes in the file = " << last << "\n";

/* >>>>>>>> MODIFY THE DETAILS OF AN ITEM <<<<<<<<< */

cout << "Enter object number to be updated \n"; 
int object; 
cin >> object;
cin.get(ch);
int location = (object-1) * sizeof(item);
if (inoutfile.eof()) 
inoutfile.clear();

inoutfile.seekp(location);
cout << "Enter new values of the object \n"; 
item.getdata(); 
cin.get(ch);

inoutfile.write((char *) & item, sizeof item) << flush; 

/* >>>>>>>>>>>>> SHOW UPDATED FILE <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< */ 

inoutfile.seekg(0); //go to the start

(Contd.)
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cout << "CONTENTS OF UPDATED FILE \n";

while(inoutfile.read((char *) & item, sizeof item))
{

item.putdata();
}
inoutfile.close();

return 0;
} // End of main

The output of Program 11.8 would be:

CURRENT CONTENTS OF STOCK
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900

ADD AN' ITEM
Enter name: YY
Enter code: 10
Enter cost: 101

CONTENTS OF APPENDED
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900
YY 10 101

Number of objects = 6
Total bytes in the files = 96 
Enter object number to be updated 
6
Enter new values of the object 
Enter name: ZZ 
Enter code: 20 
Enter cost: 201
CONTENTS OF UPDATED FILE
AA 11 100
BB 22 200
CC 33 300
DD 44 400
XX 99 900
ZZ 20 201
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iVe are using the fstream class to declare the file streams. The fstream class inherits two buffers, one 
- '  nput and another for output, and synchronizes the movement of the file pointers on these buffers. That 
s whenever we read from or write to the file, both the pointers move in tandem. Therefore, at any point of 
~e. both the pointers point to the same byte.

Since we have to add new objects to the file as well as modify some of the existing objects, we open the 
■ e  using ios::ate option for input and output operations. Remember, the option ios::app allows us to add 
rara to the end of the file only. The ios::ate mode sets the file pointers at the end of the file when opening it. 
* e  must therefore move the ‘get’ pointer to the beginning of the file using the function seekg() to read the 
i :  sting contents of the file.

At the end of reading the current contents of the file, the program sets the EOF flag on. This prevents any 
. " ie r  reading from or writing to the file. The EOF flag is turned off by using the function clear(), which allows 

a: :ess to the file once again.

After appending a new item, the program displays the contents of the appended file and also the total 
■ - mber of objects in the file and the memory space occupied by them.

To modify an object, we should reach to the first byte of that object. This is achieved using the statements

int location = (object-1) * sizeof(item);
inoutfile.seekp(location);

T he program accepts the number and the new values of the object to be modified and updates it. Finally, 
r e  contents of the appended and modified file are displayed.

Remember, we are opening an existing file for reading and updating the values. It is, therefore, essential 
- j: the data members are of the same type and declared in the same order as in the existing file. Since, the 
-em ber functions are not stored, they can be different.

11.9 ERRO R HANDLING DURING FILE  O PERA TIO N S
s : *'ar we have been opening and using the files for reading and writing on the assumption that everything is 
*~e with the files. This may not be true always. For instance, one of the following things may happen when 
sealing with the files:

' A file which we are attempting to open for reading does not exist.

2. The file name used for a new file may already exist.

3 We may attempt an invalid operation such as reading past the end-of-file.

i  There may not be any space in the disk for storing more data.

5. W e may use an invalid file name.

6. We may attempt to perform an operation when the file is not opened for that purpose.

The C++ file stream inherits a ‘stream-state’ member from the class ios. This member records information 
: ■ me status of a file that is being currently used. The stream state member uses bit fields to store the status 
i t  me error conditions stated above.

The class ios supports several member functions that can be used to read the status recorded in a file 
s  eam. These functions along with their meanings are listed in Table 11.4.
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Table 11.4 E rro r hand ling functions

Function R eturn value and  m eaning

eof() Returns true  (non-zero value) if end-of-file is 
encountered while reading; Otherwise returns 
false(zero)

fail() Returns true  when an input or output operation 
has failed

bad() Returns true  if an invalid operation is attempted or 
any unrecoverable error has occurred. However, 
if it is false, it may be possible to recover from any 
other error reported, and continue operation.

good() Returns true if no error has occurred. This means, 
all the above functions are false. For instance, if 
file.good() is true, all is well with the stream f i le  
and we can proceed to perform I/O operations. 
When it returns false, no further operations can 
be carried out.

These functions may be used in the appropriate places in a program to locate the status of a file stream 
and thereby to take the necessary corrective measures. Example:

ifstream infile; 
infile.open("ABC"); 
while(!infile.fail())
{

....  (process the file)

. . . . .

if(infile.eof())
{
....  (terminate program normally)
} •
else

if (infile.bad() )
{
.... (report fatal error)
}
else
{
infile.clear(); // clear error state
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The function clear() (which we used in the previous section as well) resets the error state so that further 
iterations can be attempted.

Remember that we have already used statements such as

while(infile)
{

}

and

while(infile.read(....))
{

}

Here, infile becomes fa lse  (zero) when end of the file is reached (and eof() becomes true).

11.10 COM M AND-LINE A RG U M EN TS
_ '9  C, C++ too supports a feature that facilitates the supply of arguments to the main() function. These 
;-guments are supplied at the time of invoking the program. They are typically used to pass the names of 
:=:a files. Example:

C > exam data results
Here, exam  is the name of the file containing the program to be executed, and data and results are the 

enames passed to the program as com m and-line  arguments.

The command-line arguments are typed by the user and are delimited by a space. The first argument is 
; ays the filename (command name) and contains the program to be executed. But, how do these arguments 
:e: into the program?

The main() functions which we have been using up to now without any arguments can take two arguments 
shown below:

main(int argc, char * argvf])
The first argument argc (known as argum ent counter) represents the number of arguments in the 

: :  Timand line. The second argument argv (known as argum ent vector) is an array of char type pointers that 
: :  nts to the command-line arguments. The size of this array will be equal to the value of argc. For instance, 
- r  the command line

C > exam data results

r e  value of argc would be 3 and the argv would be an array of three pointers to strings as shown below:

argv[0] -- > exam
argvfl] ---> data
argv[2]  > results
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Note that argv[0] always represents the command name that invokes the program. The character pointer; 
argv[1] and argv[2] can be used as file names in the file opening statements as shown below:

infile.open(argv[1]); // open data file for reading

outfile.open(argv[2] II open results file for 
// writing

Program 11.9 illustrates the use of the command-line arguments for supplying the file names. The 
command line is

test ODD EVEN
The program creates two files called ODD and EVEN using the command-line arguments, and a set of 

numbers stored in an array are written to these files. Note that the odd numbers are written to the file ODD 
and the even numbers are written to the file EVEN. The program then displays the contents of the files.

|  P ro g ram  11.9 C o m m an d -L in e  A rg u m en ts

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h>

int main(int argc, char * argvf])
{

int number[9] = {11,22,33,44,55,66,77,88,99}; 

if(argc != 3)
{

}

cout << "argc = " << argc << "\n"; 
cout << "Error in arguments \n"; 
exit(1) ;

ofstream foutl, fout2;

foutl.open(argv [1]);

if(foutl.fail ())
{

cout << "could not open the file" 
<< argv[l] << "\n"; 

exit(1) ;
}
fout2.open(argv [2]) ;

(Contd
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if(fout2.fail())
{

cout << "could not open the file "
<< argv[2] << "\n"; 

exit(1);
}
for(int i=0; i<9; i++)
{

if(number[i] % 2 == 0)
fout2 << number[i] << " // write to EVEN file
else
foutl << number[i] << "

}
foutl.close () ; 
fout2.close() ;

ifstream fin; 
char ch;
for(i=l; i<argc; i++)
{

fin.open(argv[i]);

// write to ODD file

cout << "Contents of " «  argv[i] << "\n‘
do
{

fin.get(ch); 
cout << ch;

}
while(fin); 
cout << "\n\n"; 
fin.close();

}
! return 0;

// read a value 
// display it

+e output of Program 11.9 would be:

Contents of ODD
11 33 55 77 99
Contents of EVEN
22 44 66 88

SUMMARY

ie  C++ I/O system contains classes such as ifstream, ofstream and fstream to deal with file handling. These classes 
i s  derived from fstreambase class and are declared in a header file i o s t r e a m .

-  file can be opened in two ways by using the constructor function of the class and using the member function open() of 
die class.

(C o n td .)
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O  While opening the file using constructor, we need to pass the desired filename as a parameter to the constructor.

O  The open() function can be used to open multiple files that use the same stream object. The second argument of r e  
open() function called file mode, specifies the purpose for which the file is opened.

O  I f  w e  d o  not specify the second argument of the open() function, the default values specified in the prototype of these cites 
member functions are used while opening the file. The default values are as follows:

ios :: in - for ifstream functions, meaning-open for reading only, 
ios :: out - for ofstream functions, meaning-open for writing only.

o When a file is opened for writing only, a new file is created only if there is no file of that name. If a file by that name already 
exists, then its contents are deleted and the file is presented as a clean file.

O  To open an existing file for updating without losing its original contents, we need to open it in an append mode.

o The (stream class does not provide a mode by default and therefore we must provide the mode explicitly when using a- 
object of fstream class. We can specify more than one file modes using bitwise OR operator while opening a file.

O  Each file has associated two file pointers, one is called input or get pointer, while the other is called output or put pointer. These 
pointers can be moved along the files by member functions.

O  Functions supported by file stream classes for performing I/O operations on files are as follows:

put() and get() functions handle single character at a time. 
writeO and read() functions write and read blocks of binary data.

o The class ios supports many member functions for managing errors that may occur during file operations.

O  File names may be supplied as arguments to the main() function at the time of invoking the program. These argumer:; 
are known as command-line arguments.

Key Terms

append mode | argc | argument counter | argument vector | argv | bad() | binary data i binary format 
character format I clearf) | command-line | end-of-file I eof() I fail() I file mode I file mode parameters I file points' 
I file stream classes I file streams I filebuf | files I fstream | fstreambase I get pointer | get() | good 
I ifstream I input pointer | input stream | ios I iosuapp I iosuate | iosubeg I ios::binary | iosucur | ios::en: 
I ios::in I ios::nocreate I ios::out I iosunoreplace I ios::trunc | iostream | ofstream | open() | outp." 
pointer [ output stream I put pointer | put() I random access I read() I seekg() | seekp() | sizeofQ I streams 
tellg() I tellp() I updating | write()

REVIEW QUESTIONS

11.1 W hat are input and output streams?

11.2 W hat are the steps involved in using a file in a C++ program?

11.3 Describe the various classes available for file operations.
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11.4 W hat is the difference between opening a file with a constructor function and opening a file with 
open() function? When is one method preferred over the other?

11.5 Explain how while(fin) statement detects the end of a file that is connected to fin stream.

11.6 W hat is a file mode? Describe the various file mode options available.

11.7 Write a statement that will create an object called fob for writing, and associate it with a file name 
DATA.

11.8 How many file objects would you need to create to manage the following situations?

(a) To process four files sequentially.

(b) To merge two sorted files into a third file.

Explain.

11.9 Both ios::ate and ios::app place the file pointer at the end of the file (when it is opened). What then, 
is the difference between them?

11.10 W hat does the “current position” mean when applied to files?

‘ 1.11 Write statements using seekg() to achieve the following:

(a) To move the pointer by 15 positions backward from current position.

(b) To go to the beginning after an operation is over.

(c) To go backward by 20 bytes from the end.

(d) To go to byte number 50 in the file.

M.12 W hat are the advantages of saving data in binary form?

‘ 1.13 Describe how would you determine number of objects in a file. When do you need such information?

• 1.14 Describe the various approaches by which we can detect the end-of-file condition successfully.

11.15 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.

(a) A stream may be connected to more than one file at a time.

(b) A file pointer always contains the address of the file.

(c) The statement

o u t f i l e . w r i t e ( (c h a r  * )  & o b j , s i z e o f ( o b j ) ) ;
writes'only data in obj to o u t f i l e .

(d) The ios::ate mode allows us to write data anywhere in the file.

(e) W e can add data to an existing file by opening in write mode.

(f) The parameter ios::app can be used only with the files capable of output.

(g) The data written to a file with write() function can be read with the get() function.

(h) W e can use the functions tellp() and tellg() interchangeably for any file.

(i) Binary files store floating point values more accurately and compactly than the text files.

(j) The fin.fail() call returns non-zero when an operation on the file has failed.
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int size; 
public:

vector(int m) // create a null vector
{

v = new int[size = m]; 
for(int i=0; i<size;

V[i] = 0;
}
vector(int *a)
{

for(int i=0; i<size; 
v [i] = a [i] ;

}
int operator*(vector &y)
{
int sum = 0; 
for(int i=0; i<size; i++)

sum += this -> v[i] * y . v[i] ; 
return sum;

}
} i

The vector class can store an array of int numbers and perform the scalar product of two int vectors as 
shown below:

int main()
{

int x[3] = {1,2,3}; 
int y [3] = {4,5,6}; 
vector vl(3); 
vector v2(3); 
vl = x; 
v2 = y;
int R = vl * v2; 
cout << "R = " << R; 
return 0;

}

Now, suppose we want to define a vector that can store an array of floa t values. W e can do this by sirr n1 
replacing the appropriate int declarations with floa t in the vec to r class. This means that we have to rede-' ~i 
the entire class all over again.

Assume that we want to define a vec to r class with the data type as a parameter and then use this c as 
to create a vector of any data type instead of defining a new class every time. The template mechar si 
enables us to achieve this goal.

As mentioned earlier, templates allow us to define generic classes. It is a simple process to create 
generic class using a template with an anonymous type. The general format of a class template is:

// Creates a null vector of 3 integers 

II Creates vl from the array x

i++)

// create a vector from an array

i++)

// scalar product
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■a template definition of vecto r class shown below illustrates the syntax of a template:

templatecclass T>
class vector
{

T* v; 
int size,-

public:
vector(int m)
{

v = new T[size = m];
for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 

v [ i ] = 0;
}
vector(T* a)
{

for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 
v [i] = a [i] ;

}
T operator*(vector &y)

// Type T vector

{
T sum = 0;

for(int i=0; i<size; i++)
sum += this -> v[i] * y . v[i]; 

return sum;

} ;

( Note The class template definition is very similar to an ordinary class definition except the prefix template<ciass T> and the use 
of type T. This prefix tells the compiler that we are going to declare a template and use T as a type name in the 
declaration. Thus, vector has become a parameterized class with the type T as its parameter. T may be substituted 
by any data type including the user-defined types. Now, we can create vectors for holding different data types.

Example:

vector <int> vl(10); // io element int vector
vector <float> v2(25); // 25 element float vector I

I  Note The type T may represent a class name as well. Example:

vector <complex> v3(5); // vector of 5 complex numbers
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A class created from a class template is called a tem plate class. The syntax for defining an object o f . 
template class is:

classname<type> objectname(arglist);

This process of creating a specific class from a class template is called instantia tion. The compiler w i  
perform the error analysis only when an instantiation takes place. It is, therefore, advisable to create an: 
debug an ordinary class before converting it into a template.

Programs 12.1 and 12.2 illustrate the use of a vecto r class template for performing the scalar product of 
int type vectors as well as floa t type vectors.

|  Program 12.1 Example of Class Template

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
const size = 3; 
template <class T> 
class vector
{

public:
T* V ; // type T vector

vector()
{

v = new T[size]; 
for(int i=0;i<size;i++) 

v [i] = 0;
}
vector(T* a)
{

for(int i=0;i<size;i++) 
v[i] = a [i] ;

}
T operator*(vector &y)
{

T sum = 0;
for(int i=0;i<size;i++)

sum += this -> v[i] * y.v[i]; 
return sum;

}
void display(void)
{

for (int i=0 i<size; i++) 
cout<<v[i]<<"\t"; 

cout<<"\n";
}

int main()

(Contd.
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} ;
int raainO 
{

T sum = 0;
for(int i=0;icsize;i++)

sum += this -> v[i] * y.v[i];
return sum;

}
void display(void)
{

for(int i=0;i<size;i++) 
cout<<v[i]<<"\t"; 

cout<<"\n";
}

float x [3] = {1.1,2.2,3.3}; 
float y [3] = {4.4,5.5,6.6} ; 
vector <float> vl; 
vector <float> v2; 
vl = x; 
v2 = y;

cout < <"vl = "; 
vl.display();

COUt<<"v2 = "; 
v2.display();
cout<<"vl X v2 = "<<vl*v2; 
return 0;

The output of the Program 12.2 would be:

vl X v2 38.720001

12.3 CLASS TEMPLATES WITH MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
W e can use more than one generic data type in a class template. They are declared as a c o m m a - ^  
list within the tem plate  specification as shown below:

templatecclass Tl, class T2, 
class classname

(Body of the class)

} ;
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Program 12.3 demonstrates the use of a template class with two generic data types.

The output of Program 12.3 would be:

Instantiating the class template as testl with float and int data types., 
testl: 1.23 and 123
Instantiating the class template as test2 with int and char data types.. 
test2: 100 and W

Just as we specify default values for function arguments, we may also specify default types for the 
- -p la te  class data types. Program 12.4 modifies Program 12.3 to demonstrate default type specification:
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|  Program 12.4

#include <iostream.h> 

using namespace std;

templatecclass Tl=int, class T2=int> //default dta types specified as int 
class Test

T1 a;
T2 b;

public:Test(T1 x, T2 y)
{ a = X ;  

b = y;
}

void show()

Test <float,int> testl(1.23,123);
Test <int, char> test2 (100, 'W');
Test <> test3 ('a', 12.983); //declaration of class object
without types specification
testl.show();
test2.show();
test3.show();
return 0;

The output of Program 12.4 would be:

1.23 and 123 
100 and W 
97 and 12

The above program declares test3 object without any type specification, thus the default data type fb* 
and T2 is considered as int. The parameter values passed by test3 are type casted to int and displaye: 
output.

cout<<a<<" and "<<b<<"\n";
}

int main()

12.4 FUNCTION TEMPLATES
Like class templates, we can also define function templates that could be used to create a family of fun 
with different argument types. The general format of a function template is:



(Contd.)
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void fun(int m,int n,float a,float b)
{

cout << "m and n before swap: " << m << " " << n << "\n"; 
swap(m,n);
cout << "m and n after swap: * << m << * " << n << "\n";

cout << "a and b before swap: " << a << ” " << b << "\n"; 
swap(a,b );
cout << "a and b after swap: " «  a << " " «  b << *\n" ;

}

int main()
{

fun(100,200,11.22,33.44) ; 

return 0;
}

The output of Program 12.5 would be:

m and n before swap: 
m and n after swap: 
a and b before swap: 
a and b after swap:

100 200 
200 100
11.22 33.439999 
33.439999 11.22

Another function often used is so rt() for sorting arrays of various types such as int and double.The 
following example shows a function template for bubble sort:

template<class T>
bubble(T v[], int n)
{

for(int i=0; i<n-l; i++) 
for(int j=n-l; i<j; j--) 

if (v[j] < v[j -1] )
{

T temp = v [j ] ; 
v[j] = v[j-l] ; 
v[j-l] = temp;

}
}

Note that the swapping statements

T temp = v [j]; 
v [ j ] = v [j -1] ; 
v[j-l] = temp;

may be replaced by the statement

swap(v[j],v[j-l]);



(Contd.)
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cout << endl;

cout << "Sorted y-array: 
for(int j = 0; j<5; j++) 
cout << y [j] << " 
cout < < endl;

return 0;

The output of Program 12.6 would be:

Sorted x-array: 10 20 30 40 50 
Sorted y-array: 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.5

|  P rogram  12. An Application of Template Function

#include<iostreara>
#define ARR MAX 5 //Maximum number of elements in an array

—

template <class T>

T find_min(T ARR [])
{

int i =0;
T MIN=ARR[0];
for(i=l;i<ARR_MAX;i++)
if(ARR[i]<MIN)

MIN=ARR[i]; 
return(MIN);

}
int main()
{

int I_MIN; 
float F_MIN; 
char C_MIN;
//Defining different array types
int I[5]={20,4,2,38,97};
float F [5]={-9.9, 12.2, 3.1, 9.9, 8.9};
char C[5]={'a', 'A', >4', 1~1};

//Finding minimum value in each array 
I_MIN=find_min(I);
F MIN=find min(F);
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C_MIN=find_min(C);
//Printing the results
cout<<"Minimum value in integer array = "<<I_MIN; 
cout<<"\nMinimum value in float array = "<<F_MIN; 
cout<<"\nMinimum value (as per ASCII) in character array = "«C_MIN; 
return(0);

- ne output of Program 12.7 would be:

Minimum value in integer array = 2 
Minimum value in float array = -9.9
Minimum value (as per ASCII) in character array = /

.5 FUNCTION TEMPLATES WITH MULTIPLE PARAMETERS
template classes, we can use more than one generic data type in the template statement, using a 

ma-separated list as shown below:

templatecclass Tl, class T2, ...>
returntype functionname(arguments of types Tl, T2,...)
{

....  (Body of function)

: ra m  12.8 illustrates the concept of using two generic types in tem plate functions,

ram 12.8 Function with Two Generic Types

lude <iostream> 
lude <string>

■g namespace std;

:late<class Tl, class T2> 
: display(Tl x, T2 y)

cout < < x < <  " " < < y < <  "\n";

(Contd.)
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int main()
{

cout<<"Calling function template with int and character 
string type parameters...\n"; 
display(1999, "EBG");
cout<<"Calling function template with float and integer type 
parameters...\n"; 
display(12.34, 1234);

return 0;
}

The output of Program 12.8 would be:

Calling function template with int and character string type parameters. 
1999 EBG
Calling function template with float and integer type parameters...
12.34 1234

12.6 OVERLOADING OF TEMPLATE FUNCTIONS
A template function may be overloaded either by template functions or ordinary functions of its name n 
cases, the overloading resolution is accomplished as follows:

1. Call an ordinary function that has an exact match.

2. Call a template function that could be created with an exact match.

3. Try normal overloading resolution to ordinary functions and call the one that matches.

An error is generated if no match is found. Note that no automatic conversions are applied to arc 
on the template functions. Program 12.9 shows how a template function is overloaded with an 
function.

IProgram 12.9 Template Function with Explicit Function

#include <iostream.h> 
#include <string.h>

using namespace std;

template <class T>
void display(T x) //overloaded template function display
{

cout<<"Overloaded Template Display 1: "<<x<<"\n";

(
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)

template <class T, class Tl>
void display(T x, T1 y) //overloaded template function display
{

cout<<"Overloaded Template Display 2: "<<x<<", "<<y<<"\n";
}

void display(int x) //overloaded generic display function
{

cout<<"Explicit display. "<<x<<"\n";
}
int main()
{

display(100); 
display(12.34); 
display(100,12.34); 
display('C');
return 0;

he output of Program 12.9 would be:

Explicit display: 100 
Overloaded Template Display 1: 12.34 
Overloaded Template Display 2: 100, 12.34 
Overloaded Template Display 1: C

LIMITATIONS_______
Many a times, template may face 
portability issues.

|  V 0 te The call display(100) invokes the ordinary version of display() and not the template version.

t2.7 MEMBER FUNCTION TEMPLATES
we created a class template for vector, all the member functions were defined as inline which was not 
sary. W e could have defined them outside the class as well. But remember that the member functions 

r e  template classes themselves are parameterized by the type argument (to their template classes) and 
:'ore these functions must be defined by the function templates. It takes the following general form:

Templatecclass T>
returntype classname <T> :: functionname(arglist)

// .........
// Function body
// .........

'3
:
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The vecto r class template and its member functions are redefined as follows:

// Class template .......
templatecclass T> 
class vector 
{

T* V ;  
int size; 

public:
vector(int m); 
vector(T* a);
T operator*(vector & y);

} ;

// Member function templates .......
template<class T> 
vector<T> :: vector(int m)
{

v = new T[size = m]; 
for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 

v[i] = 0;
}

template< class T> 
vector<T> :: vector(T* a)
{

for(int i=0; i<size; i++) 
v [i] = a [i] ;

}

template< class T>
T vector<T> :; operator*(vector & y)
{

T sum = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) 
sum += this -> v[i] * y.v[i]; 
return sum;

}

12.8 NON-TYPE TEMPLATE ARGUMENTS
W e have seen that a template can have multiple arguments. It is also possible to use non-type argumer:; 
That is, in addition to the type argument T, we can also use other arguments such as strings, function name? 
constant expressions and built-in types. Consider the following example:

template<class T, int size> 
class array 
{

T a[size]; // automatic array initialization
I I  ...........
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This template supplies the size of the array as an argument. This implies that the size of the array is 
< ' own to the compiler at the compile time itself. The arguments must be specified whenever a template class 
s created. Example:

array<int,10> al; // Array of 10 integers
array<float,5> a2; // Array of 5 floats
arraycchar,20> a3;_ // String of size 20

The size is given as an argument to the template class.

SUMMARY

D  C++ supports a mechanism known as template to implement the concept of generic programming.

D  Templates allows us to generate a family of classes or a family of functions to handle different data types.

3  Template classes and functions eliminate code duplication for different types and thus make the program development 
easier and more manageable.

}  We can use multiple parameters in both the class templates and function templates.

J  A specific class created from a class template is called a template class and the process of creating a template class is 
known as instantiation. Similarly, a specific function created from a function template is called a template function.

D  Like other functions, template functions can be overloaded.

J  Member functions of a class template must be defined as function templates using the parameters of the class template. 

J  We may also use nontype parameters such basic or derived data types as arguments templates.

Terms

sort | class template | display() | explicit function | function template | generic programming
•rantiation | member function template | multiple parameters | overloading | parameter | parameterized

ses | parameterized functions | swapping | swap() | template | template class | template definition 
re la te  function | template parameter | template specification | templates

REVIEW QUESTIONS

What is generic programming? How is it implemented in C++?

Explain with the help of an example why templates are used in programming?

A template can be considered as a kind of macro. Then, what is the difference between them? 

Distinguish between overloaded functions and function templates. | f | a |q 

Distinguish between the terms class template and template class.

A class (or function) template is known as a parameterized class (or function). Comment.
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12.7 State which of the following definitions are illegal.

(a) template<class T>

class city 
{.... } ;

(b) template<class P, R, class S>

class city
{ .........}

(c) template<class T, typename S>

class city

(d) template<class T, typename S>

class city
{ .........};

(e) class<class T, int size=10>

class list 
{.... } ;

(f) class<class T = int, int size>

class list
{ .........} ;

12.8 Identify which of the following function template definitions are illegal

(a) template<class A, B>

void fun(A, B)
{ ...........} ;

(b) template<class A, class A>

void fun(A, A)
{ .........} ;

(c) template<class A>

void fun(A, A)
{ ...........} ;

(d) template<class T, typename R>

T fun(T, R)
{ .............} ;

(e) template<class A>

A fun(int *A)
{ .......... };.
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Person (T2 t2, T1 tl)
{

m_t 2 = t2 ; 
m_tl = tl;
cout << m_tl << " " «  m_t2 << endl;

}
} ;

void main()
{

Person<int, float> objPersonl(1, 2.345); 
Person<float, char> objPerson2(2.132, 'r')

}

12.3 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h>

template <class Tl, class T2>
T1& MinMax(Tl tl, T2 t2)
{

return tl > t2 ? tl : t2; 
cout << " " ;

}

void main()
{

cout << ++MinMax(2, 3);
}

12.4 Find errors, if any, in the following code segment.

template<class T>
T max(T, T)
{ .........} ;
unsigned int m; 
int main()

}
max(m, 100);

12.5 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h>

using namespace std;

template<class Tl=int, class T2> 
class Test

Tl a;
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T2 b; 
public:

Test(T1 x, T2 y)
{

a = x ;  
b=y ;

void show()
{

cout<<a<<" and "<<b<<"\n";

iz.r main ()

Test <float,int> testl(1.23,123) ; 
Test <float> test2 (9.99,12.983); 
testl.show(); 
test2.show();

return 0;

PROGRAM M ING EXERCISES

1 Write a function template to find the minimum and maximum values by passing non-type arguments to 
the template. |w [ e | b |

2 Write a class template to represent a generic vector. Include member functions to perform the following

(b) To modify the value of a given element.

(c) To multiply by a scalar value.

(d) To display the vector in the form (10, 20, 30 ,....... ). 'w| e [ bJ

tasks:

(a) To

(b) To

(c) To

(d) To

- x  3 Write a

*X 4 Write a

*2  3 Write a function template to perform linear search in an array. 

T2 i  Write a class template that shows the working of a calculator.

5
i
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— -....... - .....— Learning O bjectives —■ —  ■—
After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Discuss the basics of exception handling
□  Illustrate exception handling mechanism
□  Explain throwing, catching and rethrowing mechanisms
□  Explain how functions are restricted to throw only specific types of exceptions
□  Interpret the use of exceptions in constructors/destructors and operator overloaded functions

13.1 INTRODUCTION
W e know that it is very rare that a program works correctly first time. It might have bugs. The two most comm 
types of bugs are logic errors and syntactic errors. The logic errors occur due to poor understanding of the probli 
and solution procedure. The syntactic errors arise due to poor understanding of the language itself. W e can det 
these errors by using exhaustive debugging and testing procedures.

W e often come across some peculiar problems other than logic or syntax errors. They are known 
exceptions. Exceptions are run time anomalies or unusual conditions that a program may encounter wt 
executing. Anomalies might include conditions such as division by zero, access to an array outside of 
bounds, or running out of memory or disk space. When a program encounters an exceptional condition, i 
important that it is identified and dealt with effectively. ANSI C++ provides built-in language features to det 
and handle exceptions which are basically run time errors.

Exception handling was not part of the original C++. It is a new feature added to ANSI C++. Today, aim 
all compilers support this feature. C++ exception handling provides a type-safe, integrated approach, 
coping with the unusual predictable problems that arise while executing a program.

13.2 BASICS OF EXCEPTION HANDLING
Exceptions are of two kinds, namely, synchronous exceptions  and asynchronous exceptions. Errors such 
“out-of-range index” and “over-flow” belong to the synchronous type exceptions. The errors that are causec 
events beyond the control of the program (such as keyboard interrupts) are called asynchronous exceptic 
The proposed exception handling mechanism in C++ is designed to handle only synchronous exceptions.
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f t *  : .rpose of the exception handling mechanism is to provide means to detect and report an “exceptional 
■ B r s 2 ' ,ce” so that appropriate action can be taken. The mechanism suggests a separate error handling 
(MB r a  performs the following tasks:

*■ r  r : :he problem (H it the exception). 

r X  •~~<rn that an error has occurred ( Throw the exception). 

t  X  ; f-:eive the error information (Catch the exception).

: corrective actions (Handle the exception).

sue i —or handling code basically consists of two segments, one to detect errors and to throw exceptions, 
Be ic ier to catch the exceptions and to take appropriate actions.

■L3 EXCEPTION HANDLING MECHANISM

t
 selection handling mechanism is basically built upon three 
■ns. namely, try, throw, and catch. The keyword try is used to

-------— = clock of statements (surrounded by braces) which may
exceptions. This block of statements is known as try block. 

exception is detected, it is thrown using a throw  statement 
•ate r< : ock. A catch b lock  defined by the keyword catch ‘catches’ 

ppteacecdon ‘thrown’ by the throw statement in the try block, and 
[appropriately. The relationship is shown in Fig. 13.1.

: catch block that catches an exception must immediately 
--e try block that throws the exception. The general form of 

i  ?j*c blocks are as follows:

try block

Detects and throws 
an exception

Exception
object

catch block

Catches and handles 
the exception

The block throwing exceptionFig. 13.1

-  ~

// Block of statements which 
// detects and throws an exception

throw exception;

// Catches exception:atch(type arg)

// Block of statements that 
II handles the exception

i the try  block throws an exception, the program control leaves the try  block and enters the catch  
nt of the catch block. Note that exceptions are objects used to transmit information about a problem.
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If the type of object thrown matches the arg  type in the catch statement, then catch block is executed for 
handling the exception. If they do not match, the program is aborted with the help of the ab o rt() functior 
which is invoked by default. When no exception is detected and thrown, the control goes to the statemer: 
immediately after the catch block. That is, the catch block is skipped. This simple try-catch mechanism is 
illustrated in Program 13.1.

|  P ro g ram  13.1 Try Block Throwing an Exception

iinclude <iostream>
using namespace std; 
int main()
{

int a,b;
cout << "Enter Values of a and b \n" 
cin >> a; 
cin >> b; 
int x = a-b; 
try 
{

if(x != 0)
{

cout << "Result(a/x) = " << a/x << "\n";
}
else // There is an exception
{

throw(x); // Throws int object
}

}
catch(int i) // Catches the exception
{

cout<<"Exception caught: DIVIDE BY ZERO\N";
}
cout << "END" ;

}
return 0;

The output of Program 13.1 would be: 

F irst Run

Enter Values of a and b 
20 15
Result(a/x) = 4 
END

S econd Run

Enter Values of a and b 
10 10
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Exception caught: DIVIDE BY ZERO
END

Program detects and catches a div is ion-by-zero problem . The ou tput o f firs t run shows  a successful 
execution. When no exception is thrown, the catch block is skipped and execution resumes with the first line 
sfter the catch. In the second run, the denominator x becomes zero and therefore a division-by-zero situation 
recurs. This exception is thrown using the object x. Since the exception object is an int type, the catch  
statement containing int type argument catches the exception and displays necessary message.

Most often, exceptions are thrown by functions that are invoked from within the try  blocks . The point at 
•tiich the th row  is executed is called the th row  point. Once an exception is thrown to the catch block, control 
rannot return to the throw point. This kind of relationship is shown in Fig. 13.2.

Throw
exception

Invoke
function

Fig. 13.2 Function invoked b y  try  b lock throw ing exception  

Tne general format of code for this kind o f re lationship is shown below:

type function(arg list)
{

throw(object)

// Function with exception

// Throws exception

(■Contd.)
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try
{

Invoke function here

}
catch(type arg) // Catches exception
{

Handles exception here

}

|  Note Catch block must be immediate after try block without any code between them.

(
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// Catches the exception

•e output of the Program 13.2 would be:

try block

inside the fui 
the exception

* 3.4  THROWING MECHANISM
I1 • h e r  an exception that is desired to be handled is detected, it is thrown using the throw  statement in one of 
I  Ute fa owing forms:

throw(exception); 
throw exception;
throw; // used for rethrowing an exception

throw objects~e operand object exception m ay  be of any type, including constants. It is also possible to 
m  “ .ended for error handling.

Vhen an exception is thrown, it will be caught by the catch statement associated with the try  
tm  icntrol exits the current try  block, and is transferred to the catch block after that try  block.

_ " row point can be in a deeply nested scope within a try  block or in a deeply nested function call. In any 
a s  control is transferred to the catch statement.

S’ 0 te Syntax of throw is same as that of return.

13.5 CATCHING MECHANISM
Jte ;:ated earlier, code for handling exceptions is included in catch blocks. A catch block looks like a function 

:ion and is of the form

catch(type arg)
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The type  indicates the type of exception that catch block handles. The parameter arg  is an optiona; 
param eter name. Note that the exception-hand ling  code is p laced betw een  two braces. The catch statement 
catches an exception whose type matches with the type o f c a tc h  argum ent. When it is caught, the code in 
the catch block is executed.

If the parameter in the catch statement is named, then the parameter can be used in the exception
handling code. After executing the handler, the control goes to the statement immediately following the catch 
block.

Due to mismatch, if an exception is not caught, abnormal program termination will occur. It is important to 
note that the catch block is simply skipped if the catch statement does not catch an exception.

Multiple Catch Statements
It is possible that a program segment has more than one condition to throw an exception. In such cases, we 
can associate more than one catch statement with a try (much like the conditions in a sw itch statement) as 
shown below:

// try block

try
{

}
catch(typel arg)
{

// catch blockl
}
catch(type2 arg)
{

// catch block2

catch(typeN arg)
{

// catch blockN

When an exception is thrown, the exception handlers are searched in o rder for an appropriate match. The 
first handler that yields a match is executed. After executing the handler, the control goes to the first statement 
after the last catch block for that try. (In other words, all other handlers are bypassed). When no match is 
found, the program is terminated.

It is possible that arguments of several catch statements match the type of an exception. In such cases 
the first handler that matches the exception type is executed.

Program 13.3 shows a simple example where multiple catch statements are used to handle various types 
of exceptions.
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ptiona |
temen: |  =rogram 13.3
■ode mi ----------—— —

Multiple Catch Statements

a- :

=include <iostream> 
.sing namespace std; 
void test{int x)
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Caught a character
End of try-catch system
x == -1
Caught a double
End of try-catch system
x == 2
End of try-block
End of try-catch system

The program when executed first, invokes the function test() with x = 1 and therefore throws x ar a t  
exception. This matches the type of the parameter m in catch2 and therefore catch2 handler is exec_:e l 
Immediately after the execution, the function test() is again invoked with x = 0. This time, the function throw* 
‘x ’, a character type exception and therefore the first handler is executed. Finally, the handler catc-'- *  
executed when a double type exception is thrown. Note that every time only the handler which catches tna 
exception is executed and all other handlers are bypassed.

When the try  block does not throw any exceptions and it completes normal execution, control passes n  
the first statement after the last catch handler associated with that try block.

|  Note try block does not throw any exception, when the testQ is invoked with x = 2.

Catch All Exceptions
In some situations, we may not be able to anticipate all possible types of exceptions and therefore may nc: be 
able to design independent catch handlers to catch them. In such circumstances, we can force a cater 
statement to catch all exceptions instead of a certain type alone. This could be achieved by defining the c a r *  
statement using ellipses as follows:

catch(. . .. 
{

// Statements for processing 
// all exceptions

Program 13.4 illustrates the functioning of catch(.

|  Program 13.4 Catching all Exceptions

using namespace std;
void test(int x)
{

try

iinclude <iostream>

(Co t e M
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<
if(x == 
if(x == 
if(x ==

}
catch (...)
{

cout <<
}

0) throw x; // int
-1)i throw 'x'; // char
X) throw 1.0; // float

// catch all

"Caught an exception \n" ;

:nt main()

cout << "Testing Generic Catch \n"; 
test (-1); 
test (0) ; 
test(1) ;
return 0; *

*e  output of the Program 13.4 would be:

Testing Generic Catch 
Caught an exception 
Caught an exception 
Caught an exception

I  'o te  Note that alt the throws were caught by the catch(...) statement.

t  ~^ay be a good idea to use the ca tch (...) as a default statement along with other catch handlers so that 
•  catch all those exceptions which are not handled explicitly.

latching Class Types as Exceptions

| 3rogram 13.5 Class Type as an Exception

=include <iostream>
^include <string.h> 
^include <conio.h>

CContd.)
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Division = 5.25 
End of function

Inside function 
Caught double inside function 
Caught double inside main 
End of main

When an exception is rethrown, it will not be caught by the same catch statement or any other catch in t+s  
group. Rather, it will be caught by an appropriate catch in the outer try/catch sequence only.

A catch handler itself may detect and throw an exception. Here again, the exception thrown will not oe 
caught by any catch statements in that group. It will be passed on to the next outer try /catch  sequence £c- 
processing.

13.7 SPECIFYING EXCEPTIONS
It is possible to restrict a function to throw only certain specified exceptions. This is achieved by adding a throw 
lis t clause to the function definition. The general form of using an exception specification  is:

type function(arg-list) throw (type-list)
{

Function body

}

The type -lis t specifies the type of exceptions that may be thrown. Throwing any other type of exceptic- 
will cause abnormal program termination. If we wish to prevent a function from throwing any exception, we 
may do so by making the type -lis t empty. That is, we must use

throw(); // Empty list 
in the function header line.

I
Note A function can only be restricted in what types of exceptions it throws back to the try block that called it. The 

restriction applies only when throwing an exception out of the function (and not within a function).

Program  13.7 demonstrates how we can restrict a function to throw only certain types and not all.

I

|  Program 13.1 Testing Throw Restrictions

using namespace std;
void test(int x) throw(int,double)
{

#include <iostream>

(Contd
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if(x == 0) throw 'x'; // char
else

if(x == 1) throw x; // int
else

if(x == -1) throw 1.0; // double
cout << "End of function block \n";

}

int raainO
{ try

{ cout << "Testing Throw Restrictions \n"; 
cout << "x == 0 \n" ; 
test (0) ;
cout << "x == 1 \n"; 
test(1);
cout << "x == -1 \n"; 
test(-1);
cout << ”x == 2 \n"; 
test (2) ;

}

catch(char c)
{ cout << "Caught a character \n";
}
catch(int m)
{

cout << "Caught an integer \n";
}
catch(double d)
{ cout << "Caught a double \n" ;
}cout << "End of try-catch system \n\n"; 
return 0;

}

*e output of the Program 13.7 would be:

Testing Throw Restrictions 
x == 0
Caught a character 
End of try-catch system

S o le If no matching catch statement is found, the exception will not be caught. So for precautionary measure, use 
TerminateQ function
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SUMMARY

O  Exceptions are peculiar problems that a program may encounter at run time.

O  Exceptions are of two types: synchronous and asynchronous. C++ provides mechanism for handling synchronc 
exceptions.

O  An exception is typically caused by a faulty statement in a try block. The statement discovers the error and throws it, wh 
is caught by a catch statement.

O  The catch statement defines a block of statements to handle the exception appropriately.

O  When an exception is not caught, the program is aborted.

O  A try block may throw an exception directly or invoke a function that throws an exception. Irrespective of location of 
throw point, the catch block is placed immediately after the try block.

O  We can place two or more catch blocks together to catch and handle multiple types of exceptions thrown by a try bloc

O  It is also possible to make a catch statement to catch all types of exceptions using ellipses as its argument.

O  We may also restrict a function to throw only a set of specified exceptions by adding a throw specification clause to 
function definition.

Key Terms

abort() function | asynchronous exceptions | bugs | catch block | catch(...) statement | catching mechanis 
| errors | exception handler | exception handling mechanism | exception specifying | exceptions | log 
errors | multiple catch | out-of-range index | overflow | rethrowing exceptions | synchronous exceptior
| syntactic errors | throw | throw point | throw statement | throw() | throwing mechanism | try block

REVIEW QUESTIONS

13.1 What is an exception? lFM °.l

13.2 How is an exception handled in C++? I F1A1°1

13.3 What are the advantages of using exception handling mechanism in a program?

13.4 When should a program throw an exception?

13.5 When is a catch(...) handler used?

13.6 Can we throw class types as exceptions? Explain with the help of an example.

13.7 What is an exception specification? When is it used?

13.8 What should be placed inside a try block? Give the syntax.

13.9 What should be placed inside a catch block?
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'0  When do we use multiple catch handlers?

: '1 State what will happen in the following situations:

(a) An exception is thrown outside a try block.

(b) No catch handler matches the type of exception thrown.

(c) Several handlers match the type of exception thrown.

(d) A catch handler throws an exception.

(e) A function throws an exception of type not specified in the specification list.

(f) catch(...) is the first of cluster of catch handlers.

(g) Placing throw() in a function header line.

(h) An exception rethrown within a catch block.

-  '2  Explain under what circumstances the following statements would be used:

(a) throw;

(b) void fun1 (float x) throw()

(c) catch(...)

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

Z  ' Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{

int p,q;
cout << "Input two integer numbers: 
cin >> p >> q; 
try 
{

if (q != 0)
{

float div = (float)p/q; 
if (div < 0) 

throw m;
cout << "p/q = " << div;

}
else

throw (q);

catch (int m)
{

cout << "Exception Caught: Division by zero";
}

catch (char t)
{

cout << "Exception Caught: Division is less than 1";
}
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return 0;
}

13.2 Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void practical(int x)
{ try

{ throw 2 0 ; 
throw 3 0;

}
catch(int e)

{
cout<< "Exception caught:\n"<<e<<"

}
catch()
{

cout<< "Exception caught:\n";
}

}
int main ()
{
practical (1); 
practical(2); 
return 0;

}

13.3 What will be the output of following program?

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void MyclassO 
{

try
{
throw "y";
}
catch (const char*)
{
cout <<"Exception inside Myclass\n"; 
throw ;
}

}
int main()
{

cout<< "Now main starts\n"; 
try 
{

Myclass();
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}
catch(const char*)
{

cout <<"Exception inside Main\n";
}

cout << "Now Main ends\n"; 
return 0;

• :  4 What will be the changes in output if we write the BOLD code as catch(...) or catch(int i)?

#include <iostreara> 
using namespace std; 
class P 
{
public:
P() {

cout<<"Inside the constructor\n";
try
{

throw "m";
}
catch (...)
{

cout<<"What is this?\n";
}
cout<<"still inside the constructor \n";

}
-P() {
cout<<"Inside the destructor\n";

}
} ;

int main()
{

try
{

P var; 
throw "Q";

}
catch (...)

{
cout<<"Exception: Ends \n";

}
cout<<"Exit point\n"; 
return 0;
}
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PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

13.1 Write a program containing a possible exception. Use a try block to throw it and a catch block to hand*e 
it properly.

13.2 Write a program that illustrates the application of multiple catch statements. |w| e [ b |

13.3 Write a program which uses catch(...) handler.

13.4 Write a program that demonstrates how certain exception types are not allowed to be thrown. 013
13.5 Write a program to demonstrate the concept of rethrowing an exception.

13.6 Write a program with the following:

(a) A function to read two double type numbers from keyboard.

(b) A function to calculate the division of these two numbers.

(c) A try block to throw an exception when a wrong type of data is keyed in.

(d) A try block to detect and throw an exception if the condition “divide-by-zero” occurs.

(e) Appropriate catch block to handle the exceptions thrown. lwlElBl
Write a main program that calls a deeply nested function containing an exception. Incorpora- 
necessary exception handling mechanism.

13.7

13.8 Write a program to create your own exception by inheriting exception class functionality.



Introduction to the 
Standard Template Library

Learning O bjectives
-~er going through this chapter, you will be able to
-  Provide an overview of Standard Template Library and its key components
□  Describe containers and their types
□  Classify the STL algorithms into various categories
-  dentify the various types of iterators and their characteristics
-  iustrate the use of three popular containers: vectors, lists and maps
□  Demonstrate the use of predefined STL function objects

.1 INTRODUCTION

*i t -ave seen how templates can be used to create generic classes and functions that could extend support 
t  :eneric programming. In order to help the C++ users in generic programming, Alexander Stepanov and 
■fer-g Lee of Hewlett-Packard developed a set of general-purpose templatized classes (data structures) and 
* l-  :: ons (algorithms) that could be used as a standard approach for storing and processing of data. The 
m  ection of these generic classes and functions is called the S tandard Template L ib ra ry  (STL). The STL 
tes  now become a part of the ANSI standard C++ class library.

5- L is large and complex and it is difficult to discuss all of its features in this chapter. W e therefore present 
Ife'-s only the most important features that would enable the readers to begin using the STL effectively. Using 

can save considerable time and effort, and lead to high quality programs. All these benefits are possible 
■ecause we are basically “reusing” the well-written and well-tested components defined in the STL.

STL components which are now part of the Standard C++ Library are defined in the namespace std. We 
must therefore use the using namespace directive

using namespace std;
■  ~orm  the compiler that we intend to use the Standard C++ Library. All programs in this chapter use this
iflrective.
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These three components work in 
conjunction with one another to provide 
support to a variety of programming solutions. 
The relationship between the three 
components is shown in Fig. 14.1. Algorithm s  
employ ite ra to rs  to perform operations stored 
in containers.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2Container

Iterator 1

A con ta ine r is an object that actually 
stores data. It is a way data is organized in 
memory. The STL containers are 
implemented by template classes and 
therefore can be easily customized to hold 
different types of data.

Table 14.1 Containers supported by the STL

14.2 COMPONENTS OF STL

The STL contains several components. But at its core are three key components. They are:

• Containers
• Algorithms
• Iterators

Iterator 2

Iterator 3

(^ A jg o r ith m jT ^ )

An algorithm  is a procedure that is used to Fi9 ' 14'1 Relationship between the three STL c o m p o n e n t  

process the data contained in the containers. The STL includes many different kinds of algorithms to provos 
support to tasks such as initializing, searching, copying, sorting, and merging. Algorithms are implement;-; 
by template functions.

An ite ra to r  is an object (like a pointer) that points to an element in a container. W e can use iterators a  
move through the contents of containers. Iterators are handled just like pointers. W e can increment 
decrement them. Iterators connect algorithms with containers and play a key role in the manipulation of data 
stored in the containers.

14.3 CONTAINERS

As stated earlier, containers are objects that hold data (of same type). The STL defines ten containers wh 
are grouped into three categories as illustrated in Fig. 14.2. Table 14.1 gives the details of all these contain 
as well as header to be included to use each one of them and the type of iterator supported by each contar 
class.

C onta iner D escrip tion H eader file Ite ra tor

vector A dynamic array. Allows insertions and 
deletions at back. Permits direct access 
to any element

<vector> Random
access

list A bidirectional, linear list. Allows 
insertions and deletions anywhere.

<list> Bidirectional
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Table 14.1 (Contd.)

ceque A double-ended queue. Allows 
insertions and deletions at both the 
ends. Permits direct access to any 
element.

<deque> Random
access

set An associate container for storing 
unique sets. Allows rapid lookup. (No 
duplicates allowed)

<set> Bidirectional

multiset An associate container for storing 
non-unique sets. (Duplicates allowed)

<set> Bidirectional

nap An associate container for storing 
unique key/value pairs. Each key is 
associated with only one value (One-to- 
one mapping). Allows key-based lookup.

<map> Bidirectional

-  jltimap An associate container for storing key/ 
value pairs in which one key may be 
associated with more than one value 
(one-to-many mapping). Allows key- 
based lookup.

<map> Bidirectional

track A standard stack. Last-in-first-out(LIFO) <stack> No iterator

o-eue A standard queue. First-in-first- 
out(FIFO).

<queue> No iterator

irc r ity -  queue A priority queue. The first element out is 
always the highest priority element.

<queue> No iterator

Containers

Fig. 14.2 Three m a jo r categories o f  containers

Each container class defines a set of functions that can be used to manipulate its contents. For example, 
I m r  container defines functions for inserting elements, erasing the contents, and swapping the contents 
■ to e  .ectors.
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Sequence Containers
Sequence containers store elements in a linear sequence, like a line as shown in Fig. 14.3. Each element ; 
related to other elements by its position along the line. They all expand themselves to allow insertion of 
elements and all of them support a number of operations on them.

begin() end()
Fig. 14.3 Elem ents in a sequence conta iner

The STL provides three types of sequence containers:

• Vector

• List

• Deque

Elements in all these containers can be accessed using an iterator. The difference between the three i  
them is related to only their performance. Table 14.2 compares their performance in terms of speec y  
random access and insertion or deletion of elements.

Table 14.2 Com parison o f sequence containers

C onta iner Random  access Insertion  o r deletion in the m iddle Insertion  o r de le tion a t the encJ
vector Fast Slow Fast at back

list Slow Fast Fast at front

deque Fast Slow Fast at both the ends

Associative Containers
Associative containers are designed to support direct access to elements using keys. They are not sequen a 
There are four types of associative containers:

• Set
• Multiset

• Map

• Multimap

All these containers store data in a structure called tree  which facilitates fast searching, deletion, ar 
insertion. However, these are very slow for random access and inefficient for sorting.

Containers set and multiset can store a number of items and provide operations for manipulating trx 
using the values as the keys. For example, a set might store objects of the student class which are orde- 
alphabetically using names as keys. W e can search for a desired student using his name as the key. T 
main difference between a set and a multiset is that a multiset allows duplicate items while a set does n
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Containers map and multimap are used to store pairs of items, one called the key  and the other called 
r e  value. W e can manipulate the values using the keys associated with them. The values are sometimes 

ed m apped values. The main difference between a map and a multimap is that a map allows only one 
•S', for a given value to be stored while multimap permits multiple keys.

Derived Containers
STL provides three derived containers namely, stack, queue, and priority_queue. These are also 

• : .vn as con ta iner adaptors.

Stacks, queues and priority queues can be created from different sequence containers. The derived 
: gainers do not support iterators and therefore we cannot use them for data manipulation. However, they 

= -cport two member functions p op() and push() for implementing deleting and inserting operations.

*4.4 ALGORITHMS
-  prithm s are functions that can be used generally across a variety of containers for processing their 
: : 'tents. Although each container provides functions for its basic operations, STL provides more than sixty 
standard algorithms to support more extended or complex operations. Standard algorithms also permit us to 
mz'<. with two different types of containers at the same time. Remember, STL algorithms are not member 

::ions or friends of containers. They are standalone template functions.

STL algorithms reinforce the philosophy of reusability. By using these algorithms, programmers can save 
:: of time and effort. To have access to the STL algorithms, we must include <algorithm> in our program.

STL algorithms, based on the nature of operations they perform, may be categorized as under:

• Retrieve or nonmutating algorithms 

■ Mutating algorithms
• Sorting algorithms
• Set algorithms
• Relational algorithms

These algorithms are summarized in Tables 14.3 to 14.7. STL also contains a few numeric algorithms 
:er the header file <numeric>. They are listed in Table 14.8.

*acle 14.3 Nonm utating a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion

; :jacent_find() Finds adjacent pair of objects that are equal

r ; unt() Counts occurrence of a value in a sequence

u nt_ if() Counts number of elements that matches a predicate

rc u a l() True if two ranges are the same

«nd() Finds first occurrence of a value in a sequence

* -d _ e n d () Finds last occurrence of a value in a sequence

f  rd _firs t_o f() Finds a value from  one sequence in another

(Contd.)
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Table 14.3 (contd.)

O perations D escrip tion

fin d _ if() Finds first match of a predicate in a sequence

for_each() Apply an operation to each element

m ism atch() Finds first elements for which two sequences differ

search () Finds a subsequence within a sequence

search _n () Finds a sequence of a specified number of similar elements

Table 14.4 M utating a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion

C o p y()

copy_backw ard() 

f i ll( ) 

f ill_ n () 

g en era te () 

g enerate_n() 

iter_sw ap() 

random _shuffle() 

rem ove() 

rem ove_copy() 

remove_copy _ if ( )

re m o v e if f )

Copies a sequence

Copies a sequence from the end

Fills a sequence with a specified value

Fills first n elements with a specified value

Replaces all elements with the result of an operation

Replaces first n elements with the result of an operation

Swaps elements pointed to by iterators

Places elements in random order

Deletes elements of a specified value

Copies a sequence after removing a specified value

Copies a sequence after removing elements matching a 
predicate

\ Deletes elements matching a predicate

replace() 

replace_copy() 

replace_copy_if() 

rep lace_ if() 

reverse () 

reverse_copy() 

ro ta te () 

rotate_copy() 

s w a p ()

sw ap_ranges() 

transform () 

unique() 

unique_copy()

Replaces elements with a specified value  

Copies a sequence replacing elements with a given val ue 

Copies a sequence replacing elements matching a pr 

Replaces elements matching a predicate 

Reverses the order of elements 

Copies a sequence into reverse order 

Rotates elements 

Copies a sequence into a rotated 

Swaps two elements 

Swaps two sequences 

Applies an operation to all elements 

Deletes equal adjacent elements 

Copies after removing equal adjacent elements
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'able 14.5 Sorting a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion

: nary_search() 

■K)ual_range() 

rp lace_m erge () 

cw er_bound() 

~ ake _h ea p () 

~ e rg e () 

*:n_elem ent() 

:= rtia l_sort() 

:artial_sort_copy() 

= artition() 

:o p _ h e ap () 

: .s h _ h e a p () 

sort()

a :rt_h ea p () 

rab le_partition () 

~:able_sort() 

.:p e r_b o u n d ()

Conducts a binary search on an ordered sequence

Finds a subrange of elements with a given value

Merges two consecutive sorted sequences

Finds the first occurrence of a specified value

Makes a heap from a sequence

Merges two sorted sequences

Puts a specified element in its proper place

Sorts a part of a sequence

Sorts a part of a sequence and then copies

Places elements matching a predicate first

Deletes the top element

Adds an element to heap

Sorts a sequence

Sorts a heap

Places elements matching a predicate first matching relative order 

Sorts maintaining order of equal elements 

Finds the last occurrence of a specified value

'io le 14.6 Set a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion

- : lu d e s ()
^ :_d iffe ren ce () 
se:_intersection() 
;a:_symmetric_difference()

Finds whether a sequence is a subsequence of another 
Constructs a sequence that is the difference of two ordered sets 
Constructs a sequence that contains the intersection of ordered sets 
Produces a set which is the symmetric difference between two 
ordered sets

5<r:_union() Produces sorted union of two ordered sets

'aole 14.7 R ela tiona l a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion

ecual()

te.< cographical_compare()

■ a x ( )
— 3x_elem ent()

m n ()

irin_e lem en t() 

i r  5 match ( )

Finds whether two sequences are the same

Compares alphabetically one sequence with other

Gives maximum of two values

Finds the maximum element within a sequence

Gives minimum of two values

Finds the minimum element within a sequence

Finds the first mismatch between the elements in two sequences
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Table 14.8 Num eric a lgorithm s

O perations D escrip tion I
accum ulate() 

a d ja c e n t_ d iffe re n c e () 

in n e r_ p ro d u c t() 

partia l_sum ()

Accumulates the results of operation on a sequence 

Produces a sequence from  another sequence 

A ccum ula tes the  results of operation on a pa ir of sequences 

| P roduces a sequence  by opera tion  on a p a ir o f sequences

14.5 ITERATORS

Iterators behave like pointers and are used to access container elements. They are often used to traverse! 
from one element to another, a process known as ite ra ting  through the container.

There are five types of iterators as described in Table 14.9.

Table 14.9 Iterators and the ir characteristics

Different types of iterators must be used with the different types of containers (See Table 14.1). Note ttsM 
only sequence and associative containers are traversable with iterators.

Each type of iterator is used for performing certain functions. Figure 14.4 gives the functionality \en+s 
diagram of the iterators. It illustrates the level of functionality provided by different categories of iterators.

The inpu t and ou tpu t iterators support the least functions. They can be used only to traverse in a contare ' 
The fo rw ard  iterator supports all operations of input and output iterators and also retains its position in r e  
container. A b id irec tiona l iterator, while supporting all fo rw ard  iterator operations, provides the ability to m c.e  
in the backward direction in the container. A random  access iterator combines the functionality of a 
bidirectional iterator with an ability to jump to an arb itra ry  location. Table 14.10 summarizes the operations 
that can be performed on each iterator type.

Ite ra to r A ccess m ethod D irection  o f m ovem ent I/O  capab ility R em ark :
Input
Output
Forward
Bidirectional
Random

Linear

Linear
Linear
Linear
Random

Forward only 
Forward only 
Forward only
Forward and backward 
Forward and backward

Read only 
Write only 
Read/Write 
Read/Write 
Read/Write

Cannot be saved 
Cannot be saved
Can be saved 
Can be saved 
Can be saved

random access

bidirectional

forward

Fig. 14.4 Functiona lity  Venn diagram  o f iterators
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"aohe 14.10 Operations supported by iterators

Ite ra to r E lem ent access R ead Write Increm ent
operation

Com parison

front -> v = *p + + ==, !=

lutput >IIQ.
*

+ +

'-.-ward -> Q.
*II> *p = V ++ ==, !=

z : rectional -> V = *p *p = V + + , --- ==, !=

: =ndom access - M l V = *p *p = V ++, +, ==, |=, < >,

+=, -= < = , > =

' 4.6  APPLICATION OF CONTAINER CLASSES

t  s ceyond the scope of this book to examine all the containers supported in the STL and provide illustrations, 
'- --e fo re , we illustrate here the use of the three most popular containers, namely, vector, list, and map.

/ectors

'  ■ e vector is the most widely used container. It stores elements in contiguous memory locations and enables 
ire c t access to any element using the subscript operator [ ]. A vector can change its size dynamically and 
~-before allocates memory as needed at run time.

The vector container supports random access iterators, and a wide range of iterator operations (See 
'::.!e  14.10) may be applied to a vector iterator. Class vector supports a number of constructors for creating 
lector objects.

vector<int> vl; 
vector<double> v2(10) 
vector<int> v3(v4); 
vector<int> v(5, 2);

// Zero-length int vector 
// 10-element double vector 
II Creates v3 from v4 
II 5-element vector of 2s

The vector class supports several member functions as listed in Table 14.11. W e can also use all the STL 
azDrithms on a vector.

Table 14.11 Im portant m em ber functions o f the vecto r class

Function Task

a t() Gives a reference to an element

b ack () Gives a reference to the last element

b eg in () Gives a reference to the first element

capacity() Gives the current capacity of the vector

c le a r() Deletes all the elements from the vector

em pty () Determines if the vector is empty or not
(Contd.)
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Table 14.11 (Contd.)

e n d () | Gives a reference to the end of the vector
e ra s e () Deletes specified etemerts

insert() Inserts elements in the vector

p op _b ack() Deletes the last element
push_back() Adds an element to the end
re s ize () Modifies the size o f  the vecto r to the specified value
s iz e () Gives the number of elements
s w a p () Exchanges elements in the specified two vectors

Program 14.1 illustrates the use of several functions of the vector class template. Note that an iterator s 
used as a pointer to elements of the vector. W e must include header file <vector> to use vector class in ojt 
programs.

Using Vectors

#include <iostream> 
#include <vector> 
using namespace std;

// Vector header file

void display(vector<int> &v)
{

for(int i=0;i<v.size();i++)
{

cout << v[i] << " ";
}
cout << "\n" ;

}
int main()
{
vector<int> v; // Create a vector of type int
cout << "Initial size = " << v.sizeO << "\n";
// Putting values into the vector 
int x;
cout << "Enter five integer values: 
for(int i=0; i<5; i++)
{

cin >> x; 
v.push_back(x);

}
cout << "Size after adding 5 values: 
cout << v.sizeO << "\n";

// Display the contents
cout << "Current contents: \n";
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display(v);

// Add one more value
v .push_back(6.6); // float value truncated to int

// Display size and contents 
cout << "\nSize = " << v.sizeO << "\n"-f 
cout << "Contents now: \n"; 
display(v);

// Inserting elements 
vector<int> :: iterator itr 
itr = itr + 3;
V.insert(itr,1,9);

// Display the contents 
cout << "\nContents after inserting: \n"; 
display(v);

// Removing 4th and 5th elements
v.erase(v.begin()+3,v.begin()+5); // Removes 4th and 5th element

// Display the contents
cout << "\nContents after deletion: \n"; 
display(v); 
cout << "END\n" ; 
return(0);
}

'h e  output of Program 14.1 would be:

Initial size = 0
Enter five integer values: 1 2 3 4 5  
Size after adding 5 values: 5 
Current contents:
1 2 3 4 5
Size = 6 
Contents now:
1 2 3 4 5 6
Contents after inserting:
1 2 3 9 4 5 6
Contents after deletion:
1 2 3 5 6 
END

= v.beginO; // iterator
II itr points to 4th element

program uses a number of functions to create and manipulate a vector. The member function size() 
j m : :he current size of the vector. After creating an int type empty vector v of zero size, the program puts 
i»» . slues into the vector using the member function push_back(). Note that push_back() takes a value as
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its argument and adds it to the back end of the vector. Since the vector v is of type int, it can accept ony  
integer values and therefore the statement

v .push_back(6.6);
truncates the values 6.6 to 6 and then puts it into the vector at its back end.

The program uses an iterator to access the vector elements. The statement

vector<int> :: iterator itr = v.beginO;
declares an iterator itr and makes it to point to the first position of the vector. The statements

itr = itr + 3; 
v.insert(itr,9);

inserts the value 9 as the fourth element. Similarly, the statement

v. erase (v.begin () +3 , v .begin 0+5) ;
deletes 4th and 5 th elements from the vec to r. Note that erase(m,n) deletes only n-m elements starting fro r  
mth element and the nth element is not deleted.

The elements of a vector may also be accessed using subscripts (as we do in arrays). Notice the use : f  
v[i] in the function display() for displaying the contents of v. The call v.size() in the for loop of displayf 
gives the current size of v.

Lists
The list is another container that is popularly used. It supports a bidirectional, linear list and provides an 
efficient implementation for deletion and insertion operations. Unlike a vector, which supports randc-  
access, a list can be accessed sequentially only.

Bidirectional iterators are used for accessing list elements. Any algorithm that requires input, outp.'. 
forward, or bidirectional iterators can operate on a list. Class list provides many member functions fo l 
manipulating the elements of a list. Important member functions of the list class are given in Table 14.12. Use 
of some of these functions is illustrated in Program 14.2. Header file <list> must be included to use the 
container class list.

|  Program 14.2 Using Lists

#include <iostream>
#include <list>
#include <cstdlib>

using namespace std;

void display(list<int> &lst)
{

list<int> :: iterator p; 
for(p = Ist.beginO; p != Ist.endO; ++p) 

cout << *p << ",

II For using rand<) function

(Conte
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cout << "\n\n";

int main()
{

list<int> listl; // Empty list of zero length
list<int> list2(5); // Empty list of size 5

for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
listl.push_back(rand 0/100);

list<int> :: iterator p;
for(p=list2.begin(); p !=list2.end();++p)

*p = rand 0/100 ; 
cout << "Listl \n"; 
display(listl); 
cout << "List2 \n"; 
display(list2);

// Add two elements at the ends of listl 
listl.push_front(100); 
listl.push_back(200);

// Remove an element at the front of list2 
list2.pop_front();

cout << "Now Listl \n"; 
display(listl); 
cout << "Now List2 \n"; 
display(list2);

list<int> listA, listB; 
listA = listl; 
listB = list2;

// Merging two lists(unsorted) 
listl.merge(list2); 
cout << "Merged unsorted lists \n"; 
display(listl);

// Sorting and merging 
listA.sort () ; 
listB.sort(); 
listA.merge(listB); 
cout << "Merged sorted lists \n"; 
display(listA);
// Reversing a list 
listA.reverse();
cout << "Reversed merged list \n";

(Contd.)
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display(listA); 
return(0);

}

The output of Program 14.2 would be:

Listl
0, 184, 63,
List2
265, 191, 157, 114, 293,
Now Listl
100, 0, 184, 63, 200,
Now List2
191, 157, 114, 293,
Merged unsorted lists
100, 0, 184, 63, 191, 157, 114, 200, 293,

Merged sorted lists
0, 63, 100, 114, 157, 184, 191, 200, 293,
Reversed merged list
293, 200, 191, 184, 157, 114, 100, 63, 0,

The program declares two empty lists, listl with zero length and Iist2 of size 5. The listl is filled Mk 
three values using the member function push_back() and math function rand(). The Iist2 is filled u s r ; *  
list type iterator p and a for loop. Remember that Iist2.begin() gives the position of the first element wtBI 
Iist2.end() gives the position immediately after the last element. Values are inserted at both the ends usad  
push_front() and push_back() functions. The function pop_front() removes the first element in the s 
Similarly, we may use pop_back() to remove the last element.

The objects of list can be initialized with other list objects like,

listA = listl; 
listB = list2;

The statement

listl.merge(list2);
simply adds the Iist2 elements to the end of listl. The elements in a list may be sorted in increasing 
using sort() member function. Note that when two sorted lists are merged, the elements are insere: »  
appropriate locations and therefore the merged list is also a sorted one.

W e use a display() function to display the contents of various lists. Note the difference betwee- 
implementations of display() in Programs 14.1 and 14.2.
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"a ble 14.12 Im portant m em ber functions o f the lis t class

Function Task

cack () Gives reference to the last element

:e g in () Gives reference to the first element

: e a r ( ) Deletes all the elements

em pty() Decides if the list is empty or not

end() Gives reference to the end of the list

srase () Deletes elements as specified

*s e r t() Inserts elements as specified

- e r g e ( ) Merges two ordered lists

:op_back() Deletes the last element

:op_front() Deletes the first element

: jsh_back() Adds an element to the end

;js h _ fro n t() Adds an element to the front

•em ove() Removes elements as specified

*esize() Modifies the size of the list

*everse() Reverses the list

s ize () Gives the size of the list

sort() Sorts the list

solice() Inserts a list into the invoking list

sw ap() Exchanges the elements of a list with those in the invoking list

jn iq u e () Deletes the duplicating elements in the list

Maps
- map is a sequence of (key, value) pairs where a single value is associated with each unique key as shown 
■ Fig. 14.5. Retrieval of values is based on the key and is very fast. W e should specify the key to obtain the 
associated value.

Fig. 14.5 The key-value pa irs in a map
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A map is commonly called an associative array. The key is specified using the subscript operator [ ] as 
shown below:

phone[ "John" ] = 1111;

This creates an entry for “John” and associates (i.e., assigns) the value 1111 to it. phone is a map object. 
W e can change the value, if necessary, as follows:

phone[ "John" ] = 9999;

This changes the value 1111 to 9999. W e can also insert and delete pairs anywhere in the map using 
insert() and erase() functions. Important member functions of the map class are listed in Table 14.13.

Table 14.13 Im portant m em ber functions o f the m ap class

Function Task

b eg in () Gives reference to the first element

c le a r() Deletes all elements from the map

em p ty () Decides whether the map is empty or not

e n d () Gives a reference to the end of the map

e ra s e () Deletes the specified elements

fin d () Gives the location of the specified element

insert() Inserts elements as specified

s iz e () Gives the size of the map

sw a p () Exchanges the elements of the given map with those of the invoking map

Program 14.3 shows a simple example of a map used as an associative array. Note that <map> heade- 
must be included.

|  Program 14.3 Using Maps

#include <iostream>
#include <map>
#include <string>

using namespace std;
typedef map<string,int> phoneMap;

int main()
{

string name; 
int number; 
phoneMap phone;

(Conte i
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cout << "Enter three sets of name and number \n";

for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
{

cin >> name; // Get key
cin >> number; // Get value
phone[name] = number; // Put them in map

}

phone["Jacob"] = 4444; // Insert Jacob

phone.insert(pair<string,int> ("Bose", 5555)); 
int n = phone.size();
cout << "\nSize of Map: " << n << "\n\n"; 
cout << "List of telephone numbers \n"; 
phoneMap::iterator p;
for(p=phone.begin(); p !=phone.end(); p++)
{
cout << (*p).first << " " << (*p).second << *\n";
}
cout << ”\n" ;
cout << "Enter name: " ; // Get name
cin >> name;
number = phone[name] ; // Find number
cout << "Number: " «  number << "\n”; 
return 0;

}

ne output of Program 14.3 would be:

Enter three sets of name and number:
Prasanna 1111 
Singh 2222 
Raja 3333
Size of Map: 5
List of telephone numbers 
Bose 5555
Jacob 4444 
Prasanna 1111 
Raja 3333 
Singh 2222
Enter name: Raja 
Number: 3333

~ ' r  program first creates phone map interactively with three names and then inserts two more names into the 
-s c  Then, it displays all the names and their telephone numbers available in the map. Now the program
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requests the user to enter the name of a person. The program looks into the map, using the person name as a 
key, for the associated number and then prints the number.

I
Note That the names are printed in alphabetical order, although the original data was not. The list is automatically sortec 

using the key. In our example, the key is the name of person.

W e can access the two parts of an entry using the members first and second with an iterator of the map 
as illustrated in the program. That is,

(*p).first 
gives the key, and

(*p).second 
gives the value.

14.7 FUNCTION OBJECTS

LIMITATIONS
1. Use o f standard tem plate  library 

should be avoided for real-tim e  
a p p lic a tio n s  d u e  to  in te rn a l 
m em ory allocation.

2. Use o f standard  library helps  
th e  p ro g ra m m e r by ad d in g  
p re c o m p ile d  h e a d e rs  b u t 
maxim izes the  com pile time.

A function object is a function that has been wrapped in a class so that it looks like an object. The class has 
only one member function, the overloaded ( )  operator and no data. The class is templatized so that it can be 
used with different data types.

Function objects are often used as arguments to certain containers and algorithms. For example, the 
statement

sort(array, array+5, greater<int>());
uses the function object greater<int>() to sort the elements contained in array in descending order.

Besides comparisons, STL provides many other predefined function objects for performing arithmetical £-■: 
logical operations as shown in Table 14.14. Note that there are function objects corresponding to all the major C—  
operators. For using function objects, we must include <functional> header file.

Table 14.14 STL function ob jects in <functional>

Function ob ject Type Descrip tion

divides<T> arithmetic x/y

equal_to<T> relational X II II

greater<T> relational x > y

greater_equal<T> relational x >= y

less<T> relational x < y

less_equal<T> relational x <= y

logical_and<T> logical x && y

logical_not<T> logical !x

logical_or<T> logical x || y

minus<T> arithmetic x - y

modulus<T> arithmetic x % y
(Contd.)
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Table 14.14 (Contd.)

Function ob ject Type D escrip tion

negate<T> arithmetic - X
not_equal_to<T> relational x != y

plus<T> arithmetic x + y

multiplies<T> arithmetic x * y

Note: The variables x  and y  represent objects o f class T  passed to the function ob ject as arguments. 

Program 14.4 illustrates the use of the function object g re a te r< > () in s o r t ( ) algorithm.

Use of Function Objects in Algorithms

#include <iostream> 
#include <algorithm> 
#include <functional> 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{ int x[] = {10,50,30,40,20}; 

int y[] = {70,90,60,80}; 
sort(x,x+5,greater<int>()); 
sort(y,y+4); 
fortint i=0; i<5; i++)

cout << x[i] << " "; 
cout << "\n" ; 
fortint j=0; j<4; j++)

cout << y[j] << " 
cout << "\n" ; 
int z [9] ;
merge(x,x+5,y,y+4,z); 
f or(i = 0; i<9; i++)

cout << z[i] << ” "; 
cout << "\n"; 
return(0);

The output of Program 14.4 would be:
50 40 30 20 10 
60 70 80 90
50 40 30 20 10 60 70 80 90

Note The program creates two arrays x and y and initializes them with specified values. The program then sorts both of | 
them using the algorithm sorff). Note that x is sorted using the function object greater<int>() and y is sorted without 
it and therefore the elements in x are in descending order.
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The program finally merges both the arrays and displays the content of the merged array. Note the form 
of merge() function and the results it produces.

SUMMARY

O  A collection of generic classes and functions is called the Standard Template Library (STL). STL components are part of 
C++ standard library.

O  The STL consists of three main components: containers, algorithms, and iterators.

O  Containers are objects that hold data of same type. Containers are divided into three major categories: sequential, 
associative, and derived.

O  Container classes define a large number of functions that can be used to manipulate their contents.

O  Algorithms are standalone functions that are used to carry out operations on the contents of containers, such as sorting 
searching, copying, and merging.

o Iterators are like pointers. They are used to access the elements of containers thus providing a link between algorithms 
and containers. Iterators are defined for specific containers and used as arguments to algorithms.

o Certain algorithms use what are known as function objects for some operations. A function object is created by a class that 
contains only one overloaded operator () function.

Key Terms

<algorithm > | <cstd lib> | <deque> i < functiona l>  | < lis t>  | <map> | <numeric> j <queue> 
I <set> | <string> | <stack> j <vector> | algorithms | associative containers! bidirectional iterator
I container adaptors | containers | deque | derived containers | forward iterator j function 
object | generic programming | input interator | iterators ! keys | linear sequence | list ] map ! mapped 
values I multimap | multiple keys i multiset i mutating algorithms | namespace | nonmutating
algorithms I numeric algorithms | output iterator | priority_queue | queue i random access iterator 
I relational algorithms | sequence containers i set i set algorithms | sorting algorithms I stack
! standard C++ library ! standard template library : templates | templatized classes | tree | using
namespace ! values | vector

REVIEW QUESTIONS

14.1 W hat is STL? How is it different from the C++ Standard Library? Why is it gaining importance amoo; 
the programmers?

14.2 List the three types of containers.

14.3 W hat is the major difference between a sequence container and an associative container?

14.4 W hat are the best situations for the use of the sequence containers?



class EmployeeMaster
{
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private:
char name[NAMESIZE]; 
int id;

public:
EmployeeMaster()
{

}

strcpy(name, 
id = 0 ;

’ ) ;

EmployeeMaster(char name[NAMESIZE], int id) 
:id(id)

{
strcpy(this->name, name);

} »

EmployeeMaster* getValuesFromUser()
{ EmployeeMaster *temp = new EmployeeMaster() 

cout << endl << "Enter user name : "; 
cin >> temp->name;
cout << endl << "Enter user ID : "; 
cin >> temp->id; 
return temp;

}void displayRecord()
{

cout << endl << "Name 
cout << endl << "ID :

: " << name;
" << id << endl;

}

void main()
{

vector <EmployeeMaster*> emp;
EmployeeMaster *temp = new EmployeeMasterO; 
emp.push_back(getValuesFromUser()); 
emp[0]->displayRecord(); 
delete temp;

}

temp = new EmployeeMaster("AlanKay", 
emp.push_back(temp);
emp[emp.capacity()]->displayRecord() 
emp[emp.size()]->displayRecord();

14.2 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream>
#include <vector>

using namespace std;



in t  m ain()
{

v e c to r < in t>  v l ;  
v l . push_back(10 );  
v l .push_back(30 );

vec to r < in t>  v 2 ; 
v 2 .push_back(20 );  
v 2 .push_back(40 );

i f (v l= = v 2 )
cout<<"vectors are equal";

e lse

cout<<"vectors are u n eq u a l\t"  
v l . swap(2 0 );

f o r ( in t  y=0 ; y < v l .s iz e ( ) ;  y++)
{

c o u t< < "V l= "< < v l[y ]<<" 
cout < < "V2 = " < <v2 [y] < < ” "  ;

}
re tu rn  0;

}

4.3 Identify the error in the following program.

#include<iostream >
# in c lu d e < lis t>  
vo id  m ain()
{

l i s t  < in t>  11;

1 1 .push_f r o n t (10 );
1 1 .push_back(2 0 );
1 1 ,p u s h _ fro n t(3 0 );
1 1 .p u s h _ fro n t(40 );
1 1 .push_back(10 );
1 1 .pop_f r o n t (40) ;

1 1 .reverse ( ) ;
1 1 .u n iq u e ( ) ;

}

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

*■4.1 Write a code segment that does the following:
(a) Defines a vector v with a maximum size of 10
(b) Sets the first element of v to 0.
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(c) Sets the last element of v to 9.
(d) Sets the other elements to 1.
(e) Displays the contents of v  | w | e | b |

14.2 Create an array with even numbers and a list with odd numbers. Merge two sequences of numbers inra 
a vector using the algorithm m erge(). Display the vector.

14.3 Create a student class that includes a student’s first name and his roll_number. Create five objects r  
this class and store them in a list thus creating a p h o n e jit. Write a program using this list to display the I 
student name if the roll_number is given and vice-versa. [wJeJbI

14.4 Redo the Exercise 14.17 using a set.

14.5 A table gives a list of car models and the number of units sold in each type in a specified period. W r£'; 
a program to store this table in a suitable container, and to display interactively the total value or r 
particular model sold, given the unit-cost of that model.

14.6 Write a program to compare two sequences using lexicographicalcom pare.



Manipulating Strings

-  Learning O bjectives ........—
ifte r  going through this chapter, you wiii be able to
_  Provide an overview  of the string class

_  List the important constructors, functions and operators of the string class 

_  Identify the various ways o f creating and manipulating string objects

_  Demonstrate how string class functions are used for accessing string characters and comparing and 
swapping strings

15.1 INTRODUCTION
*  —  ng is a sequence of characters. W e know that C++ does not support a built-in string type. W e have used 
» i 'ie r  null-terminated character arrays to store and manipulate strings. These strings are called C -strings  or 
: r / le  strings. Operations on C-strings often become complex and inefficient. W e can also define our own 
* r r g  classes with appropriate member functions to manipulate strings. This was illustrated in Program 7.4 
1 ;:-em atical Operation of Strings).

■iNSI standard C++ now provides a new class called string. This class improves on the conventional 
E - r /  ngs in several ways. In many situations, the string objects may be used like any other built-in type data. 
= .- 'e r ,  although it is not considered as a part of the STL, string is treated as another container class by C++ 
a~: merefore all the algorithms that are applicable for containers can be used with the string objects. For 
■sr z  the string class, we must include <string> in our program.

~~e string class is very large and includes many constructors, member functions and operators. W e may 
je+ : ie  constructors, member functions and operators to achieve the following:

• Creating string objects

• Reading string objects from keyboard

• Displaying string objects to the screen

• Finding a substring from a string

• Modifying string objects

• Comparing string objects

■ Adding string objects
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• Accessing characters in a string

• Obtaining the size of strings

• Many other operations

Table 15.1 gives prototypes of three most commonly used constructors and Table 15.2 gives a list y  
important member functions. Table 15.3 lists a number of operators that can be used on string objects.

Table 15.1 Com m only used string constructors

C onstructor Usage

String();

String(const chat *str); 

String(const string & str);

For creating an empty string

For creating a string object from a null-terminated string 

For creating a string object from other string object

Table 15.2 Im portant functions supported by  the string class

Function Task

append() Appends a part of string to another string

Assign() Assigns a partial string

at() Obtains the character stored at a specified location

Begin() Returns a reference to the start of a string

capacity() Gives the total elements that can be stored.

compare() Compares string against the invoking string

empty() Returns true if the string is empty; Otherwise returns false

end() Returns a reference to the end of a string

erase() Removes characters as specified

find() Searches for the occurrence of a specified substring

insert() Inserts characters at a specified location

length() Gives the number of elements in a string

max size() Gives the maximum possible size of a string object in a give system

replace() Replace specified characters with a given string

resize() Changes the size of the string as specified

size() Gives the number of characters in the string

swap() Swaps the given string with the invoking string

Table 15.3 O perators fo r string objects

O pera tor M eaning

= Assignment

+ Concatenation

+= Concatenation assignment

== Equality

( C : -  :
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'ab le 15.3 (Contd.)

O pera tor M eaning

<

Inequality 

Less than 

Less than or equal

Greater than
»= Greater than or equal

Subscription
« Output
» Input

4 5.2 CREATING (string) OBJECTS
can create string objects in a number of ways as illustrated below:

string si; 
string s2("xyz"); 
si = s2 ; 
s3 = "abc" + s2 
cin >> si; 
getlinefcin, si);

// Using constructor with no argument 
// Using one-argument constructor 
// Assigning string objects 
II Concatenating strings 
II Reading through keyboard (one word)
// Reading through keyboard a line of text

The overloaded + operator concatenates two string objects. W e can also use the operator += to append 
* ruing to the end of a string. Examples:

s3 += 
s3 +=

si;
"abc";

/ /  s3  
I I  S3

s3 + si 
s3 + "abc"

The operators «  and »  are overloaded to handle input and output of string objects. Examples:

cin >> s2; 
cout << s2; 
getline(cin, s2);

// Input to string object (one word) 
II Displays the contents of s2 
II Reads embedded blanks

N ote Using cin and »  operator we can read only one word of a string white the geiline() function permits us to read a 
line of text containing embedded blanks. I

Program 15.1 demonstrates the several ways of creating string objects in a program.

Program 15.1 Creating String Objects

iinclude <iostream> 
#include <string>
using namespace std;
int main()

(Contd.)
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Program 15.2

ttinclude <iostream> 
ttinclude <string>

Modifying String Objects

// Creating string objects
string si; // Empty string object
string s2(" New"); // Using string constant 
string s3(" Delhi");
// Assigning value to string objects
si = s2; // Using string object
cout << "SI = " «  si << "\n";
// Using a string constant
si = "Standard C++";
cout << "Now SI = " << si << "\n";
// Using another object 
string s4(sl);
cout << "S4 = " << s4 << "\n\n";
// Reading through keyboard 
cout << "ENTER A STRING \n";
cin >> s4; // Delimited by blank space
cout << "Now S4 = " << s4 << "\n\n";
// Concatenating strings 
si = s2 + s3 ;
cout << "SI finally contains: 
return 0;

<< sl << "\n";

The output of Program 15.1 would be:

Sl = New
Now Sl = Standard C++
S4 = Standard C++
ENTER A STRING 
COMPUTER CENTRE 
Now S4 = COMPUTER
Sl finally contains: New Delhi

15.3 MANIPULATING STRING OBJECTS
W e can modify contents of string objects in several ways, using the member functions such as insert, 
replace(), erase(), and appendQ. Program 15.2 demonstrates the use of some of these functions.
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using namespace std;

int main()
{

string sl("12345"); 
string s2("abcde");
cout << "Original Strings are: \n"; 
cout << "SI: " << si << "\n"; 
cout << "S2: " << s2 << "\n\n";

// Inserting a string into another 
cout << "Place S2 inside SI \n" ; 
si.insert(4,s2);
cout << "Modified SI: " << si << "\n\n";

// Removing characters in a string 
cout << "Remove 5 Characters from SI \n"; 
si.erase(4,5);
cout << "Now SI: " << si << "\n\n";

// Replacing characters in a string 
cout << "Replace Middle 3 Characters in S2 with SI \n"; 
s2.replace(1,3,si); 
cout << "Now S2: " << s2 << "\n";

return 0;
}

ne output of Program 15.2 given below illustrates how strings are manipulated using string functions.

Original Strings are:
SI: 12345 
32: abcde
Place S2 inside SI 
Modified SI: 1234abcde5
Remove 5 Characters from SI 
Now SI: 12345
Replace Middle 3 Characters in S2 with SI 
Now S2: al2345e

RELATIONAL OPERATIONS
*  . - c e r  of operators that can be used on strings are defined for string objects (Table 15.3). W e have used
•  r e  earlier examples the operators = and + for creating objects. W e can also apply the relational operators 
(■ e :  ■ Table 15.3. These operators are overloaded and can be used to compare string objects. The 
» -  r = re() function can also be used for this purpose.
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I
Program 15.3 shows how these operators are used.

Program 15.3 Relational Operations on String Objects

#include<iostream>
#include<string.h>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
string si("ABC"); 
string s2("XYZ"); 
string s3 = si + s2;
if(si!=s2)

cout<<sl<<" is not equal to "<<s2<<"\n"; 
if (sl>s2)

cout<<sl<<" is greater than "<<s2<<"\n";
else

coutc<s2<<" is greater than "<<sl<<"\n"; 
if(s3==sl+s2)

cout<<s3<<" is equal to "<<sl+s2<<"\n\n";
int x = si.compare(s2); 
if(x==0)

cout<<sl<<" = "<<s2<<"\n"; 
else if(x>0)

cout<<sl<<" > "<<s2<<"\n";
else

cout<<sl<<" < "<<s2<<"\n";
return 0;
}

The output of Program 15.3 would be:

ABC is not equal to XYZ 
XYZ is greater than ABC 
ABCXYZ is equal to ABCXYZ
ABC < XYZ

15.5 STRING CHARACTERISTICS
Class string supports many functions that could be used to obtain the characteristics of strings such as • 
length, capacity, etc. The size or length denotes the number of elements currently stored in a given st 
The capacity indicates the total elements that can be stored in the given string. Another characteristic is 1 
m axim um  size  which is the largest possible size of a string object that the given system can support. Pro 
15.4 illustrates how these characteristics are obtained and used in an application.
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Maximum Size = 4294967293 
Empty: no
Status after resizing:
Size = 15
Length = 15
Capacity = 31
Maximum Size = 4294967293
Empty: no

________ LIMITATION________
C++ supports  5 0 9  characters  ir  
string literals and it is com piler 
d e p e n d e n t, like M S V C  supports  
2 0 4 8  and G CC U n lim ited  show ; 
warning after 510 character.

The size and length of 0 indicate that the string str1 contains no characters. The size and length sra 
always the same. The str1 has a capacity of zero initially but its capacity has increased to 31 when a strirc 
is assigned to it. The maximum size of a string in this system is 4294967293. The function empty() retu~1 
true if str1 is empty; otherwise false.

15.6 ACCESSING CHARACTERS IN STRINGS
W e can access substrings and individual characters of a string in several ways. The string class suppc~  
the following functions for this purpose:

at ()
substr() 
find()
find_first_of() 

find last of ()

for accessing individual characters
for retrieving a substring
for finding a specified substring
for finding the location of first occurrence of the 
specified character(s)
for finding the location of last occurrence of the 
specified character(s)

We can also use the overloaded [ ] operator (which makes a string object look like an array) to access 
individual elements in a string. Program 15.5 demonstrates the use of some of these functions.

|  Program 15.5 Accessing and Manipulating Characters

#include <iostream> 
ttinclude <string>
using namespace std;
int main()
{

string s("0NE TWO THREE FOUR"); 
cout << "The string contains: \n"; 
for(int i=0;i<s.length();i++)

cout << s.at(i); // Display one character
cout << "\nString is shown again: \n"; 
for(int j=0;j<s.length();j++) 

cout << s [ j] ;
int xl = s .find("TWO"); 
cout << "\n\nTW0 is found at: << xl << *\n";

(Conte
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int x2 = s .find_first_of('T');
cout << "\nT is found first at: " << x2 << *\n" ; 
int x3 = s .find_last_of('R');
cout << "\nR is last found at: " << x3 << "\n";

cout << "\nRetrieve and print substring TWO \n";
cout << s .substr(xl,3); 
cout << "\n";

return 0;
}

_rie output of Program 15.5 would be:

The string contains:
ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
String is shown again:
ONE TWO THREE FOUR
TWO is found at: 4
T is found first at: 4
R is last fount at: 17
Retrieve and print substring TWO 
TWO

*Ve can access individual characters in a string using either the member function at() or the subscript 
itera tor [ ]. This is illustrated by the following statements:

cout << s .at (i) ; 
cout << s [i] ; '

The statement

int xl = s .find("TWO");
:: 3tes the position of the first character of the substring “T W O ”. The statement

cout << s .substr(xl,3);

%  :s the substring “T W O ”. The first argument x1 specifies the location of the first character of the required 
s_:string and the second argument gives the length of the substring.

15.7 COMPARING AND SWAPPING
string supports functions for comparing and swapping strings. The compare() function can be used to 

:: npare either two strings or portions of two strings. The swap() function can be used for swapping the contents 
if  ~.vo string objects. The capabilities of these functions are demonstrated in Program 15.6.
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cout << "\nBefore swap: \n"; 
cout << "si = " << si << "\n";
cout << "s2 = " << s2 << "\n";
si.swap(s2);
cout << ”\nAfter swap: \n"; 
cout << "si = " «  si << "\n";
cout << "s2 = " << s2 << "\n";
return 0;

}

The output of Program 15.6 would be:

si = Road
s2 = Read
s3 = Red
si > s2
a = 1
b = -1
c = 0
d = 0
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Before swap: 
si = Road 
s2 = Read
After swap: 
si = Read 
s2 = Road

The statement

int x = si.compare(s2);
pares the string s1 against s2 and x is assigned 0 if the strings are equal, a positive number if s1 is lexi- 
'aph ica lly  greater than s2 or a negative number otherwise.

The statement

int a = si.compare(0,2,s2,0,2);
pares portions of s1 and s2. The first two arguments give the starting subscript and length of the portion 

s1 to compare to s2, that is supplied as the third argument. The fourth and fifth arguments specify the 
ting subscript and length of the portion of s2 to be compared. The value assigned to a is 0, if they are 
al, 1 if substring of s1 is greater than the substring of s2, -1 otherwise.

The statement

s2.swap(s2) ;
anges the contents of the strings s1 and s2.

SUMMARY

J  Manipulation and use of C-style strings become complex and inefficient. ANSI C++ provides a new class called string to 
overcome the deficiencies of C-strings.

3  The string class supports many constructors, member functions and operators for creating and manipulating string objects. 
We can perform the following operations on the strings:

• Reading strings from keyboard

• Assigning strings to one another

• Finding substrings

• Modifying strings

• Comparing strings and substrings

• Accessing characters in strings

• Obtaining size and capacity of strings

• Swapping strings

• Sorting strings
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Key Terms

<string> \ append () | assign() | at() | begin() | capacity | capacity!) | compare!) | comparing strings j 
C-strings | C-style strings | empty!) | end() j erase!) | find() | find_first_of{) | findJast_of() | getline- 
| insert!) | length | length!) | exicographical ) max_size() \ maximum size | relational operators | replace- 
| size | size() | string | string class | string constructors | string objects | substr() | substring | swap!) | swap
ping strings

REVIEW QUESTIONS

15.1 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE:

(a) For using string class, we must include the header <string>.

(b) string objects are null terminated.

(c) The elements of a string object are numbered from 0.

(d) Objects of string class can be copied using the assignment operator.

(e) Function end() returns an iterator to the invoking string object.

15.2 How does a string type string differ from a C-type string?

15.3 The following statements are available to read strings from the keyboard.

(a) c in » s 1 ;

(b) getline(cin, s1);

where s1 is a string object. Distinguish their behaviour.

15.4 Consider the following segment of a program:

s t r in g  s i ( " m a n " ) ,  s 2 , s 3 ;  
s 2 . a s s i g n ( s i ) ; 
s3 = s i ;
s t r in g  s4 ("w o " + s i ) ;  
s2 += " a g e " ; 
s 3 . a p p e n d ( " a g e r " ) ;  
s 1 [ 0 ] = ' v ' ;

State the contents of the objects s1, s2, s3 and s4 when executed.

15.5 W e can access string elements using

(a) at() function

(b) subscript operator [ ]

Compare their behavior.

15.6 W hat does each of the following statements do?

(a) s.replace(n,1,7”);

(b) s.erase(10);

(c) s1.insert(10,s2);

(d) intx = s1.compare(0, s2.size(), s2);

(e) s2 = s1.substr(10, 5);
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f5.7 Distinguish between the following pair of functions.

(a) max_size() and capacity()

(b) find() and rfind()

(c) begin() and rbegin()

DEBUGGING EXERCISES

• 5.1 Find the error in the following program.

#include <iostream>
#include<strings 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{

string stl;
cout<<"enter a statement\n"; 
getline(stl);
cout<<"you have entered\n"<<stl; 
return 0;

*-: .2 What will be the output of the following program?

#include <iostream>
#include <string> 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{
string si("He live in India\n"); 
string s2("He is happy "); 
string s3=sl.substr(8,8) ; 
s2.insert(12, s3); 
cout<<s2<<flush; 
return 0;

}

'5.3 What will be the output of the following program?

#include <iostream>
#include <strings 
using namespace std; 
int main()
{
string si("We love to walk"); 
if(si.at(4)==sl[4])

{ sl= si.substr(8,7); 
cout<<sl;

}
else

si.replace(7,4,"hate");
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return 0;

15.4 Find the errors in the following program.

#include <iostream>
#include <string> 
using namespace std; 
int main ()

string si("what will happen?"); 
si.pop_back(); 
cout << si << "\n";
cout << "capacity of string:- " << si.capacity() << '\n'

si.resize(10);
cout << "capacity of string:-

sl.shrink_to_fit(10);
cout << "capacity of string:-

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

<< si.capacity() << '\n' 

<< si.capacity() << '\n'

15.1 Write a program that reads the name

Martin Luther King
from the keyboard into three separate string objects and then concatenates them into a new strng 
object using

(a) + operator and

(b) append() function. ” telBl

15.2 Write a program using an iterator and while() construct to display the contents of a string object.

15.3 Write a program that reads several city names from the keyboard and displays only those names b e ; ~- 
ning with characters “B” or “C ”. |[w | e | b |

15.4 Write a program that will read a line of text containing more than three words and then replace a 
blank spaces with an underscore^).

15.5 Write a program that counts the number of occurrences of a particular character, say ‘e ’, in a line o f * *
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t5 8 Given a string

string s ("123456789") ;
Write a program that displays the following:

4
5 6

1
3 2 
5 4 3 
7 6 5

8 9 8 7 6 5



New Features of ANSI 
C++ Standard

■ Learning O bjectives . —
After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Identify the new data types and operators added in ANSI C++ Standard

□  Know the new  keywords (explicit and mutable) added in ANSI C++ Standard for class implementatio"

□  Illustrate the various ways of using namespace keyword for defining nam espace scope

□  List the various operator keywords that can be used in place of operator symbols in expressions

□  List the new  keywords and headers added in ANSI C++ Standard

16.1 INTRODUCTION
The ISO / ANSI C++ Standard adds several new features to the original C++ specifications. Some are adcerl 
to provide better control in certain situations and others are added for providing conveniences to C—  
programmers. It is therefore important to note that it is technically possible to write full-fledged progra 
without using any of the new features. Important features added are:

1. New data types
(a) bool
(b) wchar_t

2. New operators
(a) const_cast
(b) static_cast
(c) dynamic_cast
(d) re in terpretcast
(e) typeid

3. Class implementation
(a) Explicit constructors
(b) Mutable members

4. Namespace scope
5. Operator keywords
6. New keywords

7. New headers

W e present here a brief overview of these features.
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16.2 NEW DATA TYPES
_ +e ANSI C++ has added two new data types to enhance the range of data types available in C++. They are 
:ool and wchar_t.

The bool Data Type
~ne data type bool has been added to hold a Boolean value, true or false. The values true and false have been 
added as keywords to the C ++ language. The bool type variables can be declared as follows.

bool bl; // declare bl as bool type
bl = true; // assign true value to it
bool b2 = false; // declare and initialize

- ne default numeric value of true is 1 and false is 0. Therefore, the statements

cout << "bl = " << bl; // bl is true
cout << "b2 = " << b2; // b2 is false

a ill display the following output:

bl = 1 
b2 = 0

W e can use the bool type variables or the values true and false in mathematical expressions. For 
nstance,

int x = false + 5*m - bl;
s valid and the expression on the right evaluates to 9 assuming b1 is true and m is 2. Values of type bool are 
automatically elevated to integers when used in nonBoolean expressions.

It is possible to convert implicitly the data types pointers, integers or floating point values to bool type. For 
example, the statements

bool X  = 0 ;  
bool y = 100; 
bool z = 15.75;

assign false to x and true to y and z.

Program 16.1 demonstrates the features of bool type data.

(Co ntd.)
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bool comp [5];

cout<<"Array 1: *; 
for(int i=0; i<5;i++) 
cout<<arrl[i]<<"\t";

cout<<"\nArray 2: 
for(i = 0; i < 5;i + +) 
cout<<arr2[i]<<"\t";

cout<<"\nComparing the two arrays ..\n";
for(i=0; i<5;i++)
comp[i]=arrl[i]==arr2 ti];

cout<<"\nDisplaying the comparison results .. \n" 
for(i = 0; i < 5;i + +) 
if(comp[i]==1)

cout<<"Index "<<i<<" - Match\n";
else

cout<<"Index "<<i<<" - No Match\n";

return 0;
}

The output of program 16.1 would be:

Array 1:1 99 3 -1 6 
Array 2:0 66 3 0 6
Comparing the two arrays ..
Displaying the comparison results..
Index 1 - No Match 
Index 2 - No Match 
Index 3 - Match 
Index 4 - No Match 
Index 5 - Match

The wchar_t Data Type
The character type wchar_t has been defined in ANSI C++ to hold 16-bit wide characters. The 1 
characters are used to represent the character sets of languages that have more than 255 characters 
as Japanese. This is important if we are writing programs for international distribution.

ANSI C++ also introduces a new character literal known as w ide_characte r literal which uses two byte; 
memory. W ide_character literals begin with the letter L, as follows:

L'xy' // wide character literal
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16.3 NEW OPERATORS
We have used cast operators (also known as casts  or type casts) earlier in a number of programs. As we 
•mow, casts are used to convert a value from one type to another. This is necessary in situations where 
automatic conversions are not possible. W e have used the following forms of casting:

Although these casts still work, ANSI C++ has added several new cast operators known as static casts, 
z /nam ic  casts, re in terp re t casts  and constant casts. It also adds another operator known as typeid to verify 
me types of unknown objects.

The static_cast Operator
.  ke the conventional cast operators, the static_cast operator is used for any standard conversion of data 
rypes. It can also be used to cast a base class pointer into a derived class pointer. Its general form is:

static_cast<type>(object)

Here, type  specifies the target type of the cast, and ob ject is the object being cast into the new type. 
Examples:

int m = 10;
double x = static_cast<double> (m); 
char ch = static_cast<char> (m);

The first statement casts the variable m to type double and the second casts it to type char.

Why use this new type when the old style still works? The syntax of the old one blends into the rest of the 
nes and therefore it is difficult to locate them. The new format is easy to spot and to search for using 

automated tools.

The const_cast Operator
~ ie  const_cast operator is used to explicitly override const or volatile in a cast. It takes the form

const_cast<type>(object)

Since the purpose of this operator is to change its const or volatile attributes, the ta rge t type  must be the 
; ame as the source type. It is mostly used for removing the const ness of an object.

"he reinterpret_cast Operator
~~e reinterpret_cast is used to change one type into a fundamentally different type. For example, it can be used 
: change a pointer type object to integer type object or vice versa. It takes the following form:

reinterpret_cast<type>(object)

This operator should be used for casting inherently incompatible types. Examples:

double x = double(m); 
double y = (double)n;

// C++ type casting 
II C-type casting

int m; 
float x;
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int* intptr; 
float* floatptr;
intptr = reinterpret_cast<int*> (m); 
floatptr = reinterpret_cast<float*> (x);

The dynamic_cast Operator
The dynamic cast is used to cast the type of an object at runtime. Its main application is to perform casts on 
polymorphic objects. Recall that polymorphic objects are created by base classes that contain virtu a 
functions. It takes the form:

dynamic_cast<type>(object)

The ob ject is a base class object whose type is to be checked and casted. It casts the type of object r> 
type. It never performs an invalid conversion. It checks that the conversion is legal at runtime. If the converse i 
is not valid, it returns NULL.

The type  must be a pointer or a reference to a defined class type. The argum ent object must be express*:n 
that resolves to a pointer or reference. The use of the operator dynamic_cast() is also called a type-ss^e 
downcast.

The typeid Operator
W e can use the typeid operator to obtain the types of unknown objects, such as their class name at runtime 
For example, the statement

char *objectType = typeid[object) .name();

will assign the type of “object” to the character array objectType which can be printed out, if necessary 
do this, it uses the nameQ member function of the type_info class. The object may be of type int, float, e-: 
or of any class.

W e must include <typeinfo> header file to use the operators dynamic_cast and typeid which prowoe 
run-time type information (RTTI).

As the name suggests, RTTI is the process of determining the dynamic type of an object at runtime. Wh a  
we may have declared a pointer with some static type, it is quite possible that at run time it may point to a-  
class type derived from the static type. The following example demonstrates RTTI using typeid operator:

#include <iostream>
#include <typeinfo> 
class Org 
{

public:
// Members of Org class 

virtual ~Org() {}
} ;

class Dept : public Org
{

// Members of Dept class
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} ;

int main ()

Org orgl;
Dept deptl;
Org *ptr = &deptl;

std::cout << typeid(ptr).name() << std::endl;
// This will display Org * i.e. the static pointer type

std::cout << typeid(*ptr).name() << std::endl;
// This will display Dept i.e. the dynamic pointer type

}

In the above program, the typeid (object) call returns a reference to the ty p e jn fo  object that contains 
r-ormation about the object’s type. The member function name () of the ty p e jn fo  class is used for retrieving 
re  name of the object type.

-N S I C++ Standard adds two unusual keywords, explicit and mutable, for use with class members.

”he explicit Keyword
~~e explicit keyword is used to declare class constructors to be “explicit” constructors. W e have seen 
earlier, while discussing constructors, that any constructor called with one argument performs im p lic it 
-. invers ion  in which the type received by the constructor is converted to an object of the class in which the 
ins tructor is defined. Since the conversion is automatic, we need not apply any casting. In case, we do not 
•an t such automatic conversion to take place, we may do so by declaring the one-argument constructor as 
i l l i c i t  as shown below:

16.4 CLASS IMPLEMENTATION

class ABC

int iTu-
public :

explicit ABC (int i) // constructor

m = 1 ;

/ /
/ /

Here, objects of ABC class can be created using only the following form:

ABC abcl(100);

The automatic conversion form

ABC abcl 100 :
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-e  output of Program 16.2 would be:

abc contains: 100 
abc now contains: 110

IN i>te Although the function changef) has been declared constant, the value of m has been modified. Try to execute the 
program after deleting the keyword mutable in the program.

<6.5  NAMESPACE SCOPE
■ =. e been defining variables in different scopes in C++ programs, such as classes, functions, blocks, etc. 

C++ Standard has added a new keyword namespace to define a scope that could hold global identifiers. 
:<est example of namespace scope is the C++ Standard Library. All classes, functions and templates are 

1 within the namespace named std. That is why we have been using the directive

using namespace std;
programs that uses the standard library. The using namespace statement specifies that the members 

in std namespace will be used frequently throughout the program.

Defining a Namespace
:an define our own namespaces in our programs. The syntax for defining a namespace is similar to the 

for defining a class. The general form of namespace is:

namespace namespace_name

// Declaration of
II variables, functions, classes, etc.

t e There is one difference between a class definition and a namespace definition. The namespace is concluded with a 
closing brace but no terminating semicolon.

e:

r.amespace TestSpace

int m ;
void display(int n)
{

cout << n;
}

// No semicolon here
-~ -e . the variable m and the function display are inside the scope defined by the TestSpace namespace. 
: ..ant to assign a value to m, we must use the scope resolution operator as shown below.

.estSpace::m = 100;
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Note that m is qualified using the namespace name.

This approach becomes cumbersome if the members of a namespace are frequently used. In such case; 
we can use a using  directive to simplify their access. This can be done in two ways:

using namespace namespace_name; // using directive

using namespace_name::member_name; //using declaration

In the first form, all the members declared within the specified namespace may be accessed without usr^i 
qualification. In the second form, we can access only the specified member in the program.

Example:

using namespace TestSpace; 
m = 100; // O K
display(200); // O K

using TestSpace::m; 
m = 100; // OK
display(200); // Not ok, display not visible

Nesting o f Namespaces
A namespace can be nested within another namespace. Example:

namespace NS1
{

namespace NS2
{

int m = 100;
}

}
To access the variable m, we must qualify the variable with both the enclosing namespace names 

statement

COUt << NSl::NS2::m;
will display the value of m. Alternatively, we can write

using namespace NS1; 
cout << NS2::m;

Unnamed Namespaces
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Program 16.4 shows the application of both the using directive and using declaration.

|  Program 16.4 Illustrating the using Keyword

using namespace std;
// Defining a namespace 
namespace Namel 
{

double x = 4.56; 
int m = 100;
namespace Name2
{

}

double y = 1.23;
}

// Nesting namespaces

namespace Name3
{

int m = 200; 
int n = 300;

}

int main()

using namespacej Namel; // bring members of
Namel

II to current scope
cout << "x = n << X  << "\n" ; 1 /  x is not qualified
cout << "m = n << m << "\n" ;
cout << " y  = // << Name2 : :y << "\n" ; II y is qualified
using Name3::n; // bring n to current scope
cout << "m = // << Name 3::m <<"\n"; // m is qualified
cout << "n = n << n << "\n" ; II n is not qualified

return 0;
}

The output of Program 16.4 would be:

X  = 4.56 
m = 100 
y = 1.23 
m = 2 0 0  
n = 300

|  Note Understand how the data members are qualified when they are accessed. 

Program 16.5 uses functions in a namespace scope.

I
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| Program 16.5 Using Functions in Namespace Scope

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std;

namespace Functions
{

}

int divide(int x,int y)
{

return(x/y);
}
int prod(int x,int y);

int Functions::prod(int x,int y)
{

return(x*y);

// definition

// declaration only

// qualified

int main()
{

using namespace Functions;

cout << "Division: " «  divide(20,10) << "\n"; 
cout << "Multiplication: " << prod(20,10) << "\n";

return 0;

The output of Program 16.5 would be:

Division: 2 
Multiplication: 200

|  Note When a function that is declared inside a namespace is defined outside, it should be qualified. I
Program 16.6 demonstrates the use of classes inside a namespace.

|  Program 16.6 Using Classes in Namespace Scope

include <iostream>

using namespace std; 

namespace Classes

(Contd.)
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{
class Test

{
private:

int re
public :

Test(int a)
{

m = a;
}
void display()
{

cout << “m = " << m << "\n";
}

}
} ;

int main()
{

// using scope resolution 
Classes::Test Tl(200);
T1.display();

// using directive 
using namespace Classes;
Test T2(400);
T2.display();
return 0;

1

The output of Program 16.6 would be:

m = 200 
m = 400

16.6 OPERATOR KEYWORDS
The ANSI C++ Standard proposes keywords for several C++ operators. These keywords, listed in Table ' :  *«. 
can be used in place of operator symbols in expressions. For example, the expression

x > y && m != 100 
may be written as

x > y and m not_eq 100
Operator keywords not only enhance the readability of logical expressions but are also useful in situa 

where keyboards do not support certain special characters such as &, A and ~.
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Table 16.1 O perator keywords

O pera to r O pera to r keyw ord D escrip tion

&& and logical AND

I I or logical OR
! not logical NOT
!= not_eq inequality

& bitand bitwise AND

I bitor bitwise inclusive OR
A xor bitwise exclusive OR

- compl bitwise complement

&= and_eq bitwise AND assignment

l= o r e q bitwise inclusive OR assignment
A = xor_eq bitwise exclusive OR assignment

16.7 NEW KEYWORDS
- NSI C++ has added several new keywords to support the new features. Now, C++ contains 64 keywords, 
-eluding main. They are listed in Table 16.2. The new keywords are boldfaced.

Table 16.2 A N S I C++ keywords

asm else nam espace tem plate

auto enum new this

bool explicit operator throw

break export private true
case extern protected try

catch false public typedef

char float register typeid
class for reinterpret_cast typename

const friend return union

const_cast goto short unsigned

continue if signed using

default inline sizeof virtual

delete int static void

do long static-cast volatile

double main struct wchar_t
dynamic_cast mutable switch while
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16.8 NEW HEADERS
The ANSI C++ Standard has defined a new way to specify 
header files. They do not use .h extension to filenames. 
Example:

#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>

However, the traditional style <iostream.h>, <fstream.h>, 
etc., is still fully supported. Some old header files are renamed 
as shown below:

O ld style N ew  style

<assert.h> <cassert>

<ctype.h> <cctype>

<float.h> <cfloat>

<limits.h> <climits>

<math.h> <cmath>

<stdio.h> <cstdio>

<stdlib.h> <cstdlib>

<string.h> <cstring>

<time.h> <ctime>

_______ LIMITATIONS
1. It is confusing to set a breakpoint 

on an inline member function in 
ANSI C++.

2. In ANSI C++, variable length ar
ray feature in not supported but 
it is available in C99.

SUMMARY

O  ANSI C++ Standard committee has added many new features to the original C++ language specifications.

O  Two new data types bool and wchar_t have been added to enhance the range of data types available in C++, 

o The bool type can hold Boolean values, true and false.

O  The w charj type is meant to hold 16-bit character literals.

O  Four new cast operators have been added: static_cast, const_cast, reinterpret_cast and dynamic_cast.

O  The static_cast operator is used for any standard conversion of data types.

O  The const_cast operator may be used to explicitly change the const or volatile attributes of objects.

O  We can change the data type of an object into a fundamentally different type using the reinterpret_cast operator. 

O  Casting of an object at run time can be achieved by the dynamic_cast operator.

O  Another new operator known as typeid can provide us run time type information about objects, 

o A constructor may be declared explicit to make the conversion explicit.

(Contd . i
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Q  We can make a data item of a const object or function modifiable by declaring it mutable.

O  ANSI C++ permits us to define our own namespace scope in our program to overcome certain name conflict situations. 

O  Namespaces may be nested.

O  Members of namespace scope may be accessed using either using declaration or using directive.

Q  ANSI C++ proposes keywords that may be used in place of symbols for certain operators.

O  In new standard, the header files should be specified without .h extension and the using directive 

using namespace std; 
should be added in every program.

O  Some old style header files are renamed in the new standard. For example, math.h file is known as cmath.

Key Terms

and I and_eq I ANSI C++ I bitand I bitor I bool I Boolean I C jy p e  casting I C++ standard I C++ type 
casting I casts I compl I const I const function I const object I const_cast I constant casts i current 
scope I downcast I dynamic_casts I dynamiccasts I explicit constructor I falsevalue I global identifiers I header 
file I implicit conversion I mutable member I name() function I namespace scope I nesting namespaces I not I not_ 
eq I operator keywords I or I or_eq I polymorphic objects I reinterpret casts I reinterpret_cast I RTTI I source 
rype I standard library I static casts I static_cast I std namespace I target type I true value I typecasts I type_ 
info class I type_safe casting I typeid I typeinfo header I unnamed namespaces I using declaration I using 
directive I using namespace I volatile I wchar_t I wide_character literal I xor I xor_eq

REVIEW QUESTIONS

'6.1 List the two data types added by the ANSI C++ standard committee.

'6 .2  W hat is the application of bool type variables?

' 6.3 W hat is the need for wchar_t character type?

'6 .4  List the new operators added by the ANSI C++ standard committee.

'6.5 W hat is the application of const_cast operator?

'6.6 Why do we need the operator static_cast while the old style cast does the same job? 

'6.7 How does the reinterpret_cast differ from the static_cast?

'6 .8  W hat is dynamic casting? How is it achieved in C++?

'6.9 W hat is typeid operator? When is it used?

'5 .10 W hat is explicit conversion? How is it achieved?

‘ ;.11 When do we use the keyword mutable?

:.12 W hat is a namespace conflict? How is it handled in C++?

*
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} ;

void main()
{

A *a = new A() ;
B *b = static_cast<B*>(a); 
cout << b->getl();

}

16.3 Identify the error in the following program.

#include <iostream.h>
namespace A
{

int i ;
void displ()
{

cout << i;

}

void main()
{

namespace Inside
{

int insidel; 
void displnsidel()
{

cout << insidel;
}

}

A::i = 10;
COUt << A ::i;
A: :displ () ;
Inside::insidel = 20; 
cout << Inside::insidel; 
Inside::displnsidel();

}

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

16.1 Write a program in which increment in pointer to integer should demonstrate increment in integer Lsmd 
reinterpret_cast operator.. |v»|e | b |

16.2 Define a namespace named Constants that contains declarations of some constants. Write a proc~aw 
that uses the constants defined in the namespace Constants. | w{ e | b |

16.3 Write a program to demonstrate function overloading.



Object-Oriented Systems 
Development

Learning O bjectives — — -
After going through this chapter, you will be able to
□  Discuss the procedure-oriented paradigm
□  Identify the various generations of system development tools
□  Discuss the object-oriented paradigm
□  Illustrate the use of object-oriented notations and graphs
□  Interpret the various steps in object-oriented analysis and design
□  Describe how prototype paradigm is used to build and test the working model of the proposed system

17.1 INTRODUCTION
Software engineers have been trying various tools, 
methods, and procedures  to control the process of 
software development in order to build high-quality 
software with improved productivity. The methods 
crovide “how to ‘s’’ for building the software while the 
tools provide automated or semi-automated support 
•'or the methods. They are used in all the stages of 
software development process, namely, planning, 
analysis, design, development and maintenance. The 
software development procedures integrate the 
methods and tools together and enable rational and 
• mely development of software systems (Fig. 17.1). 
~hey provide guideines as to how to apply the 
methods and tools, how to produce the deliverables 
at each stage, what controls to apply, and what 
milestones to use to assess the progress. Fig. 17.1 Software developm ent com ponents
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There  exist a number of software development paradigms, each using a different set of methods a ' : 
tools. The selection of a particular paradigm depends on the nature of the application, the programm j 
language used, and the controls and deliverables required. The development of a successful system depend  
not only on the use of the appropriate methods and techniques but also on the developer’s commitment' 
the objectives of the system. A successful system must

1. satisfy the user requirements,
2. be easy to understand by the users and operators,
3. be easy to operate,
4. have a good user interface,

5. be easy to modify,

6. be expandable,

7. have adequate security controls against misuse of data,
8. handle the errors and exceptions satisfactorily, and
9. be delivered on schedule within the budget.

In this chapter, we shall review some of the conventional approaches that are being widely used in software 
development and then discuss some of the current ideas that are applicable to the object-oriented software 
development.

17.2 PROCEDURE-ORIENTED PARADIGMS
Software development is usually characterized by a series of stages depicting the various tasks involved r  
the development process. Figure 17.2 illustrates the classic software life cycle that is most widely used for the 
procedure-oriented development. The classic life cycle is based on an underlying model, commonly referre: 
to as the “water-fall” model. This model attempts to break up the identifiable activities into series of actions 
each of which must be completed before the next begins. The activities include problem definition, requireme- 
analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance. Further refinements to this model include iteration ba:- 
to the previous stages in order to incorporate any changes or missing links.

Problem  D efin ition: This activity requires a precise definition of the problem in user terms. A clear stateme- 
of the problem is crucial to the success of the software. It helps not only the developer but also the user:: 
understand the problem better.

A nalysis: This covers a detailed study of the requirements of both the user and the software. This activity e 
basically concerned with w hat of the system such as

• what are the inputs to the system?

• what are the processes required?

• what are the outputs expected?

• what are the constraints?

Design: The design phase deals with various concepts of system design such as data structure, softwa'? 
architecture, and algorithms. This phase translates the requirements into a representation of the software 
This stage answers the questions of how.

Object-Oriented Programming with C++

Coding: Coding refers to the translation of the design into machine-readable form. The more detailed the 
design, the easier is the coding, and better its reliability.
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Fig. 17.2 Classic software developm ent life cycle (Em bedded ‘w ate r-fa ll’ mode)

~esting: Once the code is written, it should be tested rigorously for correctness of the code and results, 
“esting may involve the individual units and the whole system. It requires a detailed plan as to what, when 
ind how to test.

U= ntenance: After the software has been installed, it may undergo some changes. This may occur due to a 
r-,ange in the user's requirement, a change in the operating environment, or an error in the software that has 

:: been fixed during the testing. Maintenance ensures that these changes are incorporated wherever 
-acessary.

Each phase of the life cycle has its own goals and outputs. The output of one phase acts as an input to the 
-art phase. Table 17.1 shows typical outputs that could be generated for each phase of the life cycle.

Table 17.1 O utputs o f c lassic software life cycle

Phase O utput

Problem definition • Problem statement sheet

(why) • Project request

Analysis • Requirements document

(what) • Feasibility report

• Specifications document

(Contd.)
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Table 17.1 (Contd.)

• Acceptance test criteria

Design • Design document

(how) • Test class design

Coding • Code document (program)

(how) • Test plan

• User manual

Testing • Tested code

(what and how) • Test results

• System manual

Maintenance • Maintenance log sheets

• Version documents

The software life cycle, as described above, is often implemented using the functiona l d e c o m p o s :on 
technique, popularly known as top-dow n, m odu la r approach. The functional decomposition technique s 
based on the interpretation of the problem space and its translaion into the solution space as an inter
dependent set of functions. The functions are decomposed into a sequence of progressively simpler funct o r*  
that are eventually implemented. The final system is seen as a set of functions that are organized in a tit- 
down hierarchical structure.

There are several flaws in the top-down, functional decomposition approach. They include:

1. It does not allow evolutionary changes in the software.

2. The system is characterized by a single function at the top which is not always true. In fact marM 
systems have no top.

3. Data is not given the importance that it deserves.

4. It does not encourage reusability of the code.

17.3 PROCEDURE-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
A large number of tools are used in the analysis and design of the systems. It is important to note that rs  
process of systems development has been undergoing changes over the years due to continuous charge; 
in the computer technology. Consequently, there has been an evolution of new system development toosj 
and techniques. These tools and techniques provide answers to the howquestions of the system d eve lo p rrr-

The development tools available today may be classified as the firs t generation, second  generation. a n *  
th ird  generation  tools. The first generation tools developed in the 1960s and 1970s are called the tradition* 
tools. The second generation tools introduced in the late 1970s and early 1980s are meant for the structu'srl 
systems analysis and design and therefore they are known as the structured tools. The recent tools are r e  
third generation ones evolved since late 1980s to suit the ob ject-o rien ted  analysis and design.

Table 17.2 shows some of the popular tools used for various development processes under the th-ae 
categories. Although this categorization is questionable, it gives a fair idea of the growth of the tools during 
the last three decades.
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' a: le 17.2 System  developm ent tools

Process F irs t generation S econd generation Third generation

- - /s ic a l processes System flowcharts Context diagrams Inheritance graphs 
Object-relationship 
charts

I  eta representation Layout forms Grid 
charts

Data dictionary Objects object 
dictionary

cal processes Playscript English 
narrative

Decision tables &trees 
Data flow diagrams

Inheritance graphs 
Data flow diagrams

- “ ■gram representation Program flowcharts 
I/O layouts

Structure charts 
Warmer /O rr diagrams

State change 
diagrams 
Ptech diagrams 
Coad/Yourdon charts

• s section gives an overview of some of the most frequently used first and second generation tools. 
I  'iiI: -" -o rien ted  development tools will be discussed later in this chapter (as and when they are required).

I  flowcharts: A graphical representation of the important inputs, outputs, and data flow among the key
■ p u ts  in the system.

i P h  r-am flow charts : A graphical representation of the program logic.

B v ^ s rn p fs : A narrative description of executing a procedure.

■ la v :  . :  forms: A format designed for putting the input data or displaying results.

I .--arts: A chart showing the relationship between different modules of a system.

diagram s: A diagram showing the inputs and their sources and the outputs and their destinations. A 
t=<! diagram basically outlines the system boundary.

■pBE ~ow diagram s: They describe the flow of data between the various components of a system. It is a 
m m r.'r  representation of the system which includes processes and data files.

la s  zctionary : A structured repository of data about data. It contains a list of terms and their definitions for 
I I  r e  data items and data stores.

Hr. —_He chart: A graphical representation of the control logic of functions (modules) representing a system.

Ik;...: ; h table: A table of contingencies for defining a problem and the actions to be taken. It presents the 
|0 c  r a t  tells us what action to take when a given condition is true or otherwise.

B r : on tree: A graphic representation of the conditions and outcomes that resemble the branches of a tree, 

■ m e '  O rr diagram s: A horizontal hierarchy chart using nested sets of braces, psuedo-codes, and logic 
p r c : s to indicate the program structure.

U 4 OBJECT-ORIENTED PARADIGM
: rect-oriented paradigm draws heavily on the general systems theory as a conceptual background. 

=r~ can be viewed as a collection of en tities  that interact together to accomplish certain objectives 
3 Entities may represent physical objects such as equipment and people, and abstract concepts 

ss :ata files and functions. In object-oriented analysis, the entities are called objects.
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INPUT

Further developmentMaintenance

Application

Object-oriented
programming

Object-oriented
design

Object-oriented
analysis

OUTPUT
(Objectives)

Fig. 17.3 A system  show ing in ter-re la tionship o f entities

As the name indicates, the object-oriented paradigm places greater emphasis on the objects r a l  
encapsulate data and procedures. They play the central role in all the stages of the software d eve lo p re ij 
and, therefore, there exists a high degree of overlap and iteration between the stages. The entire developnaJ  
process becomes evolutionary in nature. Any graphical representation of the object-oriented version o *'rd  
software development life cycle must, therefore, take into account these two aspects of overlap and itera tia i 
The result is a “fountain model” in place of the classic “water-fall” model as shown in Fig. 17.4. This moral 
depicts that the development reaches a higher level only to fall back to a previous level and then cza tt 
climbing up.

Objects 
in program

Objects
in solution space

Objects
in problem space

Fig. 17.4 Fountain m odel o f ob ject-orien ted software developm ent

O b ject-o rien ted analysis  (OOA) refers to the methods of specifying requirements of the software in te r -a  
of real-world objects, their behaviour, and their interactions. O bject-o rien ted design  (OOD), on the o r a l
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. turns the software requirements into specifications for objects and derives class hierarchies from 
oh the objects can be created. Finally, ob ject-o rien ted program m ing  (OOP) refers to the implementation 
■e program using objects, in an object-oriented programming language such as C++.

3y developing specifications of the objects found in the problem space, a clear and well-organized 
ement of the problem is actually built into the application. These objects form a high-level layer of 
-itions that are written in terms of the problem space. During the refinement of the definitions and the 
ementation of the application objects, other objects are identified. Figure 17.5 illustrates the layers of the 
ct specifications that result from this process.

All the phases in the object-oriented approach work more closely together because of the commonality of 
T e  object model. In one phase, the problem domain objects are identified, while in the next phase additional 

~ts required for a particular solution are specified. The design process is repeated for these 
lementation-level objects.

n contrast to the traditional top-down functional decomposition approach, the object-oriented approach 
many attributes of both the top-down and bottom-up designs. The top funcional decomposition techniques 
be applied to the design of individual classes, while the final system can be constructed with the help of 

modules using the bottom-up approach.

.5 OBJECT-ORIENTED NOTATIONS AND GRAPHS
=phical notations are an essential part of any design and development process, and object-oriented design 
■: exception. W e need notations to represent classes, objects, subclasses, and their inter-relationships, 

rtunately, there are no standard notations for representing the objects and their interactions. Authors 
researchers have used their own notations. Some of them are used more frequently while others are not. 

;-re s  17.6 through 17.14 show some of the commonly used notations to represent the following:

' Classes and objects 

2 Instances of objects
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3. Message communication between objects

4. Inheritance relationship

5. Classification relationship

6. Composition relationship

7. Hierarchical chart

8. Client-server relationship

9. Process layering

W e must use these notations and graphs wherever possible. They improve not only the clarity of the 
processes but also the productivity of the software developers.

Classname

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 17.6 Various form s o f  representation o f classes/ob jects

Fig. 17.7 Instances of objects
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Fig. 17.8 M essage com m unication between objects

Base class

Derived class

Fig. 17.9 Inheritance relationship

(b)

- * * C

Fig. 17.10 Classification relationship
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Fig. 17.11 Com position re lationship

Fig. 17.12 Hierarch ica l chart

F ig . 17.13 Client-server relationship
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— '— m— i—  

Process 
A

—
Process

B

-------- --------
Process

D
Process

C

Fig. 17.14 Process layering (A process m ay have typ ica lly five to seven objects)

6 STEPS IN OBJECT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS
--oriented analysis provides us with a simple, yet powerful, mechanism for identifying objects, the building 
y  the software to be developed. The analysis is basically concerned with the decomposition of a problem into 

nent parts and establishing a logical model to describe the system functions.

object-oriented analysis (OOA) approach consists of the following steps:

* Understanding the problem
I  Drawing the specifications of requirements of the user and the software 

I dentifying the objects and their attributes

-  dentifying the services that each object is expected to provide (interface)
Establishing inter-connections (collaborations) between the objects in terms of services required and 
services rendered

- ~ough we have shown the above tasks as a series of discrete steps, the last three activities are carried 
—er-dependently as shown in Fig. 17.15

Problem
definition

Requirement
specification

r
Objects in 
problemspace Identifyobjects

f
}  l

1

F ig . 17.15 Activities of object-oriented analysis
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Establishing Interconnections
This step identifies the services that objects provide and receive. W e may use an information flow diarraB  
(IFD )oran entity-relationship (ER) diagram to enlist this information. Here, we must establish a c o rre s p o rr -f**  
between the services and the actual information (messages) that are being communicated.

A l.l STEPS \N  OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN
Des\gn \s  concerned with the mapping of objects In the problem space Into objects in the solution spars, 
creating an overall structure (architectural model) and computational models of the system, ns |  
normally uses the bottom-up approach to build the structure of the system and the top-doss-  
decomposition approach to design the class member functions that provide services. It s  ■ 
important to construct structured hierarchies, to identify abstract classes, and to simplify ‘S *  
communications. Reusability of classes from the previous designs, classification of t*re W tI  
subsystems and determination of appropriate protocols are some of the considerations of r e  i f l f l  
The object oriented design (OOD) approach may involve the following steps:

Review of objects created in the analysis phase

Specification of class dependencies

Organization of class hierarchies

Design of classes

Design of member functions

Design of driver program



Remember that not all the nouns will be of interest to the final realization of the solution. Consider 
following requirement statements of a system:

Identification of Services
Once the objects in the solution space have been identified, the next step is to identify a set of services tnat 
each object should offer. Services are identified by examining all the verbs and verb phrases in the proble-  
description statement. Verbs which can note actions or occurrences may be classified as shown in Tat e  
17.4.

m  O bject-O rien ted  P rog ram m ing  w ith C++

Table 17.4 Classification o f verbs

Types o f verb M eaning Exam ples

Doing verbs operations read , get, display, buy

Being verbs classifications is an, belongs to

Having verbs composition has an, is part of

Compare verbs operations is less than, is equal to

Stative verbs invariance-condition to be present, are owned

D oing verbs  and com pare verbs  usually give rise to services (which we call as functions in C++). B e n :  
verbs indicate the existence of the classification structure while having  verbs give rise to the composite -  
structures.

Establishing Interconnections
This step identifies the services that objects provide and receive. W e may use an information flow diagram 
(IFD) or an entity-relationship (ER) diagram to enlist this information. Here, we must establish a corresponden:? 
between the services and the actual information (messages) that are being communicated.

17.7 STEPS IN OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN
Design is concerned with the mapping of objects in the problem space into objects in the solution space, a~z 
creating an overall structure (architectural model) and computational models of the system. This stag-? 
normally uses the bottom-up approach to build the structure of the system and the top-down functior? 
decomposition approach to design the class member functions that provide services. It is particula' 
important to construct structured hierarchies, to identify abstract classes, and to simplify the inter-objer 
communications. Reusability of classes from the previous designs, classification of the objects i r r  
subsystems and determination of appropriate protocols are some of the considerations of the design stag? 
The object oriented design (OOD) approach may involve the following steps:

1. Review of objects created in the analysis phase

2. Specification of class dependencies

3. Organization of class hierarchies

4. Design of classes

5. Design of member functions

6. Design of driver program
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Review of Problem Space Objects
- -  exercise to review the objects identified in the problem space is undertaken as a first step in the design 
rage. The main objective of this review exercise is to refine the objects in terms of their attributes and 
: :erations and to identify other objects that are solution specific. Some guidelines that might help the review 
;o c e s s  are:

1. If only one object is necessary for a service (or operation), then it operates only on that object.

2. If two or more objects are required for an operation to occur, then it is necessary to identify which 
object’s private part should be known to the operation.

3. If an operation requires knowledge of more than one type of objects, then the operation is not 
functionally cohesive and should be rejected.

Applying these guidelines will help us refine the services of the objects. Further, the redundant or 
aneous objects are removed, synonymous services are combined and the names of the operations 

‘ -actions) are improved to denote clearly the kind of processing involved.

Class Dependencies
- ~alysis of relationships between the classes is central to the structure of a system. Therefore, it is important 
r  dentify appropriate classes to represent the objects in the solution space and establish their relationships. 
Pie major relationships that are important in the context of design are:

1. Inheritance relationships

2. Containment relationships

3. Use relationships

Inheritance re lationsh ip  is the highest relationship that can be represented in C++. It is a powerful way 
ri -epresenting a hierarchical relationship directly. The real appeal and power of the inheritance mechanism  
s mat it allows us to reuse a class that is almost, but not exactly, what we want and to tailor the class in a way 
r  at it does not introduce any unwanted side effects into the rest o f the class. W e must review the attributes 

operations of the classes and prepare a inheritance re la tionsh ip  table as shown in Table 17.5.

Table 17.5 Inheritance re lationship table

C lass Depends on

A
B A
C A
D B

B1 B
B2 B

Containm ent re lationsh ip  means the use of an object of a class as a member of another class. This is 
alternative and complimentary technique to use the class inheritance. But, it is often a tricky issue to 

se between the two techniques. Normally, if there is a need to override attributes or functions, then the 
entance is the best choice. On the other hand, if we want to represent a property by a variety of types, 

the containment relationship is the right method to follow. Another place where we need to use an object 
m  a member is when we need to pass an attribute of a class as an argument to the constructor of another
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class. The “another” class must have a member object that represents the argument. The inheritance 
represents is_a  relationship and the containment represents has_a  relationship.

Use re lationsh ip  gives information such as the various classes a class uses and the way it uses 
them. For example, a class A  can use classes B and C in several ways:

• A reads a member of B
• A calls a member of C
• A creates B using new operator

The knowledge of such relationships is important to the design of a program.

Organization of Class Hierarchies
In the previous step, we examined the inheritance relationships. W e must re-examine them and 
create a class hierarchy so that we can reuse as much data and/or functions that have been 
designed already. Organization of the class hierarchies involves identification of common attributes 
and functions among a group of related classes and then combining them to form a new class. The 
new class will serve as the super class and the others as subordinate classes (which derive attributes 
from the super class). The new class may or may not have the meaning of an object by itself. If the 
object is created purely to combine the common attributes, it is called an abstract class.

This process may be repeated at different levels of abstraction with the sole objective of extending 
the classes. As hierarchy structure becomes progressively higher, the amount of specification and 
implementation inherited by the lower level classes increases. W e may repeat the process until we 
are sure that no new class can be formed. Figure 17.18 illustrates a two-level iteration process.

(b) First level of hierarchy

(c) Second level of hierarchy 
Fig. 17 .18  Level o f class h ierarchies
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The process of a class organization may finally result in a s ing le -tree  m ode l as shown in Fig. 17.19(a) or 
:res t m ode l as  shown in Fig. 17.19(b).

(a) Single-tree model

(b) Forest model

Fig. 17.19 O rganization o f classes

Design of Classes
We have identified classes, their attributes, and m in im al set of operations required by the concept a class is 
presenting. Now we must look at the complete details that each class represents. The important issue is to 
:ecide what functions are to be provided. For a class to be useful, it must contain the following functions, in 
addition to the service functions:

1. Class management functions

• How an object is created?

• How an object is destroyed?

2. Class implementation functions

W hat operations are performed on the data type of the class?
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3. Class access functions
How do we get information about the internal variables of the class?

4. Class utility functions.
How do we handle errors?

Other issues that are to be considered are:

1. W hat kind of access controls are required for the base classes?

2. Which functions can be made virtual?

3. W hat library classes are expected to be used in a class?

4. The design of the individual classes has a major impact on the overall quality of the software.

Given below are some guidelines which should be considered while designing a class:

1. The public interface of a class should have only functions of the class.

2. An object of one class should not send a message directly to a member of another class.

3. A function should be declared public only when it is required to be used by the objects of the class.

4. Each function either accesses or modifies some data of the class it represents.

5. A class should be dependent on as few (other) classes as possible.

6. Interactions between two classes must be explicit.

7. Each subordinate class should be designed as a specialization of the base class with the sole purpose 
of adding additional features.

8. The top class of a structure should represent the abstract model of the target concept.

Design of Member Functions
W e have so far identified

1. Classes and objects

2. Data members

3. Interfaces

4. Dependencies

5. Class hierarchy (structure)

It is time now to consider the design of the member functions. The member functions define the opera:: is 
that are performed on the object’s data. These functions behave like any other C function and th ere fo re **  
can use the top-down functional decomposition technique to design them as shown in Fig. 17.20.

W e may also apply the structu red  design  techniques to each module. The basic structured techr : .m  
supported by C++ are shown in Fig. 17.21. W e may implement them in any combination and in any 
using one-entry, one-exit concept.

Design of the Driver Program
Every C++ program must contain a m ain() function code known as the driver program, 
program begins and ends here. The driver program is mainly responsible for:

The execution

1. Receiving data values from the user

2. Creating objects from the class definitions
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3. Arranging communication between the objects as a sequence of messages for invoking the member 
functions

4. Displaying output results in the form required by the user

All activities, including processing during the execution of the program, result from the mutual interactions 
of the objects. One major design decision to be made is the logical order of the message passing.

The driver program is the gateway to the users. Therefore, the design of user-system interface (USI) 
should be given due consideration in the design of the driver program. The system should be designed  
:o be user-friendly so that users can operate in a natural and com fortable way.

Fig. 17.20 Top-down design o f functions

Funct on 1

Function 2

B C D
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Entry

Exit (b) Selection

(a) Sequence Entry

(c) Loop

Fig. 17.21 Structure design techniques

17.8 IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation includes coding and testing. Coding includes writing codes for classes, member functoiJ  
and the m ain program that acts as a driver in the program. Coding becomes easy once a detailed desigr -,as 
been done with care.

No program works correctly the first time. So testing the program before using is an essential part o' ra i  
software development process. A detailed test plan should be drawn as to what, when and how to test. T -»  
class interfaces and class dependencies are important aspects fortesting. The final goal of testing is to s tJ  
that the system performs its intended job satisfactorily.

17.9 PROTOTYPING PARADIGM

Most often the real-world application problems are complex in nature and therefore the structure of r e  

system becomes too large to work out the precise requirements at the beginning. Some particulars beco~*| 
known and clear only when we build and test the system. After a large system is completed, incorporate • r j  
any feature that has been identified as “missing" at the testing or application stage might be too expe'~ «  
and time consuming. One way of understanding the system design and its ramifications before a co rrc>4|
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■ - stem is built is to build and test a working model of the proposed system. The model system is popularly 
< --own as a prototype, and the process is called pro to typ ing. Since the object-oriented analysis and design 
iccroach is evolutionary, it is best suited for pro to typ ing pa rad igm  which is illustrated in Fig. 17. 22.

A prototype is a scaled down version of the system and may not have stringent performance criteria and 
riource requirements. Developer and customer agree upon certain “outline specifications” of the system 
r z  a prototype design is proposed with the outline requirements and available resources. The prototype is 
: .  t and evaluated. The major interest is not in the prototype itself but in its performance which is used to 
t* ne the requirement specifications. Prototypes provide an opportunity to experiment and analyze various 
sscects of the system such as system structure, internal design, hardware requirements and the final system 
-r :  jirements. The benefits of using the prototype approach are:

• We can produce understandable specifications which are correct and complete as far as possible.

• The user can understand what is being offered.

• Maintenance changes that are required when a system is installed, are minimized.

• Development engineers can work from a set of specifications which have been tested and approved.

System
specifications

Outline
requirements

Design
prototype

model

Build
prototype

Make
detailed

Full
system

Evaluate
prototype

Fig. 17.22 Prototype parad igm

Prototype is meant for experimenting. Most often it cannot be tuned into a product. However, occasionally, 
■ may be possible to tune a prototype into a final product if proper care is taken in redesigning the  prototype. 
~~>e best approach is to throw aw ay the p ro to type a fte r use.
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17.10 WRAPPING UP
W e have discussed various aspects of the object-oriented analysis and design. Remember, there is no one 
approach that is always right. You must consider the ideas presented here as only guidelines and use yc*_r 
experience, innovation and creativity wherever possible.

Following are some points for your thought and innovation:

1. Set clear goals and tangible objectives.

2. Try to use existing systems as examples or models to analyze your system.

3. Use classes to represent concepts.

4. Keep in mind that the proposed system must be flexible, portable, and extendable.

5. Keep a clear documentation of everything that goes into the system.

6 . Try to reuse the existing functions and classes.

7. Keep functions strongly typed wherever possible.

8 . Use prototypes wherever possible.

9. Match design and programming style.

10. Keep the system clean, simple, small and efficient as far as possible.

O  The classic system development life cycle most widely used for procedure oriented development consists of following steps 

• Problem definition
• Analysis
• Design
• Coding
• Testing
• Maintenance

O  In object oriented analysis, the entities are called objects. Object oriented analysis (00A ) refers to the methods of specifying 
requirements of the software in terms of real world objects, their behaviour and their interactions with each other.

O  Object oriented design (00D ) translates the software requirements into specifications for objects, and derives class hierarcr -a  
from which the objects can be created.

O  Object oriented programming (OOP) refers to the implementation of the program using objects, with the help of object oner'?: 
programming language such as C++.

O  The object oriented analysis (OOA) approach consists of the following steps:
• Defining the problem
• Estimating requirements of the user and the software

O  In object oriented paradigm, a system can be viewed as a collection of entities that interact together to accomplish certain coe: ■
tives.

(C
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• Identifying the objects and their attributes
• Identifying the interface services that each object is supposed to provide
• Establishing interconnections between the objects in terms of services required and services rendered

O  The object oriented design (OOD) approach involves the following steps:
• Review of objects created in the analysis phase
• Specification of class dependencies
• Organization of class hierarchies
• Design of classes
• Design of member functions
• Design of driver program

O  One way of understanding the system design and its ramifications before a complete system is to build and test a working model 
of the proposed system. This model system is called the prototype, and the process is called prototyping.

O  The benefits of using the prototype approach are:
• You can produce understandable specifications which are correct and complete as far as possible
• The user can understand what is being offered
• Maintenance changes that are required when a system is installed are minimized
• Development engineers can work from a set of specifications, which have been tested and approved

Key Terms

abstract class | abstract nouns | a-kind-of | analysis I a-part-of I being verbs I bubble chart I class
hierarchies I classes I classic life cycle I classification relationship I client-server relationship I coding 

collaborations I common nouns I compare verbs I composition relationship I containment relationship 
context diagrams I data dictionary I data flow diagrams I decision table I decision tree I design 
development tools I doing verbs I driver program I entities I entity relationship diagram I entity-

relationship i fist generation I flowcharts I forest model I fountain model I functional decomposition 
grid charts I has-a relationship I having verbs I hierarchical chart I information flow diagram
inheritance relationship I instances of objects I is-a relationship I layout forms I loop I maintenance 
mass nouns I member functions I message communications I methods I modular approach I object- 

oriented analysis I object-oriented design I object-oriented paradigm I object-oriented programming 
objects I playscripts I problem definition I problem space I procedure-oriented paradigm I procedures
process layering I program flowcharts I proper nouns I prototype I prototyping I prototyping 

paradigm I second generation I selection I sequence I single-tree model I software life cycle I solution 
space I stative verbs I structure chart I structured design I structured tools I system flowcharts

testing I textual analysis I third generation I tools I top-down approach I traditional tools I use 
relationship I Warnier diagrams I water-fall model
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17.1 List five most important features, in your opinion, that a software developer should keep in mind wh e 
designing a system.

17.2 Describe why the testing of software is important.

17.3 List the key differences between procedure oriented and object oriented paradigms.

17.4 W hat do you mean by mainte nance of software? How and when is it done?

17.5 Who are the major players in each stage of the systems development life cycle?

17.6 Is it necessary to study the existing system during the analysis stage? If yes, why? If no, why not?

17.7 W hat are the limitations of the classic software development life cycle?

17.8 “Software development process is an iterative process”. Discuss.

17.9 Distinguish between the “water-fall" model and the “fountain” model.

17.10 W hat is the significance of a data flow diagram? Draw a DFD for the wholesaler-retailer relations- c

17.11 Distinguish between object-oriented systems analysis and systems design. Which of the two requ raa 
more creative talents of the system developer?

17.12 Distinguish between the following.

(a) Classification relationship and composition relationship.

(b) Inheritance relationship and client-server relationship.

(c) Objects in problem space and objects in solution space.

(d) Data flow diagrams and hierarchical charts.

17.13 Discuss the application of structured design techniques in object-oriented programming.

17.14 W hat are the critical issues that are to be considered while designing the driver program? Why"

17.15 “No program works correctly first time ” Comment.

17.16 W hat is prototyping? How does it help improve the system design?

17.17 State whether the following statements are TR U E or FALSE.

(a) An important consideration when designing a new system is the end-user.

(b) The user has no role in the analysis and design of a system.

(c) A decision table is a pictorial representation of data flow.

(d) The only useful purpose of data flow diagrams is documentation.

(e) Data flow diagrams stress logical flow of data versus physical flow of data.

(f) Computer outputs can be designed in such a way that it is a humanizing force.

(g) Structured programming techniques have no place in the object-oriented program d es i:-

(h) A prototype cannot be improved into a final product.



APPENDIX

A Projects

A.1 MINOR PROJECT -  COLLEGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

Learning Objectives
After going through this project, you will be able to

□  Develop menu-driven applications in C++

□  Apply authentication in menu-driven projects

□  Apply the file-handling concepts

College Management System (CMS)
CMS is a command-driven application that helps to maintain student and faculty records. It makes use of 
-nique IDs and password to restrict the access and usage of different areas of the portal to its correct target 
audience. The faculty portal allows the faculty user to update faculty profile, including allocation of subjects 
:o be taught. Likewise, the student portal helps to maintain student profile information, including allocation 
and de-allocation of subjects to the students. The admin portal is used for administrative purposes. It helps 
•o make the user entry for the first time.

The CM S application code makes use of a wide array of C++ programming features. These include:

• Concept of inheritance for code reusability

• Concept of function overloading that enhances the code readability

• Handling of simple exceptions

• Application of file-handling concepts for performing operations, such as read, write, append, check for 
various I/O errors, etc.

• Use of various I/O manipulators to display the output in a formatted manner

Table A.1 lists the key coding elements of the CM S application:

Table A.1 K ey Coding E lem ents

E lem ent Description

Admin

getstdata()

It is used to maintain the faculty and student profiles. It provides a unique login to both 
profile users, and allows them to update their records further.

It is used to make the student data entry from the ADM IN portal.

(Contd.)
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Table A.1 (Contd.) 

E lem ent

loginQ 

recover() 

addstsub() 

delstsub() 

modstprofile() 

getfadata() 

stdisplay() 

fadisplay()

D escrip tion

It authenticates the login of both profile users (students and faculties). 

It helps both profile users to recover the password.

It allows the student to add a new subject in his profile.

It allows the student to delete a subject from his profile.

It allows the student to modify the personal profile details.

It allows the Admin to make a new entry of the faculty user.

It displays all the student records to the admin.

It displays all the faculty records to the admin.

Table A .2 depicts the overall logic used by the CM S application:

Table A.2 Application Logic  

Stage Logic

The W elcome Page of the CM S application is displayed at first. On hitting the Enter - e v i  
user enters the main Login page. The user can login as Admin, Student or Faculty.
• The Admin Panel is used to create and maintain the databases of all the faculty m 

student users.
• The Faculty Panel enables access to all the registered faculties in the database.
• The Student Panel enables access to all the registered students in the database.

Next, the user is distinguished as Admin, Student or Faculty based on the choice se le rad l 
the user. Subsequently, the user is redirected to the respective Login page.

Each of the respective portals are menu-driven. It shows a menu of operations that the jari 
(faculty, student, admin) can perform. Refer the program output to view how the app -zsM 
functions and how the program flow is controlled.

Application Code
The code for CM S application is given below. It has comments at appropriate places to help undersrercffl 
code better.

CMS APPLICATION

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<string.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<fstream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
char un[20]; 
class Admin 
{ char name[20];

int totsub;
(Cora
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char subject[10][10]; 
char mobile[15],mail[50],fname[20]; 
char passwd[20],rpasswd[20]; 
public:
char rollno[15];
//this functin is used to get the student data entry from the ADMIN 
portal.... all the records entries are made by this method 

void getstdataO 
{ cout<<"\nEnter the Student Name : 

gets(name);
cout<<"\nEnter the Student ID/Roll No. : 
cin>>rollno;
cout<<"\nEnter the Student Father's Name 
gets(fname);
cout<<"\nEnter the Mobile Number : 
gets(mobile);
cout<<"\nEnter the E-Mail ID : 
gets(mail);
cout<<"\nEnter the Total Subjects : 
cin>>totsub;
for(int i = 0; i<totsub ,• i++)

cout<<"\nEnter the Stibject "<<i+l<<" Name : 
cin>>subject [i];

}cout<<"\nCreate Your Login Password : 
cin>>passwd;
cout<<"\nEnter the Unique Keyword to Recover Password : "; 
cin>>rpasswd;
cout<<"\n\nPlease note your UserName is ID/Roll no.\n”;

}//this function aunthenticates the login of both the students & faculties. 
With their reference to thier unique ID/PASSWORD login is provided 

int login()
{ if((strcmp(::un,rollno))==0)

{ cout<<"\nEnter the Login Password : ";
int len=0;
len=strlen(passwd);
char inputpasswd[20];
forfint i=0;iclen;i++)
{ inputpasswd[i]=getch(); 

c o u t < < ;
}inputpasswd[i]=NULL;
//cout<<”\nThe Entered Password is "<<inputpasswd; 

if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0)&&(strcmp(passwd,inputpasswd)==0)) 
return 1; 
else
return 0;

}

_ «

(Contd.)
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else
return 0;

//this function helps a faculty to add a subject in their module, 
void addfasubO 
{ if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))

{ cout<<"\nEnter the New Subject : 
cin>>subject[totsub]; 
totsub++;
cout<<"\n\nNew Subject Added Successfully...";

}
}//this fuction helps a faculty to delete a subject from their module, 
void delfasubO 
{ knowfasubO ; 

int de=0;
if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))
{ if(totsub==0||totsub<0)

{ totsub=0;
cout<<"\nNone Subjects Exist..."; 
getch(); 
exit(0) ;

}cout<<"\nEnter the Subject No. to be Deleted : ";
cin>>de;
if(de==totsub)
{

}

}

totsub--;
strcpy(subject[totsub]

slse if(totsub==l)
totsub=0;
strcpy(subject[totsub]," ")

else
de--;
strcpy(subject[totsub]," ") 
for (int p=de ;p<totsub,-p++)
{ strcpy(subject[p],subject[p+1])
totsub-

}
}

}cout<<"\n Records Updated Successfully.

//this function helps a faculty to modify his personal profile
(Contd.)
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void modfaprofile()
{

if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))
{

cout<c"\nThe Profile Details are : 
cout<<"\n 1. Faculty E-Mail : "<<mail; 
cout<<"\n 2. Faculty Mobile : "<<mobile; 
int g=-l;
cout<<"\n\nEnter the Detail No. to be Modified :
cin>>g;
if(g==l)
{

char nmail[50];
cout<<"\nEnter the New Mail Address : 
strcpy(mail,nmail);
cout<<"\nRecords Updated Successfully....";

}else if(g==2)
{

char nmobile[15];
cout<<"\nEnter the New Mobile No. : 
gets(nmobile); 
strcpy(mobile,nmobile);
cout<<"\nRecords Updated Successfully...";

}
else
cout<<"\nInvalid Input Provided...

}
}
//This function displays the student profile at the student portal 
int stprofilef)
{

if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0) )
{

cout<<"\nStudent 
cout < <"\nStudent 
cout<<"\nStudent 
cout<<"\nStudent 
return 1;

}else 
return 0;

}//this function displays the different enrolled subjects of the respective 
students ... according to their profile, 

int knowstsubt)
{

if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))
{ cout<<"\nStudent Total Subjects "<<totsub; 

for(int i=0;i<totsub;i++)
cout<<"\n\tSubject "<<i+l<<" : "<<subject[i];

( C z ~

Name
Father1s Name 
Mobile No. 
E-Mail ID

"«name; 
"«fname; 
"<<mobile; 
"<<mail;
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return 1;

}

else
return 0;

//this function allows the student to add a subjects in total subjects of 
the student profile... 

void addstsubO 
{ if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))

{ cout<<"\nEnter the New Subject : 
cin>>subject[totsub]; 
totsub++;
cout<<"\n\nNew Subject Added Successfully...";

}
}

//this function allows the student to delete a subjects in total subjects 
of the student profile... 

void delstsubO 
{ knowstsub(); 

int de=0;
if((strcmp(::un,rollno)==0))
{ if(totsub==0||totsub<0)

{ totsub=0;
cout<<"\nNone Subjects Exist..."; 
getchO ; 
exit(0);

cout<<"\nEnter the Subject No. to be Deleted : ";
cin>>de;
if(de==totsub)
{

t O t S U b - - ;

strcpy(subject[totsub]," ");
}else if(totsub==l)
{

t O t S U b = 0 ;

strcpy(subject[totsub]," ");
}else
{ de--;

strcpy(subject[totsub]," "); 
fortint p=de,-p<totsub;p+ + )
{ strcpy(subject[p],subject[p+1]);
}totsub--;

(Contd.)
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cout<<"\nEnter the Subject H<<i+1<<" Name : 
cin>>subject[i];

cout<<"\nCreate Your Login Password : 
cin>>passwd;
cout<<"\nEnter the Unique Keyword to Recover Password : 
cin>>rpasswd;
cout<<"\n\nPlease note your UserName is ID/Roll no.\n";

}//This function displays all the relevant information to the admin related 
to the Students at the ADMIN portals 

void stdisplayO 
{ cout<<"\nStudent Name 

cout<<"\nStudent ID/Roll No. 
cout<<’'\nStudent Father's Name 
cout<<"\nStudent Mobile No. 
cout<<"\nStudent E-Mail ID 
cout<<"\nStudent Subjects 
forfint i=0;i<totsub;i++)
{cout<<"\n Subject "<<i+l<<"

}

"<<name; 
"<<rollno; 
"<<fname; 
"<<mobile; 
"<<mail;
"<<totsub;

: "<<subject [i] ;
if(totsub==0)
cout<<"( None Subjects Specified... )";

}//This function displays all the relevant information to the admin related 
to the Faculty at the ADMIN portals 

void fadisplayO 
{ cout<<"\nFaculty Name 

cout<<"\nFaculty ID/Roll No. 
cout<<"\nFaculty Father's Name 
cout<<"\nFaculty Mobile No. 
cout<<"\nFaculty E-Mail ID 
cout<<”\nFaculty Subjects 
for(int i=0;i<totsub;i++)

"<<name;
"<<rollno;
"<<fname;
"ccmobile;
"<<mail;
"<<totsub;

{cout<<"\n Subject "<<i+l<<" : "<<subject[i];
}if(totsub==0)
cout<<"None Subjects Specified...";

}}a;
Admin f;

// a & f are the objects of the class Admin 
void main()

int ch; 
clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\tWelcome to RKGIT Database Portal 
cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\t\tEnter to Continue 
getch(); 
clrscr();

(Contd.)
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cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\tPress 1 for Admin Portal"; 
cout<<"\n\t\t\tPress 2 for Faculty Portal"; 
cout<<"\n\t\t\tPress 3 for Student Portal"; 
cout<<"\n\n\t\t\tEnter Your Choice : "; 
cin>>ch; 
clrscr(); 
if(ch==l)
{ char adminuser[20],adminpass[20]; 

cout<<"\n\t\t\tWelcome To Admin Login Portal "; 
cout<<"\n\nEnter the UserName : 
cin>>adminuser;
cout<<"\nEnter the Password : "; 
for(int k=0;k<8;k++)
{ adminpass[k]=getch(); 

cout<<"*";
}getch();
adminpass[k]=NULL;
if((strcmp(adminuser,"admin")==0)&&(strcmp(adminpass, 
"password")==0))
{ clrscr();
}else
{ cout<<"\n\n\t\t\t Invalid Access to Portal "; 

cout<<"\n\n\t\t\t\tThank You !!!"; 
getch0; 
exit(0);

}char opera='y '; 
do 
{int tmp;
cout<<"\n\t\t\t\tWelcome To Admin Panel"; 
cout<<"\n\nPress 1 to Add a Faculty Record "; 
cout<<"\nPress 2 to Add Multiple Records of Faculty " 
cout<<"\nPress 3 to View All Records of Faculty "; 
cout<<"\nPress 4 to Delete a faculty Record "; 
cout<<"\nPress 5 to Add a Student Record "; 
cout<<"\nPress 6 to Add Multiple Records of Students 
cout<<"\nPress 7 to View All Records of Students "; 
cout«"\nPress 8 to Delete a Student Record "; 
cout<<"\nPress 9 to Exit."; 
cout<<"\n\n\tEnter Your Choice 
cin>>tmp; 
clrscr();
if(tmp==l)//for inserting d single faculty records
{

cout<<"\nEnter the Details "; 
fstream fs;
fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios:;out|ios::ate) ;



else
fsl.write((char *)&a,sizeof(Admin));

(Contd.)
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}
if(de==l)
{

cout<<"\nRecord Deleted Successfully....";
}
else
{

cout<<"\nRecord not found....";
}
fs.close();
fsi.close();
remove("fainfo.txt") ;
rename("fanewinfo.txt","fainfo.txt");

}//for deleting a faculty record 
if(tmp==5)//for single student record input 
{

cout<<"\nEnter the Details ; 
fstream fs; 
fs.open
("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::out|ios::ate); 
a.getstdataO ;
fs.write((char *)&a,sizeof(Admin)); 
fs.close () ;
cout<<"\nRecord Entered Successfully...";

}//for single student record input 
if(tmp==6)//for multiple student record input 
{

int m=0; 
fstream fs; 
fs.open
("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::out|ios::ate); 
do 
{

cout<<"\nEnter the Details "; 
a.getstdataO ;
fs.write((char *)&a,sizeof(Admin)); 
coutc<"Press 0 if you want to Enter More Records 
cin>>m;

}while(m==0); 
fs.close();
cout<<"\nRecord Entered Successfully...";

}//for multiple student record input 
if(tmp==7)//for view of all student record 
{

fstream fs;
fs.open ("stinfo.txt", ios: .- in) ; 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof ())
{

fs.read((char *)&a, sizeof(Admin)); 
a.stdisplayO ;

}
fs.close();

}//for view of all student record
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if(tmp==8)//for deleting a student record
{ char tmpstid[15]; 

int de=0,result=-l;
cout<<"\nEnter the Student ID/Rollno. "; 
cin>>tmpstid; 
fstream fs;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in); 
fstream fsl;
f si .open ( "stnewinfo.txt" , ios : :OUt | ios : : ate) ; 
while(! f s .eof())
{ fs.read((char *)&a,sizeof(Admin)); 

result=strcmp(tmpstid,a.rollno); 
if(result==0)
{ de=l ;
}else
fsl.write((char *)&a,sizeof(Admin));

}
if(de==l)
{ cout<<"\nRecord Deleted Successfully.
}else
{ cout<<"\nRecord not found....";
}fs.close(); 
fsl.close(); 
removeCstinfo.txt") ;
rename("stnewinfo.txt","st info.txt");

}//for deleting a student record 
if(tmp==9)
{ cout<<"\n\n\n\n\t\t\t\tThank You !!!"; 

getch(); 
exit(0);

}//for exit 
if(tmp<l||tmp>9)
{ clrscr();

cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\t\tlnvalid Input ....
}//for invalid input among choice of operation 
getch();
cout<<"\n\nPress y ; For More Operations otherwise n :
cin>>opera;
if(opera!='y')
{ getch(); 

clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\n\n\t\t\t\t\tThank You !!!"; 
getch();

(Contd.)
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{//closing of thank you 
{while(opera=='Y 1||opera=='y 1); 

{//closing of admin login

if(ch==2)//begin of faculty view portal
{ clrscr(); 

char un[20]; 
int val,s=0;
cout<<"\n\t\t\tWelcome to Faculty Login Page"; 
cout<<"\n\nEnter the UserName : 
cin>>::un; 
fstream fs;
fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof())
{ val=-l;

f s . r e a d ( ( c h a r  *)  & f , s i z e o f ( A d m i n ) ) ;  
v a l = f . l o g i n ( ) ;  
i f ( v a l = = l )
{

s=l;
break;

fs.close(); 
if (s==l)
{ clrscr();
{//if first login is valid
if(s!=l)//if first login is invalid then
{ clrscr (); 

int ho=0;
cout<<"\n\n\t\tYour Login Credentials are In-Correct"; 
cout<<"\nThe UserName is Your ID/Rollno."; 
cout<<"\nThe Password is Case-Sensitive.";
cout«"\nPress 1 to Re-Cover Password & 2 to Re-Attempt Login
cout<<"\nEnter the Choice : ";
cin>>ho;
if(ho==l) //recover password
{ cout<<"Enter the UserName :- "; 

cin>>::un; 
fstream fs; 
fs.open
("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0); 
int re,su=-l; 
while(!fs.eof())

re=-l;
{

(C c m t,
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f s.read((char *) &f,sizeof(Admin)); 
re=f.recover(); 
if(re==l)
{

SU=1 ; 
break;

}
}
fs.close(); 
if(su==l)
{

getch(); 
clrscrO ;
cout<<"\n\n\n\n\t\t\tThank You !!! 
getch () ; 
exit (0);

}
else
{

cout<<"\nYou are a Invalid User."; 
getch(); 
exit (0) ;

}
}//recover password 
if(ho==2)//re-attempt of login 
{

cout<<"\n\nEnter the UserName : •
cin>>:;un; 
fstream fs; 
fs.open
("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary);
fs.seekg(0); * *
int suc=-l,valu; //valu for storing loginO returnd value
sue for success login 
while(!fs.eof())
{

valu=-l;
fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
valu=f.login(); 
if(valu==l)
{

SUC=1;
break;

}
}
fs.close(); 
if(suc==l)
{

clrscr();
}
else
{

(Contd.)
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}

getchO ;
cout<<"\nYou are an Invalid User...";
cout<<"\nThank You ! ! ! " ;
getchO ;
exit(0);
exit(0);
}

if(ho!=l&&ho!=2)
{ cout<<"\n\nlnvalid Input Provided. 

cout«"\n\n\t\t\tThank You !!!"; 
getch(); 
exit(0);

}}//CLOSING OF first invalid login( forget password & recover passwc 
//Begin of Faculty 
char con='y '; 
do 
{
clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\t\t\tWelcome to Faculty Panel 
cout<<"\n\n\t\t\t\t\t\t Your Userid is : "<<::un; 
cout<<"\n\nPress 1 to View Your Profile."; 
cout<<"\nPress 2 to Know Your Subjects."; 
cout<<"\nPress 3 to Add a Subject."; 
cout<<"\nPress 4 to Delete a Subject."; 
cout<<"\nPress 5 to Modify Your Profile."; 
int choice;
cout<<"\n\nEnter Your Choice : "; 
cin>>choice; 
if(choice==l)
{

fstream fs;
fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in); 
fs.seekg(0); 
int x;
while(!fs.eof())
{ X=0 ;

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
x=f.faprofile(); 
if(x==l)
{break;
}

}
fs.close();

}//closing of choice = 1 
if(choice==2)

fstream fs;{

(
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fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in); 
fs.seekg(0); 
int y;
while(!fs.eof())
{

y=0;
fs.read((char *) &f,sizeof(Admin)); 
int y=f.knowfasub();
if (y==l)
{ break;
}

}
fs.closed ;

}//closing of choice=2 
if(choice==3)
{ fstream fs; 

fstream fsl;
fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fsl.open("tmpfainfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
f.addfasub();
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close();
fsl.close();
remove("fainfo.txt") ;
rename("tmpfainfo.txt","fainfo.txt");

}//closing of choice=3 
if(choice==4)
{ fstream fs;

fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fstream fsl;
fsi.open("delfainfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

f s . read ( (char *) &f, sizeof (Admin) ) 
f.delfasub ();
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close();
fsl.close();
remove("fainfo.txt");
rename("delfainfo.txt","fainfo.txt");

}if(choice==5)
{

(Co ntd.)
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fstream fs; 
fstream fsl;
fs.open("fainfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0);
fsl.open("modfainfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
f.modfaprofile() ;
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close ();
fsi.close();
remove("fainfo.txt");
rename ( "modfainfo. txt", "fainfo. txt") ;

}
if(choice<l||choice>5)
cout<<"\nlnvalid Input Provided !!! ";
cout«"\n\n\t\t\t\tEnter To Continue"; 
getch();
cout<<"\n\nPress y to Continue ; otherwise n : 
cin>>con;
if(con!='y '&& con!='Y')
{

clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\n\n\t\t\t\tThank You !!! 11; 
getch(); 
exit(0);

}while(con=='y 1 | |con=='Y ');
}//close of faculty view
//begin of student view 
if(ch==3)//begin of student view 
{

clrscr();
//char un[20]; 
int value,sl=0;
cout<<"\n\t\t\tWelcome to Student Login Page"; 
cout<<"\n\nEnter the UserName : "; 
cin>>::un; 
fstream fs;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

value=-l;
fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
value=f.login(); 
if(value==l)
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sl=l; 
break;

} '
}fs.close(); 
if (sl==l)
{ clrscr();

//cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\t\tWelcome to Student Page 
}//if first login is valid
if (si!=1)//if first login is invalid then
{ clrscr(); 

int sho=0;
cout«"\n\n\t\tYour Login Credentials are In-Correct"; 
cout<<"\nThe UserName is Your ID/Rollno."; 
cout«"\nThe Password is Case-Sensitive.";
cout<<"\nPress 1 to Re-Cover Password & 2 to Re-Attempt Login "; 
cout<<"\nEnter the Choice : "; 
cin>>sho;
if(sho==l) //recover password
{ cout<<"Enter the UserName :- "; 

cin>>::un; 
fstream fs; 
fs.open
("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0); 
int re,su=-l; 
while(!fs.eof())
{

getch(); 
clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\n\t\t\tThank You !!! ";
getch(); 
exit (0);

re=-l;
fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
re=f.recover(); 
if(re==l)

- 1 ;

su=l ; 
break;

}

fs.close (); 
if(su==l)

else
cout<<"\nYou are a Invalid User.";

(Contd.)
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cout<<"\nThank You !!! 
getchO ; 
exit(0);
}

}//recover password 
if(sho==2)//re-attempt of login 
{

cout<<"\n\nEnter the UserName : 
cin>>::un; 
fstream fs;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(O);
int suc=-l,valu; //valu for storing login() returnd valu
sue for success login 
while(!fs.eof())
{ valu=-l;

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
valu=f. login () 
if(valu==l)
{

suc=l; 
break;

}
}
fs.close(); 
if(suc==l)
{

clrscr();
}
else
{
getch();
cout<<"\nYou are an Invalid User...";
cout<<"\nThank You !!!";
getch();
exit(0);
exit(0);
}

}if(sho!=l&&sho!=2)
{ cout<<"\n\nInvalid Input Provided. 

cout<<"\n\n\t\t\tThank You !!!"; 
getchO ; 
exit(0);

}}//CLOSING OF first invalid login( forget password & recover passwe. 
//getch();
//Begin of Student Panel

(Co/
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c h a r  moreop=' y ' ;

do
{

clrscr ();
c o u t< < " \ n \n \ t \ t \ t W e lc o m e  t o  S tuden t Panel 
cout<<"\n\n\t\t\t\t\t\t Your Userid is
c o u t< < " \n \n P re s s  
c o u t< < " \n P re s s  2 
c o u t< < " \n P re ss  3 
c o u t< < " \n P re s s  4 
co u t< < " \n P re s s  5 
int inchoice;
c o u t< < " \n \n E n te r  Your Choice 
cin>>inchoice;

1 to View Your Profile."; 
to Know Your Subjects."; 
to Add a Subject."; 
t o  D e le te  a S u b je c t . " ;  
t o  M o d i fy  Your P r o f i l e . " ,

"<< ;

i f ( i n c h o i c e = = l )

fstream fs;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in); 
fs.seekg(0); 
int x;
while(ifs.eof 0)
{ x=0;

fs.read{(char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
x=f.stprofile(); 
if(x==l)
{break;
}

f s . c lo s e  ( ) ;

{ / / c l o s i n g  o f  in c h o ic e  = 1 
i f ( i n c h o ic e = = 2 )
{

fs t re a m  f s ;
f s . o p e n ( " s t i n f o . t x t " , i o s : : i n ) ; 
f s . s e e k g (0 ) ;  
i n t  y ;
w h i l e ( I f s . e o f  0  )
{

Y-0;
f s . r e a d ( ( c h a r  * ) & f , s iz e o f ( A d m in ) ) ;  
i n t  y = f  .know stsubO  ;
if(y==l)
{

b r e a k ;
}

}
f s . c l o s e ( ) ;

:Un;

(Contd.)
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}//closing of choice=2 
if(inchoice==3)
{

fstream fs; 
fstream fsl;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fsi.open("tmpstinfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
fs.seekg(0) ; 
while(!fs.eof())
{

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));
f.addstsub();
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close();
fsl.close ();
remove("stinfo.txt");
rename("tmpstinfo.txt","stinfo.txt");

}//closing of choice=3 
if(inchoice==4)

fstream fs;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios;:in|ios::binary); 
fstream fsl;
fsl.open("delstinfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
fs.seekg(0); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
f.delstsub();
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close();
fsl.close();
remove("stinfo.txt");
rename("delstinfo.txt","stinfo.txt");

}
if(inchoice==5)
{

fstream fs; 
fstream fsl;
fs.open("stinfo.txt",ios::in|ios::binary); 
fs.seekg(0);
fsi.open("modstinfo.txt",ios::out|ios::ate); 
while(!fs.eof())
{

fs.read((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin)); 
f.modstprofile();
fsl.write((char *)&f,sizeof(Admin));

}
fs.close();
fsl.close();
remove("stinfo.txt");
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if(inchoice<l||inchoice>5) 
cout<<"\nInvalid Input Provided..."; 
cout<<"\n\n\t\t\tEnter to Continue 
getch();
cout<<"\n\nPress y , otherwise n to Perforin More Operations 
cin>>moreop;
if(moreop!=1Y '&&moreop!='y')

clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\tThank You 
getch () ; 
exit(0);

}//closing of student panel ch=3 
if(ch<l||ch>3)
{ cout<<"\nInvalid Input Provided !!! " 

getch(); 
clrscr();
cout<<"\n\n\n\t\t\tThank You";

}

Application Output
~ne following is a series of screenshots depicting how the CMS application functions.

A c c e s s i n g  A d m i n  P o r t a l

Welcome to  Geometrix In s t itu te  Database P orta l

Enter to Continue .'

Fig. A.1

Press 1 fo r  Admin P orta l 
Press 2 fo r  Faculty  P orta l 
Press 3 fo r  Student P orta l

Enter Your Choice : __

Fig. A .2
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Press 1 fo r  Admin P o rta l 
Press 2 fo r  Facti 1 ty  Porta 1 
Press 3 fo r  Student P o rta l

Enter Your Choice : 1_

Fig. A.2.1

Welcome To Admin Login P orta l 

Enter the UserName : admin 

Enter the Password : ****-*-*-*_

Fig. A.2.1.1

Welcome To Admin Panel

Press 1 to  Add a Faculty  Record
Press Z  to  Add M u lt ip le  Records o f Facu lty
Press 3 to  Uiew A il Records o f Facu lty
Press 4 to  Delete a fa c u lty  Record
Press 5 to  Add a Student Record
Press 6 to  Add M u lt ip le  Records o f Students
Press 7 to  Uiew A i l  Records o f Students
Press 8 to  Delete a Student Record
Press 3  to  E x it .

Enter Your Choice : _

Fig. A.2.1.2
Create Your Log in  Password : p a rk a j

E nter the  Unique Keyword to  Recover Password ; pankaj

Please note you r UserName is. IIVR ol l  no. 

Record Entered S u c c R S s fu ily .. .

Press ij ; For More O pera tions o th e rw ise  n : t j

Welcome To Admin Panel

Press 1 to  Add a F a cu lty  Record
Press Z  to  Add M u lt ip le  Records o f FacuLty
Press 3 to  Uiew A l l  Records o f F a cu lty
Press 4 to  D e le te  a fa c u lty  Record
Press 5 to  Add a S tudent Record
Press 6 to  Add M u lt ip le  Records o f S tudents
Press 7 to  Uiew A l l  Records o f S tudents
Press 8 to  D e le te  a S tudent Record
Press *1 to  Ex i t . .

________ Enter Vnnr Choice : *____________________________

Fig. A.2.1.4

Thank You ! ! ! .

Fig. A .2.1.5
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Resetting Password

Your Login Credentials are In-Correct *
Hie UserName i s Your I D/Ro 11 no.
The Password is Case-Sensitive.
Press 1 to  Re-Cover Password & 2 to  Re-Attempt Login
Enter the Choice : 1
Enter the UserName 123456

Enter the Unique Keyword ( Provided by Admin ) : ponkaj

You are a Ualid user.
Your Password is panknj 
Please E x it To Login Again _

Fig. A.2.2.1.3

Your Login Credentials are In Correct 
The UserName is  Your ID/Rollno.
The Password is Case-Sensitive.
Press 1 to  Re-Cover Password d 2 to *Re-Attempt Login 
Enter the Choice '• 2

Enter the UserName : 123456 

Enter the Login Password ■ tttttttttt

Fig. A.2.2.1.4

Accessing Faculty Panel

Welcome to  Faculty Panel

Your Userid is  : 123456

Press 1 to Uiew Your P ro file .
Press 2 to  Know Your Subjects.
Press 3 to  Add a Subject.
Press 4 to Delete a Subject.
Press 5 to Modify Your P ro file .

Enter Your Choice :

Fig. A.2.2.2

Welcome to  Faculty Panel,

Your Userid is  :.123456

Press 1 to  Uiew Your P ro file .
Press 2 to Know Your Subjects.
Press 3 to  Add a Subject.
Press 4 to  Delete a Subject.
Press 5 to Modify Your P ro file .

Enter Your Choice : 2

Faculty Total Subjects 2 
Subject 1 : ds 
Subject 2 : os

Enter To Cent i nue

Press y to  Continue ; otherwise n : y

Fig. A .2 .2 .4
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Thank You ! ! ! .

Fig. A.2.2.5

Accessing Student Panel

Welcome to-Student Login Page 

Enter the User Name : 1403318185 

Enter the Login Password : XJt*«8lt

Fig. A.2.3.1

Welcome to  Student Panel

Your Userid is  : 1483310185

Press 1 to  Uiew Your P ro file .
Press Z  to  Know Your Subjects.
Press 3 to  fidd a Subjent.
Press 4 to Delete a Subject.
Press 5 to  Modify Your P ro file .

Enter Your Choice - Z

Fig. A.2.3.2

Welcome to Student Panel

Your Userid is  : 1483310185

Press 1 to  Uiew Your P ro file . 
Press 2 to  Know Your Subjects. 
Press 3 to  ftdd a Subject.
Press 4 to Delete a Subject. 
Press 5 to  Modify Your P ro file .

Enter Your Choice : 2

The Student Id is  1483318185 
Student Total Subjects 3 

Subject 1 : phy 
Subject 2 : chem 
Subject 3 : maths

Enter to  Continue

Fig. A.2.3.3
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Welcome to  Student Panel

Your Userid is  : 1403310185

Press 1 to  Uieu Your P ro file .
Press 2 to  Know Your Subjects.
Press 3 to  rtdd a Subject.
Press 4 to  Delete a Subject.
Press 5 to Modify Your P ro file .

Enter Your Choice : 2

The Student Id is  1403310185 
Student Total Subjects 3 

Subject 1 : phy 
Subject 2 : chem 
Subject 3 : maths

Enter to  Continue

Press y , otherwise n to  Perform More Operations : y_

Fig. A.2.3.4

Thank You * !?_

Fig. A.2.3.5

A.2 MAJOR PROJECT -  PAY SLIP GENERATION SYSTEM

Learning O bjectives

After going through this project, you will be able to

□  Learn how real-world applications are developed using C++ programming

□  Develop menu-driven applications

□  Perform file handling operations such as read, write, append, and check for various I/O errors

□  Represent the output in a formatted manner by using various I/O manipulators

Application O verview

The objective of Pay Slip Generation System (PSG System) is to store the details of the employees of an 
organization and generate their pay slips. The organization employs two types of employees, viz., permanent 
and contractual. The permanent employees are entitled to dearness allowance (DA), house rent allowance 
(HRA), medical allowance (MA), provident fund deductions (PF), professional tax deductions (PTax) and 
income tax deductions (ITax) on their basic salary.

The contractual employees are entitled to a lump sum gross salary with professional and income tax 
deductions. The PSG system stores and retrieves the details of both types of employees, and also computes 
and generates their monthly pay slips. The system is capable of handling varying DA, HRA rates along with 
changes to the medical allowance and professional tax (if any).
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Key Elements
The class diagram for the PSG system application is shown below:

Table A .3 lists the various members of the employee class. 

Table A .3 em ployee Class M em bers

em ployee class

Nam e Type Descrip tion

emp_no Attribute Unique ID of the employees

em p_name Attribute Name of employee

emp_add Attribute Address of employee

emp_dept Attribute Department of employee

emp_desg Attribute Designation of employee

getdata Mem ber function Accept data from user

displaydata Mem ber function Displays data as output

Table A .4 perm anent_em ployee C lass M em bers

p erm anent_em ployee class

Nam e Type D escrip tion

e m p jy p e Attribute Permanent employee

e m p b a s ic Attribute Basic salary of employee

e m p d a Attribute Dearness allowance

emp_hra Attribute House rent allowance

em p_ma Attribute Medical allowance

em p_pf Member function Provident fund

ptax M em ber function Professional tax

itax Attribute Income tax

gross Attribute Gross salary

Net Attribute Net salary

getdata Member function Accepts data from user

displaydata Member function Displays data

calculate Member function Calculates DA, HRA, PF, gross and net
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Table A .3 (Contd.)

Nam e Type D escrip tion

search Friend function Searches for permanent employee

store_in_file Friend function Stores details of employee in file

Generate_pay_slip Friend function Generates pay slip and stores it in file

Compute_OT Friend function Computes the overtime dues

Table A .5 lists the various members of the contractual_empioyee class: 

Table A .5 contractual_em ployee Class M em bers

co ntractua l_em ployee class

Nam e Type D escrip tion

e m p t y p e Attribute Contractual employee

ptax Mem ber function Professional tax

itax Attribute Income tax

gross Attribute Gross salary

net Attribute Net salary

getdata Mem ber function Accepts data from user

displaydata Mem ber function Displays data

calculate Mem ber function Calculates net by deducting taxes

search Friend function Searches for contractual employee

s to re jn f i le Friend function Stores details of employee in file

Generate_pay_slip Friend function Generates pay slip and stores it in file

Compute_OT Friend function Computes the overtime dues

Program Logic

Salary Calculation for Permanent Employees
The gross salary of every permanent employee has the following components:

1. Basic
2. Dearness allowance: Calculated as a pre-set percentage of basic
3. House rent allowance: Calculated as a pre-set percentage of basic
4. Medical allowance: A fixed pre-set lump sum amount

The net salary is computed by subtracting from the gross the following:
• Provident fund: Calculated as 12% of (Basic + DA)
• Professional tax: Fixed amount
• Income tax: Fixed amount (The tax computations are usually finalized at the end of each financial year)
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Salary Calculation for Permanent Employees

Every contractual employee is entitled to receive a fixed gross salary.

The net salary is computed by subtracting from the gross the following:

• Professional tax: Fixed amount

• Income tax: Fixed amount (The tax computations are usually finalized at the end of every finance

Overtime Dues Calculations for all Employees
The employees are entitled to receive overtime allowance which has been fixed at the rate of INR 400 p=r 
hour. The overtime is thus, calculated in batch mode after accepting the number of overtime hours for ea;~  
employee as input from the user of the system.

Application Code
The following is the code for the PSG system. This code has been developed in the Linux environment. The; 
some commonly used functions such as getch(), clrscr(), etc. have not been used. The getline() function ca s 
may require the buffer to be flushed prior to being called.

#include<iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <cstdlib>
#include <cstring>
using namespace std;
//forward declaration of the classes 
class pay_slip; 
class permanent_employee; 
class contractual_employee;
//function prototypes 
int get_da_rate(); 
int get_hra_rate(); 
int get_ma(); 
int get_ptax(); 
int get_emp_no();
int search(int, permanent_employee *); 
int search(int, contractual_employee *) ; 
void generate_pay_slip(permanent_employee); 
void generate_pay_slip(contractual_employee); 
void compute_OT();
class employee{//base class 
protected:

int emp_no;

year)

III PSG SYSTEM APPLICATION i

(C or::
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char emp_name[4 0] ; 
char emp_add[80]; 
char emp_desg[20]; 
char emp_dept[20]; 

public:
void getdata(); 
void displaydata();

};//end of base class definitions
void employee::getdata(){

emp_no = get_emp_no(); 
cout<<11 \nEnter the name of the employee:"; 
cin.getline(emp_name, 40);
cout<<"\nEnter the address of the employee:"; 
cin.getline(emp_add, 80);
cout<<"\nEnter the designation of the employee:"; 
cin.getline(emp_desg, 20);
cout<<"\nEnter the department of the employee:"; 
cin.getline(emp_dept, 20);

}

void employee::displaydata(){
cout<<"\nEmp. No.: "<<emp_no; 
cout < <"\nName: "< <emp_name; 
cout<<"\nAddress: "<<emp_add; 
cout<<"\nDesignation: "<<emp_desg; 
cout<<"\nDepartment: "<<emp_dept;

} «
class permanent_employee: public employee{//derived from base class |t
private:

char emp_type[10];
long emp_basic; f
long emp_da; 
long emp_hra; 
int emp_ma; 
long emp_pf; 
int ptax; 
int itax; 
long gross; 
long net; 

public:
void getdata();//over-ridden function 
void displaydata0 ; //over-ridden function 
void calculate (); 
void store_in_file();
friend int searchfint, permanent_employee *); 
friend void generate_pay_slip(permanent_employee); 
friend void compute_OT();

void permanent_employee::getdata(){
employee::getdata();//calling base getdataO 
try {//exception handling for negative basic

(Contd.)
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cout<<"\nEnter the basic salary: ";
cin>>emp_basic;
if(emp_basic<0)

throw emp_basic;
} catch(...){

cout<<"\nBasic should be positive"; 
return;

}
try {//exception handling for negative income tax 

cout<<"\nEnter the income tax to be deducted: "; 
cin>>itax; 
if(itax<0)

throw itax;
}

catch(...){
cout<<"\nlncome Tax should be positive"; 

return;
}

calculate();

}

void permanent_employee::calculate(){ 
int da, hra;

strcpy(emp_type, "Permanent"); 
da = get_da_rate () ;
emp_da = emp_basic * da / 100;//da is calculated as

//a percentage of basic
hra = get_hra_rate ();
emp_hra = emp_basic * hra / 100;//hra is calculated as

//a percentage of basic
emp_ma = get_ma();
emp_pf = (emp_basic + emp_da) * 12 / 100;//pf is calculated as a

//percentage of basic+da
ptax * get_ptax();
gross = emp_basic + emp_da + emp_hra + emp_ma;//calc. of gross 
net = gross - ptax - itax - emp_pf;//calc of net

void permanent_employee::displaydata(){
employee::displaydata();//calling base displaydata()
cout«"\nEmployee type: "<<emp_type;
cout<<"\nBasic: "<<emp_basic;
cout<<"\nDearness Allowance: "<<emp_da;
cout < <"\nHRA: "<<emp_hra;
cout<<"\nMedical Allowance: "<<emp_ma;
cout<<"\nPF:"<<emp_pf;
cout<<"\nProfessional tax: "<<ptax;
cout<<"\nlncome tax: "<<itax;
cout<<"\nGross Salary: "<<gross;
cout<<"\nNet Salary: "<<net;

}

(Contd:
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void permanent_employee: store_in_f ile () { 
ofstream outfile;
out file, open ("per_emp€", ios : : app) //Open per_empf in append mode 
//file per_empf stores details of permanent employees 
outfile<<emp_no<<"\n";
outfile<<emp_name<<"\n"<<emp_add<<"\n"<<emp_desg<<"\n"; 
outfile<<emp_dept<<"\n"<<emp_type<<"\n"<<emp_basic<<"\n"<<

emp_da<<"\n"<<emp_hra<<"\n"<<emp_ma<<"\n"<<emp_pf<<"\n"<< 
ptax<<"\n"<<itax<<"\n"<<gross<<"\n"<<net<<"\n"; 

outfile.close();//close file
}

class contractual_employee: public employee{//derived from base employee 
private:

char emp_type[12]; 
long gross; 
int ptax; 
int itax; 
long net; 

public:
void getdata(); 
void displaydata0; 
void calculate(); 
void store_in_file();
friend int search(int, contractual_employee *); 
friend void generate_pay_slip(contractual_employee); 
friend void compute_0T();

} ;

void contractual_employee::getdata(){//over-ridden function getdataO 
employee::getdata();//calling base getdataO 
try {//exception for negative gross

cout<<"\nEnter the gross salary: "; 
cin>>gross; 
if(gross<0)

throw gross;
}catch(...){

cout<<"\nGross Salary should be positive"; 
return;

} try {//exception for negative income tax 
cout<<"\nEnter the income tax salary: "; 
cin>>itax; 
if(itax<0)

throw itax;
}catch(...){

cout<<"\nGross Income Tax should be positive"; 
return;
}calculate() ;

(Contd.)
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}

void contractual_employee::calculate(){ 
strcpy(emp_type, "Contractual"); 
ptax = get_ptax(); 
net = gross - ptax - itax,-

void contractual_employee::displaydata(){//over-ridden displaydata() 
employee::displaydata()///calling base displaydata 
cout<<"\nEmployee Type: "<<emp_type; 
cout<<"\nGross Salary: "<<gross; 
cout<<"\nProfessional tax: "<<ptax; 
cout<<"\nIncome tax: "<<itax; 
cout<<"\nNet Salary: "<<net;

void contractual_employee::store_in_file(){ 
ofstream outfile;
outfile.open("con_empf", ios::app);//open file in append mode 
//file con_empf stores details of contractual employees 
outfile<<emp_no<e"\n";
outfile<< emp_name < <"\n"< < emp_add< <"\n"< < emp_de sg< <"\n"; 
outfile<<emp_dept<<"\n"<<emp_type<<"\n"<<gross<<"\n" 

<<ptax<<"\n"<<itax<<"\n"<<net<<"\n"; 
outfile.close();//close files

int search(int no, permanent_employee *per){//func. defn. for searching
//permanent employees from file

ifstream infile; 
permanent_employee p;
char ch;
infile.open("per_empf");//open file in read mode 
if(!infile.fail())//checking if file exists

while(!infile.eof()){//while not end of file 
infile>>p.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, '\n'); 
infile.getline(p.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(p.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(p.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(p.emp_dept, 20);
inf ile>>p.emp_type>>p.emp_basic>>p.emp_da>>p.emp_hra 
>>p.emp_ma>>p.emp_pf >>p.ptax>>p.itax>>p.gross>>p.net; 
if(no == p.emp_no){//looks for a match

*per = p;//set pointer to object if found 
return 1;///return true

}
}

return 0;//return false if not found

int search (int no, contractual_employee *con){ //func. defn. for
(Cor:
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//searching contractual employees from file 
ifstream infile; 
contractual_employee p;
infile.open("con_empf");//open file in read mode 
if(!infile.fail())//checking if file exists

while(!infile.eof()){//while not end of file 
infile>>p.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, '\n');
infile.getline(p.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(p.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(p.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(p.emp_dept, 20); 
infile>>p.emp_type>>p.gross 

>>p.ptax>>p.itax>>p.net; 
if(no == p .emp_no){//looks for a match

*con = p;//set pointer to object if found 
return 1;//return true

}
}return 0;//return false if not found

void generate_pay_slip(permanent_employee per){
//function to generate pay slips of permanent employees 

int no;
char fl_name[8], num[8], emp[8], c;
cout<<"\n\nEnter month no (1..12): "; ^
cin>>no;
if(no>12 || no<0){ M

cout<<"\n\nInvalid month number"; 
return;

1system("clear") ;
C O U t < < "  : Pay Slip for Month number "«no«"
per.calculate();//perform calculation 
per.displaydataO;//display data about employee 
//create file name to store pay slip of employee by 

//concatenating employee no. with month no. with an 
//underscore character in between 

sprintf(num, "%d_", no); 
sprintf(emp, "%d", per.emp_no); 
strcpy(fl_name, num); 
strcat(fl_name, emp);
fl_name[strlen(num)+strlen(emp)]=1\0'; 
ofstream outfile(fl_name);
//store pay slip in file

OUtfile<<" Pay Slip for Month number "«no«" \n\n" ;
outfile<<"Emp. Number: "<<per.emp_no<<"\n"; 
outfile<<"Emp. Name: "<<per.emp_name<<"\n"; 
outfile<<"Emp. Add: "<<per.emp_add<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Designation: "<<per.emp_desg<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Department: "<<per.emp_dept<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Type: "<<per.emp_type<<"\n"<<"Emp. Basic: "<<per.emp_

(Contd.)
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basic<<"\n"
"Dearness Allowance: "<<per.emp_da<<"\n"<<"House Rent Allowance: "<<per.

emp_hra
<<"\n"<<"Medical Allowance: "<<per.emp_ma<<"\n”<<"Provident Fund: "<<per.

emp_pf<<"\n"
<<"Professional tax: "<<per.ptax<<"\n"<<"Income tax: "<<per.itax<<"\n"
<<"Gross Salary: "<<per.gross<<"\n"<<"Net Salary: "<<per.net<<"\n";
outfile.close ();

}

void generate_pay_slip(contractual_employee per){
//function to generate pay slips of contractual employees 

int no;
char fl_name[8], num[8], emp[8], c;
cout«"\n\nEnter month no (1..12): 
cin>>no;
if(no>12 || no<0){

cout<<"\n\nInvalid month number"; 
return;

system("clear");
per.calculate()///perform calculation
per.displaydata()//display details of contractual employee 

//create file name to store pay slip of 
//contractual employee by concatenating 
//employee no. with month no. with an 
//underscore character in between 

sprintf(num, "%d_", no); 
sprintf(emp, "%d", per.emp_no); 
s t rcpy(fl_name, num); 
strcat(fl_name, emp) ;
fl_name[strlen(num)+strlen(emp)]='\0'; 
ofstream outfile(fl_name);

//store pay slip in file
OUtfile<<"::::::::::::::Pay Slip for Month number "<<no<<" 

outfile<<"Emp. Number: "<<per.emp_no<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Name: "<<per.emp_name<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Add: "<<per.emp_add<<"\n";
outfile<<"\nEmp. Designation: "<<per.emp_desg<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Department: "<<per.emp_dept<<"\n";
outfile<<"Emp. Type: "<<per.emp_type<<"\n"<<"Gross Salary: "

<<per.gross<<"\n"<<"Professional Tax: "<<per.ptax<<"\n"
<<"Income Tax: "<<per.itax<<"\n"<<"Net Salary: "<<per.net<<"\n";

outfile.close();

void compute_OT(){//function to compute Overtime dues 
ifstream infile; 
permanent_employee p; 
contractual_employee c; 
int hours; 
ofstream outfile;

(Co'C.'
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infile.open("per_empf"); 
outfile.open("perjpayroll"); 
system("clear");
cout<<"\n\nComputation of Overtime Dues for Permanent Employee in
progress...........
while(!infile.eof0){ 

infile>>p.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, '\n');
infile.getline(p.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(p.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(p.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(p.emp_dept, 20);
infile>>p.emp_type>>p.emp_basic>>p.emp_da>>p.emp_hra

>>p.emp_ma>>p.emp_pf >>p.ptax>>p.itax>>p.gross>>p.net; 
if(infile.eof())//needed to check if eof flag has been set 

//else last employee details will be read twice 
break;

cout<<"\nEnter the overtime hours for employee no. "<<p.emp_no<<" : ";
cin>>hours;
р. net=p.net+(hours*400);//Over time rate is 400 per hour 
outfile<<p.emp_no<<"\n";
outfile<<p.emp_name<<"\n"<<p.emp_add<<"\n"<<p.emp_desg<<"\n";
outfile<<p.emp_dept<<"\n"<<p.emp_type<<"\n"<<p.emp_basic<<"\n"<<

p . emp_da<<"\n"<<p. emp_hra<<11 \n"<<p. emp_ma<<" \n"<<p. emp__pf << "\n"<< 
p.ptax<<"\n"<<p.itax<<"\n"<<p.gross<<"\n"<<hours*400<<"\n"<<p.net<<"\n";

}infile.close(); 
outfile.close();
cout<<"\nOvertime Dues computation for permanent employees complete"; 
cin.get(); ‘
infile.open("con_empf"); 
outfile.open("con_payroll");
system("clear"); (
cout<<"\n\nComputation of Overtime Dues for Contractual Employee in
progress..........." ;
while(!(infile.eof())){ 

infile>>c.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, 1\n');
infile.getline(c.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(c.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(c.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(c.emp_dept, 20); 
infile>>c.emp_type>>c.gross 

>>c.ptax>>c.itax>>c.net; 
if(infile.eof()) 

break;
cout<<"\nEnter the overtime hours for employee no. "<<c.emp_no<<" : "; 
cin>>hours ;
с. net=c.net+(hours*400) ; 
outfile<<c.emp_no<<"\n";
outfile<<c.emp_name<<"\n"<<c.emp_add<<"\n"<<c.emp_desg<<"\n"; 
outfile<<c.emp_dept<<"\n"<<c.emp_type<<"\n"<<c.gross<<"\n"

<<c,ptax<<"\n"<<c.itax<<"\n"<<hours*400<<"\n"<<c.net<<"\n";
}

('Contd.)
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infile.close{); 
outfile.close();
cout<<"\nOvertime Dues computation for contractual employees complete"; 
cin.get(); 
system("clear");
cout<<"\nThe Overtime Dues for the employees are as follows:\n\n"; 
infile.open("per_payroll");
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield);//display output in

//formatted fashion
cout.width(10); 
cout< <"Emp No.";
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield); 
cout.width(40); 
cout< <"Emp. Name";
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield) ; 
cout.width(10);
cout<<"Overtime Dues"<<"\n\n"; 
while(!infile.eof()){ 

infile>>p.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, '\n'); 
infile.getline(p.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(p.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(p.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(p.emp_dept, 20);
infile>>p.emp_type>>p.emp_basic>>p.emp_da>>p.emp_hra

>>p.emp_ma>>p.emp_pf>>p.ptax>>p.itax>>p.gross>>hours>>p.net; 
if(infile.eof0 ) //needed to avoid duplication of last 

//employee details
break;

cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield); 
cout.width(10); 
cout < <p.emp_no;
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield);
cout.width(40);
cout<<p.emp_name;
cout.width(10);
cout<<hours<<"\n";

}
infile.close(); 
infile.open("con_payroll"); 
while(!(infile.eof 0)){ 

infile>>c.emp_no; 
infile.ignore(1000, '\n'); 
infile.getline(c.emp_name, 40); 
infile.getline(c.emp_add, 80); 
infile.getline(c.emp_desg, 20); 
infile.getline(c.emp_dept, 20); 
infile>>c.emp_type>>c.gross

>>c.ptax>>c.itax>>hours>>c.net; 
if(infile.eof()) 

break;
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield);

(Conte
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cout.width(10); 
coutccC.emp_no;
cout.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield);
cout.width(4 0);
cout<<c.emp_name;
cout.width(10);
cout<<hours<<"\n";

}
infile.close();

}

int get_da_rate(){//function to retrieve da rate from file 
int da;
ifstream infile("da_file"); 
infile>>da; 
infile.close(); 
return da;

}

int get_hra_rate(){//function for retrieving hra rate from file 
int hra;
ifstream infile("hra_file"); 
infile>>hra; 
infile.close(); 
return hra;

}

int get_ma(){//function to retrieve medical allowance from file 
int ma;
ifstream infile("ma_file"); 
infile>>ma; 
infile.close(); 
return ma;

}

int get_ptax(){//function to retrieve professional tax from file 
int ptax;
ifstream infile("ptax_f1"); 
infile>>ptax; 
infile.close(); 
return ptax;

}

void set_da_rate(int da){//function to set the da rate 
ofstream outfile("da_file"); 
outfile<<da; 
outfile.close();

}

void set_hra_rate(int hra){//function to set the hra rate 
ofstream outfile("hra_file"); 
outfilecchra;

(Contd)
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outfile.close() ;

void set_ma(int ma){//function to set the medical allowance 
ofstream outfile("ma_file"); 
outfile<<ma; 
outfile.close();

void set_ptax(int ptax){//function to set the professional tax 
ofstream outfile("ptax_fl"); 
outfile<<ptax; 
outfile.close() ;

int get_emp_no(){//function for auto-generating employee number 
ifstream infile; 
int no;
infile.open("empno_fl"); 
if(!infile.fail ()){ 

inf ile»no; 
no = no+1; 
infile.close();

}
else no = 1;
ofstream outfile("empno_fl"); 
outfileccno; 
outfile.close(); 
return no;

}

int main(){
int choice, emp_type, no; 
int da, hra, ma, ptax; 
permanent_employee per_person; 
contractual_employee con_person;
while(1){

system("clear") 
COUt<<"\n:::::: ;MENU
cout<<"\nl. 
cout<<"\n2. 
cout<<"\n3. 
cout<<"\n4. 
cout<<"\n5. 
cout<<"\n6. 
cout<<"\n7. 
cout<<"\n8. 
cout<<"\n9.

New Employee";
Generate Pay Slip";
Set Dearness Allowance rate";
Set HRA rate";
Set Professional tax";
Set Medical Allowance rate";
Display Detail of Employee";
Compute Overtime Dues for Employees"; 
Exit";

cout<<"\n\nEnter your choice:: "; 
cin>>choice; 
fflush(stdin);

(C: -
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system{"clear"); 
switch(choice){
case 1://Entering new employee details 

cout<<"\nEnter the employee type"; 
cout<<"\nl. Permanent Employee"; 
cout<<"\n2. Contractual Employee"; 
cin>>emp_type; 
switch(emp_type){ 
case 1://permanent employee 

per_person.getdata(); 
per_person.store_in_file(); 
break;

case 2://contractual employee
con_person.getdata(); 

con_person.store_in_file(); 
break; 

default:
cout<<"\n\n Wrong type"; 
break;

}
break;

case 2://generate payslip
cout<<"\n\nEnter Employee no.: ";
cin>>no;
cout<<"\n\nEnter Employee type: ";
cout<<"\nl. Permanent Employee";
cout<<"\n2. Contractual Employee";
cin>>emp_type;
switch(emp_type){
case l://for permanent employee

if((search(no, &per_person))==0){
cout<<"\n\nlnvalid Employee number";

}else generate_pay_slip(per_person); 
break;

case 2://for contractual employee
if((search(no, &con_person))==0){

cout<<"\n\nlnvalid Employee number";
}else generate_pay_slip(con_person); 
break; 

default:
cout<<"\n\nWrong type"; 
break;

}break;
case 3://Set DA rate

cout<<"\n\nEnter new Dearness Allowance rate: 
cin>>da;
set_da_rate(da); 
break;

case 4://Set HRA rate

(Contd.)
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cout<<"\n\nEnter new HRA rate: 
cin>>hra;
set_hra_rate(hra);
break;

case 5://Set Professional Tax
cout<<"\n\nEnter new Professional Tax:
cin>>ptax;
set_ptax(ptax);
break;

case 6://Set Medical Allowance
cout<<"\n\nEnter new Medical Allowance: 
cin>>ma; 
set_ma(ma); 
break;

case 7://Search for Employee
cout<<"\n\nEnter Employee no.: ";
cin>>no;
cout<<"\n\nEnter Employee type: “;
cout<<"\nl. Permanent Employee";
cout<<"\n2. Contractual Employee";
cin>>emp_type;
switch(emp_type){
case 1://Permanent Employee

if((search(no, &per_person))==0){
cout<<"\n\nlnvalid Employee number";

else con_person.displaydata(); 
break; 

default:
cout<<"\n\nWrong type"; 
break;

break
case 8://Compute Overtime Dues for Employees 

compute_OT(); 
break;

case 9://Exit System 
exit(0); 

default:
cout<<"\n\nWrong choice";

}//end of switch case for main menu

else per_person.displaydata(); 
break;

case 2://Contractual employee
if((search(no, &con_person))==0){

cout<<"\n\nInvalid Employee number";
}

}//End of While loop 
return 0;

}//End of Main function
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Application Output
The following is a series of screenshots depicting how the PSG system functions.

Main Menu

File Edit View Search Terminal Help

1. New Employee
2. Generate Pay S lip
3. Set Dearness A llowance ra te
4 . Set HRA ra te
5. Set P ro fe s s io n a l ta x
6. Set M edical A llowance ra te
7. D is p la y  D e ta il o f Employee
8 . Compute Overtime Dues f o r  Employees
9 . E x it

Entering details o f permanent employee (Option 1 o f main menu)

File Edit V iew  Search Term inal Help

|E n t e r  t h e  e m p lo y e e  ty p e  
j 1 . P e rm a n e n t E m p loyee  
j2 »  C o n t r a c t u a l  E m p lo y e e l

E n t e r  t h e  d e s ig n a t io n  o f  t h e  e m p lo y e e :C o n s u l ta n t

E n te r  t h e  b a s ic  s a la r y :  4 90 09

E n te r  t h e  in c o m e  t a x  t o  be  d e d u c te d :  2900

File Edit View Search Terminal Help

Emp. Name: A d r ija
Emp. Add: M a trix  S oc ie ty , K inderland
Emp, D e s ig na tio n : Consultant
Emp. Department: Systems
Emp. Type: Permanent
Emp. Basic: 40868
Dearness A llowance: 34000
House Rent A llowance: 6000
M edical A llowance: 300
P rov iden t Fund: 8880
P ro fe ss io na l ta x :  260
Income ta x : 2806
Gross S a la ry : 80300
Net S a la ry : 69226
{sxccal<§localhost jg d ]$  |

:MENU:

E n te r your c h o ic e ::  8

m :sxcca l@ loca  I fio st: W l>eslctop/Jpd -Mq'.x'l

E n te r  t h e  a d d re s s  o f  t h e  e m p lo y e e : M a trix  Socie ty , K inderland ,

E n te r  t h e  name o f  t h e  e m p lo y e e :A t f r i j ja

E n te r  t h e  d e p a r tm e n t  o f  t h e  e m p lo y e e : S ys te m s

Pay slip generated and stored for permanent employee (Option 2 o f main menu)

[ sxccal@ localhost jg d ]$  ca t 7 28
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : Pay S lip  fo r  Month number 7:

Emp. Number: 20

I.
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Setting the Dearness Allowance Rate (Option 3 o f main menu)

File Edit View Search Terminal Help 

E nter new Dearness Allowance ra te : 85

I 1

Setting the HR A rate (Option 4 o f main menu)

E d it  V i e w  S e a r c h  T e r m i n a l  H e lp

- HRA rate: 15

..

Setting the Professional Tax amount (Option 5 o f main menu)
sxccalfu  lo c a lh o s t :  - /D e s k to p / jg d  C-+ +

File E d it V iew  Search Term inal Help

E n te r new P ro fe s s io n a l Tax: 200

J3I



A ppend ix  A

Setting the medical allowance amount (Option 6 o f main menu)

Displaying the details o f an employee (Option 7 o f main menu)

File E d it V iew  Search  Term ina l Help  

E n te r  Employee n o . :  2

E n te r Employee ty p e :
1 . Permanent Employee
2 . C o n tra c tu a l Em ployee l

Emp. No. :  2 
Name: Reema Lagoo 
Add re s s : Mumbai 
D e s ig n a t io n :  E d i to r  
D e pa rtm e n t: P u b lis h in g  
Employee ty p e :  Permanent 
B a s ic : 40600
Dearness A llo w a n c e : 34600 
HRA: 6000
M e d ic a l A llo w a n c e : 300 
PF:8880
P ro fe s s io n a l t a x :  200 
Income ta x :  2506 
G ross S a la ry :  80300

Net S a la ry :  68720

Overtime dues (Option 8 o f main menu)
s x c c a l ( 5 > l o c a l h o s t : ~ / D e s k t o p / j g d  C  + +

File Edit V iew  Search Term inal Help

T h e  O v e r t im e  Dues f o r  t h e  e m p lo y e e s  a r e  a s  f o l l o w s :

Emp No. Emp. Name O v e r t im e  Dues

R a j i v  K a rm a k a r 
Reema L agoo  
A n i l  Gomes 
S a n jx v  B a n s a l 
V a ib h a v  G oenka 
G a y a t r i  Rao 
H a r is h  D a lm iy a

800
1200
1600
2000
240G
2000
1600



Answers to Debugging Exercises

CHAPTER 2

2.1
Erroneous Code:
/*comment/*//i=i+l

Correction:

/♦comment/*/i=i+l

2.2
Erroneous Code:

cout >> "i + j = " >> -(i+j);

Correction:

cout << "i + j = " << -(i+j);

divResult = i/modResult;

2 .4  (A)

Erroneous Code:

COUt<<"X="X;

Correction:

COUt<<"X="<<X;

2 .4  (B)
No Error

2 .4  (C)
Erroneous Code:

cm>>x; >>y ;

Correction:

cm>>x>>y;

2 .4  (D)
Erroneous Code:

cout<<\n"Name: ”«name;

Correction:

cout<<"\nName:"<<name;

2.3
The system will throw the DivideByZeroException 
while executing the following statement:

2 .4  (E)

No Error

2 .4  (F) 

CHAPTER 3

3.1
Output:
400

3.2
Erroneous Code:
num[1]==[1]num ? cout<<"Success" 
: cout<<"Error";
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num[1]==num[1] ? cout<<"Success" 
: cout<<"Error";

Correction:

3.3
Erroneous Code:

case 1: 
continue;

The continue statement here is turning while 
into an indefinite loop.

Correction:
case 1: 
break;

3.4
Erroneous Code:
return a *==a;

Correction:

return a *=a;

3.5
Erroneous Code:
str = "Memory allocation test, 

Correction:
I char* str = "Memory allocation 
test, " ;

3.6 (A)

~ne statement will compile with no error but the fol- 
:wing warning message will be generated:

nonstandard extension used : long 
float

3.6  (B)
The following error message will be generated:

cannot convert from 'void *' to 
'char *'

3.6  (C)
No error

3.6  (D)
Erroneous Code:
int *p = new;

Correction:
int *p = new int;

3.6  (E)

Erroneous Code:
enum (green, yellow, red);

Correction:

enum {green, yellow, red};

3 .6  (F)

No error, if total is already defined as an integer 
pointer

3 .6  (G)
The following error message will be generated:

const object must be initialized 
if not extern

3.6  (H)
Erroneous Code:

for(i=l;int i<10;i++) 
cout<<i<<"\n";
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Correction:

Correction:
Exit from base case is missing

cout <<count 
return;The following error message will be generated

cannot convert from 'int 
to 'int &'

Correction:
Return type of same function can not be different.

The following error message will be generated

cannot convert from 'int *' 
to 'float *'

Correction:
return 2; -»  return p; (Return by reference function can 
not return constant or local variable)

Syntax error will be generated because public is a 
keyword in C++.

CHAPTER 5

Error:
The following error message will be generated

Member functions are private in program. Public: is mss- 
ing before member function.array bounds overflow

CHAPTER 4 Error:

No matching function for call to stm::increment(), cancM 
date expect 1 argument.

Correction:
st1 .increment(some integer value)

Output:

Error:

sum_of_weight not declared 
in this scopeCorrection:

default argument missing for parameter 2(int b) of int 
sub(int a=20, int b), b should be given an integer value 
like int b=10.

Correction:
w3.sum_of_weight(w1 ,w2) should be written

Result 1 - 9
Result 2 - 24
Result 3 - 12
Result 4 - 18



5.4 

Error:
child_age is private cant be used in father_age. 

Correction:
use friend keyword before function father_age. 
should be friend int father_age(age).

5.5
Output:
1

CHAPTER 6

6.1
Output:
10 20 30 40

6.2
Error:

No matching function for call to cube::cube(int) 

Correction:
It should be cube A1 in place of cube A1 (4).

6.3
Output:
10 20 30

6.4  

Error:

Expected primary expression before 'int'

Correction:
new is missing before int. it should be p = new int;

6.5  

Error:

destructors may not have parameters 

Correction:
~des(int x) is wrong, correct version is ~des().

CHAPTER 7

7.1
Error:

Space operator ++()
{
mCount++;
return Space(mCount);
}

Appendix B

Correction:

void operator ++() 
{
mCount++;

}

7.2
Error:

bool op== (WeekDays& wl, 
WeekDays& w2)

Correction:

bool operator==(WeekDaysk 
wl, WeekDays& w2)

7.3
No Error 
Output:
6.25

CHAPTER 8

8.1
Error:

void faculty::getdata()is 
private
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Correction:

class faculty
{
prublic

8.2
Error:

invalid use of four seater
::four_seater'

invalid use of four wheeler
::four_wheeler'

Correction:

Cl.four_seater: Property();
Cl.four_wheeler :Property();

8.3
Output:
Multiplication is : 24

8 .4
Error:

Direct base 'p' inaccessible in 's' due to ambiguity 

Correction:
class s: public q, public r

8.5
Output:
1 1 2  1 3

CHAPTER 9

9.1
Output:
17

GST *p= new GST [3] ;

9.3  

Error:

Cannot hold the address on different type int* to d 
and double* to 'int*

Correction:

y=&q; 
x=&p ;

9.4

Output:
Square of 10 is 100

9.5
Output:
It is Derived class.

9.6
Current output:

print version of derived class 
show version of base class

Hanged output:

print version of base class 
show version of base class

Correction:

CHAPTER 10

10.1
To get the desired output, we’ll have to change the 
following statement:

cin>>bufferl ;
To9.2

Error:

Cannot convert GST** to GST* in initialization
cin.getline (bufferl, 80)
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10.2
The statement cout.setf(ios::right) will work fine but 
the intended output will only be displayed if we modify 
the code as under:

'put': identifier not found

10.3 (H) 
Error:

'get' : is not a member of 
'System::Int32'

cout.setf(ios::right); 
cout.width( 5 ) ; 10.3 (I)
cout<<"99"<<endl;

No Error

10.3 (A) 10.3 (J)

No Error No Error

10.3 (B) 10.3 (K)

Error: No Error

CHAPTER 11

10.3 (C)
Error:

'width' identifier not
found

10.3 (D)

No Error

10.3 (E)
Erroneous Code:

I cout.width(10). 
precision(3);

Correction:

cout.width(10); 
cout.precision(3);

10.3 (F)

No Error

*0.3 (G)

11.1
Erroneous Code:

char buffer[size]; 
ifstream in("chll_l.cpp"); 
ofstream out("chll_lTemp.cpp"); 
while(in.get(buffer))
{ in.get();

cout<<buffer<<endl; 
out<<buffer<<endl;

}

Correction:

char buffer;
ifstream in("chll_l.cpp"); 
ofstream out("chll_lTemp.cpp"); 
while(in)
{ in.get(buffer); 

cout<<buffer<<endl; 
out<<buffer<<endl;

}

No Error
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11.2
Erroneous Code:

fin.open("chi1_2. 
cpp",ios::nocreate);

Correction:

f in.open(”chi1_2. 
cpp",ios::_Nocreate);

11.3
Erroneous Code:

while(!in.getline(buffer,80) )
{

cout<<buffer<<endl;
}
while(!in.getline(buffer,80). 

eof())
{

cout<<buffer<<endl;
}

Correction:

while(in.getline(buffer, 80) )
{

cout<<buffer<<endl;
}

11.4 (A)
Erroneous Code:

ifstream.infile("DATA");

Correction:

ifstream infile("DATA");

11.4 (B)
Erroneous Code:

fini.getline();

Correction:

fini.getline(buffer,80);

11.4 (C)
No Error

11.4 (D)
Erroneous Code:

close(f1) ;

Correction:

fl.close ();

11.4 (E)
Erroneous Code:

infile.open(argc);

Correction:

infile.open(argv);

11.4 (F)
No Error

CHAPTER 12

12.1
Erroneous Code:
int getNumber()
{ return intNumber;
}

float getNumber()
{ return floatNumber;
}
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Correction: 13.2
Functions can not be overloaded on the basis of 
distinct return types. Hence, some other overloading 
criteria must be chosen to overload the getNumber() 
functions.

12.2
No Error

Output:
1 2.345  
2.132 r

12.3
No Error

Output:
4

Error:

expected type-specifier before')' token 

Correction:

catch (...)
{

cout<< "Exception caught:\n";
}

13.3 

Output:
Now main starts 
Exception inside Myclass 
Exception inside Main 
Now Main ends

13.4

12.4
Error:

'T max(T,T)' : template
parameter 'T' is ambiguous

Correction:

int m;

Further, since max is already a part of STL, the 
•'allowing error m essage may also be generated:

'max' : ambiguous call to 
overloaded function

CHAPTER 13

13.1
Error:

W  was not declared in this scope 

Correction:

if (div < 0)
Throw 'm' ;

Output:
When catch(...) is used:
Inside the constructor

What is this?

still inside the constructor

Inside the destructor

Exception: Ends

Exit point

When catch(int i) is used:
Inside the constructor 

Exception: Ends 

Exit point

CHAPTER 14

14.1
Erroneous Code:

emp.push_back 
(getValuesFromUser());

Correction:

emp.push_back(temp- 
>getValuesFromUser());
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14.2
Erroneous Code:

No Error 

CHAPTER 15

15.1 

Error:

No matching function for call to ,getline(std::string&)' 

Correction:

getline(cin,stl);

15.2 

Output:
He is happy in India

15.3 

Output:

to Walk

15.4
Error:

No matching function for call to 'std::basic_ 
string<char>: :shrink_to_fit(int)'

Correction:

Erroneous Code:

B bl(12);
Correction:

16.2
No Error

Output:
11

16.3
Erroneous Code:

• •
void main()
{

namespace Inside
{

int insideI;

Error

'Inside' : a namespace 
definition must appear 
either at file scope or 
immediately within another 
namespace definition

Correction:
The namespace Inside must be defined at appropr a s  
place in the program.

B bl=12;



Executing Turbo C++

C.1 INTRODUCTION

All programs in this book were developed and run under Turbo C++ compiler Version 3.0, in an M S-D O S  
environment on an IBM PC compatible computer. W e shall discuss briefly, in this appendix, the creation and 
execution of C++ programs under Turbo C++ system.

Executing a computer program written in any high-level language involves several steps, as listed below:

1. Develop the program (source code).

2. Select a suitable file name under which you would like to store the program.

3. Create the program in the computer and save it under the filename you have decided. This file is known 
as source code file.

4. Compile the source code. The file containing the translated code is called ob ject code file. If there are 
any errors, debug them and compile the program again.

5. Link the object code with other library code that are required for execution. The resulting code is called 
the executable code. If there are errors in linking, correct them compile the program again.

6. Run the executable code and obtain the results, if there are no errors.

7. Debug the program, if errors are found in the output.

8. Go to Step 4 and repeat the process again.

These steps are illustrated in Fig. C.1. The exact steps depend upon the program environment and the 
compiler used. But, they will resemble the steps described above.

Turbo C++ and Borland C++ are the two most popular C++ compilers. They provide ideal platforms for 
earning and developing C++ programs. In general, both Turbo C++ and Borland C++ work the same way, 
except some additional features supported by Borland C++ which are outside the scope our discussions. 
Therefore, whatever we discuss here about Turbo C++ applies to Borland C++ as well.

C.2 CREATION AND EXECUTION OF PROGRAMS
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C.3 TURBO C++

Turbo C++ provides a powerful environment called Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for 
executing a program. The IDE is completely menu-driven and allows the user to create, edit, 
programs using what are known as dialogue boxes. These operations are controlled by single 
easy-to-use menus.
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W e first use the editor to create the source code file, then compile, link and finally run it. Turbo C++ 
provides error messages, in case errors are detected. We have to correct the errors and compile the program 
again.

It is important to be familiar with the details of the IDE screen that will be extensively used in the program 
development and execution. When we invoke the Turbo C++, the IDE screen will be displayed as shown in 
Fig. C.2. As seen from the figure, this screen contains four parts:

• Main menu (top line)

• Editor window

• Message window

• Status line (bottom line)

Main M enu

The main menu lists a number of items that are required for the program development and execution. They 
are summarized in Table C.1.

The main menu can be activated by pressing the F10 key. When we select an item on the main menu, a 
cull-dow n m enu , containing various options, is displayed. This allows us to select an action that relates to the 
~iain menu item.

C.4 IDE SCREEN

=  File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options Window Help

NONAME OO.CPP 1
Main
menu

Editor
window

1 :1
Message 2

Message
window

F1 Help F2 Save F3 Open Alt-F9 Compile F9 Make FIOM enu Status
line

Fig. C.2 IDE open ing screen

Editor W indow

"he ed ito r w indow  is the place for creating the source code of C++ programs. This window is named 
'•ONAMEOO.CPP. This is the temporary name given to a file which can be changed while we save the file.
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Table C.1 M ain m enu item s

Item O ptions

- Displays the version number, clears or restores the screen, and execute 
various utility programmes supplied with Turbo C++

File Loads and saves files, handless directories invokes DOS, and exists Turbo C+

Edit Performs various editing functions

Search Performs various text searches and replacements

Run Complies, links and runs the program currently loaded in the environment

Compile Compiles the program currently in the environment

Debug Sets various debugger options, including setting break points

Projects Manages multifile projects

Options Sets various compiler, linker, and environmental options

Window Controls the way various windows are displayed

Help Activates the context-sensitive Help system

Message Window
The other window on the screen is called the m essage w indow  where various messages are displayed. T*e  
messages may be compiler and linker messages and error messages generated by the compiler.

Status Line
The status line  which is displayed at the bottom of the screen gives the status of the current activity or r e  
screen. For example, when we are working with FILE option of main menu, the status line displays ~ e  
following:

F1 Help | Locate and open a file

C.5 INVOKING TURBO C++

Assuming that you have installed the Turbo C++ compiler correctly, go to the directory in which you war: m  
work. Then enter TC at the DOS system prompt:

C : >TC
and press RETURN. This will place you into the IDE screen as shown in Fig. C.2. Now, you are read, i t  
create your program.

C.6 CREATING SOURCE CODE FILE

Once you are in the IDE screen, it is simple to create and save a program. The F10 key will take you to r a m  
menu and then move the cursor to File. This will display the file dialogue window containing various o r. :~s 
for file operations as shown in Fig. C.3. The options include, among others, opening an existing file, creatm® 
a new file and saving the new file.
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=  File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options Window Help

New  
O pen... 
Save
Save a s ... 
Save all

F3
F2

Change dir 
Print
DOS shell
Quit Alt + X

1 -  NONAME OO.CPP 1

1 :1
Message

F1 Help | Locate and open a file

Fig. C.3 File d ialogue w indow

Since you want to create a new file, move the cursor to New  option. This opens up a blank window called 
editing w indow  and places the cursor inside this window. Now the system is ready to receive the program 
statements as shown in Fig. C.4.

5  File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options Window Help 

--------------------------------- NONAME OO.CPP ----------------------------- - 1
# include <iostream. h> 
main()
{

cout «  “C++ is better than C"; 
return 0;

}

1 :1
Message

F1 Help F2 Save F3 Open Alt-F9 Compile F9 Make F10 Menu

Fig. C .4 E dito r screen with statem ents

Once the typing is completed, you are ready to save the program in a file. At this time, you must go to the 
File d ialogue  menu again to select a suitable file option. Press F10 and select File option on the main menu. 
Select the save as option. This brings the save editor file window as shown in Fig. C.5.
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Fig. C.5 Save ed ito r file w indow

Now, you may change the file name NO NA M EO O .CPP (shown in the editor file window) to the na_ e- 
have selected. Make sure that your name has the extension .CPP to indicate to the compiler T 3  
program is a C++ one and not C. Let’s assume that you have selected tes t.cpp  as name. Press P E I 
key and the program is saved in the file test.cpp .

C.7 COM PILIN G TH E PROGRAM
When you select the com pile  option on the main menu, the com pile  d ia logue  window is displayed as 
in Fig. C.6. The com pile  to OBJ option allows you to compile the current file in the editor to an object 
the present case, test.ob j file is created, if there are no errors in your program. If there are a - 
appropriate error messages are displayed in the message window.

Fig. C.6 Compile dialogue m enu
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e name you 
ir that you* 
s RETURK

as show- 
ect file. In 
ny errors

During compilation, a window called com pila tion w indow  will appear on the screen as shown in Fig. C.7. If 
there are no errors during compilation, this window will display “Success: Press any key” message. The 
entries for warning and errors will be 0.

File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options Window Help

------------------ r--------------------  TEST.CPP -------------------------------------------------- 1
#indude <iostream.h> 
mainQ 

{
cout «  "C++ is better than C”; 
return 0;

}
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Fig. C.8 Run dialogue m enu

In order to see the user screen, select w indow  from the main menu and then select use r screen  from the 
window dialogue menu (See Fig. C.9). The IDE screen will disappear and the user screen is displaye: 
containing output of the program test.cpp  as follows:

c > TC
• 1 Note that, at this point, you are outside the IDE. To return to IDE, press RETURN key.

*44

=  File Edit Search Run Compile Debug Project Options Window Help

Size/Move Ctrl+F5
#include <iostream.h> Zoom F5
main() Tile
{ Cascade

cout «  “C++ is better than C”; Next F6
return 0; Close Alt+F3

} Close all

Message
Output
Watch
User Screen Alt+F5
Register
Project

----- 1 :1 Projec t Notes

Alt+0Message

F1 Help | Make the next window active

Fig. C.9 W indow dialogue m enu
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C.10 MANAGING ERRORS
It is rare that a program runs successfully the first time itself. It is common to make some syntax errors while 
preparing the program or during typing. Fortunately, all such errors are detected by the compiler or linker.

Compiler Errors
All syntax errors will be detected by the compiler. For example, if you have missed the semicolon at the end 
of the return statement in tes t.cpp  program, the following message will be displayed in the message window.

Error...\TEST.CPP 6 Statement missing;
Warning...\TEST.CPP 7: Function should return a value

The number 6 is the possible line in the program where the error has occurred. The screen now will look like 
the one in Fig. C.10.

Fig. C .10 Display o f  e rro r m essage

Press ENTER key to go to Edit window that contains your program. Correct the errors and then compile and 
run the program again. Hopefully, you will obtain the desired results.

Linker Errors
It is also possible to have errors during the linking process. For instance, you may not have included the file 
iostream .h. The program will compile correctly, but will fail to link. It will display an error message in the 
link ing window. Press any key to see the message in the message window.
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Run-time Errors
Remember compiling and linking successfully do not always guaranty the correct results. Sometimes, the 
results may be wrong due logical errors or due to errors such as stack overflow. System might display the 
errors such as nu ll p o in te r assignm ent. You must consult the manual for the meaning of such errors anc 
modify the program accordingly.

C.11 HANDLING AN EXISTING FILE

After saving your file to disk, your file has become a part of the list of files stored in the disk. How do we 
retrieve such files and execute the programs written to them? You can do this in two ways:

1. Under DOS prompt

2. Under IDE

Under DOS prompt, you can invoke as follows:

C > TC T E S T . CPP

Remember to type the complete and correct name of the file with .cpp extension. This command first brirz; 
Turbo C++ IDE and then loads ed it w indow  containing the file test.cpp.

If you are working under IDE, then select open option from the file  menu. This will prompt you for a * e  
name and then loads the file as you respond with the correct file name. Now you can edit the progra~. 
compile it and execute it as before.

C.12 SOME SHORTCUTS

It is possible to combine the two steps of compiling and linking into one. This can be achieved by select -c  
M ake EXE file  from the compile dialogue window.

W e can shorten the process by combining the execution step as well with the above step. In this case we 
must select Run option from the run dialogue window. This causes the program to be compiled, linkec a~c 
executed.

Many common operations can be activated directly without going through the main menu, again a*c  
again. Turbo C++ supports what are known as ho t keys  to provide these shortcuts. A list of hot keys and :~~t  
functions are given in Table C.2. W e can use them whenever necessary.

H ot Key M eaning

F1 Activates the online Help system.

F2 Saves the file currently being edited.

F3 Loads a file.

F 4 Executives the program unit the cursor is reached.

F5 Zooms the active window.

/ F6 Switches between windows.

(Contd.)
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H ot Key M eaning

F7 Traces program; skips function calls.

F8 Traces program; skips function calls.

F9 Compiles and links programs.

F10 Activates the main menu.

ALT-0 Lists open windows.

ALT-n Activates window n (n must be 1 through 9).

ALT-F1 Shows the previous help screen.

ALT-F3 Deletes the active window.

ALT-F4 Opens an Inspector window.

ALT-F5 Opens an Inspector window.

ALT-F7 Previous error.

ALT-F8 Next error.

ALT-F9 Compiles file to .OBJ.

ALT-SPACEBAR Activates the main menu.

ALT-C Activates the Compile menu.

ALT-D Activates the Debug menu.

ALT-E Activates the Edit menu.

ALT-F Activates the File menu.

ALT-H Activates the Help menu.

ALT-0 Activates the Options menu.

ALT-P Activates the Project menu.

ALT-R Activates the Run menu.

ALT-S Activates the Run menu.

ALT-W Activates the Window menu.

ALT-X Quits Turbo C++.

CTRL-F1 Requests help about the item the cursor is on.

CTRL-F2 Resets the program.

CTRL-F3 Shows the function call stack.

CTRL-F4 Evaluates an expression.

CTRL-F5 Changes the size or location of the active window.

CTRL-F7 Sets a watch expression (debugging).

CTRL-F8 Sets or clears a break point.

CTRL-F9 Executes the current program.



Executing C++ Under 
Windows

D.1 INTRODUCTION

C++ is one of the most popular languages due to its power and portability. It is available for different o perate : 
systems such as DOS, OS/2, UNIX, Windows and many others. C++ programs when implemented unc+- 
Windows are called Visual C++ programs. Therefore, there is no difference between C++ and Visual C—  
programs in terms of programming but the difference lies in terms of implementation.

A C++ compiler designed for implementation under Windows is known as Visual C++. A C++ progra- 
running under M S-D O S will also run successfully under Windows. This is because, the rules of programmr g 
are the same; only the environment of implementation is different and is shown in Fig. D.1.

A C++ programmer can easily become a Visual C++ programmer if he knows how to use the implem ents:: * 
tools of his Visual C++ system. In this appendix, we introduce the features of Microsoft Visual C++ s 'd  
discuss how to create, compile and execute C++ programs under Windows.

The Microsoft Corporation has introduced a Windows based C++ development environment nam e: 23 
Microsoft Visual C++ (MSVC). This development environment integrates a set of tools that enafc e 
programmer to create and run C++ programs with ease and style. Microsoft calls this integrated d e v e lo p rs *: 
environment (IDE) as Visual Workbench. Microsoft Visual Studio, a product sold by Microsoft Corpora' : 
also includes Visual C++, in addition to other tools like Visual Basic, Visual J++, Visual Foxpro, etc.

MS-DOS Environment Windows Environment

Conventional C++ Visual C++

Fig. D.1 C++ Im plem entation environm ents
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D.2 THE VISUAL WORKBENCH

It is important to be familiar with the Visual Workbench that will be extensively used in the program 
development. The Visual Workbench is a visual user interface designed to help implement C++ programs. 
This contains various tools that are required for creating, editing, compiling, linking and running of C++  
programs under Windows. These tools include File, Edit, Search, Project, Resource, Debug, Tools, Window  
and Help.

When we invoke the Microsoft Visual C++ (Version 6.0), the initial screen of the Visual Workbench will be 
displayed as shown in Fig. D.2. As seen from the figure, this screen contains five parts: 1) Title bar, 2) Main 
menu, 3) Tool bar, 4) Developer window, and 5) Status line.

Fig. D.2 Visual workbench opening screen

Main Menu
The main menu lists a number of items that are required for program development and execution. They are 
summarized in Table D.1.

Once a main menu item is selected, a pull-down menu, containing various options, is displayed. This 
allows us to select an action/command that relates to the main menu item.

It is likely that an option in the pull-down menu is grayed. This means that the particular option is currently 
not available or not valid. For example, the Save option in the File menu will be grayed if the workspace is 
empty.
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Table D.1 Main m enu o f v isual workbench

Functions  /  O ptions

Creates a new file or opens an existing file for editing. Closes and saves files. Exits the 
Visual Workbench.

Performs various editing functions, such as searching, deleting, copying, cutting and 
pasting.

Enable different views of screen, output, workspace.

Insertion of Graphics resources like pictures, icons, HTML, etc., can be done.

Sets up and edits a project (a list of files).

Compiles the source code in the active window. Builds an executable file. Detects errors 

Customizes the environment, the editors and the debugger.

Controls the visibility of various Windows involved in an application development.

Provides help about using Visual C++ through Microsoft Developer Network Library 
(M SDN Library). Online help also can be received provided an Internet connection.

Some options are followed by three periods (...). Such an option, when selected, will display a subme~- 
known as dialog box suggesting that some more input is required for that option to get implemented. Optic-s 
followed by the symbol ► means we have to select a choice from the list.

Tool Bar
The tool bar resides just below the main menu. This provides a shortcut access to many of the main menu s 
options with a single mouse click. Figure. D.3 shows some important tool bar commands that can be use: 
from anywhere within the Workbench. Several tool bars like Standard, Build, Edit, Wizard Bar, etc., a-e 
available which can be enabled/disabled from the screen using Tools/Customize option.

Gl) Fite £<# View Insert Project Build look Window Hefc

Developer Window
Just below the tool bar is the developer window. It is initially divided into three parts as shown in Fig. D 2.

View Pane (on the left) 
Document window (on the right) 
Message window (at the bottom)



The view pane has three tabs for ClassView, FileView and InfoView. Once we have a 
ClassView will show us the class hierarchy and the FileView will show us the files used. In fo . a-* 
js to navigate through the documentation.

The document window, also known as workspace, is the place where we enter or display our proc's~~  
The message window displays messages such as warnings and errors when we compile the programs.

Accessing Menu Items
Before we proceed further, it is important to know how to access the menu items. There are two ways of 
accomplishing this:

1. Using the mouse

2. Using the keyboard

Mouse Actions
Using the mouse for accessing an item is the most common approach in Windows programming. W e can 
oerform the following actions with the mouse:

• Move the mouse pointer to a desired location by moving the mouse without pressing any button.

• Click the left mouse button when the pointer is over the preferred option.

Keyboard Actions
Though the use of mouse is a must for Windows-based applications, the accessing can also be done through 
•eyboard. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the underscored letter of the menu item required will 
activate the corresponding pull-down menu. The underscored letter is known as hot key. Once a pull-down 
menu is displayed, using the down/up arrow keys an option can be highlighted and then pressing the ENTER  
«ey will activate that option.

Some of the options in a pull-down menu can be directly activated by using their hot key combinations 
snown against these options. For example, Ctrl+N is the hot key combination for the New option in the File 
menu. Similarly by pressing Ctrl+S, a file can be saved without using pull-down menu. This shortcut approach 
:an be used from anywhere within the Visual Workbench.

D.3 IMPLEMENTING VISUAL C++ PROGRAMS
leveloping and implementing a computer program written in any high-level language involves several steps 
; ready described in Appendix C.

D.4 CREATING A SOURCE CODE FILE
Then you have installed the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler correctly, you can start the Visual Workbench 

~om Microsoft Windows. To start the Visual Workbench, simply select the Visual C++ icon from the Programs 
:-oup and click on it. This will bring up the Visual Workbench screen as shown in Fig. D.2. Once you are in 
me Visual Workbench screen, it is simple to create and save a program.
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Entering the Program
The first thing you need to do before entering a program is to open a new file. Select the File menu from ths 
main menu. This will display a pull-down file menu as shown in Fig. D.4. The options include, among other: 
opening an existing file, creating a new file and saving the new file.

Fig. D.4 Visual C++ W orkbench file m enu

Since, you want to create a new file, choose New ... option which will bring up the New dialog box as sh: w  
in Fig. D.5 displaying a list of different types of programming files.

For entering a new program, select File/C++ Source File option and then click on the OK button. 
opens up a blank window (similar to Fig. D.2) with the window title as ‘Microsoft Visual C++ - [CPP]' and 
places the cursor inside this edit window. Now the system is ready to receive the program statements an 
shown in Fig. D.6.

Saving the Program
Once the typing is completed, you are ready to execute the program. Although a program can be com: sfi 
and run before it is saved, it is always advisable to save the program in a file before compilation. You r - *  M  
so by doing one of the following:
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Fig. D.5 The new  dia log box

1. Using File/Save command

2. Pressing the Ctrl + S hot key combination

3. Clicking on the third button from left on the toolbar

When a file is saved for the first time, the system will present you with a save dialog box. Save this under 
the file name TEST.CPP.

After the file is saved, the title in the title bar will show the saved file’s name.

D.5 COMPILING AND LINKING

In Visual C++, the process of compiling and linking all the source files to create an executable file is called 
building’. There are three ways of compiling a type source code and is shown in Table D.2.

The compile option in the Build menu when selected will compile the source code into an executable code 
* there is no errors or warnings as shown in Fig. D.7.

While compiling a C++ source file the Visual C++ application will prompt a message to build a new 
.vorkspace. Workspace is nothing but an area where we can have a number of source files, their compilation
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files and linking files saved altogether known as Project. This will be used when we have to create a-  
application with multiple source files.

t

s

• l
Fig. D.6 Edit w indow  with the sam ple program

Table D.2 Three ways o f com piling

C om m and Action

Build/Compile Compiles a single program file. The result is an object file. This option is used 
when we want to check a particular file for syntax errors. Note that it does not 
link and therefore does not produce any executable file.

Build/Build Compiles all the modified/new source files and then links all the object files to 
create a new executable file. When we are working on a project, we usually 
use this command. That is because we may change a few things here and 
there and want to compile only those modified programs.

Build/Rebuild All Compiles all the files in a project and links them together to create an 
executable file. This command is usually used when we want to make sure that 
everything in the project has been built again.

Executable File
The executable file TEST.EXE will be added to the Build menu as shown in the Fig. C.8 after a zero errons 
and zero warning(s) compilation.
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|E t  File Edit V iew  Insert Project Build Jo e ls  W indow  Help
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classes ;#include <iostream> --r/H include header file
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The output window indicates that there are no warnings and no errors. The Compile command has 
successfully generated the executable file TEST.EXE.

D.6 RUNNING THE PROGRAM
You have reached successfully the final stage of your excitement. Now, to run the program, click the Execute 
TEST.EXE option in Build menu. The output will be generated in a new windows as shown in Fig. D.9.

Fig. D.9 O utput generated

D.7 MANAGING ERRORS
It is rare that a program runs successfully the first time itself. When the program contains errors, they 3's  
displayed in the message window as shown in Fig. D.10.

You can double-click on a syntax error in the message window to go to the line containing that proble~ 
Fix all the errors, recompile and execute the program.

D.8 OTHER FEATURES
Windows programmers now have a wider range of tools that can be used for the development of object- 
oriented systems. Microsoft has provided, among others, the following three tools that would benefit the 
programmers:

• Foundation Class Library

• Application Wizard

• Class Wizard
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---------------------------------------------------- C o n f i g u r a t i o n :  T e s t  -  W in32 D ebug------------------ -----------------
Compiling...
Test.cppC:\My Documents\Test.cpp(ll) : error C2143: syntax error : missing 
Error executing cl.exe.
Test.obj - 1 error(s), 0 warning(s)

Build F h d h F f c t l  B ndfciH b > 2 m < |  |
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Test - M icrosoft Visual C++ - [Test cpp] H R  13
- l a l x :File Edit View Insert Project Build T o o ls : Window Help

a  i £ H 0
1*1 {Win32 DebugTest

JJ / / / / / / / / / / / / / y / / / / / /  [ PRINTING A STRING ] / / / / / / /  

# in c lu d e  < iostream > / /  in c lu d e  header f i l e  

u s in g  namespace s td ;

T est classes

i n t  m a in ()
{ cout < <cou t << "C++ i s  b e t te r  than C .Vn” / ■ /  C++ s t a t |  

r e tu rn  0;

/  End o f example I

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  < PROGRAM 2.1  > / / / / / / / / / / |  

I■W ClassView 1=1 FileView

Fig. D.10 O utput w indow  e rro r m essages

The Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) library contains a set of powerful tools and provides the users with 
easy-to-use objects. Proper use of MFC library would reduce the length of code and development time of an 
application.

The AppWizard, short for Application Wizard, helps us to define the fundamental structure of a program 
and to create initial applications with desired features. Flowever, remember that it only provides a framework 
and the actual code for a particular application should be written by us.

The ClassWizard, a close associate of the AppWizard, permits us to add classes or customize existing 
classes. The ClassWizard is normally used after designing the framework using the AppWizard.

It is the power of the Wizards that make the Microsoft Visual C++ so useful and popular. It is therefore 
important that you are familiar with these tools. You must consult appropriate reference material for complete 

details.
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Keywords

asm It is to embed the assembly language statements in C++ programs. Its use s 
implementation dependent.

auto It is a storage class specifier for the local variables. An auto variable is visible only in tna 
block or function where it is declared. All the local variables are of type auto by default

bool
break

It is a data type and is used to hold a Boolean value, true or false.
A break statement is used to cause an exit from the loop and switch statements. It is used 
to provide labels in a switch statement.

catch catch is used to describe the exception hand le r code that catches the exceptions (unus-al 
conditions in the program).

char
class

It is a fundamental data type and is used to declare character variables and arrays, 

class is used to create user-defined data types. It binds together data and functions that 
operate on them. Class variables known as ob jects  are the building blocks of OOP in C—

const It is a data type qualifier. A data type qualified as const may not be modified by the 
program.

const_cast
continue

It is a casting operator used to explicitly override const or volatile objects.

It causes skipping of statements till the end of a loop in which it appears. It is simila- E  
saying “go to end of loop".

default It is a default label in a switch statement. The control is transferred to this staterre— 
when none of the case labels match the expressions in switch.

delete It is an operator used to remove the objects from memory that were created using re -  
operator.

do do is a control statement that creates a loop of operations. It is used with another keyv. a t  
while  in the form:

do
{

statements
}
while(expression);

double
The loop is terminated when the expression becomes zero.

It is a floating-point data types specifier. W e use this specification to double the numce- 
of digits after decimal point of a floating-point value.

dynamic_cast It is a casting operator used to cast the type of an object at runtime. Its main applicat a*  
is to perform casts on polymorphic objects.
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else

enum

explicit

export
extern

false

loat

for

friend

goto

if

else is used to specify an alternative path in a two-way branch control of execution. It is 
used with if statement in the form:

if (expression) 
statement-1; 

else
statement-2;

The statement-1 is executed if expression is nonzero; otherwise statement-2 is executed. 

It is used to create a user-defined integer data type. Example:

enum E{el,e2,...};
where e1, e2, .... are enumerators which take integer values. E is a data type and can be 
used to declare variables of its type.

It is a specifier to a constructor. A constructor declared as explicit cannot perform implicit 
conversion.

It is used to instantiate non-inline template classes and functions from separate files, 

extern is a storage class specifier which informs the compiler that the variable so declared 
is defined in another source file.

It is a Boolean type constant. It can be assigned to only a bool type variable. The default 
numeric value of false is 0.

It is a fundamental data type and is used to declare a variable to store a single-point 
precision value.

for is a control statement and is used to create a loop of iterative operations. It takes the 
form:

for(el; e2; e3) statement;

The statem ent is executed until the expression e2 becomes zero. The expression e1 is 
evaluated once in the beginning and e3 is evaluated at the end of every iteration, 

friend declares a function as a friend of the class where it is declared. A function can be 
declared as a friend to more than one class. A friend function, although defined like a 
normal function, can have access to all the members of a class to which it is declared as 
friend.
goto is a transfer statement that enables us to skip a group of statements unconditionally. 
This statement is very rarely used.

if is a control statement that is used to test an expression and transfer the control to a 
particular statement depending upon the value of expression, if statement may take one 
of the following forms:

(i) if (expression)
statement-1; 
statement-2;

(ii) if (expression)
statement-1;
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inline

else
statement- 2 ;

In form (i), if the expression is nonzero (true), statement-1 is executed and then stata- 
ment-2 is executed. If the expression is zero (false), statement-1 is skipped. In form ( f 
the expression is nonzero, statem ent-1 is executed and statement-2 will be skipped f t 
is zero, statement-2 is executed and statement-1 is skipped.

inline is a function specifier which specifies to the compiler that the function definitor 
should be substituted in all places where the function is called.

int It is one of the basic data types and is used to declare a variable that would be assig-er 
integer values.

long long is a data type modifier that can be applied to some of the basic data types to increaaa 
their size. When used alone as shown below, the variable becomes signed

mutable

long int. 
long m;

It is a data type modifier. A data item declared mutable may be modified even if it s * 
member of a const object or const function.

namespace It is used to define a scope that could hold global identifiers. Example:

t
,• new

"H
operator

namespace name

{
Declaration of identifiers

}
It is an operator used for allocating memory dynamically from free store. W e can use 'em  
in place of malloc() function.

operator is used to define an operator function for overloading an operator for use » ~  
class objects. Example:

" • t
int operator*(vector &vl, vector &v2) ;

private It is a visibility specifier for class members. A member listed under private is not access b *  
to any function other than the member functions of the class in which it is used.

protected Like private, protected is also a visibility specifier for class members. It makes a m e r :e -  
accessible not only to the members of the class but also to the members of the clasaas 
derived from it.

public This is the third visibility specifier for the class members. A member declared as pubk ir 
a class is accessible publicly. That is, any function can access a public member.

register register is a storage class specifier for integer data types. It tells the compiler tha: r *  
object (variable) should be accessible as quickly as possible. Normally, a CPU regis:e- s 
used to store such variables.

reinterpret_cast It is a casting operator and is used to change one type into a fundamentally d if fe r -

return
type.

It is used to mark the end of a function execution and to transfer the control back to 
calling function. It can also return a value of an expression to the calling fu n c to r  
Example:
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s-nort

return(expression);
Similar to long, it is also a data type modifier applied to integer base types. When used 
alone with a variable, it means the variable is signed short int.

i  gned It is a qualifier used with character and integer base type variables to indicate that the 
variables are stored with the sign. The high-order bit is used to store the sign bit, 0 
meaning positive, 1 meaning negative. A signed char can take values between -1 2 7  to 
+127 whereas an unsigned char can hold values from 0 to 255. The default integer 
declaration assumes a signed number.

sizeof sizeof is an operator used to obtain the size of a type or an object, in bytes. Example:

int m = sizeof(char); 
int m = sizeof(x);

static
where x is an object or variable.

static is a storage class specifier. This can be used on both the local and global 
variables, but with a different meaning. When it is applied to a local variable, permanent 
storage is created and it retains its value between function calls in the program. When 
it is applied to a global variable, the variable becomes internal to the file in which it is 
declared.

static_cast
struct

It is a casting operator and may be used for any standard conversion of data types, 

struct is similar to a class and is used to create user-defined data types. It can group 
together the data items and functions that operate on them. The only difference 
between a class and struct is that, by default, the struct members are public while the 
class members become private.

switch It is a control statement that provides a facility for multiway branching from a particular 
point. Example:

Template
this

switch (expression)
{

case labels
}

Depending on the value of expression, the control is transferred to a particular label, 

template is used to declare generic classes and functions.

It is a pointer that points to the current object. This can be used to access the members 
of the current object with the help of the arrow operator.

Throw throw is used in the exception handling mechanism to ‘throw’ an exception for further 
action.

true It is a Boolean type constant. It can be assigned to only a bool type variable. The 
default numeric value of true is 1.

try It is also a keyword used in the exception handling mechanism. It is used to instruct the 
compiler to try a particular function.

typedef typedef is used to give a new name to an existing data type. It is usually used to write 
complex declarations easily.

typeid . It is an operator that can be used to obtain the types of unknown objects.
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typename
union

using

unsigned

virtual

void

volatile

wchar_t
while

It is used to specify the type of template parameters.

It is similar to struct in declaration but is used to allocate storage for several data items 
at the same location.

It is a namespace scope directive and is used to declare the accessibility of identifiers 
declared within a namespace scope.

It is a type modifier used with integer data types to tell the compiler that the variables 
store non-negative values only. This means that the high bit is also used to store the 
value and therefore, the size of the number may be twice that of a signed number, 

virtual is a qualifier used to declare a member function of a base class as “virtual” in 
order to perform dynamic binding of the function. It is also used to declare a base class 
as virtual when it is inherited by a class through multiple paths. This ensures that on > 
one copy of the base class members are inherited.

void is a data type and is used to indicate the objects of unknown type. Example:

void *ptr;
is a generic pointer that can be assigned a pointer of any type. It is also used to declare 
a function that returns nothing. Another use is to indicate that a function does not take 
any arguments. Example:

void print(void);
It is a qualifier used in variable declarations. It indicates that the variable may be 
modified by factors outside the control of the program.

It is a character data type and is used to declare variables to hold 16-bit wide characters 

while is a control statement used to execute a set of statements repeatedly dependir: 
on the outcome of a test. Example:

while (expression)
{

Statements
}

The statements are executed until the expression becomes zero.
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C++ Operator 
Precedence

Table F.1 below lists all the operators supported by ANSI C++ according to their precedence (i.e., order of 
evaluation). Operators listed first have higher precedence than those listed next. Operators at the same level 
of precedence (between horizontal lines) evaluate either left to right or right to left according to their associativity.

Table F.1 C++ operators

Operator M eaning Associa tiv ity Use

global scope right to left ::name

class, namespace scope left to right name : : member

direct member left to right object.member
—> indirect member pointer->member

[] subscript pointerjexpr]

0 function call expr(arg)

0 Type construction type (expr)
++ postfix increment m++

- - postfix decrement m—

Sizeof size of object right to left sizeof expr

sizeof size of type sizeof (type)
++ prefix increment ++m

- - prefix decrement — m

Typeid type identification typeid(expr)

constcast specialized cast const_cast<expr>

dynamic_cast specialized cast dynamic_cast<expr>

reinterpret_cast specialized cast reinterpret_cast<expr>

static_cast specialized cast static_cast<expr>

0 traditional cast (type)expr

- one’s complement -expr
! logical NOT ! expr

- unary minus -  expr
+ unary plus + expr

& address of & value
* dereference * expr

(Contd.)
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Table F.1 (Contd.)

O pera tor M eaning Associa tiv ity Use

new create object new type
new [ ] create array new type [ ]
delete destroy object right to left Delete ptr

delete [ ] destroy array delete [ ] ptr
* member dereference left to right object. *ptr_to_member

-> * indirect member dereference ptr->*ptr_to_member
* Multiply left to right exprl * expr2
/ Divide exprl / expr2

% Modulus exprl % expr2
+ add left to right exprl + expr2

- subtract exprl -  expr2
« left shift left to right exprl «  expr2
» right shift exprl »  expr2
< less than left to right exprl < expr2
<= less than or equal to exprl <= expr2
> greater than exprl > expr2
>= greater than or equal to exprl >= expr2

= = equal left to right exprl == expr2
!= not equal exprl != expr2
& bitwise AND left to right exprl & expr2
A bitwise XO R left to right exprl A expr2

I bitwise OR left to right exprl | expr2
&& logical AND left to right exprl && expr2

I I logical OR left to right exprl 11 expr2
?: conditional expression left to right exprl ? expr2: expr3
= assignment right to left x = expr
*= multiply update x * =  expr
1= divide update x /= expr

%= modulus update x %= expr
+  = add update x + =  expr
- = substract update x -  =  expr
«  = left shift update x « =  expr
> >  = right shift update x » =  expr

& = bitwise AND update x & =  expr

1= bitwise OR update x |= expr
A - bitwise XOR update x A= expr
throw throw exception right to left throw expr

, comma left to right e x p rl, expr2



Points to Remember

1. Computers use the binary number system which uses binary digits called bits.
2. The basic unit of storage in a computer is a byte represented by eight bits.
3. A computer language is a language used to give instructions to a computer.
4. A compiler translates instructions in programming language to instructions in machine language.
5. Application software is a software that is designed to solve a particular problem or to provide a 

particular service.
6. Systems software is a software that is designed to support the development and execution of 

application programs.
7. An operating system is a system software that controls and manages the computing resources such 

as the memory, the input and output devices, and the CPU.
8. An algorithm is a detailed, step-by-step procedure for solving a problem.
9. The goal of a software design is to produce software that is reliable, understandable, cost effective, 

adaptable, and reusable.
10. Abstraction is the process of highlighting the essential, inherent aspects of an entity while ignoring 

irrelevant details.
11. Encapsulation (or information hiding) is the process of separating the external aspects of an object 

from the internal implementation details which should be hidden from other objects.
12. Modularity is the process of dividing a problem into smaller pieces so that each smaller module can 

be dealt with individually.
13. Organizing a set of abstractions from most general to least general is known as inheritance hierarchy.
14. Object-oriented programming is a paradigm in which a system is modeled as a set of objecfs that 

interact with each other.
15. In C++ an abstraction is formed by creating a class. A class encapsulates the attributes and behaviors 

of an object.
16. The data members of a class represent the attributes of a class.
17. The member functions of a class represent the behaviors of a class.
18. A base class is one from which other, more specialized classes are derived.
19. A derived class is one that inherits properties from a base class.
20. Polymorphism is the capability of something to assume different forms. In an object- 

oriented language, polymorphism is provided by allowing a message or member function to mean 
different things depending on the type of object that receives the message.

21. Instantiation is the process of creating an object from a class.
22. W e must use the statement #include <iostream> a preprocessor directive that includes the necessary 

definitions for performing input and output operations.
23. The C++ operator« ,  called the insertion operator, is used to insert text into an output stream.
24. The C++ operator» ,  called the extraction operator, is used to insert text into an input stream.
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2 5 .  All C + +  programs begin executing from the main. Function main returns an integer value tha: 
indicates whether the program has been executed successfully or not. A value of 0 indicate: 
successful execution, while the value 1 indicates that a problem or error occurred during the  executio' 
of the program.

26. A value is returned from a function using the return statement. The statement
return 0; 

returns the value 0.
27. A C++ style comment begins with // and continues to the end of the line.
28. A C++ identifiers consists of a sequence of letters (upper and lowercase), digits, and underscores. A 

valid name cannot begin with a digit character.
29. C++ identifiers are case sensitive. For example, Name and name refer to two different identifiers.
30. A variable must be defined before it can be used. Smart programmers give a variable an initial value 

when it is defined.
31. The automatic conversion specifies that operands of type char or short are converted to type in: 

before proceeding with the operation.
32. For an arithmetic operation involving two integral operands, the automatic conversion specifies that 

when the operands have different types, the one that is type int is converted to long and a long 
operation is performed to produce a long result.

33. For an arithmetic operation involving two floating-point operands, the automatic conversion specifies 
that when the operands are of different types, the operand with lesser precision is converted to tha 
type of the operand with greater precision.

34. A mixed-mode arithmetic expression involves integral and floating-point operands. The integra 
operand is converted to the type of the floating-point operand, and the appropriate floating-poir 
operation is performed.

35. The precedence rules of C++ define the order in which operators are applied to operands. For the 
arithmetic operators, the precedence from highest to lowest is unary plus and minus; multiplication 
division, and modules; and addition and subtraction.

36. It is a good programming practice to initialize a variable or an object when it is declared.
37. When a floating-point value is stored in an integer variable, the floating-point value is converted to ar 

integer value by truncating its decimal value.
38. The keyword const is used to define variables or objects that should not be modified.
39. When writing a program that accepts input interactively, it is important that the program issue: 

prompts that clearly indicate the type and the form of the input.
40. The compound assignment operators + = , - = , * = , / = ,  % = perform an arithmetic operation on a 

variable and store the resulting value back into the variable.
41. C++ supports special operators, ++ and — , for incrementing and decrementing integral and flo a tr:  

point objects.
42. A logical expression evaluates to true if the value of the expression is either a nonzero integer va j f  

or the bool value true.
43. A logical expression evaluates to false if the value of the expression is integer zero or the bool va 

false.
44. The relational operators also produce logical values. The relational operators fall into two categor 

equa lity  and ordering.
45. The equality operators = = and ! = and the ordering operators <, < =, >, and >= are defined for 

fundamental and pointer types.
46. The if statement has two forms. In both forms, a logical expression is evaluated and if that expres 

is true, an action is executed. In one of the forms, an action is also specified for, when the evalu 
expression is false.
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47. The expression used to determine the course of action for a conditional or iterative construct is 
sometimes known as a test expression.

48. The switch statement takes actions based upon the value of an integral expression. The programmer 
specifies the case values of interest for that expression, and for each case value the desired action 
is specified.

49. Types defined by a programmer are known as user-defined or derived types.
50. The enum statement is a method for organizing a collection of integral constants into a type.
51. A loop is a group of statements whose actions are repeated using an iterative construct.
52. The while statement permits actions to be repeated while a given logical expression evaluates to 

true. If the logical expression is initially false, then the action of the construct is never executed; 
otherwise, the action is repeatedly executed until the test expression evaluates to false.

53. The do statement is similar in nature to the while statement; however, its action is always executed 
at least once. This is because its test expression is evaluated only after its body is executed.

54. The for statement is a generalization of the while construct that has a test expression, a one-time loop 
initialization section and an increment section. All sections of a for statement are optional. In particular, 
if the test expression is omitted, then the value true is used instead.

55. A typedef statement creates a new name for an existing type. Both the new and old names can be 
used in subsequent definitions.

56. In C++, we can declare a variable as close as possible to its first use.
57. The class describes all the properties of a data type, and an object is an entity created according to 

that description.
58. Information to a function is passed via parameters. The function’s result is normally brought back as 

the return value. The type of value brought back by a function is the return type. A function that does 
not return a value has the type void.

59. The parameters in the invocation are called the actua l param eters. The actual parameters are 
represented in the invoked function by its fo rm al param eters.

60. When a function is called, flow of control is transferred from the calling function to the called function. 
When the called function completes, control is transferred back to the calling function.

61. Before a function is called, it must be prototyped or defined. A prototype is a description of the 
function’s interface. The prototype specifies the return type, function name, and the form of the 
parameters list.

62. One method of passing actual parameters is the pass-by-value method. When an actual parameter 
is passed in this method, the formal parameter is initialized to the value of the actual parameter. 
Subsequent changes to the formal parameter do not affect the actual parameter.

63. A function is a mechanism that enables us to use modular programming and facilitates software 
reuse.

64. A statement block in a program is a set of statements within curly braces.
65. A nested block is a statement block occurring within another statement block.
66. A return statement supplies a value from the called function to the calling function.
67. A local variable is a variable defined within a statement block.
68. A global variable is a variable defined above all the functions in a program.
69. Functions can use local and global variables and even other functions, in their implementations.
70. While calling a function, a programmer supplies actual parameters of the correct form. If the actual 

parameters are not of the correct form, the compiler will attempt to perform conversions to put the 
actual parameters in the correct form.

71. Variable names can be reused as long as the declarations associated with the names occur in 
different blocks.

72. The scope resolution operato r:: can be used to reference a global variable whose name has been 
reused in the local scope.

73. Global fundamental types are initialized to zero by default.
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74.

75.

80.

81.

82.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

98.

Typical programs use multiple files. The files are individually compiled and linked together to produce 
an executable version of the program.
A reference to a global variable in an implementation file requires that the global variable be eit+e- 
defined or declared using an extern statement within the translation unit of that implementation file 
A global variable can be defined only once in the global scope of the program.
A C++ program should provide a prototype for each function used in the program.
While ANSI C allows function prototype, in C++ it is mandatory.
Function arguments can be assigned the default values only in the function prototype. This should be 
done from righ t to left.
If you are moving from C to C++, start using the qualifier const to define constants instead of u s r : 
#define statement.
When determining the minimum array size needed to hold a string, remember to add a place for tne 
terminating null character.
Remember that when you use a declaration statement to initialize a pointer, the pointer, not the 
variable pointed to, is initialized.
Always set a pointer to an appropriate address before applying the dereferencing operator * to it. 
Note that adding 1 to a pointer variable increases its value by the number of bytes of the 
type to which it points.
Arrays are used for defining a variable that represents a list of variables of same type.

In defining an array, we must specify the size of the array, that is, the number of elements in r e  
array. The size must be a bracketed expression whose terms represent literal constants.
The typical array is a one-dimensional list. However, multidimensional arrays can also be define: 
By using the subscript operator [ ], we can reference an individual element of the array.
Each element has its own subscript value; the first element in the array has a subscript of 0. re *  
second element has a subscript of 1, and so on. The last element has a subscript that is one es® 
than the size of the list.
Once subscripted, an individual array element can be used like any other variable. That is, it c=" : 
accessed, assigned, displayed, extracted to, passed as a value or reference parameter, and s: :  
An array is not a first-class variable. As such, we cannot use an array as the target of an assign— a  
or as the return value for a function. In addition, when an array is passed as a parameter, it m u s : 
passed by reference.
When defining a function with an array parameter, the formal parameter definition does not 
include the size of the first dimension.
The elements of an array are always stored in contiguous memory. For a one-dimensiona! 
the beginning of its memory will be the first element, next will be the second element, and s : : * 
multidimensional arrays, the array elements are stored in row-major order.
The traditional way to represent a string value is a character string. When an array is 
represent a character string, a null value ‘\0 ’ is stored in the element that immediately f_ 
last character in the string.
Elements of a global array whose base type is a fundamental type are initialized to 0 by c-e^aJt 
Elements of a local array whose base type is a class type are not initialized by default.
Elements of an array whose base type is a class type are initialized using the default constr 
the base type.
Elements of an array (of fundamental type) can be set to specific values in their definit or 
initialization lists. If the initialization list does not specify sufficient values, the unspecified e 
are set to 0.
A pointer is a variable whose value is the address of another variable.
Pointers should be of a different type for each type of variable. There are even pointer t \  o-e: 
variable are pointers to other pointers.
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101. The location of a variable can be obtained using the address operator &.
102. The literal 0 can be assigned to any pointer type object. In this context, the literal 0 is known as the 

null address.
103. The value of the object at a given location can be obtained using the indirection operator * on the 

location.
104. The indirection operator produces an lvalue.
105. The null address is not a location which can be dereferenced.
106. The member selector operator -> allows a particular member of object to be dereferenced.
107. Pointer operators may be compared using the equality and relational operators.
108. The increment and decrement operators may be applied to pointer objects.
109. Pointers can be passed as reference parameters by using the indirection operator.
110. An array name is viewed by C++ as constant pointer. This fact gives us flexibility in which notation 

to use when accessing and modifying the values in a list.
111. Command-line parameters are communicated to programs using pointers.
112. W e can define variables that are pointers to functions. Such variables are typically used as function 

parameters. This type of parameter enables the function that uses it to have greater flexibility in 
accomplishing its task.

113. Increment and decrement of pointers follow the pointer arithmetic rules. If ptr points to the first 
element of an array, then ptr+1 points to the second element.

114. The nam e  of an array of type char contains the address of the first character of the string.
115. When reading a string into a program, always use the address of the previously allocated memory. 

This address can be in the form of an array name or a pointer that has been initialized using new.
116. Structure members are public by default while the class members are private by default.
117. When accessing the class members, use the dot operator if the class identifier is the name of the 

class and use the arrow operator if the identifier is the pointer to the class.
118. Use delete only to delete the memory allocated by new.
119. It is a good practice to declare the size of an array as a constant using the qualifier const.
120. C++ supports two types of parameters, namely, value parameters and reference parameters.
121. When a parameter is passed by value, a copy of the variable is passed to the called function. Any 

modifications made to the parameter by the called function change the copy, not the original 
variable.

122. When a reference parameter is used, instead of passing a copy of the variable, a reference to the 
original variable is passed. Any modifications made to the parameter by the called function change 
the original variable.

123. When an iostream object is passed to a function, either an extraction or an insertion operation 
implicitly modifies the stream. Thus, stream objects should be passed as reference.

124. A reason to use a reference parameter is for efficiency. When a class object is passed by value, a 
copy of the object is passed. If the object is large, making a copy of it can be expensive in terms of 
execution time and memory space. Thus objects that are large, or objects whose size is not known 
are often passed by reference. W e can ensure that the objects are not modified by using the const 
modifier.

125. A const modifier applied to a parameter declaration indicates that the function may not change the 
object. If the function attempts to modify the object, the compiler will report a compilation error.

126. A reference variable must be initialized when it is declared.
127. When you are returning an address from a function, never return the address of local variable 

though, syntactically, this is acceptable.
128. If a function call argument does not match the type of a corresponding reference parameter, C++ 

creates an anonymous variable of the correct type, assigns the value of the argument to it and 
causes the reference parameter to refer the variable.
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129. A function that returns a reference is actually an alias for the ‘referred-to’ variable.
130. W e can assign a value to a C++ function, if the function returns a reference to a variable. The value 

is assigned to the referred-to variable.
131. C++’s default parameter mechanism provides the ability to define a function so that a parameter 

gets a default value if a call to the function does not give a value for that parameter.
132. Function overloading occurs when two or more function have the same name.
133. The compiler resolves overloaded function calls by calling the function whose parameters list best 

matches that of the call.
134. Casting expressions provide a facility to explicitly convert one type to another.
135. A cast expression is useful when the programmer wants to force the compiler to perform a particular 

type of operation such as floating-point division rather than integer division.
136. A cast expression is useful for converting the values that library function return to the appropriate 

type. This makes it clear to other programmers that the conversion was intended.
137. An in line function  must be defined before it is called.
138. An in line function  reduces the function call overhead. Small functions are best declared inline within 

a class.
139. In a multiple-file program, you can define an external variable in one and only one file. All the other 

files using that variable have to declare it with the keyword extern.
140. An abstract data type (ADT) is well-defined and complete data abstraction that uses the principle of 

information-hiding.
141. An ADT allows the creation and manipulation of objects in a natural manner.
142. If a function or operator can be defined such that it is not a member of the class, then do not make 

it a member. This practice makes a nonmember function or operator generally independent of 
changes to the class’s implementation.

143. In C++, an abstract data type is implemented using classes, functions, and operators.
144. Constructors initialize objects of the class type. It is a standard practice to ensure that every objec: 

has all of its data members appropriately initialized.
145. A default constructor is a constructor that requires no parameters.
146. A copy constructor initializes a new object to be a duplicate of a previously defined source object, f 

a class does not define a copy constructor, the compiler automatically supplies a version.
147. A member assignment operator copies a source object to the invoking target object in an assignmer: 

statement. If a class does not define a member assignment operator, the compiler automatical!, 
supplies a version.

148. When we call a member function, it uses the data members of the object used to invoke the membe- 
function.

149. A class constructor, if defined, is called whenever a program creates an object of that class.
150. When we create constructors for a class, we must provide a default constructor to create uninitialize: 

objects.
151. When we assign one object to another of the same class, C++ copies the contents of each da:a 

member of the source object to the corresponding member of the target object.
152. A member function operates upon the object used to invoke it, while a friend function operate: 

upon the objects passed to it as arguments.
153. The qualifier const appended to function prototype indicates that the function does not modify ar» 

of the data members. A const member function can be used by const objects of the class.
154. The client interface to a class object occurs in the public section of the class definition.
155. Any member defined in any section —  whether public, protected, or private —  is accessible to 5§ 

of the other members of its class.
156. Members of a protected section are intended to be used by a class derived from the class.



157. Data members are normally declared in a private. By restricting outside access:: r e  c a s  - - * ■ * $  
in a class, it is easier to ensure the integrity and consistency of their values.

158. Members of private section of a class are intended to be used only by the members c 1 r a :  cass
159. An & in the return type for a function or operator indicates that a reference return is being p e~ ; — e :  

In a reference return, a reference to the actual object in the return expression rather than a copy s 
returned. The scope of the returned object should not be local to the invoked function or operator.

160. When creating a friend function, use the keyword friend in the prototype in the class definition, but 
do not use this keyword in the actual function definition. Friend functions are defined outside the 
class definition.

161. Friend functions have access to the private and protected members of a class.
162. An operator can be overloaded many times using distinct signatures.
163. If we want to overload a binary operator with two different types of operands with non class as the first 

operand, we must use a friend function to define the operator overloading.
164. Do not use implicit type conversions unless it is necessary. If they are used arbitrarily, it can cause 

problems for future users of the class.
165. W henever we use new in a constructor to allocate memory, we should use delete in the 

corresponding destructor to free that memory.
166. The relationship “is_ a" indicates inheritance. For example, a car is a kind of vehicle.
167. The relationship “has_a” indicates containment. For example, a car has an engine. Aggregate 

objects are constructed using containment.
168. Both inheritance and containment facilitate software reuse.
169. A new class that is created from an existing class using the principle of inheritance is called a derived  

class o r subclass. The parent class is called the base class or superclass.
170. When an object that is an instance of derived class, is instantiated, the constructor for the base 

class is invoked before the body of the constructor for the derived class is invoked.
171. A class intended to be a base class usually should use protected instead of private members.
172. When a derived class object is being created, first its base classes constructors are called before 

its own constructor. The destructors are called in the reverse order.
173. A constructor of a derived class must pass the arguments required by its base class constructor.
174. A derived class uses the member functions of the base class unless the derived class provides a 

replacement function with the same name.
175. A derived class object is converted to a base class object when used as an argument to a base 

class member function.
176. Derived class constructors are responsible for initializing any data members added to those 

inherited from the base class. The base class constructors are responsible for initializing the 
inherited data members.

177. When passing an object as an argument to the function, we usually use a reference or a pointer 
argument to enable function calls within the function to use virtual member function.

178. Declare the destructor of a base class as a virtual function.
179. Destructors are called in reverse order from the constructor calls. Thus, the destructor for a derived 

class is called before the destructor of the base or superclass.
180. With public inheritance, the public members of the base class are public members of the derived 

class. The private members of the base class are not inherited and, therefore, not accessible in the 
derived class.

181. With protected inheritance, public and protected members of the base class become protected 
members of the derived class. The private members of the base class are not inherited.

182. With multiple inheritance, a derived class inherits the attributes and behaviors of all parent classes.
183. With private inheritance, public and protected members of the base class become private 

members of the derived class. Private members are not inherited.
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184. If a derived class has a base class as a multiple ancestor (through multiple inheritance), then d e : a~+ 
the base class as virtual in the derived class definition. This would ensure the inheritance of j-s : 
one object of the base class.

185. A pointer to a base class can be used to access a member of the derived class, as long as that clas s 
member is inherited from the base.

186. Polymorphism is a mechanism that permits the same interface to invoke different functions 
operators depending upon the type of objects using the interface.

187. Another method of achieving syntactic polymorphism is the use of function and class templates
188. C++ achieves polymorphism through virtual functions.
189. A virtual function is required to be a member function.
190. If a function of a derived class has the same name and type as a virtual function of its base class 

then the member function of the derived class overrides the base class function.
191. With a virtual function, the decision on which actual function is being invoked in an interface ss 

delayed until run time. The decision will be based upon the type of object being accessed by s 
pointer or reference object, rather than by the type of the pointer or reference object.

192. By declaring an array of pointers for a common base type, the array can be used to represent a 
heterogeneous list —  the individual elements can point to objects of the different derived types fro r  
that base class.

193. When a virtual function is invoked by dereferencing one of the elements in a heterogeneous list, the 
action to be taken can be specific to the derived type of the object to which the pointer refers. Suc- 
code will continue to work properly even if a new derived type is defined and one of its objects is 
added to the list.

194. Destructors for a base class are typically virtual. That way, regardless of the context of the 
destruction, the appropriate destructor is invoked.

195. A pure virtual function is a virtual function to which the null address, has been assigned.
196. A pure virtual function has no implementation.
197. It is not possible to construct an object from a class with a pure virtual function because the 

construction cannot be completed.
198. A class with a pure virtual function is an abstract base class.
199. An abstract base class is used to describe the common interface of its derived classes.
200. A function template is a mechanism for generating a new function.
201. A class template is a mechanism for generating a new class.
202. A template parameter can be either a type or a value.
203. All of the template parameters in a function template definition must be used in the function interface. 

The template parameters can also be used in the function body.
204. The proposed C++ standard describes a standard template library that in part includes template 

versions of common computing tasks such as searching and sorting.
205. All of the template parameters in a class template must be used in the definition of the class 

interface.
206. Through the use of class templates, we can develop a container class that represents lists in a+ 

array like manner. A major reason that such a container class is preferred to standard arrays is tha: 
the container class does not suffer array use limitations (e.g., a container class can be the re tu r  
type of a function or be a value parameter).

207. The standard template library defines a collection of common containerclasses for list representation. 
The representations differ in how the elements of the list can be accessed. Various container 
classes support random access of the elements, sequential access of the elements, and associative 
access of the elements.

208. Often a container class will have an iterator class associated with it. The iterator class provides the 
means for iteratively accessing the various elements of the list.
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209. Exception handling is designed for dealing with synchronous errors.
210. Exceptions are thrown in try block in a function or in a function called directly or indirectly form the 

try block.
211. Once an exception is thrown, control cannot return directly to the throw point.
212. Exceptions are caught by the closest catch statement that matches the type of exception thrown.
213. By default, if no matching catch handler is found, the program terminates.
214. An exception thrown outside a try block will cause the program to terminate.
215. The catch (...) can catch all types of exceptions.
216. When a catch handler finishes executing, control goes to the first statement after the last catch 

block.
217. When try blocks are nested, if a matching handler is not found in the inner try block, the search 

continues in the enclosing try block.
218. The catch(...) should always be placed last in the list of handlers following a try block.
219. C++ views each file as a sequential stream of bytes.
220. W e must include the header files <iostream> and <fstream> to perform C++ file I/O operations.
221. Files are opened simply by instantiating objects of stream classes ifstream, ofstream and fstream.
222. Opening an existing file for output erases the data in the file, unless we specify append mode.
223. Even though we may think of the streams cin and cout as text files, we should neither declare them 

nor use them to invoke open() and close() functions.
224. W e must use get(char *) when we need to examine every character including white space.
225. The flags set by setf() remain effective until they are reset or unset.
226. A format flag can be reset any number of times in a program.
227. The setf() function sets the specified flags and leaves others unchanged.
228. The file mode parameters ios :: app and ios :: ate when used to open a file, take us to the end of 

the file. However, with ios :: app, we can only append data to the file while with ios :: ate we may 
add or modify data anywhere in the file.

229. The parameter ios: :app can be used only with the file capable of output.
230. Creating a stream using ifstream implies input and creating a stream using ofstream implies 

output. Therefore, in these cases, it is not necessary to provide the mode parameters.
231. The fstream class does not provide a mode by default and therefore, use must provide the mode 

explicitly when using an object of fstream class.
232. It is a good programming practice to close all fstream objects when we have finished using them.
233. Functions put() and get() are designed for handling single character at a time, while write() and 

read() are designed to handle blocks of binary data.
234. The member function eof of ios determines if the end of the file indicator has been set. End-of-file 

is set after an attempted read fails.
235. To use C++ strings, we must include the header file <string> of C++ standard library.
236. C++ strings are not null terminated.
237. Using STL containers can save considerable time and effort, and result in higher quality programs.
238. To use containers, we must include appropriate header files.
239. STL includes a large number of algorithms to perform certain standard operations on containers.
240. STL algorithms use iterators to perform manipulation operations on containers.
241. W e may use const-cast operator to remove the constantness of objects.
242. W e may use mutable specifier to the members of const member functions or const objects to 

make them modifiable.
243. W e must restrict the use of runtime type information functions only with polymorphic types.
244. When we suspect any side-effects in the constructors, we must use explicit constructors.
245. We must provide parentheses to all arguments in macro functions.



APPENDIX Glossary of Important 
C++ and OOP Terms

#define
#include

Abstract Class

Abstract Data 
Type (ADT) 
Abstraction

Access Operations
Address
Alias

Anonymous Union 
ANSI C

ANSI C++

Assignment
Statement
Attribute

Automatic Variable 
Base Class

Bit

A C++ preprocessor directive that defines a substitute text for a name.

A preprocessor directive that causes the named file to be inserted in place of the 
#include.

A class that serves only as a base class from which classes are derived. No objects 
of an abstract base class are created. A base class that contains pure virtual func
tions is an abstract base class.

An abstraction that describes a set of objects in terms of an encapsulate; 
or hidden data and operations on that data.

The act of representing the essential features of something without including mucr 
detail.

Operations which access the state of a variable or object but do not modify it.

A value that identifies a storage location in memory.

Two or more variables that refer to the same data are said to be aliases of one 
another.

An unnamed union in C++. The members can be used like ordinary variables. 

Any version of C that conforms to the specifications of the American Nations 
Standards Institute Committee X3J.

Any version of C++ that conforms to the specifications of the American Nations 
Standards Institute. At the time of writing this, the standards exist only in draft fo rr 
and a lot of details are still to be worked out.

A collection of data elements arranged to be indexed in one or more dimensions, r 
C++, arrays are stored in contiguous memory.

American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A code to represent charac
ters.

An operation that stores a value in a variable.

A property of an object. It cannot exist independently of the object. Attributes ms . 
take other objects as values.

See  temporary variable.

A class from which other classes are derived. A derived class can inherit members 
from a base class.

Binary digit; either of the digits 0 or 1.



Bit Field

Bit Flip 
Bitmapped 
Graphics 
Bitwise Operator

Block
Borland C++

Breakpoint

Byte
C

C++
Call by Reference 

Call by Value

Cast
Class

Class Hierarchy

Class Network

Class Object
Classification
structure

Class-oriented

Client

Coding

A group of contiguous bits taken together as a unit. This I —  s - - e a « * i r a U B M  
the access of individual bits.

The inversion of all bits in an operand. See also complement.

Computer graphics where each pixel in the graphic output 3?»<c e  S t 
controlled by a single bit or a group of bits.

An operator that performs Boolean operations on two operands, treating ea c - r*t r  a *  
operand as individual bits and performing the operation bit by bit on c o rre s c ;-:  
bits.

A section of code enclosed in curly braces.

A version of the C++ language for personal computers developed by Borland. This is 
the high-end version of Borland’s Turbo-C++ product.

A location in a program where normal execution is suspended and control is turned 
over to the debugger.

A group of eight bits.

A general-purpose computer programming language developed in 1974 at Bell 
Laboratories by Dennis Ritchie. C is considered to be medium-to high level language. 

An object-oriented language developed by Bjarne Stroutstrup as a successor of C.

A function call mechanism that passes arguments to a function by passing the 
addresses of the arguments.

A function call mechanism that passes arguments to a function by passing a copy of 
the value of the arguments.

To convert a variable from one type to another type explicitly.

A group of objects that share common properties and relationships. In C++, a class is 
a new data type that contains member variables and member 0 are functions that 
operate on the variables. A Class Is defined with the keyword class.
Class hierarchy consists of a base class and derived classes. When a derived class 
has a single base class, it is known as single inheritance. When a derived class has 
more than one base class (multiple inheritance), it is known as class network.
A collection of classes, some of which are derived from others. A class network is a 
class hierarchy generalized to allow for multiple inheritance. It is sometimes known as 
forest model of classes.

A variable whose type is a class. An instance of a class.

A tree or network structure based on the semantic primitives of inclusion and 
membership which indicates that inheritance may implement specialization or gener
alization. Objects may participate in more than one such structure, giving rise to mul
tiple inheritance.

Object-based systems in which every instance belongs to a class, but classes may not 
have super classes.

An object that uses the services of another object called server. That is, clients can 
send messages to servers.

The act of writing a program in a computer language.
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Comment

Comment Block

Compiliation
Compiler
Complement

Composition
Structure

Conditional
Compilation
Constructor

Container Class 
Control Statement

Control Variables

Copy Constructuor

Curly Braces

Data Flow 
Diagram (DFD)
Data Hiding

Data Member 
Debugging 
Decision Statement

Declaration 
Default Argument

De-referencing 
Operator 
Derived Class 
Destructor 
Directive

Text included in a computer program for the sole purpose of providing informatior 
about the program. Comments are a programmer’s notes to himself and future prc- 
grammers. The text is ignored by the compiler.

A group of related comments that convey general information about a program or a 
section of program.

The translation of source code into machine code.

A system program that does compilation.

An arithmetic or logical operation. A logical complement is the same as an invert c  
NOT operation.

A tree structure based on the semantic primitive part of which indicates that certar 
objects may be assembled from the collection of other objects. Objects may participate 
in more than one such structure.

The ability to selectively compile parts of a program based on the truth cf 
conditions tested in conditional directives that surround the code.

A special member function for automatically creating an instance of a class. This func
tion has the same name as the class.

A class that contains objects of other classes.

A statement that determines which statement is to be executed next based on a cond - 
tional test.

A variable that is systematically changed during the execution of the loop. When tr s 
variable reaches a predetermined value, the loop is terminated.

The constructor that creates a new class object from an existing object of the same 
class.

One of the characters { o r }. They are used in C++ to delimit groups of elements to treat 
them as a unit.

A diagram that depicts the flow of data through a system and the processes 
that manipulate the data.

A property whereby the internal data structure of an object is hidden from the rest of the 
program. The data can be accessed only by the functions declared within the class cf 
that object).

A variable that is declared in a class declaration.

The process of finding and removing errors from a program.

A statement that tests a condition created by a program and changes the flow of T +  
program based on that decision.

A specification of the type and name of a variable to be used in a program.

An argument value that is specified in a function declaration and is used if the core- 
sponding actual argument is omitted when the function is called.

The operator that indicates access to the value pointed to by a poir+- 
variable or an addressing expression. See also indirection operator.

A class that inherits some or all of its members from another class, called base class 
A function that is called to deallocate memory of the objects of a class.

A command to the preprocessor (as opposed to a statement to produce machine coce
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Dynamic Binding The addresses of the functions are determined at run time rather than compile 
time. This is also known as late binding.

Dynamic Memory The means by which data objects can be created as they are needed Allocation 
during the program execution. Such data objects remain in existence until they are 
explicitly destroyed. In C++, dynamic memory allocation is accomplished with the 
operators new (for creating data objects) and delete (for destroying them).

Early Binding 
Encapsulation

See static binding.

The mechanism by which the data and functions (manipulating this data) are bound 
together within an object definition.

Enumerated Data 
Type
Error State

A data type consisting of a named set of values. The C++ compiler 
assigns an integer to each member of the set.

For a stream, flags that determine whether an error has occurred and, if so, give 
some indication of its severity.

Escape Character A special character used to change the meaning of the character(s) that follow. This 
is represented in C++ by the backslash character ‘V.

Executive File A file containing machine code that has been linked and is ready to be run on a 
computer.

Extensibility A feature that allows the extension of existing code. This allows the creation of new 
objects from the existing ones.

Extraction Operator 
Fast Prototyping

The operator» ,  which is used to read input data from keyboard.

A top-down programming technique that consists of writing the smallest portion of a 
specification that can be implemented that will still do something.

File
Format State

A group of related records treated as a unit.

For a stream, flags and parameters that determine how output values will be printed 
and (to a lesser extent) how input values will be read.

Free Store A pool of memory from which storage for objects is allocated. It is also known as 
heap.

Friend A function that has access to the private members of a class but is not itself a 
member of the class. An entire class can be a friend of another class.

Friend A function that although not a member of a class is able to access the private mem
bers of that class.

Function
Function Declaration

A procedure that returns a value.

This provides the information needed to call a function. The declaration gives the 
name of the function, its return type, and the type of each argument.

Function Prototype 
Generic Class 
Generic Pointer

A function declaration.

See parameterized class.

A pointer that can point to any variable without restriction as to the type of variable. 
A pointer to storage without regard to content.

Global Variables 
Header File

Variables that are known throughout an entire program.

A file containing the declarations that are to be used in one or more source files. A 
header file is normally included in a source file with an #include directive.

Header File See include file.
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Heap
Heap

Heterogeneous List

Homogeneous List 
I/O Manipulators

Implementation 
Include File

Index
Indirect Operator 
Indirection Operator 
Information Hiding

Inheritance

Inheritance Path

Initialization List

Inline Function

Insertion Operator 
Instance 
Instance Variable

Instantiation

Interface
Intermediate Base 
Class

See  free storage.

A portion of money used by new to get space for the structures and classes returne: 
by new. Space is returned to this pool by using the delete operator.

A list of class objects, which can belong to more than one class. Processing h eterr  
geneous lists is an important application of polymorphism.

A list of class objects all of which belong to the same class.

Functions that when ‘output’ o r ‘input’ cause no I/O, but set various conversion flags 
or parameters.

The source code that embodies the realization of the design.

A file that is merged with source code by invocation of the preprocessor d irect.+ 
//include. Also called a header file.

A value, variable or expression that selects a particular element of an array.

See  de-referencing operator.

The operator *, which is used to access a value referred to by a pointer.

The principle which states that the state and implementation of an object or mod - e 
should be private to that object or module and only accessible via its public inter
face. See  encapsulation.

A relationship between classes such that the state and implementation of an obje-r 
or module should be private to that object or module and only accessible via its 
public interface. See  encapsulation.

A series of classes that provide a path along which inheritance can take. For exa" - 
pie, if class B is derived from A, class C is derived from class B, and class D s 
derived from class C, then class D inherits from class A via the inheritance p a r  
ABCD.

In the definition of a constructor, the function heading can be followed by a cole- 
and a list of calls to other constructors. This initialization list can contain calls to 1 
constructors for base classes and (2) constructors for class members that are 
themselves class objects.

A function definition such that each call to the function is, in effect, replaced by the 
statements that define the function.

The operator« ,  which is used to send output data to the screen.

An instance of a class is an object whose type is the class in question.

A data member that is not designated as static. Each instance of a class contains a 
corresponding data object for each nonstatic data member of the class. Because the 
data objects are associated with each instance of the class, rather than with the das; 
itself, we refer to them as instance variables.

The creation of a data item representing a variable or a class (giving a value :: 
something).

The visible methods of an object.

A class that lies on an inheritance path connecting a base class and a 
derived class. For example, if class C is derived from class B and class B is derive: 
from class A, then B is an intermediate base class lying on the inheritance p a r  
between the base class A and the derived class C.
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Late Binding 
Left Shift

Library
Lifetime

Linkage

Local Variable 
Logical Operator

Macro
Macro Processor 

Manipulator

Mask
Member

Member Function

Member Pointer

Member Variable 
Message

Message Passing 

Method

Multiple Inheritance 
New-line Character 
Non-significant 
Digits
Normalization

See  dynamic binding.

The operation of moving the bits field left by a specified amount and filling the vacated 
positions with zeros.

A collection of files.

The lifetime of an object is the time period from when the object is created till the 
time it is destroyed.

The property of an identifier that governs its accessibility in different source files. An 
identifier with internal linkage is accessible only in the source file in which it is 
declared. An identifier with an external linkage is accessible in all the source files of 
a program.

A variable whose scope is limited to the block in which it is declared.

A C++ operator that performs a logical operation on its two operands and returns a 
true or a false value.

A short piece of text, or text template, that can be expanded into a longer text.

A program that generates code by replacing values into positions in a defined tem
plate.

A data object that is used with the insertion and extraction operators as if it were a 
value to be inserted into a stream or a data object whose value is to be extracted 
from a stream. A manipulator causes a specified operation to be performed on the 
stream.

A pattern of bits for controlling the retention or elimination of another group of bits.

A data object (variable), function, or operator declared in a class declaration and (for 
a function or operator) not designated as a friend. See data member, member func
tion.

A function declared within a class and not declared as a friend. These functions can 
have access to the data members and define operations that can be performed on 
the data.

A pointer that designates a member of a class. Member pointers are distinct from, 
and must not be confused with pointers that designate data objects.

See data member.

Information sent to an object. A message generally produces an internal change in 
the object that receives it, and object may respond to the message by returning a 
reply. In C++, we send messages by applying member functions to the class objects. 

The philosophy that objects only interact by sending messages to each other. The 
messages request for some operations to be performed.

The means by which an object receives and responds to a particular kind of mes
sage. In C++, a method is a member function.

A language feature that allows a derived class to have more than one base class.

A character that causes an output device to go to the beginning of a new line. 

Leading digits that do not affect the value of a number (Os for a 

positive number, 1s for a negative number in complement form).

The shifting of a floating-point fraction (and adjustment of the exponent) so there are 
no leading nonsignificant digits in the fraction.
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Null
Null Pointer

A constant of value 0 that points to nothing.

A pointer that does not point to any data object. In C++, the null pointer can be 
represented by the constant 0.

Null Character The character whose integer code is 0. The null character is used for terminating 
strings.

Object An entity that can store data and, send and receive messages. An instance of a 
class.

Object Based Systems are object-based when they allow objects to encapsulate both the data 
and methods and when they enforce the object identity.

Object Oriented Object-oriented systems are object-based, and also support inheritance between 
classes and superclasses and allow objects to send messages to themselves.

Object-Oriented
Design
Object-Oriented 
Analysis 
Object-Oriented 
Programming 
Octal Number 
One’s Complement

A method of realizing the system requirements it terms of classes, class 
hierchies and their interrelationships.

A method of analysis in which the system requirements are identified 
in terms of objects and their interactions.

Implementation of programs using the objects in an object-oriented language 
like C++.

A base-eight number.

An operation that flips all the bits in an integer. Ones become zeros and zeros 
become ones.

Operator 
Overflow Error

A symbol that represents an action to be performed.

An arithmetic error caused by the result of an arithmetic operation being greater 
than the space the computer provides to store the result.

Overloading A language feature that allows a function or operator to be given more than one 
definition. The types of the arguments with which the function or operator is 
called, determines which definition will be used.

Overriding The ability to change the definition of an inherited method or attribute in a sub
class.

Parameter 
Parameterized Class

A data item to which a value may be assigned.

A class definition that depends on a parameter. A family of classes can be defined 
by setting the parameter to different data types. It is also known as generic class.

Parameterized Macro A macro consisting of a template with insertion points for the introduction of 
parameters.

Persistence The property of objects to persist in terms of identity, state and description 
through time, regardless of the computer session which creates or uses them. 
The objects are stored and ready for use, on secondary storage.

Pointer
Polymorphism

A data type that holds the address of a location in memory.

A property by which we can send the same message to objects of several differ
ent classes, and each object can respond in a different way depending on its 
class. We can send such a message without knowing to which of the classes the 
objects belong. In C++, polymorphism is implemented by means of virtual func
tions and dynamic binding.
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Preprocessor

Preprocessor

Preprocessor Directive 
Private Base Class

Private Member

Program Header 
Programming

Protected Member 

Pseudocode 

Public Member

Public Base Class

Pure Virtual 
Function

Qualifier
Recursion

A part of the compiler that manipulates the program text before any further com
piling is done. Three important tasks of the preprocessor are (1) to replace each 
#include directive with the contents of the designated file, (2) to replace each 
escape sequence with the designated character, and (3) to process macro defini
tions and expand macro calls.

A program that performs preliminary processing with the purpose of expanding 
macro code templates to produce C++ code.

A command to the preprocessor.

A base class which allows its public and protected members to be inherited as 
‘private’ members of the derived class. Thus, the inherited members are acces
sible to the members and friends of the derived class, but they are not accessible 
to the users of the derived class.

A class member that is accessible only to the member and friend functions of the 
class. A private member of a base class is not inherited by a derived class.

The comment block at the beginning of a program.

The process of expressing the solution to a problem in a language that repre
sents instructions for a computer.

A protected member is the same as a private member except that a protected 
member of a base class is inherited by a derived class, whereas a private member 
is not. For details of inheritance, see  public base class and private base class.

A coding technique where precise descriptions of procedures are written in easy- 
to-read language constructs without the bother of precise attention to the syntax 
rules of a computer language.

A class member that is accessible to all users of the class. The access is not 
restricted to the member and friend functions of the class alone. A public member 
of a base class is inherited by a derived class. For more details on inheritance, 
see  private base class and public base class.

A base class which allows its public and protected members to be inherited as, 
respectively, public and protected members of the derived class. Thus, the 
public members that are accessible to users of the base class are also acces
sible to users of the derived class. Also, protected members retain their pro
tected status so that they can be inherited in turn by classes derived from a 
class that itself inherited them.

A virtual function that is declared in a base class but not defined there.

The responsibility for defining the function falls on the derived classes, each of 
which generally provides a different definition. It is illegal to create instances of a 
class that declares a pure virtual function. So, such a class is necessarily an 
abstract base class.

A word used to modify the meaning of a data declaration.

Recursion occurs when a function calls itself directly or indirectly. (For a recur
sive definition, see  recursion.)
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Relational Operator An identifier that serves as an alternate name for a variable. A reference is define: 
in terms of an existing name for the variable and becomes an alias of that name : 
provides a means, whereby the names of the data objects can, in effect, be passe: 
to and returned by the functions and operators.

Relational Operator An operator that compares two operands and reports either true or false based o ' 
whether the relationship is true of false.

Return Statement A statement that signals the completion of a function and causes control to return to 
the caller.

Reusability A feature which is supported in object-oriented programming. This allows the reuse 
of existing classes without redefinition.

Right Shift 
Rounding Error 
Scope

The operation of moving the bits in a bit field right by a specified amount.

An error due to truncation in rounding.

The scope of an identifier is the portion of the program text in which that identifier s 
accessible.

Scope The scope of a variable is the portion of a program where the name of the variable s 
known.

Scope Resolution
Operator
Segmentation
violation
Server

The operator which is usually used to indicate the class in which an identifier 
is declared.

An error caused by a program trying to access memory outside its address 
space. Caused by de-referencing a bad pointer.

An object which performs operations according to the client’s requests but may r ?  
act upon other objects. It may only send messages to other objects as a result of s 
request from them, unless it is also a client of other servers. See  Client.

Significant Digit 
Single Inheritance 
Source Code 
Source File 
Stack
Stack Overflow

A digit that must be kept to preserve a given accuracy.

The situation in which a derived class has only one base class.

Symbolic coding in its original form before it is translated by a computer.

A file containing source code.

An area of memory used to hold a list of data and instructions on a temporary ba~ s 

An error caused by a program using too much temporary space (stack space) for rs 
variables. Caused by a big program or by infinite recursion.

Stack Variable 
Static Binding

See  temporary variable.

The opposite of dynamic binding. The functions are bound to the code to be exe
cuted at compile time. It is also known as early  binding.

Static Member A class member designated as static. A static data member declares a class varis: e  
-  a variable associated with the class itself rather than with any instance of :*e 
class.

Storage Class An attribute of a variable definition that controls how the variable will be store: t 

memory.

Stream A source from which input data can be obtained or a destination to which output cara 
can be sent.

Structure In object-oriented analysis, this is a linked set of objects. Structures are of tr '+-r 
main kinds —  Classification, Composition and Use.
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Structure A hierarchical set of names that refers to an aggregate of data items that may have 
different attributes.

Subclass
Superclass

A class which has link to a more general class.

A class which has one or more members which are (more specialized) classes 
.themselves.

Syntax 
Syntax Error 
Temporary Variable

Rules that govern the construction of statements.

An error in the proper construction of a C++ expression.

A variable whose storage is allocated from the stack. The variable is initialized each 
time the block in which it is defined is entered. It exists only during the execution of 
that block.

This This is a pointer to the current object. It is passed implicitly to an overloaded opera
tor function.

Translation Creation of a new program in an alternate language logically equivalent to an exist
ing program in a source language.

Truncation 
Turbo C++
Type Conversion 
Typecast 
Typedef Name

An operation on a real number whereby any fractional part is discarded.

Aversion of the C++ language for personal computers developed by Borland.

A conversion of a value from one type to another.

See cast.

A name given to a type via a type-name definition introduced by the key-word 
typedef.

Union A data type that allows different data types to be assigned to the same storage loca
tion.

Value
Variable

A quantity assigned to a constant.

A name that refers to a value. The data represented by the variable name can, at differ
ent times during the execution of a program, assume different values.

Variable Name 
Virtual Base Class

The symbolic name given to a section of memory used to store a variable.

A base class that has been qualified as virtual in the inheritance definition. In multi
ple inheritance, a derived class can inherit the members of a base class via two or 
more inheritance paths. If the base class is not virtual, the derived class will inherit 
more than one copy of the members of the base class. For a virtual base class, 
however, only one copy of its members will be inherited regardless of the number of 
inheritance paths between the base class and the derived class.

Virtual Function A function qualified by the virtual keyword. When a virtual function is called via a 
pointer, the class of the object pointed to determines which function definition will be 
used. Virtual functions implement polymorphism, whereby objects belonging to dif
ferent classes can respond to the same message in different ways.

Visibility
Void

The ability of one object to be a server to others.

A data type in C++. When used as a parameter in a function call, it indicates there is no 
return value. void+ indicates that a generic pointer value is returned. When used in 
casts, it indicates that a given value is to be discarded.

Windows A graphical partition of screen for user interface.
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C++ Proficiency Test 

with Answers

TRUE/FALSE

1. Just like virtual functions, we can also define virtual constructors in C++.
2. It is the job of the constructor to create vtable for virtual functions.
3. A copy constructor is called when an object is created on the basis of another object of the same class 

or when the compiler creates a temporary object.
4. If we do not mention an explicit access specifier for certain members of a class, then they will become 

public by default.

5. A class can be termed as an abstract class if it has at least one pure virtual function.
6. Function overloading is another name for function overriding.
7. If required, a copy constructor can be made to accept the object itself instead of the usual object refer

ence.
8. The order in which constructors and destructors are called in an inheritance hierarchy is same, i.e 

base class first and then the subclasses.
9. W e can use pointer to the base class object to call methods of the derived class.

10. W e do not need to overload the assignment (=) operator to assign one object to anothe-
object of the same class; this functionality is provided by default in C++.

11. W e can overload a function on the basis of passed value or passed reference.
12. Run time type identification should be avoided due to its associated performance overheads.
13. A friend function is allowed to directly access the private data members of the corresponding class 

object.
14. W e can increase or decrease the size of an existing string by using the resize() function of the string 

class.
15. Just like friend function, it is also possible to make an entire class a friend of another class.
16. The shallow-copied member pointer points to the same memory location as the one pointed by the 

source member while the deep-copied pointer member points to a distinct memory location containing 
same value as the one pointed by the source member.

17. Even though this pointer appears to be a const pointer, we can make it point to some other object.
18. W e can overload the [ ] operator to facilitate direct access to a privately declared one

dimensional array.
19. The «  operator is used to extract values from the stream while the »  operator is used to put values 

into the stream.

20. The ‘goodbit’ flag of the ios_base class indicates everything is all right while the ‘badbit’ flag indica. 
the occurrence of a nonfatal error.
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21. The following code will compile successfully:

int num=10; 
class num 
{} ;
int main()
{
class num nural; 
cout«"Success" ; 
return 0;
}

22. W e should make the destructor of a class virtual if the class has at least one virtual function.
23. There is nothing in C++ that can not be accomplished using C.
24. C++ is a case-insensitive language.
25. The size of a class and object is always same.

FILL IN THE BLANKS

1. ______________ function calls are resolved statically w h ile ______ __  function calls are resolved
dynamically with the help of vtable.

2. In C + + ,__________ a n d ____________ are the alternates to malloc() and free() of C.
3. We cannot overload _________ a n d ________ _ operators in C++.
4. A pointer pointing to an object whose lifetime is over is referred a s __________ pointer.
5. In C++, virtual functions are implemented with the help of a table of pointers called__________ .
6. A _________ _____ member of a class retains its value across different object instantiations.
7. A constructor which has no arguments or has all the arguments with default values is referred as 

 constructor.
8. In contrast to pointers in C , ________________ are used in C++ that act as an alias for an already

defined object or variable.
9. The process in which C++ compiler assigns unique names to entities is referred a s ________________ .

10. A class defined within the scope of a function is referred a s ____________class.
11. The process of destruction of objects in a try block in reverse order is referred a s ________________ .
12. To make the data members of a constant object modifiable we must declare such data members with 

 storage class specifier.
13. The built-in function_____________ is used to check whether the argument character is a graphical,

i.e., printable and not a white space.
14. T h e _______________ handler may be used in situations where the type of the exceptions that may be

thrown is not known.
15. The process of individually copying each member of an object to the corresponding members of

another object (of same class) is known a s _____________ copying.
16. T h e _________________ new operator is used to place the new entity being created at a specific pre

allocated memory location.
17. T h e _____________ pointer can be used to point to objects of varied types.
18. T h e __________ pointer is used in C++ to implicitly bind a member function call with the calling object.
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19. The overloading o f__.____________ operator does not pose any limitation on the number and type of
associated operator parameters.

20. The implementation of function pointers is an instance o f____________binding.
21. The scope resolution operator is represented by ______________ .
22. The processof determining the dynamic type of an objectat runtime iscalled__________________________.
23. _________________ object of a class indicates that the real object of the class does not exist.
24. wistream and wostream are examples o f______________ character-based classes.

The function is used to read and discard characters from an input stream.

M ULTIPLE C H O IC E  Q U ESTIO N S
1. Which of the following operators cannot be overloaded?

a. A b. == c. . d. !
2. Which of the following return value of the main function signifies successful termination of a C++ pro

gram?
a. -1  b. 0 c. 1 d. None of the above

3. Which of the following is not a correct C++ comment?
a. /‘ comment*/ b. //‘ comment*/ c. /*xx*\ d. / ‘ //comment/*/

4. Which of the following statements are not true about wait() and delay() functions?
a. Functionally, both are same; waitQ is used in Linux/UNIX platforms while delay() is 

used in DOS/Windows platform.
b. Functionally, both are same; delay() is used in Linux/UNIX platforms while wait() is used 

in DOS/Windows platform.
c. wait(2) and delay(2) will result in a delay of two seconds.
d. wait(2) and delay(2000) will result in a delay of two seconds.

5. Which of the following will result in compiler error?
a. cout « “Output string...’’« ‘endl’; b. cout « “Output string...”« e n d l;
c. cout « “Output string..."endl; d. cout « “Output string.,.«endl;

6. Which of the following is true for function overloading?
a. Overloading based on whether parameter’s value or reference is passed.
b. Overloading based on distinct return types but same parameter types.
c. Overloading based on difference in the number of parameters.
d. All of the above are true.

7. Which of the following is not a derived container under STL?
a. stack b. queue c. deque d. priority_queue

8. Which of the following is true about virtual destructors?
a. Virtual destructors are used to ensure the reverse-order calling of destructors in an inheritance 

hierarchy.
b. Virtual destructors are used in situations when a base class pointer is pointing to a derived type 

object.
c. There is no such concept of virtual destructors in C++.
d. Both a. and b. are correct.

9. What will be the output of the following code?

float var=3.278965
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cout<<setprecision(2); 
cout«var ;
a. 3.27 b. 3.2 c. 3.278965 d. 3

10. What will be the output of the following code?

float var=3.278965
cout<<fixed<<setprecision(2);
cout«var;
a. 3.27 b. 3.2 c. 3.278965 d. 3

11. Which of the following is true about declaration of friend functions?
a. Both friend function declaration inside the class as well as its actual definition outside the 

class are preceded with ‘friend’ keyword.
b. Only the friend function’s prototype declaration inside the class is required to be preceded with 

‘friend’ keyword.
c. Only the friend function’s definition outside the class is required to be preceded with ‘friend’ key

word.
d. The use of ‘friend’ keyword is optional; the prototype declaration inside the class and the function’s 

definition outside the class are sufficient enough for the compiler to consider the function as 
friendly to the class.

12. The wrapping up of data and functions into a single unit is called:
a. Abstraction b. Encapsulation c. Polymorphism d. Data hiding

13. The failure of new operator to allocate requested memory space leads to which of the following excep
tions being raised?
a. bad_allocation b. bad_alloc c. null d. null alloc

14. Consider the following declaration,

float i = 3.25489;
Which of the following statements will result in 3 being displayed on the console?
a. co u t« in t (i); b. co u t« (in t) i; c. co u t« (in t) (i); d. All of these will display 3.

15. Which of the following is not a type of STL container?
a. Adaptive b. Active c. Associative d. Sequence

16. Which of the following constructor related concepts is nonrelevant in C++?
a. Conversion constructor b. Copy constructor
c. Overloaded constructor d. Virtual constructor

17. Which of the following is not a pure object-oriented programming language?
a. Smalltalk b. Java c. Eiffel d. C++

18. Which of the following is a built-in class of C++ used for representing string objects?
a. String b. string c. str d. strchar

19. Which of the following is correct for C++?
a. true =1, false = 0 b. true = 0, false = 1
c. true = any non-zero value, false = 0 d. true = 0, false = any nonzero value

20. While overloading which of the following operators, friend functions can not be used?
a. = b. [ ]  c. () d. All of the above.

21. What will be the output of the following code? 

int num=10;
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d. Compiler Error 

d. Dynamic binding 

d. mutable

int main()
{
int num = num; 
coutccnum; 
return 0;
}

a. 0 b. 10 c. NULL
22. Which of the following feature is not supported in C++?

a. Inheritance b. Abstraction c. Reflection
23. Which of the following is not a valid access specifier?

a. private b. public c. protected
24. Which of the following header files should be included in a program in order to use auto_ptr?

a. <auto> b. <alloc> c. <memory> d. <dynamic>
25. For dynamic method resolution, which of the following keywords must be used?

a. dynamic b. runtime c. virtual d. abstract
26. Which of the following signifies the correct state information for ios::badbit?

a. 1 -  fatal I/O error; 0 - otherwise b. 1 -  non-fatal I/O error; 0 - otherwise
c. 0 -  fatal I/O error; 1 - otherwise d. 0 -  non-fatal I/O error; 1 - otherwise

27. What will happen when the following code is run? 

int main()
{
int size=7; 
char x [size] ;

}
a. String x of length 7 is declared.
b. String x of length 6 is declared.
c. char x[size] declaration generates a compiler error.
d. None of the above.

28. Consider the following array allocation statement:

arr_ptr = new int[5];
Which of the following represents the correct syntax for releasing this array?
a. delete arr_ptr; b. delete arr_ptr[ ]; c. delete [ ja rrp tr; d. delete arr_ptr[5];

29. Which of the following methods contained in the exception header file is called when the except c r  
handling mechanism in a program fails to find a matching catch block for a raised exception?
a. terminate() b. unexpected() c. null() d. defaultQ

30. Which of the following is not a type of casting operator in C++?
a. static_cast b. dynamic_cast c. interpret_cast d. const_cast

31. If file is an fstream object, then which of the following statements, represents the correct syntax *:>• 
opening a file named “TEST” for performing both input and output operations?
a. file.open(“TE S T”, ios::in | ios::out); b. file.open(“TEST”, ios:in | ios:out);
c. file .openfTEST”, ios::in, out); d. file.open(“TEST”, ios::in & ios::out);

32. Which of the following graphics functions of C++ would you use to fill the interior of a circle?
a. fill() b. floodfill() c. fillcolor() d. None of the above.
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33. An overloaded unary operator defined as a member function requires how many values to be passed 
as function arguments?
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2
d. A unary operator cannot be overloaded.

34. Which of the following is true about abstract base class?
a. It is mainly used for deriving sub classes.
b. It cannot directly instantiate objects.
c. It must have at least one pure virtual function.
d. All of the above.

35. Which of the following concepts is an instance of compile-time polymorphism?
a. Inheritance b. Virtual Functions c. Templates d. All of the above

36. Which of the following is not true about friend functions?
a. A friend function can access the private members of a class without actually being its member 

function.
b. It can be declared as either private or public.
c. It can be invoked without using an object.
d. All of the above are true.

37. Which of the following is not true about static member functions?
a. A static member function cannot access this pointer.
b. A static member function can only access static member data and functions in a class.
c. Object instantiation is not mandatory for calling static member functions.
d. All of the above are true.

38. Which of the following is not a valid C++ operator?
a. A= b. %= c. == d. All of these are valid.

39. What will be the output of the following C++ statement? 

c o u t < < s e t w ( 8 ) < < s e t f i l l ( '& ' ) < < 9 0 < < l < < e n d l ;

a. &&&&&901 b. 901&&&&& c. &&&&&&&&901 d. 901 &&&&&&&&
40. Which of the following is incorrect for statement?

a. for(x=0;x<10;x++); b. for(x=0,y=10;x!=y;x++,y--)
c. for(;x<99;x++) d. All of the above are correct

41. Which of the following is correct about destructors?
a. Unlike constructors, a destructor does not take any arguments.
b. It is always defined in the public section.
c. The destructors in an inheritance hierarchy are always called in the reverse order.
d. All of the above are correct.

42. Which of the following operator is used for implementing RTTI?

a. type b. typeid c. typeinfo d. typ e jn fo
43. Which of the following storage classes have zero as its initial value?

a. Register b. External c. Static d. Both External and Static
44. Which of the following is not supported by C++?

a. Automatic garbage collection b. Multiple inheritance
c. Smart pointer d. Virtual destructor

45. Which of the following statements is true about this pointer?
a. It is not taken into consideration while computing the size of the object.
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